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III 
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IV 
Het biosystematisch onderzoek over roofmijten (Phytoseiidae) met 
nadruk op ecologische aspecten dient te worden bevorderd. 

D. A. Chant, Nat. Acad. Sci. Publ. 1402, Washington D.C. 
E. Collyer, Cr. Ier Congres d'Acarologie, Fort Collins, Colo. (1965): 409-414. 

V 
Het in de dierecologie gangbare begrip 'area of discovery' om de parasi-
terings- of predatie-efficientie van een parasiet respectievelijk predator 
uit te drukken is verwarrend. Beter kunnen de begrippen relatieve para-
siteringsnelheid respectievelijk relatieve predatiesnelheid voor dit doel 
worden gebruikt. 
A. J. Nicholson & V. A. Bailey, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1935,551-598. 

(Dit proefschrift) 



VI 
Voor het analyseren van de relatieve invloed van verschillende factoren 
op populatiedynamische verschijnselen is toepassing van gevoeligheids-
analyse met processimulatiemodellen te verkiezen boven toepassing 
van de key factor analyse volgens Morris, Varley and Gradwell. 

G. C. Varley & G. R. Gradwell, J: Anim. Ecol. 29,399-401,1960. 
R. F. Morris, Ecology 40(4): 580-588, 1959. J. van den Bos & R. Rabbinge, 
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VII 
Het streven naar grotere opbrengsten per eenheid van oppervlak in de 
landbouw is in rijke landen zowel sociaal, maatschappelijk als uit oog-
punt van natuurbehoud wenselijk, en voor arme landen zelfs noodzake-
Hjk. 

VIII 
Voor het bereiken van het optimale effect van het onderzoek naar 
gei'ntegreerde bestrijdingsmethoden van ziekten en plagen in land- en 
tuinbouwgewassen is aanpassing van het voorlichtings- en ontwikke-
lingsapparaat dringend gewenst. Onderzoek naar gei'ntegreerde be-
strijding kan alleen gedijen als directe relaties met de praktijk zijn 
gewaarborgd. 

IX 
De verwerping van het ideaalbeeld van de wetenschap zoals dit door 
Popper is gepropageerd heeft enerzijds relativering van het neopositivis-
me mogelijk gemaakt, anderzijds krijgen andere, verguisde weten-
schapsopvattingen misschien de hun toekomende kans. 

K. R. Popper: Conjectures and Refutations, 428 p., Routledge and Kegan Paul, 
London. 

X 
Kosten voor sociale voorzieningen als AOW en WW dienen niet alleen 
te worden toegerekend aan de factor arbeid, maar dienen ook op de 
factoren energie en grondstoffen te worden verhaald. De nu bestaande 
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Voorwoord 

8814 uren van continu waarnemen, meer dan 1 are aan bos om 
computerpapier van te maken, 49.600 appelbladeren die met het 
binoculair werden bekeken, ontelbare computervellen om later als 
kladpapier te gebruiken en vele experimenten met miljoenen mijten 
waren ondermeer nodig om dit proefschrift tot stand te brengen. 
Zeer velen zijn daarbij betrokken geweest en voor hun hulp en inzet wil 
ik ze alien hartelijk bedanken. 
De aanvraag die prof.dr. J. de Wilde in 1971 tot het College van 
Bestuur richtte voor het toekennen van een promotieassistentschap 
voor onderzoek aan een ecofysiologisch onderwerp werd aanvankelijk 
afgewezen, maar in 1972 dank zij zijn vasthoudendheid toch gehono-
reerd. Daardoor kon medio 1972 met het project worden begonnen. 
In de loop van het onderzoek werd bij het werk steeds meer gebruik 
gemaakt van simulatietechnieken en het was prof.dr.ir. C.T. de Wit die 
mij leerde biologische processen met vaak eenvoudige formules te 
beschrijven. Zijn enthousiasme, zijn kritische zin en didactische gaven 
maakten het op schrift stellen en beeindigen van dit project mogelijk. 
Zijn politiek inzicht zorgde voor een uitbreiding van mijn promotie-
periode. 
Al voor de aanvang van het project voerde M. van de Vrie mij binnen in 
de kleine wereld van de acarologie. Zijn grote kennis van zaken, zijn 
enorme ervaring en zijn stimulerende invloed gedurende het werk 
maakten de verbinding met de praktijk mogelijk en behoedden de 
modellenbouwer voor droogzwemmen. 
Veel studenten waren bij dit onderzoek ingeschakeld, sommigen waren 
zelfs langer dan een jaar bij het project betrokken. Hun inzet, de 
uitgebreide discussies met hen en de vele waarnemingsuren die zij bij 
nacht en ontij aan dit onderzoek hebben willen besteden, vormen het 
leeuwendeel van dit werk. Mous Sabelis, Peter Mols, Kees Booij, Cox 
Merkelijn, Rob de Reede, Cock Scheeuwe, Frank Wiedijk en Tony 
Wijnen hebben ieder op hun eigen wijze een waardevolle bijdrage 
geleverd. 
De enorme hulp die ik heb genoten van Jan Goudriaan bij het 
programmeren en het formuleren van de probleemstelling wil ik met 
nadruk noemen; deze waardering geldt ook voor Gonnie van Laar die 
tal van uren besteedde aan de gevoeligheidsanalyse van het model. Bij 



de redactie van de computerprogramma's en het verwijderen van 
fouten was ir. C. de Jonge behulpzaam; ook zijn bereidwillige 
medewerking strekte zich uit tot de nachtelijke uren. George Fransz 
leverde met zijn analyse van het prooi-predatorproces een belangrijk 
aandeel aan het leggen van de basis voor de populatiemodellen. 
Veel experimenten werden uitgevoerd bij het Instituut voor Planten-
ziektenkundig Onderzoek en bij het Proefstation voor de Fruitteelt te 
Wilhelminadorp. De medewerking die ik daar kreeg van de leiding, het 
kas- en tuinpersoneel wil ik graag noemen. De meteorologische 
metingen werden in teamverband verricht met dr.ir. P.A.M. Hopmans 
en H.A. Schouwink van de vakgroep Tuinbouwplantenteelt, en 
W.N. Lablans en prof .dr. P. Groen van het KNMI. De laatsten namen 
ook kritisch het hoofdstuk over micrometeorologische modellen door. 
Een groot deel van de meetapparatuur kon worden geleend van de 
vakgroep Natuur- en Weerkunde dank zij de bereidwillige mede
werking van Kees Stigter. 
Metingen werden verricht bij het CABO en op de Schuylenburg te 
Lienden, ook daar ontving ik de medewerking van velen. 
Werkers aan het Binnenhavencomplex, in kas, werkplaats en biblio-
theek zorgden voor hetzij levend, hetzij dood materiaal. Otto 
van Geffen zorgde voor vernuftige windmeters, Herman Dijkman 
voor proefdieren en vele tellingen, Ria Cuperus, Ans Klunder en Lien 
van Gulijk voor het vele typewerk en Frits von Planta en 
W.C.Th. Middelplaats voor de talrijke figuren en tekeningen. 
In de laatste fase van het werk speelde het Pudoc een belangrijke rol, 
met name Erica Brouns. 
Vooral prof.dr. J. de Wilde was in de laatste periode van mijn studie, 
waarin hij zo'n belangrijke rol speelde, een uitstekend leermeester. 
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bij de vakgroepen Entomologie en Theoretische Teeltkunde. Vanaf 
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de vakgroep Theoretische Teeltkunde. 
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Samenvatting 

Gedurende de laatste 10 jaar zijn er ge'integreerde insektenbestrijdings-
systemen ontwikkeld voor verschillende gewassen. Een van de 
belangrijkste onderzoeksgebieden was de ontwikkeling van ge'inte-
greerde bestrijding in boomgaarden. De ervaring met gewijzigde 
bestrijdingsprogramma's in appelboomgaarden, de toenemende resis-
tentie van spintmijten tegen acariciden, en de uitgebreide biologische 
gegevens van vele plaagverwekkers bevorderden deze ontwikkeling 
van ge'integreerde bestrijdingssystemen. 
Proeven met losgelaten roofmijten in appelboomgaarden toonden aan 
dat deze natuurlijke vijanden van het fruitspint in staat zijn de 
populatiedichtheid van het fruitspint te reguleren bij zeer lage 
dichtheden en op het ogenblik worden roofmijten al gebruikt in 
verscheidene praktijkbedrijven. Toch is er nog weinig bekend over de 
wijze waarop dit regulatiemechanisme werkt en een verklaring die niet 
gebaseerd is op goede kwantitatieve gegevens en goede verificaties is 
betrekkelijk zinloos. 
De verwezenlijking van een voor de teler gegarandeerd bestrijdings-
systeem vergt gedetailleerde kennis van de interacties van mijt- en 
roofmijtpopulaties, van hun relaties met de voedselplant en van de 
effecten van de abiotische factoren (temperatuur, relatieve lucht-
vochtigheid, wind en regen) en teeltmaatregelen (bemesting en 
bestrijding van insekten en schimmels) op mijt en roofmijt. 

In deze studie worden basismodellen voor fruitspint Panonychus ulmi 
Koch en de inheemse roofmijt Amblyseius potentillae beschreven. 
Deze modellen zijn geconstrueerd volgens de toestandsvariabele 
benadering, die wordt beschreven in hoofdstuk 3. 
De modellen overbruggen de kloof tusseti de toepassing van roofmijten 
op veldschaal en de analytische methoden van de natuurweten-
schappen en kunnen daardoor dienstbaar zijn bij de introductie en 
begeleiding van biologische bestrijding van het fruitspint. 
De simulatiemodellen zijn gebaseerd op diepgaande kennis van het 
effect van temperatuur, vocht, waardplant en daglengte op zowel prooi 
als predator (hoofdstuk 4). De relaties van ontwikkelings-, sterfte-, 
predatie- en ovipositie-snelheden met temperatuur en andere fysische 
factoren werdeh vastgesteld met behulp van Hteratuurgegevens, 
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schattingen en een groot aantal laboratoriumexperimenten (hoofd-
stuk 5). Veel van de temperatuur-responsies van snelheden bleken 
lineair te zijn en momentaan op temperatuur fluctuaties te reageren. 
De predator-prooi interacties in de modellen zijn gebaseerd op een 
gedetailleerde analyse van het predatieproces. Deze prooi-predator 
interactie is zeer ingewikkeld. Vijf ontwikkelingsstadia van de prooi 
(larve, protonymf, deutonymf, adulte man en vrouw) en vier 
ontwikkelingsstadia van de predator (protonymf, deutonymf, adulte 
man en vrouw) zijn er bij betrokken. De attractiviteit van de 
verschillende stadia van de prooi is variabel en hangt sterk van het 
verzadigingsniveau van de predator af. 
Het volwassen vrouwtje van de predator heeft een sterke voorkeur voor 
de jongere stadia; maar wanneer de mate van verzadiging erg gering is 
worden ook andere prooistadia gegeten. De voedselopnamesnelheid en 
de benutting van een gedode prooi worden eveneens sterk door het 
verzadigingsniveau bepaald. Door een gedetailleerde analyse van het 
predatieproces en met behulp van verklarende computersimulatie-
modellen toonde Fransz (1974) aan dat een eenvoudig systeem (een 
gestandaardiseerde predator en een constant aantal prooien) in korte 
tijd een evenwicht bereikt. Het verzadigingsniveau van de predator 
schommelt rond een bepaald niveau met geringe amplitudes, de hoogte 
van dit niveau hangt af van de prooi- en de predator dichtheid en van de 
temperatuur van het systeem. 
Deze eigenschap maakt introductie van het ingewikkelde predatiepro
ces in een model voor een populatie mogelijk door de relatieve 
predatiesnelheid en prooibenutting uit te drukken als een functie van 
temperatuur en verzadigingsniveau van de predator. Kwantificenng 
van het verzadigingsniveau van de predator is hier gemakkelijk omdat 
goed gevoede predatoren rood en slecht gevoede predatoren wit 
gekleurd zijn. Een kleurschaal wordt beschreven die het gedrag van de 
rover uitgedrukt in de succesratio (het aantal succesvolle ontmoetingen 
gedeeld door het totaal aantal ontmoetingen) verbindt met de hoeveel-
heid plantaardige en dierlijke pigmenten in de predator die de kleur 
bepalen (sectie 6.2). 
Experimenten werden uitgevoerd om de afnamesnelheid van de kleur 
van de predator te bepalen en om de relatie tussen predatiesnelheid en 
kleur van de predator vast te leggen bij verschillende temperaturen. 
De voor de modellen benodigde relaties tussen relatieve predatiesnel
heid en kleur van de predator kunnen gemakkelijk van deze relaties 
worden afgeleid. De numerieke respons van de predator (een verlaagde 
ovipositiesnelheid en een vcrtraagde ontwikkeling van ei tot adult als 
voedsel beperkt is) hangt eveneens van het verzadigingsniveau en van 
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de temperatuur af. Deze relaties werden eveneens experimenteel 
gekwantificeerd (sectie 6.3). 

Het vereiste detail in kennis van de sturende variabelen van het 
systeem; de kwaliteit van de waardplant en de temperatuur, werden 
vastgesteld met behulp van experiment en simulatie. Het effect van de 
voedselkwaliteit van de waardplant is vastgesteld in waterculture 
experimenten en gerelateerd aan het stikstofpercentage van bladeren 
van bomen in praktijkboomgaarden. Er wordt aangetoond (sectie 7.2) 
dat binnen de variatie in voedselkwaliteit van de bomen onder 
praktijkomstandigheden een effect op ontwikkelingssnelheid en 
ovipositiesnelheid van fruitspint afwezig is. Om de vereiste mate van 
gedetailleerdheid van het microweer na te gaan is een aan boomgaard-
omstandigheden aangepaste microweersimulator verbonden met het 
populatiemodel. De geringe verschillen in resultaten bij simulatie met 
de bladtemperaturen als sturende variabelen en luchttemperatuur als 
sturende variabele rechtvaardigt het gebruik van de luchttemperatuur 
als sturende variabele bij de verdere berekeningen (sectie 7.3). 
De aannamen in het model die ten grondslag liggen aan de behandeling 
van het predatieproces werden geverifieerd door de resultaten van een 
onafhankelijk experiment over predatie in een vervangingsreeks van 
verschillende prooistadia te vergelijken met simulatieresultaten (sec
tie 9.1). Er wordt tevens aangetoond dat de berekeningsprocedure 
voor opbrengsten van plantesoorten in mengcultuur uit zaaidichtheids-
experimenten in monocultuur kan worden toegepast om de predatie-
snelheden van een soort in mengcultuur te berekenen uit z'n 
functionele responscurve in monocultuur (sectie 9.2). 

De modellen voor het uitkomen van wintereieren, voor populatieont-
wikkeling van prooi en predator gedurende het seizoen en voor de 
inductie van diapauze zijn geverifieerd op verschillende integratie-
niveaus door onafhankelijke populatie-experimenten. De eenvoudig-
ste verificatie is de bepaling van populatiegroei in kleine ecosystemen 
onder gecontroleerde omstandigheden in situaties met en zonder 
predatoren en deze te vergelijken met de resultaten van simulatie. 

Verificatie in het veld is gedaan door de simulatieresultaten te 
vergelijken met populatiemetingen in verscheidene boomgaarden. De 
overeenkomst in het algemene beeld van populatiefluctuaties van 
prooi en predator en de goede overeenkomst tussen gesimuleerde en 
gemeten kleurniveaus van de predator maakt het model bruikbaar 
voor gevoeligheidsanalyse. 
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Deze gevoeligheidsanalyse, hoofdstuk 10, toont aan dat er geen 
bijzondere sleutelfactoren in het systeem zijn en dat de initiele 
prooi-roververhoudingen behoorlijk mogen varieren. De predatie-
activiteit van de ontwikkelingsstadia en van de mannetjes van de rover 
blijken relatief onbelangrijk te zijn en het adulte wijfje is de belangrijke 
regulator als gevolg van haar grote roofactiviteit, haar lange levens-
duur en de toename in ovipositiesnelheid wanneer de rover goed 
gevoed is. Het systeem is betrekkelijk gevoelig voor de lengte van de 
jeugdperiode van de prooi, de predatiesnelheid, de eilegsnelheid van de 
volwassen vrouwelijke predator en de vertraging in ontwikkeling van 
de predator als gevolg van onvoldoende voedsel. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Biological control of mites 

Biological control was described by Thompson (1930) as a method of 
pest control that relies on natural enemies — parasites, predators and 
pathogens — to reduce pest populations to tolerable levels. Biological 
control is only a part of integrated control, which also incorporates 
other methods of pest control including, host plant resistance, cultiva
tion methods, genetic manipulation of pests and moreover selective use 
of chemicals such as pheromones, hormones and also pesticides (FAO, 
1973). In the Netherlands, the Working Group for Integrated Control 
of Insect Pests, TNO, was established in 1958. This group chose the 
apple orchard for the application of integrated control mainly because 
of the permanence of this crop that enables a stable ecosystem to be 
established. Further reasons were as follows. 
- the frequent application of pesticides (20-30 times per year) 
- the development of resistance to acaricides in the fruit-tree red spider 

mite (van de Vrie, 1956) 
- the availability of fundamental studies on the population dynamics 

of this spider mite (Kuenen, 1949, 1946) 
- the knowledge of bionomics of many pest species occurring in 

orchards (Evenhuis, 1958; De Fluiter, 1957) 
- the results already obtained by workers abroad (Lord, 1949; Pickett, 

1949) 
The fruit-tree red spider mite was almost unknown as a pest before 
World War II. It became a serious pest when tar oil was introduced as a 
dormant spray against overwintering insects and Bordeaux mixture 
and lime sulphur became increasingly applied against scab and pow
dery mildew. 
Probably predators regulated the numbers of the mite before that time 
but were killed by foliar applications of pesticides against other pests 
leaving the spider mites unharmed. The evidence for this hypothesis 
was critically reviewed by Huffaker et al., (1970). The development of 
resistance in spider mite populations is unpredictable; speculations 
based on laboratory experiments are unsatisfactory but sooner or later 
many, if not all, acaricides may become ineffective. The wide variety in 
response of mite populations to many potent acarides may indicate 
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these future developments (Helle & van de Vrie, 1974). To obtain a 
long-lasting effect, predators should be employed to regulate the 
populations of fruit-tree red spider mites. Then there would be less 
need to apply acaricides so frequently and the possibilities for regulat
ing other pest species on fruit trees by biological means would be 
improved. 

1.2 Application of simulation 
Biological control has long been based on the idea that pests exist 
because there are insufficient essential predators or parasites. Such 
natural enemies were therefore introduced from appropriate regions 
until the pest was brought under control. Many examples of biological 
control are based on this time-consuming procedure which merely 
depends on the experience of the biologist or agriculturist. Speculative 
explanations are often given afterwards without sound experimental 
verification. 
Laboratory experiments and observations in field situations on the 
fruit-tree red spider mite led to the hypothesis that this mite is most 
successfully controlled by predacious mites (Kuenen, 1946; Collyer, 
1964; Kropczynska & van de Vrie, 1967; van de Vrie & Boersma, 1970). 
Attempts were made to introduce predatory mites or to improve their 
effectiveness; these experiments clearly demonstrated the capacity of 
these natural enemies to reduce and maintain spider mite populations, 
below the economic threshold level. At present predacious mites are 
widely used to control spider mites in apple orchards. 
However the changes in the system have still not been quantitatively 
assessed, and explanations of how the system operates are mere 
speculation if not supported by knowledge of the underlying ecological 
processes. To develop a stable pest control system, it is necessary to 
know how spider mite and predacious mite populations interact with 
each other and with the host plant, and how the system is influenced by 
abiotic factors (temperature, relative humidity, wind and rain) and by 
cultivation methods (including the use of fertilizers as well as insecti
cides and fungicides). 
The aim of the simulation approach in this book is to bridge the gap 
between biological control with predacious mites in the field and the 
analytical methods of natural sciences, thus assisting in the introduc
tion and management of biological agents in the control of the fruit-
tree red spider mite. The system studied, comprises the fruit tree, the 
fruit-tree red spider mite and the predatory mites. The population 
growth of the fruit-tree red spider mite and its predatory mites was 
simulated in relation to the changing biotic and abiotic environment. 



All simulations refer to commercial fruit orchards, with spindle culture 
and the cultivar Golden Delicious on rootstock M 9, most frequently 
used in the Netherlands. These orchards are tended as those of the 
integrated control system; the number of sprayings are minimal and 
pruning and other treatments do not differ from those in chemically 
treated orchards. In the system the tree is considered to be an unlimited 
food source. High density effects in populations of the fruit-tree red 
spider mite such as reduced fecundity, delayed development and 
accelerated diapause do not occur when the densities are below the 
economic damage level. This is fixed at 2-3 females per leaf according 
to standards set by the OILB (Organisation Internationale pour la 
Lutte Biologique). This economic threshold is not merely defined by 
biological parameters, but also by socio-economic factors. Well kept, 
well fertilized orchards have more tolerance to the fruit-tree red spider 
mite, but because population growth is much faster in these orchards 
(Post, 1962; van de Vrie & Boersma, 1970), it is here especially that the 
fruit-tree red spider mite is a severe problem. Since all calculations are 
done for commercial fruit orchards only nitrogen levels within the 
range found in practice are considered. It is assumed that the effects of 
other natural enemies of the prey are absent since their predatory role is 
relatively unimportant at the considered population densities of the 
fruit-tree red spider mite. Whenever the population increases above the 
economic threshold their role may become of importance. The simulat
ed system may give erroneous results when densities are very high, 
above 10 females per leaf, but sprayings rather than biological control 
methods are necessary in those situations. 
The calculations with the model are based on the surface for 100 July 
leaves, this being the sample unit for the determination of the popula
tion densities in the integrated control system (van de Vrie, 1966). 
Within the orchard considerable differences in microweather may 
occur and these have to be taken into consideration. An adapted 
microweather simulation model, according to the microweather simu
lator for closed crops designed by Goudriaan (in prep.) is used for this 
purpose. It is assumed that the occurrence of the spider mite, 
0.3-0.7 mm in size, is limited to the laminar layer around the leaf. 



2 Biological elements 

2.1 Fruit-tree red spider mite 

Panonychus ulmi Koch belongs to the family Tetranychidae, a sub
group of the class Acarina. The members of the vast family Tetranychi
dae are nearly all phytophagous and mites are found all over the world 
from the Arctic to the Tropics. 
Since Panonychus ulmi Koch causes considerable damage in decidu
ous fruit orchards, many publications on its biology and ecology have 
appeared (e.g. Gilliatt, 1935; Geijskes, 1938; Cagle, 1946; Andersen, 
1947; Wybou, 1949, 1951; Blair & Groves, 1952; Fjelddalen, 1952; 
Kuenen, 1946; Hueck, 1953; Mori, 1967; Parent & Beaulieu, 1957; 
Gunthart, 1945; Ehara, 1964; Rota, 1961-1962; Cutright, 1963; Bon-
darenko, 1964; Collyer, 1974; Livisic, 1964; Saba, 1964;Musa &Dosse, 
1966; Huffaker et al., 1969; van de Vrie et al., 1972). 
From these literature sources it is clear that the fruit-tree red spider 
mite occurs in almost all commercial fruit-growing regions. Especially 
in well kept orchards the fruit-tree red spider mite is continuously a 
potential pest and needs much attention by the fruit grower. 

Hibernation takes place in the winter-egg stage on branches and twigs. 
The eggs are mostly found on the lower side of these branches, around 
the buds, on the leaf scars and the joints between the first and second 
year twigs. At very high densities of eggs a reddish shade shows their 
presence. In the Netherlands the diapause eggs hatch in spring and give 
rise to 4 - 6 generations of mites. The start of the hatching period varies 
according to the climate zone. In Canada hatching starts in the middle 
of May (Gilliatt, 1935; Parent & Beaulieu, 1957), in Virginia in the last 
week of April (Cagle, 1946), in the Netherlands usually in the second or 
third week of April. 
H ueck (1951) found that winter eggs hatch less successfully in continu
ous darkness than in daylight. He reported that winter eggs of P. ulmi 
hatch during daytime and suggested that the absorption of short 
wavelengths of light were related in some way to the red pigment of the 
winter eggs and that they influenced the embryonic development. This 
hypothesis of Hueck is not in agreement with the results of Becker 
(1952). A necessary prerequisite for hatching is that winter eggs must be 



exposed for at least 100 days to a temperature below 10° C. 
Once hatching starts there is an instantaneous temperature reaction 
(Mori, 1961). At 20° C, 50% of the vital eggs have hatched after 6 days 
and within the 50-100% range, relative humidity does not affect 
vitality and rate of hatching (Mori, 1957). 
The 0.1-0.3 mm diapause egg, described by Beament (1951) has a 
common basic shell structure, consisting of an outer thick wax layer 
and a cement 'shell' layer enclosing the living material. The egg is 
attached to the bark by an adhesive substance. The winter mortality of 
the eggs may be between 10 and 90%. (S0mme, 1966; Lienk & 
Chapman, 1958; Bengston, 1965). After hatching six developmental 
juvenile stages are distinguished: larva, protochrysalis, protonymph, 
deutochrysalis, deutonymph, teleiochrysalis. 
The developmental rate of each stage depends on temperature, relative 
humidity and food supply. The optimum temperature is 24° C and the 
relative humidity 90% (Becker, 1952). These conditions are also 
optimum for the hatching of summer eggs. Mortality as related to 
temperature has not been studied in much detail. Total development 
from egg to female or male adult takes about 11 days at 20° C. After 
2-3.5 days the female starts ovipositing. 
The fruit-tree red spider mite has, as most Tetranychidae, an arrhenot-
okous reproduction, i.e. females develop from fertilized eggs and are 
diploid, whereas males develop from unfertilized eggs and are haploid. 
The developmental period of the male is 0.5 -1 day shorter than that of 
the female. It waits until the female moults near her final quiescent 
stage, before it copulates with the young female. In field populations 
the sex ratios may vary (Putman, 1970; Herbert et al., 1975), but most 
common is a value of 0.67. Therefore this value is used in the models. 
Summer eggs are deposited on the leaves. They are pale red and have a 
thinner scale than the winter eggs. Summer eggs hatch after a period of 
about 10 days at 20° C; natural mortality of these eggs is negligible. The 
females of the last summer generation deposit the winter eggs on the 
twigs and branches. The induction of 'winter' females i.e. the female 
that oviposits winter eggs, takes place in the deutonymph stage in 
response to a combination of temperature, daylength and food condi
tion. Other stages, the teleiochrysalis and adult female are also 
receptive but less strongly. Lees' (1953) diapause data are presented in 
Table 1. He reported a partial reversibility from winter form to 
summer form when, after diapause-inducing conditions, a new period 
of warm weather starts. The winter eggs are then deposited on the 
leaves and are lost. 
The damage caused by P. ulmi has been studied by several workers 



Table 1 The influence of temperature and photoperiod on the 
incidence of diapause (% females laying winter eggs) in Panony-
chus ulmi (data from Lees, 1953). 

Temperature (°C) Proportion (%) of winter 
females diapausing with a 
photoperiod of 

Oh 4h 8h 12h 16h 24h 

0 
0 
0 
0 

10 
15 
20 
25 

91 
60 
36 
0 

90 
85 
54 
3 

100 
100 
72 
27 

100 
97 
70 
21 

45 
0 
0 
0 

(Blair, 1951; Kuenen, 1946; Tragard, 1915; van de Vrie, 1956). With its 
stylets P. ulmi pierces through the epidermis into the mesophyll and 
sucks the content of the mesophyll cells. Both sides of the leaves are 
colonized, with a preference for the lower surface. The mesophyll cell 
fragments desiccate and their necrosis results in a bronzing of the 
leaves, when many cells are damaged. 
Boulanger (1958) and Avery (1964) showed that until the leaves 
become visibly damaged the assimilation of carbon dioxide is only 
slightly reduced. The possible economic loss caused by the fruit-tree 
red spider mite has been estimated by different workers at more than 
30% of the harvest (Chapman & al., 1952; van de Vrie, 1956). The 
growth of the fruit trees and the number of flower buds may be strongly 
reduced in the year after the attack. In hot dry years the damage caused 
by P. ulmi is more severe than in other years (Kuenen, 1946,1949). Jary 
& Austin (1937), however, reported damage to be particularly severe in 
cool, wet weather. 

2.2 Predators 

In a world review on the fruit-tree red spider mite, Groves (1951) 
reported 65 species of predators. After three years of study in Germany 
Berker (1958) reported 59 species of predators of P. ulmi. The most 
important species are discussed briefly, to show why only the phytoseii-
dae are considered in this study. 

Coleoptera. The two important predatory groups in this insect order, 
Coccinelhdae and Staphylinidae, have some acarophagous representa-



tives. Stethorus punctillum Weise and Stethorus bifidus (Coccinelli-
dae) are known as P. ulmi predators. They are relatively small and 
remarkably well-adapted to live and search for prey in the micro-
environments where the tetranychid mite occurs (McMurtry et al., 
1970). Development proceeds from the egg through four larval instars 
and a pupal stage to the adult in 19.3 days at 25° C (Geyskes, 1938; 
Gunthart, 1945). 
The sex ratio is 1 and the oviposition period is relatively long and the 
daily oviposition rate higher when food is abundant. 
The food requirements for survival of these small ladybirds is low and 
thus they could be effective at low prey densities. However at higher 
densities, the daily rate of prey consumption of ovipositing females 
may exceed 40 adult or large immature spider mites, and that of fourth 
instar larvae may be even higher, with the total consumption during 
larval development usually in excess of 200 mites per day. 
Stethorus spp. are specialized predators of spider mites, commonly 
associated with high prey densities. However they probably do not 
suppress the population before the economic threshold is reached, 
because high densities of prey are generally required before the 
predators begin to increase in numbers (McMurtry et al., 1970). Thus 
only low prey densities are required for survival but high numbers 
should be present before oviposition can begin. Oligotaflavicornis and 
Oligota oviformis (Staphylinidae) are described as predators for 
phytophagous mites. These predators survive only at high mite densi
ties. 
Hemiptera. Anthocorus musculus and Anthocorus nemorum are 
reported to feed on P. ulmi in apple orchards in many parts of Europe 
(Massee & Steer, 1929; Geijskes, 1938; Listo & al., 1939). 
Anthocorus is polyphagous and preys on aphids and scale insects as 
well as spider mites. Young instars of this species readily feed on P. 
ulmi (van de Vrie, 1972) and the later instars seem to prefer larger prey 
species. Another well studied predatory bug is Blepharidopterus 
angulatus (Fall) (Miridae). In England, Collyer( 1964) studied in detail 
its effects on P. ulmi populations in commercial orchards. The dura
tion of development under field conditions was 35 to 39 days, with only 
one generation per year. During their life-span female bugs consumed 
as many as 4000 adult mites, up to 50 per day during the adult stage. 
However Collyer (1964) stated: 'the mirid requires a fairly high level of 
food supply and being univoltine requires more than one season to 
build up again after it has been reduced to low numbers by inadequate 
food supply... ' Therefore it was considered that predacious mites are 
more useful predators of the phytophagous mites. 



The predatory mites. Several predatory mites occur in neglected fruit 
orchards, but in well kept orchards very few species appear: Typhlod-
romus pyri, Amblyseius finlandicus and Amblyseius potentillae are 
most common. Therefore these species are considered in this study. All 
three belong to the family Phytoseiidae, Acarina, which occur from the 
Arctic to the Tropics. 
They have 4 developmental stages, the egg: the six-legged larva, the 
protonymph and the deutonymph. The quiescent period between two 
stages is short and the total duration of development in phytoseiids is 
generally shorter than that of the Tetranychidae under comparable 
conditions. The size of the predatory mite is about that of its prey 
0.7-0.9 mm. They only oviposit after fertilization and the sex ratio 
seems to be about 1. Their rate of oviposition is maximally about 
2 eggs per day, with a total maximum fecundity of approximately 30. 
The fecundity, and especially the development rate, are influenced by 
the availability of prey (van de Vrie, 1972). Their main food is the 
phytophagous mite Panonychus ulmi, with a clear preference for the 
younger stages. Eriophyidae, pollen, honey and honeydew are also 
accepted as food (Chant, 1959; McMurtry & Scriven, 1966). Amblysei
us finlandicus also feeds on apple mildew (Podosphaera leucotricha) 
and even reproduces on this food, but shows a shorter lifetime 
(Kropczynska, 1970). The life cycle is synchronized with that of P-
ulmi. Diapause starts in August in the adult fertilized female. The 
sensitive stage for daylength and temperature is the deutonymph (van 
de Vrie, pers. commun.). The winter females shelter in crevices in basic 
bud scales and scars of the trunk and branches. The mortality in winter 
is normally low (van de Vrie, 1964). 

Some workers reported winter mortality in predatory mites on fruit 
trees (Dosse, 1956; Chant, 1959). 
Their estimations may be incorrect because they may have included 
non-diapausing and diapausing females, as well as males during the 
autumn count while in fact, only fertilized winter females overwinter. 
Predation potentials differ widely and contrasting data are given 
(Dosse, 1956; Collyer, 1964; van de Vrie, 1972) possibly because of 
different methods of evaluation. 
Although the bionomics of the three species mentioned seem to be 
similar, there are some regional differences in their relative abundance. 
A. potentillae is quite common in the South West of the Netherlands, 
A. finlandicus is more numerous in the central part, while T. pyri 
seems to be equally distributed throughout almost all neglected 
orchards in the Netherlands. 



2.3 The orchard 

In the Netherlands commercial apple growing mainly takes place in 
spindle bush orchards. These are orchards with a plant density of 
1000-3000 trees per ha, in rows so that many operations can be 
mechanized. In some a system of integrated pest control is being 
introduced; this study was undertaken on behalf of these orchards. 
Normally 15-20 sprayings per year are applied against apple scab, 
powdery mildew and some insect pests; and 80 - 200 kg nitrogen per ha 
is given annually. 
In the Netherlands the production cultivars grafted on weak rootstocks 
are: Golden Delicious, Cox Orange Pippin, Boskoop Beauty, James 
Grieve, Winston, Melrose, Jonathan and Karmine. These cultivars are 
often mixed row by row. The cultivar used in this study is Golden 
Delicious, economically the most important variety in the Netherlands. 
The results are easily transferred to other cultivars. 



3 The simulation technique 

3.1 Development and growth 

A system is a limited part of reality with related elements. The set of 
relations is called the structure of the system. Examples of a system are 
a cell, a plant or a field. The boundary between system and environ
ment is preferentially chosen in such a way that the behaviour of the 
system does not depend on its environment. The system is dynamic 
when it changes with time. 
A simplified representation of a dynamic system is a dynamic model. If 
the model is the same as the original, there is no need to construct it. 
The model only has to agree with the original on relevant points. The 
differences between model and original can make the model more 
simple, easier to handle and more lucid than reality. 
A fairly wide definition of simulation is the building of a model and 
studying its behaviour. Simulation is useful if it increases the insight in 
reality by extrapolation and analogy, if it is the basis for the design of 
new experiments and if the model accounts for the most relevant 
phenomena and contains no assumptions that are proven to be false. 
Simulation with the help of computers is only useful if the system 
studied is too complex and an analytical-mathematical approach 
becomes too difficult. The biological processes that underlie an 
ecological system can be represented in a simulation model with the 
help of computer languages that are especially designed for this 
purpose. 
The simulations in this monograph were carried out according to the 
state variable approach. This approach is based on the use of digital 
computers. A digital computer, where all executions are discrete and 
take place in a sequential order, seems to be a most unsuitable 
instrument for simulating ecological systems, as the changes in this 
kind of system are parallel and continuous. The main feature of 
simulation languages is to overcome these limitations. These languages 
are based on the axiom that changes of the conditions in a system are 
not mutually dependent, but can be derived separately from the state of 
the system. All rates of change between time t and time (t + At) are 
calculated from the condition at time t and if necessary data from the 
past. Only after the calculation of all the rates at the moment of 
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simulation, can the changes be executed by semi-parallel integration 
over a small time interval. 
For practical reasons the time interval for integration cannot be 
infinitely small. It must be at least so short that the rates can be 
assumed to be constant during this interval. The simplest integration 
method available is the Eulerian or rectilinear one, in which the new 
value of an integral equals the old value plus the product of the time 
interval and the rate of change. The time interval is kept at a fixed value 
during simulation when this method is used. 
In process simulation models, five different kinds of variables can be 
distinguished: state variables, driving or forcing variables, auxiliary 
variables, rate variables and output variables. The state variables 
characterize and quantify all observed properties of the system, such as 
number of larvae, number of parasites, amount of food and so on. At 
the onset of the simulation the values of all state variables have to be 
known. In mathematical terms they are quantified by the contents of 
integrals. In relational diagrams they are represented by squares. 
Driving or forcing variables are those that are not affected by processes 
within the system but characterize the influence from outside. These 
may be for instance the temperature or the temperature sum. Depend
ing on the boundary of the system to be simulated, the same variables 
may be classified either as state or as driving variables. In relational 
diagrams driving variables are represented between brackets. 
The rates of change of the state variables are quantified by rate 
variables. Knowledge of the underlying biological and physical pro
cesses makes the formulation of rules possible, according to which the 
values of the rate variables are determined. In relational diagrams rate 
variables are represented by valves. 
For complicated processes the use of properly chosen intermediate 
auxiliary variables makes the calculation process more lucid. In 
relational diagrams these variables are represented by circles. Output 
variables are the quantities that the model produces for the user. They 
may be state, rate or auxiliary variables. 
Parameters, that have a constant value, are underlined in relational 
diagrams. Flow of material is represented by solid lines, while flow of 
information is represented by broken lines. 
The application of the state variable approach in ecosystem modelling 
and the simulation language used here, Continuous System Modelling 
Program CSMP, is explained in detail in another volume of the 
Simulation Monograph Series (De Wit & Goudriaan, 1974). 

The relational diagram in Fig. 1 shows one simple way to simulate 
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Fig. 1 | Simplest relational diagram for the hatching process of eggs. 

hatching, i.e. the emergence of young larvae from eggs. The amount of 
eggs, and the amount of young larvae, two state variables, are given 
within rectangles. They are connected by a solid arrow that designates 
the flow of individuals from one state to the other. This flow is 
regulated by the hatching rate, HR, a variable presented within the 
valve symbol, dependent on a constant the relative hatching rate, 
RHR, which is underlined and on the amount of eggs; both depen
dences being presented by broken lines. 

In CSMP, the two state variables are presented by integrals. 

EGGS = INTGRL (100., - HR) 
LARV = INTGRL (0., HR) 

The first number in the argument is the initial value, which is here, of 
course, zero for the number of larvae and arbitrarily assumed to be 100 
for the number of eggs. The second variable in the argument is the rate 
of change of the number of larvae. This hatching rate may be equal to 
HR = RHR*EGGS in which the relative hatching rate is defined as a 
parameter at, for instance, 0.1 day-1 with 

PARAMETER RHR = 0 . 1 

The actual simulation program is completed with a statement that 
specifies the time period over which the system is simulated and the 
interval at which output is wanted: 

TIMER FINTIM = 30., OUTDEL = 1. 

a statement that specifies the output: 
PRTPLT EGGS, LARV 

The output is given in Fig. 2. 
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Obviously there is an exponential decrease in the number of eggs and a 
corresponding increase in the number of larvae. 
The hatching rate may also be a function of temperature. If a birth rate, 
BR, and a death rate of eggs, DR, is added the first integral becomes 

EGGS = INTGRL (100..BR - DR - HR) 

and the hatching rate becomes 

HR - EGGS * AFGEN (RHRT, TEMP) 

The AFGEN function (Arbitrary Function GENerator) makes linear 
interpolation possible between given values for RHR. 
The other rates: birth rate and death rate should, of course, also be 
quantified. 
It is well known that the average residence time in the egg stage is the 
inverse of the relative hatching rate, i.e. 10 days for Fig. 2. Hence the 
duration of the process is controlled by the relative hatching rate. 
The form of the resulting curve, however, is still unrealistic. Actual 
experiments show that for some days after the onset of hatching small 
numbers of larvae appear. Then the hatching rate increases and 
decreases again. The complexity of the hatching process and the many 
subprocesses concerned, obviously causes a bell-shaped hatching 
curve. Without analysing these underlying processes in detail, they may 
be mimiced by constructing a number of development classes accord
ing to the relational diagram of Fig. 3. 

EGGS 
Hatch stage 

1 • 

E2 ~ S * E3 ~z^* EA 
i 

• • • i 
i- i i- 1 

REST 

LARVAE 

Fig. 3 | Relational diagram of the hatching process of eggs, application of the 
boxcar train or age classes approach. 

In each class the residence time, RT, is 1 / N of the total residence time 
(hatching time) REST, N being the number of classes (N = 10). This is 
programmed as follows: 

EGG 1 = INTGRL (100., - E G G l /RT) 

EGG ' 2 .10 '= INTGRL (0. , (EGG '1,9' - EGG '2,10') /RT) 
LARV = INTGRL (0. , EGG 10/RT) 
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The second integral statement stands for the 9 integrals 
EGG2 - EGG 10. For instance: 

EGG5 = INTGRL (0., (EGG4 - EGG5J) / RT) 

The residence time in each class, being defined by: 

RT =(l/N)*REST 
REST = l/RHR 
PARAMETER RHR = .1, N = 10. 

The resulting emergence curve of larvae is presented in Fig. 4. A 
Gaussian distribution function with its maximum at 10 days (1 / RHR) 
is obtained. 
Goudriaan (1973) showed that the variance of this Gaussian distribu
tion function is defined as: 

S2 = N X (RT)2 

N X RT representing the average total residence time REST. 
Hence the relative standard deviation is constant according to: 

S/REST = S/(N X RT) = (1/VN) 

and only dependent on the number of development classes. 
So a relative standard deviation of 0.2 is realized when 25 classes-are 
distinguished, and for a relative standard deviation ofO. 1,100 hatching 
(development) classes must be distinguished. 
This large number of classes takes too much computing time and 
moreover, once the number of classes is chosen, the relative standard 
deviation is fixed. 
It is possible that the relative standard deviation depends on the abiotic 
conditions for growth and development. A solution for this problem is 
found by a versatile combination of the presented method with a 
modelling system which moves the eggs through the development 
classes without dispersion, like the contents of the boxcars of a train 
moving along a track. 
To achieve movement without dispersion the whole contents of the 
development classes are shifted at the moment at which one residence 
time is passed. This is done as follows: 

EGG 1 = INTGRL (100., -PUSH * EGG 1) 
EGG '2,10' = INTGRL (0.,PUSH * (EGG '1,9' - EGG '2,10')) 
LARV = INTGRL (0 . , PUSH * EGG 10) 

The variable PUSH is always zero, except at the moment when the 
residence time is passed. Then it has the value 1/DELT, in which 
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MINIMUM EGGS VERSUS TIME HJXIMUH 
— 7 . H T 9 E . I X . i . oooonoa 

IIME EGGS I I 
O.OOOOE-01 t.OOOOFtOi .... ................. ................* 
i,ooooe+oo i.oooor-to2 -................................-...--.-••-.••-•* 

—a,OQOOE<00 9.999SE»0t r - T ..................> 
3,OOO0EtOD 9.9890F+01 -.....-.......................-......•—-—•—t 

—4r*«8«E+4« 9 . 9 1 8 7 E » n t « 
5 . 0 0 0 0 F + 0 0 9 . 6B17E+01 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 

7 , 0 0 0 0 E t 0 0 9 | 3C50E+01 — . . . . — . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . — . — — « - • 
—9,OOOOE<00 7 , 1 * 6 3 E + 0 1 - , - - . . , . . . . — , . . 4 . • 

9 . 0 0 0 0 E + 0 0 5 . 6 7 4 1 E + 0 1 . . . . . . . - . - . . . , . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . + 
—1»OOOOE>01 4 . 5 7 9 3 C < 0 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

1 .10O0E + 01 3 . 4 0 S 1 E + 0 1 - - • 
l t 8 0 0 0 E t 0 1 ^ ,4a»9g-) -» l - • • • . . . . • 
1 .3000E+OJ 1 . 6581E+01 — — - . — •» 

— 1 . 4 0 0 0 E + 0 1 l . O O S I F t d - . . . . + — 
1 . 5000E+01 6 .9851E+fiO — • 

— l | 6 0 0 0 E t 0 1 ^iiwe+w » ^ . . • 
1 . 7000E+0J 2 . 6 1 2 5 E + 0 0 - • 

—l , 8U08L* l> t 1-.5M-3E+80- * 
1 . 9 0 0 0 E + 0 1 8 , B 5 6 5 F - 0 i • 

—a^BCBOElOl * T A 9 6 4 £ - « 4 * : — ~~ 
2 , 1 0 0 0 E f 0 1 2 . 7 6 6 4 E - 0 J + 
2 | 2 0 O 0 E l 0 1 1 . S 0 S 6 E - 0 1 (- : • " " 
2 .3000E+OJ 8 . 0 6 4 9 E - 0 2 • 
2 .4O0OEI01 4 . 3 5 7 3 F - 0 3 *-
2 . 5 0 0 0 E + O1 2 . 2 1 6 9 F - 0 2 •* 

— 2 l * 0 n 0 E * 0 t ».T4-3MF..02 * 
2 . 7 0 0 0 E + 0 1 S . 7 9 2 9 E - 0 3 + 
2,»OOOE«01 J „ a H »E-li3 • , 
2.9000E+01 1.4486E-03 + 
3|OOOOE<01 7TJ^7«B-*4 t-

MINIMUM 
tf.onooE-oi 

LARV VERSUS TIME 
MAXIMUM 

9T94W**** -

2 .7000E-KH 9 . 9 9 9 4 E » 0 1 
-M*S*S+** -9TW*7B*M 

2.9000E+01 9.9999E+01 
-JrOOOOE+Oi 9 , 9999E+04 .. 

F i g . 4 1 S i m u l a t e d h a t c h i n g c u r v e a n d c o r r e s p o n d i n g e m e r g e n c e w i t h several 

d e v e l o p m e n t c l a s s e s a n d t h e ' c o n t i n u o u s ' m e t h o d o f s i m u l a t i o n o f d eve lop 
m e n t . 
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DELT is the small time step of integration. At the moment the rate of 
change of, for instance, the integral EGG 1 becomes EGG 1 / DELT, the 
content of the integral changes with numerical integration to: 

EGGlt+DELT = EGGl t-(l /DELT)XEGGl tXDELT = 0 

In this way the first development class is completely emptied. Similar 
shifts occur in the other classes. 
The control of the value of PUSH requires two additional statements 

PUSH = INSW (HST - l /N, 0.,l/DELT) „ ^ 
HST = INTGRL (0.,(RHR - P U S H / N ) ) A #•'"{ - / / 

The hatching stage, HST, is the integral of the relative hatching rate. 
HST accumulates until it exceeds l/N. Then l/N is subtracted. PUSH 
is set at zero by the INS Witch as long as HST is smaller than 1 / N and 
equals 1 / DELT when HST is larger. In Fig. 5 the result of this way of 
modelling is given, with N = 10 and a relative hatching rate of 
0.1 day-1. Hence there are now two programming systems available. 
One, the continuous one, which generates a constant relative standard 
deviation and the other, the discontinuous method, that generates no 
standard deviation at all. A combination of both methods for which the 
relative standard deviation is not constant can be mimiced by an 
intermediate method. A fraction F of the content of the development 
classes is shifted with a frequency which is 1/F time larger. F may 
depend on abiotic conditions or on other driving variables. This 
fraction is I when complete 'discontinuous' simulation is required and 
is DELT/ RT when complete 'continuous' simulation suffices to mimic 
the dispersion. 
This is shown in the following notations: 
Continuous: 

F = DELT/RT 
HR = - EGG 1 X PUSH X DELT/ RT 

As PUSH is 1/DELT: 

H R = - E G G X 1 / R T 

Discontinuous: 

F = l 
H R = -EGG1XPUSHX1 

In the intermediate cases the fraction F equals 

1 -NX(S/REST)2 
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TIME 
O.OOOOE-01 

MINIMUM EGGS VERSUS TIME MAXIMUM 
O.OOOOE-Ol l.OOOOE+02 

—EW5 1 I 
l.OOOOE+02 . . . — . . . . — . . . . — — — . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . — . . . . + 
1.0000E+02 . . . . . . . . — . . . . . . . — . . . . . . . . . . — . — — — — — • 
I.OOOOE+02 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . — . . • . . . . . . . - — . — » 
1 .O000E+02 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . — — — . . . - . — — — — — — — • 
I.OOOOE+02 • 
1.0O00E+O2 . . - . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . — . . . . . . - . . — . • . — . • 
l.OOOOE+02 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . — . . . . — — . — — — — — — — • 
1.0000E+02 — . . . . . . . . . — — — . . . — — — — — — — • — — • 
l.OOOOE+02 . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . — — . . . . . . . — . — . — — — — — • 
l ,0000Et02 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 
1.0000E+02 . . . . . . . — . . . . . . . . — . . . — . . . . . . . . — . — — — — — • 
O.OOOOE-OS • 
O.OOOOE-01 • _ _ _ _ _ 
O.OOOOE-Ol • 
0.O000E-O1 • -
O.OOOOE-Ol • 
O.OOOOE-01 • -
O.OOOOE-01 • 
O.OOOOE-01 • -
O.OOOOE-01 • 
O.OOOOE-01 • 
O.OOOOE-Ol • 
O.OOOOE-01 • . 
O.OOOOE-Ol • 
O.OOOOE-01 • 
O.OOOOE-Ol • 
O.OOOOE-Ol • . — 
O.OOOOE-01 * ~ 
O.OOOOE-Ol • . _ _ — 
O.OOOOE-Ol • ' 
O.OOOOE-Ol • . -

l.OOOOE+OO 
2.000QE+0O 
J.OOOOE+OO 
4.000QE+00 
5.0000E+00 
6.0000E+00 
7.0000E+00 
I.OOOOE+OQ 
9.0000E+00 
l.OOOOE+Ol 
l.lOOOE+Ol 
1.2Q00E+01 
1.3OO0E+01 
1.40QOE+01 
1.5000E+01 
1.6Q0QE+01 
1.7000E+01 
l.gQOOE+Ol 
1.9000E.01 
2.000QE+01 
2.1000E+01 
2.2000E+01 
2.J000E+01 
2.4000E*0t_ 
2.5000E+01 
2.6000E+01 
2.7000E+01 
2.9000E+Q1 

3,OOQOE>01 

" MINIMUM r m — V E R S U S TIKE S i X T B U ?r 
_ _ _ _ _ O.OOOOE-Ol 1 .0000____t 

T I M E ~ LA~RV 1 " ~ " ' 
O.OOOOE-Ol O.OOOOE-Ol • * 
l.OOOOE+OOO.OOOOE-Ol • " " 
2.OQ00E+0Q O.OOOOE-Ol • - — ' 
J.OOOOE+OO O.OOOOE-Ol • 
4.0000E+0Q O.OOOOE-Ol + . 
S.OOOOE+OO O.OOOOE-Ol • " 
t.OOOOE+OQ O.OOOOE-Ol + ___-_— 
7.0000E+00 O.OOOOE-Ol • 
9.0000E+0Q O.OOOOE-Ol • _ 
9tO0OOE+0O O.OOOOE-Ol • ' 
l.OOOOE+Ol O.OOOOE-Ol • -• 
l.lOOOE+Oll.OOOOE+02 — . — . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . — — — — — " — • 
1.2000E+Q1 l.OOOOE+02 — — — — — . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . — . . — — — — — — — > 
1.3000E+01l.OOOOE+02 ...................................——— - " 
1.400QE+Q1 l.OOOOE+02 ——..............................—— — — — — . — 
1.5O00E+01 l.OOOOE+02 -.......................................———+ 
l.tOOOE+Qi l.OOOOE+02 .—...—........................————— — __ -
l.TOOOETOl l.OOOOE+02 ..—...............................-.——•-—• 
1.9000E+O1 l.OOOOE+02 ......................................————.I 
I ,9OOOE»OI ITOOOOETOJ — — — — . . — . . . — . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . — — — ' " * 
2.0000Et01 \ .OQQOE+02 ——.—.............................—————• 
2.1000E+01 l.OOOOE+02 ......................... ......... —..^» 
2.200QE+01 l.OOOOE+02 ———.............................—————» -
2.3000E + OI l.OOOOE+02 ---..—.•—........•.-••..•..-.-.....—-—"-^* 
2.40O0E+01 l.OOOOE+02 * 
2.5OOOE+01 l.OOOOE+02 ................... .....•••.......—•->•-—-•"* 
a.6000E»Qi l.OOOOE+02 ————............................—..--.-••_-
2.7000E+01 i.OOooE+OJ -..—.................................———•^* 
2.8Q00E+01 1.0000E+02 —.................. .............. .........——«•_ -
2.9000E+01 l.OOOOE+02 =Z* 
3.OOOOE+01 l.OOOOE+02 — — . — — . . — . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . — — — — * 

Fig. 51 Simulated hatching curve with the 'discontinuous' method of simula
tion. 
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so the size of the fraction is determined by the deviation from the 
'continuous' situation, i.e. N = (REST/S)2. Thus the value of F can be 
adjusted to give different values of the relative standard deviation. 
When the standard deviation becomes relatively small, the size of the 
fraction increases until the extreme case of complete 'discontinuous' 
simulation without any dispersion occurs. 
In CSMP this is written: 

EGG 1 = INTGRL ( 100., - PUSH * EGG 1 * F) 

EGG '2,10' = INTGRL (0. ,PUSH * (EGG '1,9' - EGG '2,10') * F) 

LARV = INTGRL (0 . , PUSH * EGG 10 * F) 

PUSH = I N S W (HST - l . ,0. , l . /DELT) 

HST = INTGRL (0 . , l /RT - PUSH) 

F = AMAX1 (DELT/RT, 1. - N * ( (s /REST)** 2)) 

The expression AMAX1 ( - - , - - ) is a CSMP function that takes the 
largest of the two arguments between the brackets. 
The resulting birth-rate curve is given in Fig. 6. It can be shown that the 
resulting variance is given by 

S2 = NXRT 2X(1 - F) 

In this way (S)2 equals zero when F = 1, and whole contents of the 
classes are shifted. It approaches its maximum value when F ap
proaches DELT/RT. 
As has been said F and the relative hatching rate are often functions of 
biotic and abiotic conditions. This combined method of modelling is 
used in this monograph to simulate the development of the larval, 
pupal and adult stages of the larch bud moth. However the lumping of 
populations into development classes introduces errors of approxima
tion. In the most extreme case when F = 1, the contents of the classes 
are shifted as a whole and when a limited number of classes is 
distinguished the approximation errors can be considerable. For 
instance, in a development model of eggs at a constant temperature of 
15°C, age classes of 0-2, 2-4, 4-6, 6-8 days may be distinguished. 
Every two days the contents of the classes (as F = 1) are shifted one 
place, so that generally the residence time in each class is two days. This 
does not hold however for the first development class, as it has a 
continuous inflow, formed by the birthrate. Only individuals born just 
after a shift will stay here for two days. As time proceeds the residence 
time of individuals born later will become progressively shorter. On the 
average the residence time in the first class will be half of the interval of 
pushing. So the average age of the eggs pushed from the first age class 
to the second is not 2 days, but 1 day, and this means that the next age 
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TIME 
fl.OOOOE-01 

MINIMUM EGGS VERSUS TIME M»XIXU« 
3.4192E.04 h0000E40h 

EGGS I I 
1 .OOOUE402 • ••..•••..••..•..•-..•••»•••..••».-•......»«••.••*• * 
I ,OOO0E*02 ................................———-—•••*• 
1 .OQQ0E402 •..•....•.-..•-••.••..••..•.••-... ^ ' 
9.9967E*01 — . . — . . . . . — . - . . — . — . . . - . - . — • — — — • — • 
9.9S84E4 01 .-..-... —........... — ....••.-—••-•.."••••*"*+ 
9.7850E+01 . . . . . . . . — . - . . . . — . . . . . . . . « . — . • — . — • • - . - " • 
9.-3341Et01 ---- „•••....» 
8.5163E+01 —.—....—.......-........——.-——-.-• 
7.3635E«01 « — 
6.0142E+01 .—.........-...............-.• 
4.*448F»frl .......................4 • ~~ 
3.403IE+01 •-- .......... 
2.3755E»0t " 
1.5869E+01 — . - . . • 
l.oieegtoi—~—-* 
6.3107E+00 .-•• 
3,7080E»0Q •* ' " 
2.2050E+00 • • 

-*t2510E»00 4 — ~~ 
6.9298E-01 • 
3|7557C.01 1 — 
1.9952E-01 • . 
1.O407S-01 1 • ' 
5.3379E-02 • 

•2,<9S7E-02 4 — " 
1.3419F-02 • 
*t*920E-03 • — 
3.19S4E-03 • 
li<340r-03 1 • 
7.2789F-04 • 
3>4l92E-04 4 , — 

l.OOOOEtOO 
i.OOOOE<00 
3.0000E+00 
4.0000E+OB 
S.OOOOEtOO 
t.OBOOEtOo 
7,00OOE»O0 
a.ooooEtoo 
9,0000Et00 
ItOOOOEtOl-
I.1000E+01 
l.ZOOOEtOt 
»,3000E*Ol 
1.4000EtOl 
l.SOOOE+Ol 
l,«OO0E»0l 
1.7000E+01 
l|BOOOE*Ol-
1.9OC0E-.01 

2 .10O0E+01 
i . i O O O E t O f 
2 . 3 0 0 0 E + 0 1 
2 . 4 0 0 0 E . 0 1 
2,5O00EtOl 
2lt000E+0t-
2,7OO0E*Ol 
2|8000E<01-
2.90O0E*01 
3iOOOOEtO| 

MINIMUM LARV VERSUS TIME MAXI""!L 
• O.OOOOE-Ol irlt******-

TIME LARV I * 
—o.ooooE.ei o.ooooe»oi 1 

1.OOO0E+O0 O.OOOOE-Ol + 
2.0000Et0u i.9299n«04 4 
J.OOOOEtOO 3.3260E«ej • 

• 4.O0O0Et0O 4.1047E-01 4 — 
5.0000E+00 2.150IE+0O -• 

• t.OOOOEtOO 6.6509F+00 ——4 '• 
7.O0OOE+00 1.4837E4-01 .....-.• 
8.0000E+00 2.636SEt01— ..-•.........+ 
9.0000E+00 3.98S8F+01 ...................4. 

—1.O0OOE+O1 8.3SStEtOt—-.......................•..! • 
1.1000E+01 6.5969F4-01 ................................4. 

—HOOOEtOl 9.6245g*Ot—••••.. ...» • 
1.3000E+OJ 8.4131E401 —............................-.».—.—< 

—144000E401 9.9B12C401 -- . ,-.,—r-,- ,, „-
laSOOOEtOl 9.3689E401 —•..................................-'-. 
lltOOOtlOl •><»2tgE401 --—-•••-•....•......... 
J .7000E+OI 9.7795E4-01 .......................... ......... — " — • 
U 8 0 0 0 E « 0 1 O .P7*or .n t , • , - - - r • • - , . . , . . • . . • • * -
1.9000E4-01 9 .93O7E+01 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . - — " " - • * 
I . 0 8 0 0 E + 0 1 9 . 9 6 2 4 8 * 0 1 • • • » -
2.!O0OE»O» 9.9800E+01 .......................................—...•—• 
?42000E»01 9.9896E4.01 -. "*~ 
2,3000E»OJ 9.9947E+01 .—.——.............................-..-...*--* 
244000*401 9.9973E401 — . „,,._ , .,..«-
2,5000Et0l 9.99B7E4-01 ..»....................................—.••"•» 
2i6000B»Ol 9.1)993E»01 .., ... .,,-- •• t-
J,70O0E»0l 9.9997F+01 •—...........,..........................—.••.« 
2i0000«l01 9t9990rt01 .,--,, .,... . , ,---,.. -t-
2.9000E»0l 9.9999E»01 —-------.-.....-........_...........---.--------• 

- 1,0008E+01 ),OOOOE>03 ... -r , , — r-. .,..—•-

Fig. 61 Simulated hatching curve and corresponding appearance with the 
method of 'controlled' dispersion. 
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classes are 1-3,3-5,5-7 days, instead of 2 -4 ,4-6 ,6-8 days, respec
tively. 
A solution for this error is found by placing a preclass before the 
different development classes. This class is filled continuously by the 
birth rate and emptied continuously with a rate that is half the 
residence time of the considered age class multiplied by the content of 
this class, so: 

EGGO = INTGRL ( 0 . , BR - ( l / (RT * .5)) * EGGO) 

and as F = 1 

EGG I = INTGRL ( 0 . , ( I / (RT * .5)) * EGG 0 - PUSH * EGG 1 * 1.) 

In this way the first development class is filled with a continuous rate of 
eggs with an average age of one day. The average age of the eggs in the 
first age class at the moment of shifting is then two days instead of one 
day. 
When F = 1, this error occurs and the given solution for this problem 
should be applied, but, when F = DELT/ RT, there is no error of 
approximation. Therefore in the intermediate cases and when 
F = DELT/ RT, an additional correction should be introduced. This is 
done by multiplying the rate of transfer from the preclass to the first 
development class by the reciprocal of the fraction F. Thus a preclass 
with an outflow of 2/RT when F = 1, and of (2/RT)X(l/F) in the 
intermediate cases, synchronizes the ages in the development classes. 
When F = DELT/RT, 'continuous' simulation, the residence time in 
the preclass is negligible but then very small time steps are necessary 
and this requires too much computer time. 
Waste of computer time is prevented by choosing the number of classes 
not too close to that number with which continuous simulation mimics 
the dispersion correctly. 
In this way growth and development of organisms is simulated with 
incorporation of the dispersion in development, due to the underlying 
physiological processes, and without losing any accuracy in the age 
structure of the population. 

3.2 Time constants of processes 

As shown in Section 3.1 where the simulation technique was intro
duced by describing the simulation of population development, the 
rates of change are integrated numerically. The time step used was 
0.01 day and it was kept constant during the process. However within a 
rather complex simulation model of the system, processes with differ-
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ent relaxation times occur. Relaxation time is defined as the time 
needed to recover from small disturbances. The physical processes 
determining the microweather in the laminar layer around the leaf, for 
example, are much faster than the ageing process of the female fruit-
tree red spider mite. 
A characterization of the time scale on which such changes occur is the 
time constant of a process. The time constant can be estimated, when 
the rate of change of a state variable is approximated by a differential 
equation of the form: 

in which r is the time constant with dimension time. The dynamic 
behaviour of a system is correctly simulated when the time intervals of 
integration are much smaller than the time constant of that system. If 
not the postulate that the rate of change of the system does not change 
during that interval is invalid. The time constant of the fastest process 
therefore determines the time interval to be employed in the simula
tion. When the time constants are more than a factor 103 apart, an 
hierarchical approach can be used to avoid handling of several levels of 
resolution in parallel in one model (van Keulen, 1975). 
For this system the predation process (Section 4.2) is treated in this 
way. 
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4 Relational diagrams 

Process simulation models should be based on quantitative data on the 
sub-processes of the system to be simulated. But before formulating the 
quantitative aspects, the main interrelations within the system are 
given in relational diagrams. The biology of the fruit-tree red spider 
mite and its natural enemies, given in Chapter 2, paves the way for an 
analysis of the system which results in these diagrams. For the symbols 
used see Appendix I. 

The simulation model on the population fluctuations of the fruit-tree 
red spider mite and its natural enemies consists of four parts: 
the fruit-tree red spider mite, its natural enemies, the interrelations 
between prey and predator, and the abiotic factors. 
A detailed analysis of the sub-processes made clear that the predation 
process (4.3) and the weather, especially temperature (4.4), required 
more detailed simulation models. 

4.1 Fruit-tree red spider mite (P. ulmi) 

A relational diagram of the population growth and development of P. 
ulmi is given in Fig. 7. The development is lumped into five groups: the 
fggs, the juveniles insensitive to diapause-inducing conditions, juven
iles sensitive to diapause-inducing conditions, and adults; males and 
females. 
Two conditions of the teleiochrysalis and deutonymph can be distin
guished, the summer and the winter form, so that there are at least four 
adult forms: females and males both in winter and summer form. After 
copulation summer females lay summer eggs that may hatch after a 
short period; winter females lay winter eggs that may hatch next spring. 
The arrows with the crosses indicate death due to abiotic and biotic 
factors. Each group of physiological stages, distinguished in this 
relational diagram is presented in more detail in the next diagrams. 

Fig. 8 shows the hatching of winter eggs. 
A train with two boxcars is sufficient to mimic the dispersion. The 
winter eggs start hatching after a cold period (winter), when a certain 
sum of mean daily temperatures above the development threshold has 
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Fig. 7 | Life cycle of Panonychus ulmi. 
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Fig. 81 Development and hatching of winter eggs of Panonychus ulmi. 
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cumulated (incubation period). From then on the rate of hatching is 
determined by the actual temperature as are the rates of transfer to the 
next stages. 
Winter mortality depends on the length and the intensity of the cold 
period. Since all intrinsic rates are given in relative terms (day1), the 
rates of transfer also depend on the number of individuals in each state. 

Fig. 9 represents the growth and development in the juvenile stages. 
Six juvenile stages are considered, except for stage zero which must be 
introduced to synchronize the transfer of one stage to the other, a 
technical detail which was discussed in Chapter 3. 
This number is sufficient to mimic the dispersion and to distinguish the 
different growing and quiescent juveniles. This distinction is necessary 
because the predator prefers young active juveniles and does not accept 
the quiescent stages or eggs. The rate of transfer from one boxcar to 
another depends on temperature, relative humidity and food quality. 
The mortality due to abiotic factors depends on temperature only, 
because even with closed stomata the relative humidity near the leaf is 
high enough to prevent death due to this factor (Section 5.4). 
The mortality by predation acts only in the stages JO, J1, J2, J4, and J5, 
the other stages representing quiescence. Whether the animals in J6 are 
transferred to the state of summer (JSO) or winter (JWO) juveniles 
depends on daylength, daily mean temperature and food condition of 
the plant. 
Fig. 10 shows the development and growth of the juvenile stages 
sensitive to diapause-inducing conditions. Here four stages are suf
ficient to mimic the dispersion and to distinguish the juveniles accept
able to the predators from those not eaten. Only JS1 and JS2 (deuto-
nymph) are consumed; JS3 and JS4 represent the quiescent stage 
teleiochrysalis, which is not eaten at all. 
Because of the reversibility of the diapause process, there is a flow of 
animals from winter form to summer form and vice versa. The rates of 
flow depend on daylength, daily mean temperature and food condition 
of the plant. The transitions to the next stage depend on temperature 
and food supply, and the mortality rates due to abiotic factors depend 
on temperature and relative humidity. As the relative humidity in the 
laminar layer around the leaf, where the animal is living, never has 
values above or below the lethal thresholds, this driving variable does 
not play a role in the simulated situations. The rate at which the JS5 
and JW5 become males or females depends on sex ratio and tempera
ture (AFSO and AMSO, or AFWO, and AM WO). The sex ratio is 
considered to be constant unless very high population densities are 
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Fig. 101 Growth and development in the juvenile stages sensitive to diapause-
inducing conditions of Panonychus ulmi (deutonymph, teleiochrysalis). 

reached. Therefore this factor is introduced here as a constant parame
ter. 

The development, growth and ageing of the adult females (only 
summer forms) is given in Fig. 11. During the life of adult females three 
phases can be distinguished; the pre-oviposition females, the oviposit
ing females and the post-oviposition females. The pre-oviposition 
females are simulated with a boxcar train of only two boxcars and since 
relative dispersion in the pre-oviposition period is nearly constant, the 
method of 'continuous' simulation is applied. After maturation, 
oviposition and senescence will follow and since both ageing and 
fecundity are dependent on temperature, ten cohort groups of different 
ages are considered. Predators accept females as food but prefer the 
younger stages. Thus the predation of the older stages is neglected. The 
rate of change through the different boxcars is simulated by the method 
without dispersion. Mortality rates are continuous and depend on 
temperature and age. Ageing can also be correctly simulated by the 
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method of controlled dispersion. However as this method is based on 
the calculation for the mean adult female, the mean rate of oviposition 
for the whole life-span should then be taken. 
Rate of oviposition dependent on age can only be simulated by the 
method of ageing without dispersion. 
In both methods oviposition rate depends on the number of females 
available and on the relative oviposition rate, an auxiliary variable 
dependent on temperature and food quality. The food quality is 
assumed to be within narrow limits and therefore this effect is neglect
ed. There is no lack of food because these models work below the 
economic damage level. 

In Fig. 12, the ageing of the males is given. In males the duration of the 
last juvenile stage is half a day to a day shorter than that of females. 
Here the only function of the males is copulating with the females. 
Several matings by one male are possible without any effect on the 
fertilization of subsequent females. Males die by ageing or from 
predation by the adult predators. Rate of ageing, mortality rates and 
predation rates are temperature dependent. 
A separate description of the same sequence of development, ageing 
and dying in 'winter' animals is not necessary. 
The summer and winter eggs will hatch if certain conditions are 
fulfilled. 
The hatching process of winter eggs has already been described. In 
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Fig. 121 Ageing of the adult males of Panonychus ulmi. 
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Fig. 13 | Development and hatching of summer eggs of Panonychus ulmi. 

Fig. 13 the hatching process of the summer eggs is represented. After 
oviposition the egg passes into a quiescent state that lasts several days. 
The length of this period depends on hatching rate; mortality and 
hatching rate depend on temperature. 
The juveniles from winter and summer eggs are not distinguishable and 
are therefore lumped. 

4.2 The predatory mites 

As the life cycles for the predatory mite species considered are similar, 
the description of merely one species, Amblyseius potent Mae will 
suffice. In Fig. 14, a relational diagram for the population growth and 
development of A. potentillae is given. Again the stages are lumped 
into five groups: eggs, juveniles insensitive to diapause-inducing con
ditions, juveniles sensitive to diapause-inducing conditions, and adults: 
males and females. 
In the adult stage a distinction is made between summer and winter 
forms, resulting in four adult forms: females and males, both in winter 
and summer form. Although 'winter males' do not exist, Section 2.2, 
they appear in the relational diagrams for reasons of simplicity. In the 
computer models, Chapter 8, they are absent. After copulation sum
mer females start laying eggs, winter females do not immediately 
oviposit but start ovipositing after a cold period on the branches and 
the twigs of the trees. 
The arrows with the crosses again mean mortality due to abiotic and 
biotic factors. Two groups are sufficient to discriminate between 
summer and winter forms. Development is faster when sufficient 
preferred food is available. The influence of the prey on the rate of 
mortality can practically be neglected because alternative food sources 
are always present (see Section 9.4). 
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Fig. 15 represents the development of the eggs, which depends, as do 
mortality rates, on the temperature. Four stages suffice to mimic the 
dispersion in the hatching process of the eggs. A zero class is again 
added to synchronize the age in the different stages. 

In Fig. 16 the growth and development of the juveniles (larva, proto-
nymph) are given. Four boxcars are sufficient to mimic the measured 
dispersion and to distinguish the different developmental stages. The 
mortality in the different stages depends on temperature and relative 
humidity, although the influence of the last driving variable is limited 
because the lethal level is practically never reached. The rate of 
development in the last two boxcars is affected by the auxiliary 
variable, prey, expressing the influence of prey on development. At last 
juveniles sensitive to diapause-inducing conditions appear: the summer 
and winter juveniles. The rate of development of winter and summer 
forms depends again on daylength and daily temperature and on prey 
density. 

The induction of summer and winter forms is assumed to be similar to 
that in the fruit-tree red spider mite. Fig. 17 shows the development 
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Fig. 17 | Growth and development of juveniles sensitive to diapause-inducing 
conditions (deutonymph) of Amblyseius potentillae. 
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and growth of the juvenile stages sensitive to diapause-inducing 
conditions (deutonymph). The rate of development is again influenced 
by temperature and prey, the mortality rates being influenced by 
temperature only. The number of age classes is chosen in such a way 
that the dispersion is well mimiced. 

Fig. 18 shows the growth, development and ageing of the adult 
summer females. Because of their similarity the relational diagrams for 
the adult winter females and the summer and winter males are not 
given. The only difference is that winter females overwinter and all the 
other adult forms die in autumn. 
The pre-oviposition female is described with two boxcars, develop
ment rate and mortality rate considered to be affected by temperature 
only. The reproductive and senescent female is described with ten 
boxcars and again the simulation method of boxcars without disper
sion is applied. Ageing is simulated as for the fruit-tree red spider mite 
with relative mortality rates dependent on age and temperature. The 
rate of oviposition is age dependent so that not all boxcars contribute 
to reproduction. Besides the summer females, the winter females 
contribute to the production of eggs in spring. So the birth rate of eggs 
is the total number of egg-laying females multiplied by their tempera
ture-dependent relative rate of oviposition, which is influenced by the 
auxiliary variable prey, expressing the number and composition ol 
prey. 

Fig. 18 I Ageing of the females of Amblyseius potentillae. 
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Fig. 191 Reactivation of adult females of Amblyseius potentillae after the 
winter. 

In Fig. 19, the reactivation of the overwintered females is given. The 
initial number of winter females depends on the number of females that 
were present in the preceding autumn and the mortality during the 
winter. 
The start of the activation is synchronized with the development of the 
winter eggs of P. ulmi for simplicity. Before this time there is also some 
activity during warm periods in winter but this has no influence on the 
prey population. Prey eggs are not eaten. Two boxcars suffice to 
describe different stages and to mimic the dispersion. Temperature 
influences the activation rate. Since no ovipositio'n occurs winter 
activity is completely neglectable. Because of lack of information about 
the overwintering process for both prey and predator, the models had 
to be initiated in another way (section 8.1.). 

4.3 Interference between predator and prey 

The interference between predator and prey population are shown in 
Figs. 9-18, and are represented by dotted lines to and from the 
auxiliary variables, (prey), (predator) and (predation). Five develop
mental stages of the prey (larva, protonymph, deutonymph, adult 
female and adult male) and four of the predatory mites (protonymph, 
deutonymph, adult female and adult male) are involved in the preda
tion process because larvae of the predator do not feed and eggs of the 
prey are not eaten. The preference of predators for different stages of 
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prey depends on the state of the predators and their size. Juvenile 
predatory mites do not accept the adult stages of the prey and show a 
clear preference for the younger stages. Adult predatory mites attack 
all mobile stages of the prey, but also show preference for the younger 
stages, depending to a large extent on the satiation level of the 
predator. 
The complexity of these interrelationships requires a detailed analysis 
of the predation process. Situations with very large numbers of 
predators and prey per unit (> 25 females of the prey per leaf) of 
surface are not considered. This is a realistic hypothesis as the model 
only presupposes situations in which regulation may occur. 
Fransz (1974) presented a detailed analysis of a predator-prey system. 
With this detailed analysis it is possible to formulate simply the 
relations between predator and prey in population models of higher 
order. Only a short description of this modelling and experimenting on 
predation at the individual level will be given here. 
The predator-prey system analysed in detail by Fransz (1974) was 
maintained on leaf disks of 5 cm2 of lima bean. These were placed 
upside down on wet cotton wool in Petri dishes, with a number of fresh 
eggs of T. urticae or adult males and one T. occidentales female 
between three and ten days old. In Fig. 20 a relational diagram is given 
of the simplest situation of one predator and a fixed number of preys on 
a standard surface, all being kept constant. The number of captures per 
time unit (predation rate) depends on the number of encounters per 
time unit (encountering rate) and the success ratio (number of success
ful encounters to the numbers of encounters). The success ratio is 
influenced by the satiation level of the predator, the degree of filling of 
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Fig. 201 A prey-predator system one predator versus a fixed number of prey of 
one stage. 
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the gut or the predator's state, and the frequency of encounters that 
may induce response waning, which Holling(1966) called inhibition by 
prey. These processes occur only at very high densities and then the 
population model does not work properly. 
The increase of the degree of filling of the predator's gut is affected by 
the predation rate and prey utilization. The degree of filling of the gut is 
used by Fransz as a measure of the predator's state; this is allowed as 
the maximum content of the gut is constant and the food consumed has 
a constant nutritive value. Prey utilization expresses the size of a prey 
and the degree of emptying of a prey; it is influenced by the predator's 
state. 
Fransz also assumed that the ingestion rate is proportional to the 
difference between the actual gut content (A) and the maximum gut 
content (M). So 

HA J r = c X ( M - A ) 

c being a positive constant. 
Catching and abandoning of prey were observed to be random 
processes. Irrespective of the handling time the number of prey caught 
in At has a Poisson probability distribution, with average values 
sxExAf, s being the success ratio, E the average number of encounters 
per time unit. This number depends on the actual number of eggs on the 
leaf disk, the coincidence in space, the locomotion velocity of the 
predator and the activity of the predator. 
During each time step there is a small probability that the predator 
leaves its prey. This probability seems to be primarily determined by 
the predator's state (satiation) since hungry predators continue feeding 
on empty prey while satiated predators abandon their prey even before 
it is empty. In a stochastic model the variables handling, searching, 
catching and abandoning represent conditions and events. In a deter
ministic simulation of the predation process, these variables are 
considered as proportions on a continuous scale of individuals in a 
population, which is subjected to these events or conditions. Then all 
other variables represent population means. Stochastic models, give 
good results but require an excessive amount of computing time. The 
deterministic simulation model for the predation process requires 
much less computing time, but its results are wrong because of the 
many curvilinear relationships involved. The advantages of a new 
method, compound simulation, outweigh the disadvantages. It is a 
deterministic model which gives the expectation values of the stochas
tic model, but takes much less computing time. 
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Basically, at every time step the deterministic model is applied to 
homogeneous classes of individuals which are then de-homogenized, 
but reclassed again and again (Fransz, 1974). 

With this model the functional response of the predator to the prey 
density can be explained by the underlying physiological and etiologi
cal processes. Thus the model on the predation process provides the 
basis for its incorporation in the population models in which the 
expectation values of the numbers of prey and predator are calculated. 
Calculations with the complex compound model show that the system 
reaches equilibrium, i.e. that the state of the predator fluctuates with a 
small amplitude on a level depending on predator and prey density and 
the temperature of the system. 
Because of this equilibrium it is not necessary to use this complex 
model in population models at a higher hierarchical level. It suffices to 
work with the expectation values of relative predation rates and prey 
utilization as function of the state variable, that characterizes the state 
of the predator, and the temperature in a system of a well defined size. 
Relative predation rate multiplied by the number of preys and predator 
gives the predation rate. Prey utilization, for instance, in units of gut 
content per killed prey, expresses the size and degree of emptying of a 
prey. 
The system: fruit-tree red spider mite - Amblyseiuspotentillae com
prizes the same elements as Fransz' system. In an experimental analysis 
the correspondence and the similarity in predator's behaviour is shown 
(Section 6.1). Therefore Fransz's results can be used in the population 
models for fruit-tree red spider mite and its predatory mites. 
The satiation level of the predator is easily quantified for A. potentillae, 
because a well-fed predator is dark reddish, while hungry predators are 
whitish and transparant. A colour scale was developed which relates 
the behaviour of the predator (success ratio) to the quantity of leaf and 
animal pigments in the predator that cause the colour (Section 6.2.2). 
The influence of temperature on the relative digestion rate is quantified 
in thermocabinet experiments and the effect of temperature on relative 
predation rate is found by determining the relations between relative 
predation rate and predator state at different temperatures. Prey 
utilization expresses the size of the prey, its utilization and its nutritive 
value. 
Fig. 21 presents one predator with preys belonging to two prey 
stages; the temperature is kept constant. Both stages have the same 
relations with the predator as described for one prey stage. The 
decrease of the predator state is influenced by temperature and level of 
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the state only. The increase of the predator's state depends on preda-
tion rates 1 and 2, and prey utilization 1 and 2. The utilization of the 
prey is only influenced by the state of the predator. Predation rates 1 
and 2 are determined by the success ratio and the encountering rates. 
For simplicity the factors that influence encountering rate (Fig. 21) are 
omitted here. Besides the number of prey present, temperature is the 
only driving variable. 
In Fig. 22 a still more simple way of presenting the predator-prey 
relation for one predator stage and two prey stages is given: the 
predation rate is influenced by the relative predation rate and the 
number of prey^present. This relative predation rate is affected by the 
temperature of the system and the state of the predator. The predator's 
state again is influenced by the rate of digestion and the rate of 
ingestion. The latter rate depends on the predation rates and the prey 
utilization. 

If the temperature is not kept constant, predation rate, digestion and 
ingestion will fluctuate. Therefore all rates should be known at various 
temperatures. When several prey species are present the same approach 
is applied. Then several predation rates and prey utilizations influence 
the increase of the predator's state. How these relations are quantified 
is described in Chapter 6. When several predators of one stage are 
considered the same approach holds. Predation rates are multiplied by 
the number of predators present; the state of the predator is found by 
dividing the total state, i.e. the total amount of satiation level units per 
considered surface, by the number of predators. Relative predation 
rate and prey utilization are related to this variable. 
When predators of different stages are involved the same approach 
works. For each predator stage the characteristic relations between 
predator state and relative predation rate or prey utilization are 
introduced. 
All relative predation rates are given for a standard surface. Enlarge
ment of the surface reduces the relative rate of predation so that for 
other apple cultivars a multiplication factor for the difference in 
surface structure should be introduced. 
It is well known that also the different rates in the predator are affected 
by its satiation level. In Amblyseius potentillae the oviposition and 
development rates are strongly determined by its physiological condi
tion. Section 6.3 describes the experiments on these relations. 
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Fig. 21 | A prey-predator system one predator versus a fixed number of prey of 
two 'species', in this case the word 'species' represents different development 
stages of the prey. 
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Fig. 221 A prey-predator system, simplified situation of Fig. 21. 
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4.4 The orchard and the weather 

Nearly all modern apple orchards are of the spindle bush type describ
ed in Section 2.3. The orchard has three effects on the population 
models of fruit-tree red spider mite: 
1. A direct effect on the rates such as oviposition, development and 
mortality (food quality). 
2. An indirect effect on the rates by influencing the microweather 
around the leaves where the predator and prey are living (micro-
weather). 
3. Another indirect effect is the effect on the predation rates because 
the relative predation rate is influenced by the surface structure of the 
leaves and the ratio leaf area index-mean leaf surface (leaf area and 
structure). 
Several studies on the relation between mite and host plant (Kuenen, 
1949; Post, 1962; Storms, 1969) have shown that the nitrogen level of 
trees has an important influence on the population growth of the fruit-
tree red spider mite. Post (1962) and Storms (1969) proved that the 
rates of oviposition, development and mortality are affected by 
different nitrogen dressings. But since the differences in nitrogen level 
in the leaves that they induced, were large in comparison with present 
field situations and because of the big standard deviations in their 
results the quantitative meaning of their data is rather small. 

In Section 7.1 water culture experiments will be described to quantify 
the effect of nitrogen treatment on the photosynthetic activity of the 
trees and their influence on the fecundity and the oviposition rate of the 
fruit-tree red spider mite. 

Besides the substrate on which the animals live, microweather factors 
such as temperature, relative air humidity and wind are the most 
important driving variables of the system. The 0.3-0.7 mm mites live 
in the very thin laminar layer around the leaves and here the abiotic 
conditions should be determined. Measuring these conditions requires 
sophisticated instruments and a very extensive sampling procedure 
because of the many different leaf positions within the tree. To make 
accurate measurements therefore is very time-consuming and may not 
give the right answer to the required accuracy. Another approach is 
simulation, i.e. the microweather at the leaf surface is simulated from 
the independent driving forces at the meso-level. The meso-level means 
here the temperature, wind, and air humidity in a Stevenson screen at 
1.50 m and the incoming total global radiation above the crop. 
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Fig. 23 | Hedgerowed crops and incoming sun beams. 

Goudriaan & Waggoner (1972) described such a model for a closed 
crop and this model is transferred to a system of hedgerow crops. A 
complete description of the micro-weather models is given elsewhere 
(Goudriaan, in prep.); in Section 7.3 a short introduction to the 
approach is given. The canopy is described by its geometrical, optical 
and physiological properties, the soil underneath by its thermal and 
hydraulic properties. However, some assumptions were made to 
simplify the calculations. The main assumption was an optimum 
condition of the soil, with no water shortage. This is reasonable as most 
apple orchards in the Netherlands are situated on heavy clay soils, 
where shortage of water is very rare. Moreover many orchards are 
provided with a rain installation which guarantees optimum water 
conditions throughout the year. Another important assumption in the 
micro-weather models is the absence of vertical temperature and 
humidity profiles, based on the experimental experience that vertical 
air temperature differences within the 2.5-3 m high canopy are 
negligible. (Landsberget al., 1973; see Section 7.3). The reason for this 
difference with the indian corn microclimate (Stigteret al., 1976) is the 
open hedgerow crop system. This crop structure, however, causes the 
problem of sidewards incoming sunrays (Fig. 23) with its influence on 
the sunlit area. 
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5 The bionomics of prey and predator 

5.1 Introduction 

The model description in Chapter 4 shows that much quantitative 
information on basic processes is needed, especially the influence of 
temperature, humidity, rain, wind and daylength on the rates of 
development, mortality, oviposition, ageing and diapausing of both 
the spider mite and the predatory mite. Since food supply may affect 
these rates, experiments have been done with abundant food of good 
quality; the influence of nutritive conditions will be treated in Chap
ters 6 and 7. 
Many different kinds of experiments are discussed in this chapter. 
Some are straightforward, and give accurate results without much 
trouble; others require prohibitive amounts of time and labour to 
achieve the same accuracy. For instance the length of the hatching 
period of summer eggs of the spider mite is easily measured with an 
accuracy of 0.1 (defined as standard error/mean), but the determina
tion of the oviposition rate of the spider mite with the same accuracy 
requires considerable effort. It is, however, not very useful to carry out 
all experiments with the same accuracy because the influence of each 
input relation on the end result of the simulation is different. Small 
differences may have a large effect on the end result and large 
differences a small effect, depending on whether their influence is 
magnified by positive feedback relations or damped by negative ones. 
It is of little use when models give end results of a much higher accuracy 
than the results of the independent experiments of higher order for 
verification of the simulation model. Hence, the accuracy of these 
verification experiments is a measure of the accuracy of the end results 
of the model. Thus it is possible at an early stage to form an idea about 
the required accuracy of the model. The preliminary models which are 
at first available are parameterized as well as possible and the influence 
of variation in the parameter values is evaluated. Then the first 
experiments on the input relations are planned in such a way that the 
accuracy of their results may be of the right magnitude. Since the model 
improves gradually, the necessary accuracy is reevaluated and those 
experiments which did not provide parameter estimations of an 
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acceptable accuracy are repeated to increase the data set or are 
executed in an improved fashion. This iterative procedure was continu
ously followed in the phase of model development and experimenta
tion. Not all necessary input relations could be treated in sufficient 
detail, because equipment or time was lacking. Then the implication of 
this lack of information was evaluated with the same procedure. 
The results of the last sensitivity analysis with the final and verified 
models are discussed in Chapter 10. 
The literature data on the bionomics of the spider mite and the 
predatory mite were often not too useful because they were collected 
under different conditions that were not always specified and with 
other purposes in mind. Hence more experiments were done than was 
originally planned. The bionomics of the prey and predator are 
particularly affected by temperature and most attention was given to 
the analysis of its influence on the various processes. The necessary 
experiments were numerous because they concerned two species and 
because many processes like diapausing, oviposition, predation and so 
on are dependent on the developmental stage. 
As an example of the treatment of the experimental data the hatching 
process of Section 3.1 will be considered again. This process can be 
described by two variables, the relative rate of hatching and the 
fraction of the individuals that had to be transferred from one box to 
the next in order to mimic correctly the dispersion. These variables can 
be calculated from experiments in which the duration of the hatching 
period is recorded in such detail that besides its average, the standard 
deviation may be estimated. To determine the average hatching period 
it may be sufficient to record the day on which the egg was laid and the 
day on which it was hatched, but to determine the standard deviation, 
observations should be made at intervals of some hours. This proce
dure may have been followed for the moment of hatching, but in most 
experiments reported in the literature batches of eggs laid during a 24-
hour period were used. Therefore it was necessary to record the 
moment of the laying of the eggs with an accuracy of less than one hour. 
This laborious procedure was adhered to throughout all experiments. 
The mean and the standard deviation were obtained by plotting the 
frequency distribution of developmental periods cumulated with 
respect to time on probability paper (Fig. 24) because the normality of 
the distributidrr-can be conveniently evaluated in this way. This 
evaluation was necessary because the modelling technique implies the 
assumption of a normal distribution for the duration of developmental 
stages. \ 
In practically all cases the data were sufficiently close to a straight line 
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Fig. 241 An example of a plot on probability of a frequency distribution of 
developmental periods cumulated with respect to time. The plots are used to 
determine mean and standard deviation and to test for a normal distribution of 
the data. 

so that the assumption of normal distribution is justified. The effect of 
temperature was observed at various temperatures, which were the 
same throughout an experimental series. The results were used in 
situations where the temperature varied and this use implies that the 
(relative) rate under consideration reacts instantaneously and shows no 
after-effects. Van Keulen (1975) showed that this assumption is valid 
for the development rate of plants. Jansen (1974) and many others 
showed, however, that the process of seed germination is considerably 
enhanced by varying temperatures. This result is explained by the 
assumption that there are at least two catenary processes involved of 
which one has an optimum at a lower temperature than the other. For 
insects U varov (1931) described several examples of development rates 
at alternating temperatures that deviate from the rate to be expected on 
the assumption of an instantaneous reaction. Hence such an assump
tion has to be verified both for the spider mite and the predatory mite. 
Most determinations were made in situations where measurable 
responses occur so that any threshold value above which the process 
^fo™ *° m a n i f e s t i t s e l f h a s t 0 °e found by extrapolation. Putman 
(1970) did careful threshold experiments on red spider mites and his 
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results are practically the only literature data which could be used 
without much further experimentation. 

5.2 Experiments 

5.2.1 Fruit-tree red spider mite 

Experiments on development rate were done in a serial cabinet at the 
Institute of Plant Protection Research, Wageningen. The duration of 
the different developmental stages was determined at constant temper
atures of 10, 15, 17,20,25 and 30° C, and at alternating temperatures of 
10 and 20 and 15 and 25° C. Temperature was measured continuously 
during the experiments with copper-constantan thermocouples in the 
zones where the animals were living. 
The mites were reared on leaves of the apple rootstock M9 or the apple 
cultivar Golden Delicious on M9, both grown in the glasshouse at 
I5°C, and a relative humidity between 70 and 90%. The leaves were 
placed upside down on wet cotton wool in plastic boxes with the stalks 
pressed in the wet cotton wool to provide water. Although the leaves 
could remain fresh for some weeks at low temperatures, they were 
changed at least every four days to eliminate effects of food quality on 
the developmental period (Hamstead & Gould, 1957; Post, 1962). A 
small-scale experiment at one temperature with leaves attached to the 
tree was done for comparison. 
Mortality during the experiments due to too low humidity (Mori, 1957) 
was neglected, as the wet cotton wool prevented lethal values below 
60%. Too high humidities (>90%) did not occur in the cabinets. The 
mites were observed from the egg-stage up to the adult stage in a small 
ring of Tangle Foot (the trade name for a type of insect glue) applied to 
a leaf with a hypodermic syringe. Females were taken from colonies 
reared on small Golden Delicious trees (on rootstock M9) in the 
glasshouse. 
The development of individual mites was observed at intervals of 
8 hours. More frequent observations would have interfered with the 
experiments too much. The age at the beginning of the experiment was 
known with an accuracy of half an hour. Some mites died due to the 
transfer to fresh leaves and several others died by becoming stuck to the 
ring of glue. These mites were replaced by new eggs. Some mites died 
during development for unknown reasons. This mortality was lower 
than 5% in the considered temperature range, but above 30° C mortali
ty increased abruptly. 
Mortality rate during development in different stages was measured by 
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placing series of 10 eggs, larvae, protonymphs or deutonymphs for 
24 hours on leaf disks of the apple cultivar Golden Delicious, floating 
upside down on water in Petri dishes with river sand. The experiments 
were done in cabinets at constant temperatures of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 
33 and 35°C and at alternating temperatures of 10 and 20 and 15 and 
25° C. Food effects could be neglected in these experiments since the 
experimental period was very short and the leaf disks were always 
taken from fresh leaves. Since extreme temperature conditions above 
33°C and below 5°C only occur for very short periods in Dutch 
orchards, observations were at 4-hour intervals. Thus the relative rate 
of mortality within these short periods could be compared with the 
relative rate of mortality during longer exposition periods (24 hours). 
Oviposition rate, pre-oviposition period, oviposition period, life-span 
and fecundity were also determined at constant temperatures of 10,15, 
20, 25 and 30° C and at alternating temperatures of 10 and 20 and 15 
and 25° C, with relative humidity between 70 and 90% and a daylength 
of 16 h. The experimental set-up was the same as in development 
experiments, only the Tangle Foot was omitted. Females isolated as 
teleiochrysalids (final quiescent stage) were placed on the experimental 
leaves, immediately after moulting and copulation. Oviposition and 
mortality were observed at 8-hour intervals, the eggs laid in those 
periods being removed. Again food effects (Kuenen, 1949; Post, 1962; 
Rodriquez, 1972) were eliminated by frequently refreshing the leaves. 
A small-scale experiment with leaves attached to trees grown under 
optimum nutritive conditions was done for comparison. In the experi
ments on rate of oviposition and ageing, extreme temperatures above 
30°C and below 10° C were not considered. Therefore some additional 
short-term experiments were done to determine relative mortality rate 
and oviposition rate at 5, 10, 30, 33 and 35°C. 
Mortality rate was determined with intervals of observation of 2 hours 
and total experimental periods of 24 hours. 

5.2.2 Predatory mites 

The duration of the different developmental stages was measured in 
thermo-cabinets. Development of the mites from the egg until the adult 
stage was observed at constant temperatures of 10, 15, 20, 23, 25 and 
30° C and at alternating temperatures of 10 and 20 and 15 and 25° C. 
Relative humidity in the cabinets was kept within the range 70-90% 
and temperature fluctuated not more than 1°C. Trials were started 
with fresh eggs in Munger cells. These were 5 x 10 x 1 cm pieces of 
plastic with a round hole in the middle, one side covered with wet filter 
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Fig. 25 | Munger cells, as used for determinations of developmental period of 
Amblyseius potentillae. 

paper and a glass slide, the other with a small glass slide attached to the 
plastic with rubber bands, Fig. 25. Continuous measurements with
in the cells with small (0.1 mm) copper-constantan thermocouples 
showed that the temperature in the cells did not differ from the cabinet 
temperature, provided that the cells were placed at least 30 cm from the 
light source. Again development was observed for each individual 
separately. Observations were done every 8 hours and more than 
sufficient living food was given daily, consisting of all stages of the two-
spotted spider mite. The eggs were laid by females taken from predato
ry mites mass reared on two-spotted spider mites in plastic boxes in 
cabinets at a constant temperature of 20° C, a daylength of 16 h and a 
relative humidity between 70 and 90% (McMurtry & Scriven, 1966). 
During experiments on rate of mortality, in different developmental 
stages, the mites were kept on leaf disks, in the same way as described 
for the spider mite. These experiments were done in constant tempera
ture cabinets; eggs, larvae, protonymphs and deutonymphs were again 
taken from mass cultures of the predators. 
Reproduction capacity, rate of oviposition, pre-oviposition period, 
oviposition period and life-span were determined in similar cabinets. 
Observations were made at 10, 15, 20, 23, 25 and 30° C (relative 
humidity between 70 and 90%, daylength 16 h) and at alternating 
temperatures of 10 and 20 and 15 and 25° C. Experiments were started 
with female deutonymphs taken from the mass cultures, each being 
placed with a male in Munger cells. Immediately after moulting and 
copulation, the female was transferred to another cell and placed under 
the experimental conditions. Observations were done every 8 hours 
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and every day more than sufficient food was added to the cell. 
Oviposited eggs were removed daily to prevent double countings. 
Mortality rate at extreme temperatures (below 10°C and above30°C) 
was again determined according to the method described for the spider 
mite. Series of males and females taken from the mass culture were 
subjected to the extreme conditions and observed every 4 hours. 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Fruit-tree red spider mite 

Table 2 presents the developmental period and its standard deviation 
for the different developmental stages at various temperatures. The 
embryonic development in the egg takes about the same time as the 
total juvenile period. Developmental periods of the different active 
stages (larva, protonymph, deutonymph) equal those of the quiescent 
stages (protochrysalis, deutochrysalis, teleiochrysalis) except at tem
peratures above 25° C where the quiescent stages are slightly shorter. 
The same table presents developmental periods of juveniles sensitive 
(deutonymph, teleiochrysalis) and insensitive to diapause-inducing 
conditions (larva, protochrysalis, protonymph, deutochrysalis). The 
standard deviations of these periods are smaller than the sum of the 
standard deviations of the separate developmental stages. This differ
ence may be due to the size of the time interval of observation (8 hours) 
or to sequential dependence, i.e. a short larval stage is compensated by 
a long juvenile stage and vice versa. Sequential dependence was tested 
with Spearman's rank correlation test (Table 3). As no significant 
negative correlation was found between the duration of successive 
stages, there was probably no compensation. Therefore the necessarily 
long intervals between observations may have caused these differences 
in standard deviation. The average and standard deviation of the 
duration of juvenile periods sensitive or insensitive to diapause-
inducing conditions determine the number of age classes within these 
groups (Tables 4, 5 and Section 4.1). The simulated dispersion is 
distributed proportionally to the duration of the developmental stages 
included. This assumption is confirmed by the results of the measure
ments presented in Table 2. The average developmental periods given 
in this table are subsequently used to calculate the corresponding age 
classes. 
In the experiments the number of developmental stages was the same 
for females and males, this confirms the results of Putman (1970), 
Herbert (1970) and Parent & Beaulieu (1957) rather than those of 
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Table 3 Test on sequential dependence of duration of the developmental 
stages in Panonychus ulmi. 

Developmental stages 

Larva 
- Protochrysalis 
- Protonymph 

- Deutochrysalis 
- Deutonymph 
- Teleiochrysalis 
Protocrysalis 
- Protonymph 
- Deutochrysalis 
- Deutonymph 
- Teleiochrysalis 

Protonymph 
- Deutochrysalis 
- Deutonymph 
- Teleiochrysalis 
Deutochrysalis 
- Deutonymph 
- Teleiochrysalis 
Deutonymph 
- Teleiochrysalis 
Juveniles 
- Juveniles sensitive to 

diapause-inducing conditions 

Spearman's rank 
correlation coefficient 

calculated 

0.221 
0.582 

0.435 
- 0.086 

0.185 

- 0.025 
0.193 
0.407 
0.557 

- 0.096 
-0.153 

0.3 

0.007 
- 0.203 

0.107 

0.207 

5% level 

0.514 
0.514 

0.514 
0.514 
0.514 

0.514 
0.514 
0.514 
0.514 

0.514 
0.514 
0.514 

0.514 
0.514 

0.514 

0.514 

1% level 

0.641 
0.641 

0.641 
0.641 
0.641 

0.641 
0.641 
0.641 
0.641 

0.614 
0.641 
0.641 

0.641 
0.641 

0.641 

0.641 

Null hy
pothesis 
on con
cordance 

rejected 
accepted 
at 5% level 
rejected 
rejected 
rejected 

rejected 
rejected 
rejected 
accepted 
at 5% level 

rejected 
rejected 
rejected 

rejected 
rejected 

rejected 

rejected 

Geijskes (1938) who described 5 juvenile stages for the male and 
6 juvenile stages for the female. Only the teleiochrysalid stage is slightly 
shorter for males than for females. However, this small difference is 
neglected in the simulation model, as it has no effect on population 
growth, since the males only play a role as prey for the predatory mite 
and as a mate for the females. 
In Table 6 the threshold values according to Putman (1970) are given 
for the various stages. Two threshold temperatures are given, at the 
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Table 4 Development rate per day for different developmental stages of 
Panonychus ulmi at various temperatures. 

Developmental stage 

Larva 
Protochrysalis 
Protonymph 
Deutochrysalis 
Deutonymph 
Teleiochrysalis 

Juveniles 
Juveniles sensitive to diapause conditions 
Pre-oviposition adult females 
Oviposition adult females 
Life-span adult females 

Rate of development at 
temperature 

15°C 

0.4 
0.35 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
0.3 

0.1 
0.18 
0.29 
0.04 
0.03 

17°C 

0.5 
0.6 
0.6 
0.5 
0.5 
0.4 

0.15 
0.24 
0.35 
0.04 
0.03 

of 

20° C 

, 

• 

0.42 
0.08 
0.07 

25°C 

0.6 
0.9 
0.7 
1.1 
0.9 
1.0 

0.24 
0.51 
0.6 
0.11 
0.09 

30° C 

2.0 
2.0 
0.9 
2.1 
0.9 
1.4 

0.42 
0.55 
0.7 
0.13 
0.11 

Table 5 Number of boxcars, required when 'continous' simulation is applied 
to mimic dispersion during development in Panonychus ulmi. 

Development stage 

Juveniles 
Juveniles sensitive to diapause conditions 
Pre-oviposition adult females 
Oviposition adult females 
Life-span adult females 

higher temperature (permissive) all animals completed the develop
ment process and at the lower temperature (inhibitive) none of the 
animals completed the process. In Figs 26 and 27, the data of Tables 2 
and 6 are presented for eggs and juveniles that are sensitive and 
insensitive to diapause-inducing conditions. Developmental period 
and development rate of eggs (the inverse of developmental period) are 
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Rate of development at 
temperature 

15°C 17°C 

112 42 
59 25 
25 52 
2 6 
4 7 

of 

20° C 

. 

6 
9 

25° C 

30 
28 
20 
9 

12 

30°C 

18 
13 
6 

19 
33 



Table 6 Threshold temperature for the various stages, the permissive temper
ature is the temperature where all mites complete development, the inhibitive 
temperature is the temperature where none completed the process. (Putman, 
1970). 

Temperature (°C) 

inhibitive permissive 

Hatching of eggs 
1 day old 
7 days old 6.3 

Larva 
feeding and growth 7.2 
moulting 6.3 

Deutonymph 
feeding and growth 7.2 
moulting 6.3 

Complete post-ovarial development 9.2 
Oviposition 

females eclosed at 7.2°C 10.7 
females eclosed at 24° C 10.7 

Insemination 

10.8 
7.2 

8.3 
7.2 

8.3 
7.2 

11.7 

11.7 
11.7 
8.3 

I 
s 20-

8 
l i s -

.05 • 

y 

- i i 1 1 r~ 
10 15 20 25 30 

TEMPERATURE , 

Fig. 261 Developmental period in days and development rate of eggs of 
Panonychus ulmi per day against temperature in °C. 
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DEVELOPMENT RATE 

25 30 
TEMPERATURE 

Fig. 27 | Development rate of juveniles insensitive to diapause-inducing 
conditions (J), of juveniles sensitive to diapause-inducing conditions (JS) and 
pre-oviposition females (AFP) of Panonychus ulmi per day against tem
perature in °C. 

given in Fig. 26. In Fig. 27 development rates of the two distinguished 
juvenile groups are given. From the threshold temperatures up to 10° C 
there is nearly no development. Then the relation of development rate 
with temperature, linear till 25° C, starts flattening above 25° C and 
reaches a maximum at 33° C. 

In all results of Table 2 the standard error of the developmental periods 
was less than 10 percent of the mean. With deviations of 10 percent in 
developmental periods, the results of the simulation model are within 
the confidence interval of the results of the verification experiments 
(Section 9.3). The required accuracy is therefore obtained and so it was 
not considered necessary to continue the observations. 

In Table 7 literature data on development are given. A description of 
the experimental conditions is lacking in most cases. Several workers 
made observations under field conditions and interpolation in Fig. 26 
and 27 suggests that most data are collected at an average temperature 
of 15-18°C. Since these temperatures are common during summer 
where the experiments were performed, these results from literature 
confirm the experimental laboratory data. This correspondence 
between laboratory data and field data suggests that food effects can be 
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Table 7 Developmental period of Panonychus ulmi in days. 

Egg 
Larva 
Protochrysalis 
Protonymph 
Deutochrysalis 
Deutonymph 
Teleiochrysalis 
Temperature (°C) 

Blair & 
Groves 
(1952) 

11 
4 

8 

25 

Newcomer 
& Yothers 
(1928) 

8.29 
2.72 
2.27 
1.52 
3.25 
1.66 
4.21 
field 

Andersen 
(1947) 

15.4 

8-10 

516.0 
916.6 

field 

Kuenen 
(1946) 

17 

±10 

field 

Post 
(1962) 

7.9-
11.2' 

field 

I. Depending on generation. 

neglected in the laboratory experiments. Nevertheless at one constant 
temperature, the duration of development was measured for mites on 
leaves attached to the tree. The results, Table 8, confirm the assump
tion that food conditions have no effect on the experimental results. 
The mean relative mortality rate between time t and t + At is defined 
as: 

Y/f + A / = Y / e xP (-rmor x At) 

Table 8 Comparison of methods for measuring duration of developmental 
stages in fruit-tree red spider mite. 

Egg 
Juvenile 
Juvenile sensitive to 
diapause-inducing conditions 
Pre-oviposition period 
of female 

Substrate 

leaves on wet 
cotton wool 

10.4 
6.8 

4.2 

2.9 

leaves attached 
to tree 

10.6 
7.0 

4.5 

2.7 
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in which 

Y, = number of animals at time t 
Y i + At— number of animals at time t+At 

At= time interval between observations, 
rmor =mean relative mortality rate. 

Hence this mean relative rate is calculated as; 

rmor =(lny, - lny,+A/)/A/ 

The results of the relative mortality rates in all stages in day-1 are given 
in Table 9. Relative mortality rate is negligible at temperatures for 
which the curve development rate against temperature is linear, but it 
increases abruptly above 25° C, Fig. 28. Temperatures, above 35° C, 
are lethal but these values are never reached at the sites where the 
animals occur. The relative mortality rates are about the same in 
different stages. Table 9 shows that the relative rate of mortality for 
4-hour periods is the same as that for a 24-hour period when the 
temperature is below 30° C. Exposition to temperatures above 30°C for 
24 hours causes much higher mortality. Since these extreme tempera
tures occur in the field only for short periods, the mean relative rates of 
mortality determined for 4-hour periods are introduced in the model. 

Table 9 Mean relative rate of mortality in day • of some developmental 
stages of the fruit-tree red spider mite. 
Temperature Developmental stage 
(°C) 

35 
33 
30 
25 
20 
15 
10 
5 

Egg1 

1.15 
0.335 
0.017 
0.013 
0.0012 
0.0006 
0.01 
0.05 

Larva 
exposed for 

24h 

0.77 
0.1 
0.05 
0.04 
0.04 
0.124 
0.15 

4h 

0.195 
0.05 
0.04 
0.04 
0.04 

Protonymph 
exposed 

24h 

0.387 
0.07 
0.03 
0.03 
0.02 
0.15 
0.18 

for 

4h 

0.118 
0.03 
0.03 
0.03 
0.02 

. 
• 

Deutonymph 
exposed for 

24h 

0.979 
0.05 
0.03 
0.03 
0.02 
0.1 
0.13 

4h 

0.152 
0.03 
0.03 
0.03 
0.02 

. 
• 

1. Data from Putman (1970) and Mori (1957). 
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Fig. 281 Relative mortality in day-1 in different developmental stages of 
Panonychus ulmi against temperature in °C. 

Table 10 presents pre-oviposition period, oviposition period and total 
life-span of females in days at various temperatures, and their standard 
deviations. The relative dispersion (standard deviation divided by 
mean) of pre-oviposition period at different temperatures is about 
constant (ranging from 2.1 to 2.6), and since the data on pre-
oviposition period are normally distributed as are all the other data on 
development and ageing, the method of continuous simulation with 
(2.1)2 w 4 age classes can be applied (Section 3.1). In Fig. 29 the pre-
oviposition period and maturation rate in relation to temperature are 
given; the latter relation is linear except at temperatures above 30° C. 
Figure 30 presents the mean rate of ageing at different temperatures, 
again in the region 12.5-25°C, this relation is linear. 
Section 4.1 describes how to model ageing; the method of discontin
uous simulation was applied with N boxcars or age classes, the size of 
the age classes being determined by the maximum period of living and 
the number of boxcars. The maximum period of living is now defined 
as the mean period of living plus 3 X a; the number of boxcars is chosen 
such that the age dependency of oviposition is well described. 
The mean relative rate of mortality in each age class only depends on 
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Fig. 29 | Pre-oviposition period in days and maturation rate per day of 
Panonychus ulmi at various temperatures in °C and rate of oviposition in 
number of eggs per day against temperature in °C. 
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Fig. 30 | Mean rate of ageing per day and fecundity of females of Panonychus 
ulmi against temperature in °C. 

temperature and is calculated as: 

rmor = (lnyn - lnyn+I)/Af, in 

which yn is the number of females at the front and yn+| he number at 
the end of the age class, At being the size of the age class in days. The 
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Fig. 31 | Frequency distribution of life-span of Panonychus ulmi adult females 
cumulated with respect to time on probability paper and used to calculate 
relative mortality rate in day"1 at one temperature in different age classes. 

numbers yn and yn+l are found as follows: The data on life-span are 
expressed on probability paper, (Fig. 31), and a straight line is drawn 
through the data so that the mean coincides with the inverse of the 
mean ageing rate of Fig. 30. The number of days on the ordinate, 
(Fig. 31), is divided in N equal classes in such a way that at the end of 
the Nth class 3 X a on the abscissa is reached. The numbers y0, y,, y2, 
y3 , . . . yn are then read from the abscissa and are used to calculate the 
relative rate of mortality, (Table 11). With this rather complicated 
procedure to calculate the relative rate of mortality the mortality 
curves are smoothed without losing valuable characteristics. 

Table 10 also presents rate of oviposition and oviposition capacity at 
different temperatures. The average rate of oviposition has a linear 
relation with temperature, Fig. 29, and the mean oviposition capacity 
is nearly constant between 15 and 30° C (Fig. 30). Fig. 32 shows that 
the rate of oviposition is age dependent and especially at high tempera
tures these effects cannot be neglected. Ten age classes suffice to obtain 
a good resemblance between simulated birth and death curve and 
measurements. Because of the linear relation between average ovi-
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Table 11 Mean relative rate of mortality in day-1 of adult females 
of Panonychus ulmi in different age classes at various temperatures 
calculated from the mean and standard deviations of life-span. 

Age class 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

Relative mortality 

10°C 

0.01 
0.0157 
0.0277 
0.0484 
0.0699 
0.0916 
0.127 
0.152 
0.152 
0.152 

15°C 

0.0048 
0.0119 
0.0227 
0.0443 
0.0784 
0.110 
0.129 
0.156 
0.156 
0.156 

rate(d-1 

20° C 

0 
0 
0.018 
0.044 
0.108 
0.194 
0.313 
0.472 
0.472 
0.472 

) at temperature of 

25° C 

0 
0 
0.018 
0.071 
0.178 
0.152 
0.396 
0.60 
0.646 
1.09 

30° C 

0 
0 
0.01 
0.056 
0.279 
0.413 
0.71 
1.14 
1.46 
1.5 

EGGS PER CW 

9 10 

AGE CLASSES 

Fig. 32 | Age-class dependent oviposition rate of Panonychus ulmi in eggs per 
day at various temperatures in °C, mean and confidence interval. 

position rate and temperature, it is assumed that this linearity operates 
in each age class. Fig. 33a presents the oviposition rate per age class 
against temperature; the third age class deviates but this deviation is 
only caused by the high oviposition rate at 30° C. However the large 
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Fig. 33 | Left: Oviposition rate of Panonychus ulmi in eggs per day against 
temperature for different age classes (1-8). 
Right: Oviposition rate per day per °C against age classes. 

variance enables further smoothing. Thus the slopes of the lines, eggs 
per day per °C, are plotted against the age classes, Fig. 33b. The points 
obtained are then described with a sigmoid curve and this levels the 
extreme value in the third age class at 30°C. The oviposition rate per 
age class is then given by: 

(TEMP - TT) X SLj, 

in which TEMP is the actual temperature, TT is the temperature 
threshold for oviposition, here 7.5° C, and SLj is the slope of the line 
read from the sigmoid curve. Since oviposition rate and relative 
mortality rate are calculated more or less independently, the measured 
total oviposition capacity may be incorrectly calculated by the simula
tion model. Therefore runs with a small simulation model that de
scribes ageing and oviposition were done to verify and improve the 
input data. In Fig. 34 the results of these simulations at different 
temperatures are given. Two iterative runs with the model were 
sufficient to obtain a correct birth and death curve and fecundity at 
15-30°C that was about constant and in agreement with the measure
ments. 

The data on ageing and reproduction were obtained from cultures 
maintained on leaves placed on wet cotton wool, and although leaves 
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Fig. 341 Simulated cumulated egg production of Panonychus ulmi against 
time in days at various temperatures in °C. 

were renewed at least every four days, the quality of food may have 
changed during the observations. Observations at one temperature 
with leaves attached to well fertilized trees given in Table 12, do not 
indicate this. 
Although all mites were transferred carefully and damaged mites were 
replaced, the possibility of adverse effects of manipulation on mortality 
cannot be disregarded. However the average oviposition capacity in 

Table 12 Oviposition rate, fecundity, oviposition period and life-span of 
Panonychus ulmi, determined on different substrates. Null hypothesis that 
both methods are correlated, is accepted (P < 0.02) Spearman correlation 
coefficient is 0.786. 

Average oviposition 
rate (eggs per day) 
Average fecundity 
Mean oviposition 
period 
Mean life-span 

Substrate 

leaves attached 
to tree 

15°C 

1.14 
27.7 

23.6 
27.4 

25° C 

3.07 
31.6 

10.2 
11.7 

leaves 
cotton 

15°C 

1.15 
29.8 

26.5 
29.4 

on wet 
wool 

25° C 

2.85 
22.6 

8.3 
10.0 
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P. ulmi exposed 

4h 8h 

0.04 0.05 
0.7 0.9 

for 

24h 

0.07 
5.0 

A.po 

4h 

0.1 
0.1 

tentillae 

8h 

0.1 
0.3 

exposed for 

24h 

0.1 
0.4 

Table 14 Mean relative rate of mortality (day-1) of P. ulmiand A. potentillae 
adult females at extreme temperatures. 

Temperature 

10 °C 
33 °C 

the determinations described is in agreement with many literature data, 
Table 13, so that the assumption that these effects are negligible is 
acceptable. 

The effect of extreme temperatures, below 10° C and above 30°C, on 
the relative rate of mortality of females is given in Table 14. Again a 
longer period of exposition may increase the rates, but since the periods 
with these extreme conditions are never longer than 4 hours, the 
relative mortality rate per day determined in the 4-hour experiments 
are introduced in the model. 

5.3.2. Predatory mites 

Because many literature data were available on the bionomics of the 
fruit-tree red spider mite, the number of experiments for parameteriza
tion of the simulation model should have been reduced. However these 
data have little value for modelling because they were collected for a 
completely different purpose and the abiotic and biotic conditions are 
poorly represented. Literature data about the predatory mite suitable 
for modelling are still scarcer. Therefore all data on the predatory mite 
had to be collected from experiments as described in Section 5.3.1 or 
they were estimated. 
Table 15 presents the data on the duration of the different developmen
tal stages at various temperatures in terms of mean and standard 
deviation. The embryonic period of the egg and the total juvenile 
period are much shorter than for the fruit-tree red spider mite, Table 3, 
so that the number of generations per year may exceed that of the prey 
manifold. The correspondence between the embryonic period in the 
egg and the total juvenile period, present in fruit-tree red spider mite, 
does not exist for the predator. The duration of the egg period nearly 
equals that of the juveniles insensitive to diapause-inducing conditions, 
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Table 15 Duration of developmental stages of Amblyseius potentillae in 
days at various temperatures. 

Egg 
Larva 
Protonymph 
Deutonymph 
J1 

JS^ 

Temperature (°C) 

10 

X 

7.0 
3.2 
3.2 
4.5 
6.4 
4.5 

s(x) 

2.5 

1.2 
1.6 

15 

3c s(x) 

3.25 0.9 
1.4 
1.5 
2.4 
2.9 0.9 
2.4 0.8 

20 

3c 

2.0 

. 
1.5 
1.75 
1.5 

s{x) 

23 25 

x s(x) X 

1.58 0.25 1.38 
0.7 . 0.6 
0.8 . 0.7 
1.24 . 1.10 
0.8 . 1.31 
1.23 0.4 1.10 

1. J = juveniles insensitive to diapause-inducing conditions 
2. JS = juveniles sensitive to diapause-inducing conditions 

S(X) 

0.4 
, 
. 
. 

0.3 
0.3 

larva and protonymph. The deutonymph period, juveniles sensitive to 
diapause-inducing conditions, is slightly shorter. Again sequential 
dependence of the length of the stages is absent, so the number of age 
classes applied in the model are calculated from the mean and standard 
deviation of the length of both juvenile periods. Since the relative 

Table 16 Calculated number of classes required for 'continuous simulation' 
and relative dispersion of eggs, larvae and protonymphs, and deutonymphs of 
Amblyseius potentillae at various temperatures. 

Egg 
number of classes 
relative dispersion 

Larva and protonymph 
number of classes 
relative dispersion 

Deutonymph 
number of classes 
relative dispersion 

Temperature (°C) 

10 

8 
0.36 

29 
0.19 

8 
0.35 

15 

13 
0.28 

11 
0.31 

9 
0.33 

23 

40 
0.16 

4 
0.53 

10 
0.32 

25 

12 
0.29 

19 
0.23 

14 
0.27 
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dispersion at various temperatures is not constant, Table 16, the 
method of controlled dispersion is applied to mimic the dispersion. 

In Fig. 35 the developmental period in days and development rate 
day-1 against temperature are given for eggs, juveniles sensitive and 
juveniles insensitive to diapause-inducing conditions. Between 10 and 
25° C the rates and temperature are linearly related and above 25° C 
there is a flattening of the curves. The temperature threshold for 
development in the different stages has not been determined exactly. 
Observations at 5°C showed that no development occurs, but at 10°C 
the egg develops into an adult. Below 10°C the relatively low contribu
tions to development and the linearity of the rates between 10 and 25° C 
allows a simple extrapolation to determine a threshold value that may 
be not completely correct but only causes negligible deviations and 
saves considerable experimenting. Again the required accuracy of the 
data should be determined by the accuracy of the measurements of the 
verification experiments, Section 5.1, but since the experiments for a 
first estimation of the developmental period provided data with an 
accuracy of 0.1 (standard error divided by mean) and this is more than 
required, further experiments were superfluous. The normality of the 
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Fig. 35 
mental 

TEMPERATURE 

| Duration in days and development rate per day of different develop-
stages of Amblyseius potentillae against temperature in °C. 
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Table 17 Mean relative rate of mortality (day1) of Amblyseiuspotentillaeat 
different developmental stages and temperatures. 

Temperature 

5°C 
10°C 
15°C 
20 °C 
25 °C 
30°C 
33°C 

Relative mortality rate of 

egg 

0.16 
0.05 
0.03 
0.02 
0.05 
0.05 
0.16 

larva 

0.1 
0.051 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.08 

protonymph deutonymph 

0.08 
0.045 

0.01 
0.02 
0.07 

0.08 
0.045 

, 

0.01 
0.02 
0.07 

data on development was tested with probability paper which also gave 
the mean and standard deviation. 

The results of the experiments on mortality due to abiotic factors are 
given in Table 17; again they are expressed as the mean relative 
mortality rate. Between 10 and 30° C this mortality is nearly negligible. 
Above 30°C the relative mortality rates per day calculated from the 4-
hour experiments rather then the 8-hour experiments are used in the 
model, since under field conditions temperatures are extreme only for 
very short periods. The experimental method of determining mortality 
was the same as for fruit-tree red spider mite, but it should be 
emphasized that food was abundant and that the possibility for escape 
was minimized by the water barrier around the leaf disks. 
Table 18 presents the data on oviposition period, pre-oviposition 
period and life-span at various temperatures in days. Although the 
developmental period of the predatory mite is much shorter than that 
of the prey, life-span and oviposition period last at least the same time 
or are even longer. Again oviposition rate is age and temperature 
dependent, so that the simulation technique with no dispersion has to 
be used to describe the ageing process of the females, the number of age 
classes being determined by the age dependency of oviposition. 
Again 10 age classes were sufficient to obtain a good description of 
birth and ageing curve. 
Fig. 36 gives the relations maturation rate against temperature, the 
inverse of maximum life-span against temperature and mean ageing 
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Table 18 Oviposition rate in eggs per day, fecundity in eggs and pre-
oviposition period, oviposition period and life-span in days of Amblyseius 
potent Mae at various temperatures (Data from van de Vrie pers. commun.). 

Pre-oviposition 
period 
Oviposition 
period 
Life-span 
Fecundity 
Oviposition 
rate 

jy cos-, 

f 0.04-

g 0.03-

0.02-

0.01-

0 
( ) 

i 
10 

Temperature (°C) 

10 

X 

> 15 

> 3 0 
> 3 0 

9.0 

0.2 

20 30 
TEMPERATURE 

s(x) 

. 
, 

15 

x s(x) 

7.4 1.1 

32.8 . 
32.8 . 
20.0 . 

0.63 . 

w 0.5-1 
< 
3 0 i " 
I °3~ 
§ 0 2 -

0.1-

0 
( ) 

20 

X s(x) 

4.0 0.9 

26.8 
28.2 
27.8 

1.04 

10 

, 

. 

25 

x s(x) 

1.9 0.9 

23.1 . 
25.0 . 
29.1 . 

1.25 . 

20 30 
TEMPERATURE 

30 

x s(x) 

2.9 0.8 

17.0 . 
18.0 . 
16.0 . 

0.9 . 

r 
20 30 
TEMPERATURE 

Fig. 361 Ageing rate and maturation rate per day of Amblyseius potentillae 
against temperature in °C. 
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CUMULATED FREQUENCY Fig. 371 Frequency distribution of life-span to calculate age-dependent rela
tive mortality rate of Amblyseius potentillae in day"1, in different age classes. 

rate against temperature. All these relations are linear and this charac
teristic is used to calculate the relative rates of mortality dependent on 
age and temperature in the same way as described for fruit-tree red 
spider mite, Fig. 37. In Table 19 the results of these calculations are 
given. 

Table 19 Mean relative mortality rate in day-1 of adult females of Amblysei
us potentillae in different age classes at various temperatures, calculated from 
the mean life-span and its standard deviation. 

Age class 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

Temperature (°C) 

10 

0.0068 
0.0111 
0.0213 
0.0327 
0.0533 
0.0632 
0.0891 
0.1078 
0.145 
0.223 

15 

0.0057 
0.0105 
0.0219 
0.0375 
0.0662 
0.0816 
0.127 
0.136 
0.186 
0.223 

20 

0.0009 
0.0009 
0.0075 
0.022 
0.055 
0.079 
0.156 
0.222 
0.293 
0.301 

25 

0.002 
0.007 
0.0186 
0.043 
0.067 
0.109 
0.160 
0.212 
0.301 
0.301 

30 

0.006 
0.015 
0.029 
0.052 
0.081 
0.119 
0.158 
0.241 
0.22 
0.22 
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Fig. 38 | Oviposition rate in eggs per day in different age classes and fecundity 
of Amblyseius potentillae against temperature in °C. 

Table 18 also presents the data on oviposition capacity and oviposition 
rate. The maximum oviposition capacity is about the same for the 
predatory mite and fruit-tree red spider mite but the range is 20-25°C 
instead of 15-30°C. At this maximum the average oviposition rate per 
day is much less than that for the fruit-tree red spider mite, so that the 
oviposition period is much longer. Fig. 38 gives the relations of mean 
oviposition rate and oviposition rate of females in age class 1, 2 and 3 
(eggs per day) with temperature. Up to 25°C these relations are linear 
but then a fast decrease of the oviposition rate occurs. Because of this 
deviation from linearity above 25° C and the small optimum region for 
oviposition capacity it is impossible here to apply the calculation 
technique of oviposition rate that was used for the fruit-tree red spider 
mite. Therefore the age and temperature dependency functions are 
introduced in the model with tabulated functions between oviposition 
rate and temperature in each age class. Table 14 presents also the data 
on relative mortality rates of females at the extreme temperatures. The 
method of determination is the same as that for the fruit-tree red spider 
mite and again the relative mortality rates per day based on the 4-hour 
experiments are used in the model, Table 14. The same iterative 
procedure with a small simulation model, as applied in the fruit-tree 
red spider mite was applied to adjust rates of oviposition, relative rates 
of mortality and oviposition capacity. 
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Development, oviposition and mortality were measured with abund
ant food present. A more detailed description of these experiments and 
their ecological implications will be given by Rabbinge & van de Vrie 
(in prep.). 

5.3.3 Varying temperature 

The graphs on development, oviposition and ageing show clearly that 
in the fruit-tree red spider mite and in predatory mites, the rates are 
linearly related with temperature in the region of normal summer and 
spring temperatures, 10-25°C. In Section 5.1 the assumption on 
momentaneous temperature reaction was made, so that measurements 
at constant temperatures could be applied in situations with fluctuating 
temperatures. The assumption has to be verified because even in cases 

Table 20 Test on momentaneous reaction. Average rates of development, 
oviposition and ageing of Panonychus u/w/and development of Amblyseius 
potentillae. For both species nulhypothesis on non-momentaneous reaction is 
rejected (student's /-test, a = 0.05,P<0.05). 

Panonychus ulmi 
Development rate per day 

egg 
juveniles insensitive to diapause-
-inducing conditions 
juveniles sensitive to diapause-
-inducing conditions 
adult female pre-oviposition 

Oviposition rate eggs per day 
Ageing rate 

Temperature (°C) 

15 

0.06 

0.099 

0.180 
0.285 
1.13 
0.038 

25 

0.154 

0.253 

0.44 
0.688 
2.93 
0.096 

15-25 

0.092 

0.181 

0.31 
0.49 
2.06 
0.083 

Calcu
lated 

0.106 

0.176 

0.31 
0.487 
2.03 
0.07 

Amblyseius potentillae 
Development rate per day 

egg 0.308 0.631 0.382 0.46 
juveniles insensitive to diapause-
-inducing conditions 0.345 0.66 0.427 0.50 
juveniles sensitive to diapause-
-inducing conditions 0.416 0.80 0.518 0.61 
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where all relations are linear, fluctuating temperatures may give 
deviating results. Basically these may be caused by the involvement of 
two catenary processes that have different relations with temperature, 
so that other development rates or ageing rates result when fluctuating 
temperatures with the same average are applied. 
In Table 20 the results of measurements on development, ageing and 
oviposition with fluctuating temperatures are compared with measure
ments at average temperatures. In all cases the hypothesis of an 
influence of fluctuating temperatures was rejected (Table 20). 

5.4 Humidity, rain, wind and daylength 

The relational diagrams, Figs 7-19 showed where relative humidity 
and daylength may affect the rates. 
Daylength together with temperature and food induce diapause in both 
fruit-tree red spider mite and predatory mites. Many good data for 
fruit-tree red spider mite are available, (Lees, 1953) so that the pro
cess of diapausing could be modelled without further experimenta
tion. Section 8.1.3 describes this modelling and how the literature data 
are processed. No literature data on diapausing in predatory mites were 
available. Field observations showed that only females overwinter and 
that diapause is induced in the deutonymph stage. Since a detailed 
analysis of this process requires an exhaustive amount of experimen
ting time arid the predator's correspondence with the fruit-tree red 
spider mite is very clear, the assumption was made that the diapausing 
process is about the same as in the fruit-tree red spider mite. This 
implies a similar way of modelling. 

Effects of relative humidity on fruit-tree red spider mite were investi
gated by Putman (1970) and Mori (1957). They found a delayed 
development and an increased mortality of eggs when relative humidi
ties were above 92% or below 60%. Relative air humidities below 50% 
occur very seldom in Dutch summers, 4 times in 1974, 5 times in 1975, 
and for only very short periods, whereas the measured effects occurred 
when the whole development took place under extremely humid 
conditions. Moreover relative air humidities of 40-50% imply a 
relative humidity of at least 55-60% in the laminar layer around the 
leaf where the animals are living, Section 7.3.1. 
Humidities above 92% are more frequent, but field observations 
showed that mortality and delay effects due to these conditions are 
absent in Dutch orchards. Even eggs lying in condensed water on the 
leaves during most of their life hatched undelayed and the resulting 
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larvae showed no visible damage. These considerations justify neglect
ing effects of relative humidity on mortality and development of the 
spider mite eggs. Quantitative data on the effect of relative humidity 
during the juvenile period were not available and experiments with low 
relative humidities were not feasible. Since living leaves should be used 
as substrate for the animals, and humidities lower than 50% cause rapid 
withering of leaves the effects measured are food effects rather than 
humidity effects. Still some small-scale experiments with the Zwo'lfer 
technique (Mori, 1957), were done and showed no effects on mortality 
and development with relative humidities between 60 and 95%. Hu
midities above 95% increase mortality rate (Kuenen, 1946), but these 
effects are absent during short periods of exposition comparable with 
field conditions. Therefore both the low and the high humidities may 
have a negligible effect on the mortality and the development rates. 
Because predatory mites hide under veins etc. the effects of humidity on 
the eggs, juveniles and adults of these species are still more unlikely. 
Small scale experiments with the different juvenile stages have shown 
that there are no effects on either mortality or development when 
relative air humidity is above 50%. Eggs are still more insensitive to 
humidity. The adults as well as the juveniles need water to keep alive 
and when reared in Munger cells on dry paper many animals die. When 
living material, apple leaves, are used as the substrate the hairs of the 
leaves provide sufficient water. Water requirement under natural 
conditions can therefore be neglected. 

Although preliminary experiments have shown that effects of relative 
humidity may occur, quantitatively these effects may be neglected 
under Dutch summer conditions because of the frequency and the 
length of the periods with extreme humidity conditions. 
Effects of wind and rain are still more difficult to establish. In 1946, 
Kuenen made field observations and found effects of heavy rain and 
wind on the juvenile mortality of fruit-tree red spider mite; but these 
effects were not well assessed. In 1970, Putman found in laboratory 
experiments that direct effects of wind on mortality are negligible, but 
that indirect effects due to friction of leaves may be considerable, with 
very strong winds, Table 21. However the wind within the orchards is 
only a fraction of the wind above the orchard, Section 7.3.2, so that 
windspeeds of 10-20 metre, causing mortality, are hardly reached. 
Moreover the effects are smaller when the animals are on the underside 
of the leaves. Therefore the quantitative effect of wind as a mortality 
factor is neglected. Again the hidden way of living by the predatory 
mites, especially during bad weather conditions makes it unlikely that 
the effect of wind on the predatory mite mortality is quantitatively 
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Table 21 Mortality in fruit-tree red spider mite in percentage of those 
present, attributable to wind of different velocity (data from Putman, 1970). 

Developmental 
stage 

Larva 
resting 
walking 

Juvenile 
resting 
walking 
quiescent 

Adult female 
resting 
resting 
walking 
walking 

Side of 
leaf 

upper 
upper 

upper 
upper 
upper 

upper 
lower 
upper 
lower 

Air velocity in m.s" 

10 

0 
4 

0 
2 
0 

0 
0 

12 
0 

20 

8 
26 

18 
40 
0 

2.5 
8.5 

33.0 
61.2 

i 

30 

18 
56 

16 
84 
0 

32 
0 

90 
0 

40 

20 
72 

28 
98 
14 

54 
0 

100 
0 

important. 
Several authors reported on the effect of rain on mortality. Kuenen 
(1946) assessed the mortality of females in red spider mite juveniles after 
heavy rain (> 20 mm hour"1) at 40 percent, and other authors give 
higher but also lower estimations, ranging from 2 to 50%. This wide 
range and the further scarce quantitative data makes an incorporation 
of a rain effect based on these data impossible. 
However an investigation of these effects is rather cumbersome and 
requires much experimenting time. It was therefore omitted. 
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6 Predator-prey relations 

6.1 Introduction 

The predator-prey relation described in Section 4.1.3 was restricted to 
the relation between Amblyseius potentillae and Panonychus ulmi. 
The number of 'prey species' amounts in this particular example to 5 
and the number of 'predator species' to 4, because different develop
ment stages of prey and predator are involved, each with their own 
preference and attractiveness. The field situation is still more compli
cated as two other predatory mites, Typhlodromuspyri and Amblysei
us finlandicus often occur, even more frequently than Amblyseius 
potentillae. However because of the correspondence in the behaviour 
of the predatory mites and the small differences in their bionomics, it is 
justifiable to consider only one predatory mite species in a first 
simulation model. In Chapter 10 the implications of these simplifica
tions and the ecological meaning of different properties of predatory 
mite species will be discussed. 
Literature data and own investigations made it clear that the effects of 
alternative food, for instance, apple pollen, apple powdery mildew 
spores, honey dew and gall mites may also be very important, but these 
food sources are considered in the results of the population model in 
Section 9.4. 
This chapter describes the experiments required for the quantification 
of the functional and the numerical relations between Amblyseius 
potentillae and the fruit-tree red spider mite. From the system descrip
tion in Section 4.1.3 it is clear that the following relations should be 
experimentally determined for each of the predator - prey combina
tions (theoretically 5 x 4 = 20): 
- Predation rate at several constant prey densities at various tempera
tures, 
- Predation rate dependent on the satiation levels of the predator at 
various temperatures, 
and for each predator: 
- Calibration of the colour scale that is used as a measure for the 
satiation level of the predator, 
- The relative rate of decrease in the satiation level at various tempera
tures, 
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- Rate of development of the predator at various satiation levels of the 
predator; this only holds for the protonymphs and deutonymphs of the 
predator, 
and for the adult female: 
- Relative rate of oviposition of the predator dependent on the 
satiation level at various temperatures. 

These relations should all be determined for the equilibrium situation 
of the predator, Section 4.3, i.e. in the situation where the rate of 
ingestion equals the rate of digestion. So the satiation level of the 
predator oscillates at a certain level with a small amplitude. 
Prior to the experiments on the functional and numerical relations 
some experiments were done to establish a standardization technique 
of the predator and to estimate the time required at various tempera
tures for adjustment to equilibrium. These experiments showed that, 
for instance, in the adult female predator, the equilibrium situation at 
25° C is reached within 6-8 hours, but that at 15° C more than 36 hours 
are required. 
This long period of acclimatization makes the experiments time and 
labour consuming so that the experimental work was restricted as 
much as possible. A more detailed description of experiments, their 
results and meaning in predator-prey systems will be given by Rab-
binge et al., (in prep.). 

6.2 Functional response 

The description of the experiments on the functional relations and the 
processing of the data will be limited to the situation adult female 
predator versus young larvae of the prey. The other prey-predator 
relations were determined in the same way, but from these only the 
final results are given. The experimental method is for all experiments 
the same and is given in Section 6.2.1. In this section the assumed 
correspondence between the Tetranychus urticae - Typhlodromus 
occidentalis system and the Panonychus ulmi - Amblyseius potentil-
lae system is verified. Very high densities (> 25 $$ per leaf) at which 
predators mutually interfere are not considered since these densities are 
above the economic damage level for which chemical treatment is 
required. 
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6.2.1 Methods 

Experimental conditions 
All experiments were done under controlled conditions in climate 
rooms at 18°C and at 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25°C on leaf disks of Golden 
Delicious with an area of 5.0, 3.8 or 2.67 cm2, floating upside down on 
wet river-sand in Petri dishes, the water barrier preventing the preys 
and predators from escaping. 
The animals, preys and predators were taken from mass cultures 
described in Section 5.2. The adult female predator was isolated as a 
deutonymph and placed after moulting and copulation on a leaf disk 
without food for 24 hours at 20° C. These predators were then placed 
on a leaf disk under the experimental conditions for a period necessary 
for the system to reach equilibrium. During this period the prey density 
was kept constant, i.e. every four hours the killed or moulted preys 
were replaced. The hungry predator started eating very rapidly and its 
colour reached high values in a short time. Then the predator rested for 
a long period and it became paler in colour. Thus a damped oscillation 
starts with a period that is determined by the temperature and the prey 
density. At 15° C it takes minimally 36 hours and at 25° C maximally 
8 hours to reach the equilibrium situation where the amplitude of the 
oscillations never exceeds 1 colour unit (see Section 6.2.2). 

Correspondence with the acarine system Typhlodromus occidentalis -
Tetranychus urticae 
Fransz (1974) analysed non-stationary predator-prey systems, and 
showed that these approach the stationary state relatively rapidly. In 
this state the analysis to construct a functional response curve can be 
greatly simplified. Since his observations were done with the Tetrany
chus urticae - Typhlodromus occidentalis system (two-spotted spider 
mite with a predatory mite), its correspondence with the present system 
has to be shown so that his suggestions can be applied to simplify the 
analysis. A correspondence analysis was done at 18° C. 
The following events, states and time periods were recorded: 
- the number of encounters between prey and predator, 
- the number of successful encounters between prey and predator, 
- the time of activity of the predator, 
- the state of the predator, its colour value, 
- the activity of the predator. 
These observations were done at prey densities of 1, 2, 5 and 25 prey 
larvae per leaf disk of 2.67 cm2. The results of these experiments, given 
in Table 22 show that Amblyseius potentillae has the same behaviour 
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Table 22 Succes ratio, relative predation rate and predation rate of the adult 
female predator at various colour values for different densities of the prey 
(larvae) counted in areas of 2.67 cm2 at 18° C. 

Prey density 
(number per 2.67 cm2) 
Success ratio 
Relative predation 
rate (day-1) 
Predation rate (day-1) 

Colour value of predator 

2.0 

1 
0.95 

4.5 
4.5 

3.5 

2 
0.86 

3.79 
7.6 

4.5 

5 
0.67 

1.95 
9.7 

5.0 

25 
0.1 

0.78 
19.4 

as the Typhlodromus occidentalis. 
When the prey density increases, the number of encounters increases 
and the number of successful encounters increases until a certain 
stationary predation rate is reached; so the success ratio decreases. It 
was also shown that the search behaviour of Amblyseiuspotentillae is 
at random like that of Typhlodromus occidentalis and that the relation 
between the length of the resting period and the satiation level is also 
the same for both. The correspondence of both systems proves that also 
in this situation continuous observation of behaviour is not necessary, 
but that it suffices to determine directly in the equilibrium situation 
(ingestion = digestion), the relation between colour (i.e. gut content) 
and the relative rate of predation, the relation between colour and the 
utilization of the prey, and the relative rate of decrease in the colour, all 
these at various temperatures. 

Methods 
Observations were made at 15,18 and 25° C and at prey densities of 0.5, 
1.0, 5.0 and 10 larvae per 3.8 crtf. At 5°C and 10°C some small-scale 
experiments on the predation activity were done. 
The observation interval ranged from 0.25 hour at 25° C to 1 hour at 
15°C. These intervals were so small that the density of the prey did not 
change numerically. At each observation the killed and moulted preys 
were, of course, replaced. 
Temperature fluctuations in the climate rooms at 5, 10, 15, 25°C were 
not more than 0.5°C, but in the climate room at 18°C these fluctua
tions were maximally 1.5°C. The temperature on the surface of the 
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small leaf disks with animals was continuously measured with ther
mocouples and occasionally with a Heyman infrared thermometer. 
Although in the experiments at 25° C 8 fluorescent tubes were used for 
illumination, the temperature where the animals were living did not 
differ from the temperature in the climate room. At 15° C glass-fissel 
optics were used for illumination, to prevent heating by illumination. 
All observations were done with a binocular microscope, magnifica
tion 16x. The characteristics observed were the mortality of the prey, 
the colour of the predator and the oviposition of the predator. 

6.2.2 Satiation of the predator 

Holling (1966) used the gut content of the preying mantids as an 
operational definition of the satiation level. Fransz could not deter
mine the absolute gut content but succeeded in measuring the rate of 
ingestion and digestion and thus in calculating the gut content. In the 
predatory mite Amblyseius potentillae an operational definition of the 
satiation level is possible because this mite is transparent and the 
content of its gut can be seen. Mites with a white to pale red colour had 
a high success ratio > 0.8 and those with a low success ratio< 0.5 were 
dark red. 
Although the colour of the animal has been used to determine the 
composition of the food of the predator, (Gilliatt, 1935; Anderson & 
Morgan, 1956; Chant, 1959) it was never used for the determination of 
the satiation level, so that a scale had to be developed. This colour scale 
ranges from 0 to 7, and for the female predator is as follows: 
0 Amblyseius potentillae is completely transparent, gut colourless 
1 Predator is pale yellow, gut is invisible 
2 Predator is sandy yellow, gut is scarcely visible 
3 Gut is clearly visible as a thin pale red H-form 
4 Gut is wider and more intensively red 
5 Gut is still wider and pure red 
6 A dark red or brownish H fills the abdomen of the predator 
7 The gut nearly fills the abdomen and is totally brown. 

This colour pattern is slightly different for the other prey and predatory 
stages, but this can easily be accounted for. For more objective work 
with this colour scale it is necessary to use the same magnification of the 
binocular microscope and two independent observers. 
The colour of the predator is caused by the pigments chlorophyll a and 
b and carotenoid a and /?. These pigments are partly of animal and 
partly of vegetable origin and can be analysed by spectrophotometry 
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(Veerman, 1970). Such a quantitative determination is required for 
calibration of the colour scale in terms of quantity of food in the gut. 
Hence animals of a certain colour value could be used for a spectro-
photometric analysis. This was only done for adult females of Ambly-
seius potentillae and repeated 5 times. 200 adult females were divided 
into two groups: one provided with an abundant amount of food, all 
stages of Panonychus ulmi, and the other provided with a limited 
amount of food of the same composition. After one day feeding on this 
food 75 animals with a colour value of 5-6 were taken from the first 
group and 75 animals with colour 2-3 from the second group. These 
animals were put in 2 ml ethanol, ground, homogenized and centri-
fuged (10 min at 4000 rev/min). 
The supernatant was then spectrophotometrically analysed in the light 
range 370-700 m/i, the surface under the absorption curve being 
determined planimetrically, Fig. 39. Separately a spectrometric ana
lysis was done of the prey used and of the two-spotted spider mite used 
by Fransz, the results being presented also in Fig. 39. Obviously the 
composition of the pigment in the three species is the same, which 
suggests that the colour scale can be used independently of the prey 
species. 

ABSORPTION 

/'/ >\ T. urticae 

/ \ \ A.potentillae 
/ \ * females fed 

/ \ \ with P.ulmi. 

320 350 370 390 410 430 450 470 490 510 530 540 570 590 610 630 650 670 690 

WAVELENGTH IN m/J 
Fig. 39 | Scanning spectrophotograms, wavelengths from 300 m/i — 700 m/z 
for Tetranychus urticae, and Amblyseius potentillae fed with females of 
P. ulmi. 
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Fig. 401 Relative absorption against vis
ually determined colour value. 
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RELATIVE ABSORPTION 

The relation relative absorption against visually determined colour 
value was linear, (Fig. 40 correlation coefficient 0.96) so that each 
colour unit of the visual scale represents the same amount of pigment 
consumed. Hence, the scale units 1-7 of the colour scale are used 
without any further transformation as a relative measure for the 
amount of food. 
Fransz found that the gut content of a predator when kept without 
food, decreases exponentially with time at constant temperature. In 
Fig. 41, it is shown that this is also so for the decrease in colour. The 
relative decrease, c, being defined as 

dA 
dt 

c.A 

in which A is the colour value (0-7), the mean relative rate of decrease 
being estimated with 

In A •t + At In A, 

At 

In Table 23 the results at various temperatures are given with the 90% 
confidence interval and Fig. 42 shows that the relative decrease in 
colour depends linearly on temperature. 

COLOUR VALUE 

2 t 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 2i 26 28 30 
TIME IN HOURS 

Fig. 41 | Exponential decrease in co
lour value of adult female predators 
with respect to time. 
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Table 23 Relative rate of decrease in colour value of the adult female 
predator in day1, mean and 90% confidence interval, at various temperatures. 

Temperature 
°C 

5 
10 
15 
18 
20 
25 
30 

Number of 
replicates 

14 
10 
33 
36 
14 
14 
14 

Relative rate of decrease in colour 
value 

x ± confidence interval 

0.054 ± 0.007 
0.075 ± 0.02 
0.45 ±0.04 
0.68 ±0.08 
0.78 ±0.016 
1.01 ±0.09 
1.46 ±0.2 

RELATIVE RATE OF 
DECREASE IN COLOUR VALUE 

1.7 
1.6-

1.6 

1.4 
1.3-1 
1.2-

1.1 

10 

0.9 
08-| 

07 
06 
0.6 

04 
03 

02 
0.1 

5 10 15 20 25 30 
TEMPERATURE 

Fig. 421 Relative decrease in colour val
ue in day-i, against temperature in °C. 

Further experimentation showed that as with development, the data 
determined at constant temperature may be used in situations with 
fluctuating temperatures. 
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6.2.3 Relative rate of predation 

The results of the experiments described in Section 6.2.1 for the adult 
female predator and the larvae of the prey are given in Table 24 for 
various temperatures and prey densities. Since there was no predation 
at 5°C, the temperature threshold for predation lies somewhere 
between 5 and 10°C. Since it was shown by the Run test that hourly 
observations are independent, confidence intervals were based on these 
data. The colour values of the predator are not sequentially independ
ent. Thus the confidence interval is based on the average colour value 
for one observation period. 
Since the data always had a normal distribution, the Student's /-value 

PREDATION RATE PER DAY 

PREDATION RATE PER DAY 
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/' 
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2 OEUTONYMPHS 
3 PR0T0NYMPHS 
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T 
1 3 

""I ^ "i ", 

25° C 

1 9JPULMI 
2 DEUTONYMPHS 
3 PROTONYMPHS 
4 LARVAE 

0.5 1 T 5 PREY DENSITY 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

PREY DENSITY 

Fig. 43 | Functional response curves of the adult female predator for various 
prey stages of P. ulmiat 15° Candat25° C, mean and confidence 95% interval. 
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was used to calculate the 95% confidence intervals. 
Fig. 43 presents the functional response curves of the adult female 
predator for various prey stages at various temperatures. The prefer
ence for the younger stages is clearly demonstrated with these curves. 
The higher predation of the older juvenile stages, protonymph and 
deutonymph, than the young juvenile stage, larva at low prey densities 
(< 1.0 per 7.6 cm2) and at low temperatures may be due to the 
behaviour of the larvae. At that temperature they are immobile and 
hidden under veins etc. whereas the older juveniles are still active. 
The relation between the colour value of the predator and the preda
tion rate is given in Fig. 44, together with a 95% confidence interval, 
here calculated with logarithmic transformation. 
The results of Figs. 43 and 44 are used to compute the relation between 
relative predation rate and temperature at various colour values of the 
predator, which are used in the simulation models (Section 8.2). The 
calculation procedure is given for the adult female predator and larvae 
of the prey. 
Mathematically the functional response is described by: 

EX D 
MORT = M 

EX D + M (6.1) 

PREDATION RATE 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
COLOUR VALUE ADULT 

FEMALE PREDATOR 

3 i 5 6 7 
COLOUR VALUE ADULT 

FEMALE PREDATOR 

Fig. 441 Predation rate of the adult female predator in larvae of the prey per 
day against colour value at 15°C and at 25°C. 
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in which D is prey density, here per 3.8 cm2 and M is maximum 
predation rate. If D — <», predation rate MORT equals M. E in day-1 

expresses predation efficiency, if D — 0, then MORT = ED. The 
relative rate of predation is RRP = MORT/ D, and ranges from E at 
D = 0, to 0 at D is infinity, it being assumed that effects of response 
waning at very high densities are outside the range of interest. Eand M 
are most conveniently estimated with graphs of the inverse of prey 
density against the inverse of the predation rate, Fig. 45. 
The resulting relation is linear according to Eq (6.1) since 

E X D + M 1 1 
l / M O R T = - X — = + — 

E X D M E X D M 

The calculations are done for the limits of the confidence interval of the 
functional response curve so that the extremes: the maximum 
predation rate, M and the predation efficiency E are found, Fig. 45. 
The calculated corresponding relative rates of predation are given in 
Fig. 46. 
Fig. 44 shows the relation between predation rate and colour value. 
The predation rate at a certain colour value (0-7) was found from this 
graph and used in Fig. 45 to find the corresponding prey density. Then 
the relative predation rate was calculated and Fig. 46 was constructed 
which shows the relation between colour value of the predator and 
relative predation rate. 
The same procedure was followed at all experimental temperatures, 
thus enabling the construction of a graph in which the relation between 
relative predation rate and temperature is given at different colour 

v 
/PREDATION RATE 
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Fig. 46 | Relative predation rate of larvae in day"1 against inverse of colour 
value of the adult female predator at 25° C. 
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Fig. 47 | Relative predation rate of 
larvae in day"1 against temperature at 
various colour values (0-7 = xfji'if^;'~l.~(} 
M-y— .) of the adult female predator. ' 
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values of the predator, Fig. 47. 
The estimate of these relations may be considerably improved by an 
iteration procedure. For this purpose a small simulation model for the 
predation process was written. This model was used to calculate the 
curves in Fig. 44 from those in Fig. 47 and to estimate anew the 
functional response curve and the relation between colour and preda
tion rate within the confidence interval. This iteration was repeated 2 to 
4 times until the resulting relation in Fig. 47 was sufficiently smooth in 
all aspects but with the original curves all within their 95% confidence 
interval. 

All these observations and calculations were also done for the other 
predator and prey stages, although less thoroughly, because the life 
period of the juvenile stages is much shorter than the life period of the 
adult female. Thus their contribution to the predation is considerably 
smaller. The results of these small-scale experiments with the juvenile 
predators made clear that the relative predation rates of the young 
stages and the adult males may be calculated from the well determined 
re ative predation rates of the adult female predator. Thus these 
relative rates are multiplied by factors that are the values of the 
quotient predator stage size to prey stage size related to these values for 
tne adult female predator. The factors equal 0.33, 0.66 or 1.0, the 
regularity in the factors being due to the allometric growth of both prey 
and predator. 
Comparisons will be made in Section 9.3 where verification experi
ments are discussed. 

6.2.4 Prey utilization 

i S
e

d 2 J e d '? Sect!™ 4 '3- ! t h e Native rate of predation determines 
n cnlnn . ? r e y u l l k d a n d p r ey uti»zation determines the increase 

The ZZ mrC ?T t h C P r C d a t 0 r d u e t 0 c°nsumption of the killed prey. 
L t r & a H0\aC,C0UntS f 0 r t h e s i z e o f ^ e Prey, its content, its 
2 2 S v " d 5 * ^ i 0 n t h a t i s consumed. The latter parameter 
S a c t e r k t o ? ' ^ V a l u e o f t h e P ^ o r . The firs? three are 
independe^JZ *** PKy S p e c i e s ' a n d a r e t h"efore considered 
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DECAF 

and 

RDCV X CAF 

INCAF = PU X RRP X PL X AAF 

in which 
RDCV 
CAF 
PU 
RRP 
PL 
AAF 
Hence 

Relative rate of decrease in colour value of predator 
Colour of adult female, 
Prey utilization 
Relative rate of predation, 
Panonychus ulmi larvae, 
Amblyseius potentillae adult female 

RDCV X CAF = PU X RRP X PL X AAF 
RDCV X CAF 

PU = RRPX PLX AAF 

RDCV, CAF, RRP, PL and AAF are all known, Sections 6.2.1 and 
6.2.2, and thus PU may be calculated at a certain colour with the 
corresponding RRP and PL. Fig. 48 presents the results of these 
calculations in terms of averages at 15, 25° C and average of all 

PREY unUZATON 

4 k * 
COLOUR VALUE COLOUR VALUE 

Fig. 48 | Prey utilization of different prey stages against colour value of the 
adult female predator at 15°C (1), at 25°C (3) and when all data are averaged 
(2). 
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measurements. The results indicate that there may be a temperature 
effect on prey utilization especially at the higher colour values and in 
the more advanced prey stages. The importance of differences in 
temperature response was evaluated with a small simulation model of 
the predation process. The predation rates with and without a tempera
ture effect on prey utilization, were hardly different so that the 
temperature effect is further neglected, Section 8.2. 
An additional reason for this simplification is that the effect on 
predation rate through small changes in the temperature-dependent 
relative predation rate in the same colour range, 3-7, was much more 
important. 

6.3 Numerical response 

Another important reaction of the predator on prey density is its 
numerical response, i.e. the numerical changes in predator density due 
to a changing prey density. Numerical changes may be caused by 
cnanging development, mortality or oviposition rates of the predator, 
in predatory mites it is widely known that development rate is delayed 
when prey densities are low, (Herbert, 1956, 1961; van de Vrie, 1973) 
?rt ^ a t oviposition rate diminishes when prey density decreases 
Chant 1961; Burnett, 1970; Fransz, 1974). Good quantitative data on 

inese relations are scarce since most experiments have been done with 
changing prey densities or under changing abiotic conditions. 
£ 2 1 ? c ° n s i d e r i n e the indirect effect of prey density it is more 
m?« • ,° d e t e r m i n e d i r e c t ly the relation between the appropriate 

S^^6 colour value of the p r e d a t o r > a n d of course at 

6.3.1 Development and mortality 

Sfo?mn?Tn>?,i,hs 3 n d deut°nymphs are kept at 15°C without 
exha^rSdom IdayS d ° e i t h e m o r t a l i ty rate increase- ™ s ^ate of 
vegetab e flnJ t^ ? " " ^ f l d d c o n d i t i°ns where water as well as 
Therefore rfto^ a l t e ™ t i v e food sources are always available, 
narv exneriment ° " T S ? " " " 0 t ° f imPortance. In some prelimi-
rnenVand S C l ^ ^ f ° U n d a S t r 0 n * d e l a y i n d e V e , ° p -
predator 5£ s dateTable S T * a m ° U n t S ° f f ° ° d w e r e S i v e n l ° t h e 

response curves Re 43 lnHtK r e \Tans{orm^ with the functional 
predation rat!: ' F ^ t t h e / f ? ™ ^ ™ ™ colour value and 
developmental nerind in T i ™ ^ I a t , o n between colour value and 

P period. In Table 26 the results of these calculations are 
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Table 25 Developmental period of female Amblyseius potentillae at 23°Cat 
various amounts of food (Table according to van de Vrie, 1973). 

Number of prey 
consumed 

high (all stages) 
10 day1 

4 day-1 

2 day1 

Duration of development 
egg to adult (days) 
(range) 

6 (5-6.5) 
6 (5-6.5) 
8 (7-9.5) 

12 (10-18) 

Duration of pre-
oviposition (days) 
(range) 

2 (1.5-3.5) 
2 (1.5-3.5) 
4 (3.5-5.5) 
8 (7-10.5 

Table 26 Multiplication factor of the development period of different stages 
of Amblyseius potentillae at various colour values of these predatory stages. 

Colour value 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Mult! iplication factor of duration of 

protonymph 

5.0 
4.0 
2.5 
1.25 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 

deutonymph 

5.0 
4.0 
2.5 
1.25 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 

pre-oviposition 
female 

10.0 
5.0 
2.75 
1.5 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 

given. Above a colour value of 4 units no effect on development is 
present, but at lower colour values there is a rapid increase in the 
development and maturation period. The value of this result is limited 
since the experiments were not done in the steady state of the predator. 
However a good quantification of these effects requires considerable 
study and this is only justified when sensitivity analysis with the 
computer model shows that this development effect of the predator's 
state plays a major role in the regulation of the population numbers of 
the fruit-tree red spider mite (Chapter 10). 
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6.3.2 Oviposition 

All experiments for oviposition of Amblyseiuspotentillae, as described 
in Section 5.3.2, were done with abundant food of good quality, the 
colour value of the predator being 6. 
The experiments of Section 6.2 on relative predation rate were, 
however, done at different colour values of the predator. In these 
experiments the oviposition rate was also measured so that the relation 
between oviposition rate and predator's colour could be determined at 
various temperatures. The results are presented in Table 27 in terms of 
average rate of oviposition per day and standard deviation at various 
temperatures and colours. 

Fig. 49 presents the relation between oviposition rate per day and 
colour value (1-7) at 15 and 25°C. Whenever the predator is under 
suooptimum conditions, the oviposition rate decreases and the maxi
mum oviposition capacity that was observed for abundant food is not 
reached at any temperature. Since these results were obtained with 

Table 27 Average rate of oviposition of Amblyseius potentillae at different 
colour values and at different temperatures. 

Time(h) 
of 
observa
tion 

304 
1116 
1202 
1522 
1268 
390 
96 

32 
224 
317 
371 
415 
537 
32 

Number 
of 
replicates 

17 
37 
38 
50 
39 
13 
3 

4 
20 
25 
27 
32 
48 
4 

Average 
colour 
value 

1.23 
2.02 
3.08 
4.05 
5.0 
5.86 
6.84 

1.23 
1.97 
3.03 
3.92 
5.01 
6.01 
6.76 

Average 
rate of 
oviposition 
(day-') 

0.16 
0.12 
0.26 
0.27 
0.49 
0.68 
1.00 

0 
0.64 
0.83 
1.16 
1.33 
1.65 
2.25 

Temper
ature 
(°Q 

15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 

25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
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OVIPOSITION RATE 
PER DAY 

Fig. 49 | Oviposition rate of Ambly-
seius potentillae in eggs per day 

•25°c against colour values at 15°C and at 
25° C. 

5 6 7 
COLOUR VALUE 

standardized predators (Section 6.1), some additional experiments 
were done for predators of other age classes and these suggested that 
the relative reduction of the oviposition depends on colour only and is 
independent of age. 
For further treatment the curves in Fig. 49 were linearized and 
transformed into those of Fig. 50, assuming as in Fig. 38 that the 
relation between temperature and oviposition rate is linear. In Fig. 50 
the relation between temperature and oviposition rate of females in the 
second age class is given at various colour values. The reduction factors 
used in the computer models are the ratios of the slope of the line at 
colour value 6 to the slopes of the other lines. These factors are used for 
all age classes. 

OVIPOSITION RATE PER DAY 
23 

20 25 30 

TEMPERATURE 

Fig. 501 Oviposition rate of Ambly-
seius potentillae in eggs per day 
against temperature at various colour 
values (1 - 7) of the adult female pred
ator. 
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7 Driving variables and forcing functions 

7.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 4 the driving variables temperature, humidity, rain, wind 
and quality of the host plant were distinguished. The host plant may 
affect the bionomics of the prey through the quality of the food. The 
micro-weather is influenced by morphological and physiological prop
erties of the host plant. For instance the size of the leaves and the 
presence of hairs on the leaves affects the thickness of the laminar layer 
around the leaves thus influencing the transport of water vapour, heat 
and carbon dioxide in this layer, where the mites are living. The 
stomatal resistance and its response to light intensity also affects the 
vapour exchange and with that the energy balance of the leaves. 
The effect of the host plant on the predation rates through its surface 
structure is not considered since all process experiments were done on 
the cultivar Golden Delicious and the simulation model was only 
applied to this cultivar. When the model is used for other cultivars, leaf 
size, position and surface structure should be compared with Golden 
Delicious and possibly multiplication factors should be introduced. 

The microweather is not measured but computed from the meso-
weather and the orchard properties. This modelling procedure was 
chosen because an existing microweather model for closed crops was 
easily adapted for the row-structured orchards and the results were 
shown to be sufficiently accurate (Goudriaan & Waggoner, 1973). 

7.2 Host plant 

Van de Vrie et al., (1973) discussed the effect of the host plant on 
dilterent bionomic parameters of the prey. They showed that opposi
tion increases due to nitrogen fertilization and that development may 
accelerate. In detailed studies on these effects in fruit-tree red spider 
mite, Post (1962) Storms (1969) and van de Vrie & Boersma (1970) 
showed that the nutritive status of the plant and principally the 
nitrogen leve affects the oviposition rate per female and the develop
ment from larva to adult. Several other authors have described 
experiments that confirm their findings. The experiments are often 
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done with apple trees grown in soil mixtures in pots and under these 
conditions the intended differences in nutritional status of the trees are 
often not reached. Instead, gravel or water cultures should be used. 
Storms (1969) succeeded in working with such cultures but his quanti
tative data on Panonychus ulmi were rather poor and therefore 
additional experiments had to be done. In these experiments the effect 
on the oviposition capacity, oviposition rate and life-span of different 
levels of nitrogen in the leaves in combination with the availability of 
other nutrients, was determined. Since the models are developed for 
normal field situations, the nitrogen levels in the leaves are adjusted to 
around the values occurring in commercial fruit orchards. A compre
hensive study of Delver (pers. commun.) in commercial orchards 
showed that the nitrogen level ranges only from 2.2-2.8% N of the dry 
leaf matter, (Fig. 51). Unlike oviposition, development of P. ulmi is 
only quantitatively affected when much lower nitrogen levels are 
reached (Post 1962, and van de Vrie & Boersma, 1970). Therefore these 
effects are neglected. 

7.2.1 Experimental 

Apple rootstocks M9, still in the dormant winter conditions, were 
pruned down to 30 cm and placed in aerated water cultures. Eight 
different nutritional treatments were applied with respect to their 
nitrogen fertilization. The water in the 20 1 containers was refreshed 

FREQUENCY 

36-i 
34-
32-
30-

28-
26-

24-
22-
20-
18-
16-
14-
12-

10-
8-
6-
4-
2-| 

T T T T T T T T T l 
18 !0 22 71 26 28 30 

%NfTTOGEN OF CRT l£AF MASS 

J 
Fig. 511 Frequency distribution of nitrogen per
centages of total dry matter of the leaves for 200 
commercial orchards in the Netherlands. (Delver, 
pers. comm.). 
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Table 28 Solutions for water culture experiments. Solutions 1A -1B, 2A - 2B, 
3A-3B and 4A-4B were equal in concentration of nitrogen: 0.202, 0.604, 
1.812 and 5.44 mmol.litre-', respectively; 1B-2A, 2B-3A and 3B-4A were 
equal in osmotic pressure: 3, 8.5 and 25kPa, respectively; 1A-2A-3A-4A 
substance fraction of nitrate in total anions constant at 80%; 1B-2B-3B-4B 
substance fraction of nitrate in total anions constant at 25%. 

MgS04 

Mg(N03)2 

KH2P04 

Ca(N03)2 

KN03 

KOH 
CaS04 

K2S04 

Concentration 

IA 

0.037 
0.025 
0.012 
0.075 
0.100 
0.001 

2A 

0.113 
0.076 
0.037 
0.227 
0.300 
0.004 

(mmol.litre-1) of components in solution 

3A 

0.340 
0.229 
0.113 
0.683 
0.900 
0.012 

4A 

1.020 
0.689 
0.340 
2.051 
2.700 
0.037 

IB 

0.205 

0.040 
0.203 

0.004 
0.042 
0.323 

2B 

0.607 

0.120 
0.604 

0.013 
0.124 
0.959 

3B 

1.822 

0.362 
1.812 

0.039 
0.374 
2.879 

4B 

5.468 

1.087 
5.438 

0.118 
1.123 
8.637 

every three weeks. The cultures were placed in a climate room at 18°C 
for the 16-hour light period and at 12°C during the dark period. 
Relative humidity was kept constant at 70 percent and illumination 
was done by TLM fluorescent tubes, installed at density of 1407 watt 
m-2 and 50 cm above the top of the tree. 
No sprayings against insects were needed and incidental leaf rollers 
were removed manually. Spraying against apple mildew, Podosphaera 
leucotncha had to be repeated every 15 days with Dionocton-4" which 
is harmless for spider mites. 
The composition of the water culture according to Steiner (1961), was 
cnosen such that all anions and cations were immediately available for 
uptake by the plant roots. Two series (A and B) with different nitrate 
percentages ot the total anion concentration were used, each series 
mnttvTi8 r°ur n i t r a t e concentrations and therefore different os-
motic values of the solutions. The lowest osmotic value was determined 
by the solution products of the sulphates and phosphates of calcium. 

1. Synthesized by Murphy, England (Martin & Worthing, 1970) 
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Table 28 gives the different solutions and the characteristics that are 
compared, as will be described in Section 7.2.2. Aeration was done by 
pumping the water in a closed system. As continuous pumping caused 
mechanical damage of the roots, the pumping intervals were regulated 
so that the oxygen tension in the water measured with an electric 
oxygen meter, Type Ypsilon Si.54 R.C. Yellow Springs Instruments 
Co., was kept between 7.5 and 8. The pH was measured daily. At a pH 
above 5.8 precipitation of the calcium phosphate may occur and 
therefore the pH was kept below 5.8 by adding a water solution of the 
anions; pHs below 3.5 were prevented by addition of IN KOH solu
tion. 

7.2.2 Results 

The quality of the host plant is characterized by the nitrogen content of 
the leaves and their rate of photosynthesis. The nitrogen content of the 
fifth leaf from the top was measured according to Kjeldahl, and 
because its nitrogen content may vary during life time, (Storms, 1969), 
the measurement was repeated. In Table 29 the nitrogen and water 
contents in the leaves are given for the 8 treatments. The nitrogen 
contents in the leaves ranged from 1.6 to 3.5 percent of the dry matter, 
which is a much larger range than that of 2.2 to 2.8 in commercial fruit 

Table 29 Nitrogen and water content of leaves of 
apple trees, Golden Delicious, grown on different water 
cultures. 

Solution 

1A 
2A 
3A 
4A 

IB 
2B 
3B 
4B 

Mass frac
tion of 
nitrogen 
in dry 
Ieaf(%) 

2.11 
2.81 
3.27 
3.46 

1.83 
1.44 
1.67 
3.46 

Mass frac
tion of 
water in 
fresh 
leaf(%) 

70.35 
70.92 
70.55 
68.72 

69.61 
68.43 
69.44 
68.38 
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jug COjCm-̂ h-
150-I 

LIGHT INTENSITY J m-2« 

Fig. 52 | Assimilation in g C02 cm"2 leaf per hour (Golden Delicious) against 
light intensity in J nr2 sec-' for trees grown on different water solutions. 

orchards. The rate of photosynthesis was also measured to determine 
the metabolic activity of the plant and in that way the suitability as a 
food source for the mites. These measurements were done according to 
Louwerse & Van Oorschot < 1969). In Fig. 52 the light response curves 
are given as an average of four replicates and with the photosynthetic 
activity in g C02 cnr2 leaf per hour and the light intensity in J cm"2 

mm-'. Fig. 53 presents the relation photosynthetic activity in g C02 g'1 

h"' at a light intensity of 175 J nr2 min"2 and the percentage nitrogen. 
I he relation is nearly linear with the exception of the 2B and 3B 
treatments that may be related to the abnormal composition of the 
water culture in those treatments. 
Since the effects of P and K on rates of oviposition, development and 
mortality of Panonychus ulmi are negligible (Rodriguez, 1958; Ma-
tnys, et al., 1968), these elements are not determined in the leaves. 

One female teleiochrysalid and one male isolated from the mass 
cultures were transported with small leaf pieces into Tangle Foot rings 
on the upperside of the leaves. Immediately after copulation the male 
n ^ l S T ^ ? a m £ ! 8 e ° f t h e f e m a l e d u e t o handling was in this way 
E A \u 3 S t a y e d o n t h e s a m e leaf during their whole lives, 
tacn day the eggs were counted and removed so that oviposition rate, 
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Fig. 53 | Assimilation in ;ug C02 g"1 leaf per hour (Golden Delicious) against 
nitrogen percentage of leaf dry matter. 

fecundity and life-span were measured, Table 30. Females that walked 
into the ring of glue were replaced except when more than 20 days old. 
For each of the 8 treatments 20 replicates were started, but due to 
premature death not all data are statistically processed. Since treat
ments as well as replicates are statistically independent, analysis of 

Table 30 Oviposition rate, life-span and fecundity of adult females 
of Panonychus ulmi in trees grown on different water cultures. 

Solution 

1A 
2A 
3A 
4A 

IB 
2B 
3B 
4B 

Average 
rate of 
oviposition 
(eggs day"1) 

1.05 
1.08 
1.41 
1.62 

1.15 
1.26 
1.25 
1.77 

Average 
life-span 
(days) 

26.0 
24.8 
28.4 
21.9 

18.5 
20.2 
28.3 
24.7 

Average 
fecundity 
(eggs) 

29.7 
21.3 
34.7 
28.9 

14.0 
17.8 
30.3 
46.5 
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variance was done for: the oviposition rate per day, the life-span and 
the total egg production. The egg production per day for treatments 
1A, 2A and IB is significant (a = 0.01 and(P < 0.05)) lower than the 
mean and for treatments 4A and 4B significantly higher. So leaves 
above the range 2-3 percent nitrogen show a higher rate of oviposition 
and leaves below the range a lower oviposition rate than the mean. For 
life-span treatments IB and 2B are significant below the mean and 3A 
and 3B above (a = 0.01 and (P < 0.05)), so that also for this quality 
only extreme nitrogen levels give significant deviations from the mean. 
For some treatments that can be compared, Table 28, the contrasts and 
the confidence interval of the difference were calculated according to 

Table 31 Contrast and confidence interval for different solutions. Only the 
contrast 3A - 1B is significantly larger than zero for life-span and fecundity 
(a = 0.1). 

Contrast 
between 
solutions 

Oviposition rate 
2A - 1A 
2A - IB 
3A - 2A 
4B - 1A 
4A - 2B 

Lifespan 
2A - 1A 
3A - IB 
3A - 2A 
4B - 1A 
4A - 2B 

Fecundity 
2A - 1A 
3A - IB 
3A - 2A 
4B - 1A 
4A - 2B 

I. Second figure 

X1 

0.035 ± 0.557 
0.254 ± 0.545 
0.322 ±0.514 
0.725 ± 0.585 
0.351 ±0.545 

-1.17 ±7.22 
9.88 ± 5.52 
3.54 ± 5.52 

-1.25 ±7.80 
1.61 ± 6.40 

- 8.33 ± 18.16 
20.75 ± 13.87 
13.42 ± 13.87 
16.83 ± 19.61 
11.11 ± 16.10 

= confidence interval. 

t value 

0.063 
0.466 
0.628 
1.239 
0.644 

0.162 
1.791 
0.642 
0.160 
0.251 

0.459 
1.496 
0.967 
0.858 
0.690 

P>0.3 
P>0.3 

0.1<P<0.3 
0.1<P<0.3 
0.1<P<0.3 

P>0.3 
P>0.1 

0.1<P<0.3 
P<0.3 
P<0.3 

P>0.3 
P>0.1 

0.1<P<0.3 
0.1<P<0.3 
0.1<P<0.3 
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a | -a 2 -^var(a | -a 2 )XtR ( 1 / , X a / 5 ) < a , - a 2 < a l - a 2 + 
+Vvar(d,-a2)XtR('/2 X a/5) 

In Table 31 the results of these calculations are given. Only the effect 
ot)-a5 (3A - IB) is significant (a = 0.1) for life-span and fecundity. 
The absence of significant differences for the other contrasts is princi
pally due to the big standard deviations in the effects of the treatments 
that reduce the discrimination of the t-test. 
It is concluded that no significant effects of food quality within the 
nitrogen range 2-3 is found. Therefore food quality effects can be 
neglected in simulation models applied in field situations. 

7.3 Micrometeorology 

The method to determine the required accuracy of the input data of the 
models was given in Section 5.1. This method is also applied for the 
temperature, the most important abiotic driving variable. Small 
deviations in temperature may cause considerable differences in the 
simulation results. Therefore an accurate knowledge of this forcing 
variable is required. The use of micro-weather simulators to evaluate 
the necessary detail on micro-weather was introduced in Section 4.4. 
The micro-weather simulators and the coupling of these with the 
population models will be given in this section. 

The micro-weather models are not described in detail, for this the 
reader is referred to Goudriaan (in prep.). 

7.3.1 Modelling 

The micro-weather simulator is based on the experimentally verified 
assumption, Section 7.3.2.2, that temperature and humidity profiles 
within the orchard are absent and that a fixed relation exists between 
the wind within and outside the orchard, Section 7.3.2.1. The follow
ing distinctions are made for leaf exposure: leaves that are completely 
shaded; leaves that also receive diffuse light; leaves that receive both 
diffuse and direct light. Within the last group 10 subclasses dependent 
on the position of the leaves with respect to the sun are distinguished. 

7.3.1.1 Calculation of the leaf temperature 

With a formula that can be deduced from the energy balance of the leaf, 
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leaf temperature is calculated according to methods originally pro
posed by Penman (1948). The following relation is found for the 
difference between leaf (TL) and air temperature (TA): 

TT TA - ( ( R A + R S ) x ABSRAD X PSCH)/pcp_(ES—EA) 

' " ^ X P S C H + S ( " 

In this relation RA expresses the resistance of the laminar layer in sec 
irr1 around the leaf to transport of water vapour, heat and C02. This 
resistance is calculated with a formula according to Parlange et al., 
(1971): RA = b XVWIDTH/WIND X 0.5, in which b is a propor
tionality constant, WIDTH is the smallest size of the leaf in the 
direction of the wind and WIND is the wind speed in m sec.-1; with the 
multiplication factor 0.5, it is implicitly assumed that both sides of the 
leaf are identical with respect to heat transport and that effects of hairs 
etc. can be neglected. 
The other resistance in eqn (7.1), RS, stomatal resistance in sec. nr1 

expresses the internal resistance of the leaf to transport of water vapour 
and C02 and, is found from a tabulated function of stomatal resistance 
to light intensity in J nr2 sec.-1. 
ES is the satiated vapour pressure at TA in mbar, S is the slope of the 
satiation curve, EA is the vapour pressure in the air in mbar, PSCH is 
the psychrometer constant in mbar "C"1, Pcp is the volumetric heat 
capacity of air in Jirr-1 °C->, and ABSRAD is the absorbed radiation. 
ABSRAD is calculated with RAD-LWR, in which RAD is the net 
short-wave radiation and LWR the net long-wave radiation. RAD is 
found with: 

RAD = (l.-SCAT) X (DIRECT + DIFFUS) 
in which 

DIFFUS = 2. X DIFCL X (l.-FOV) + 1.7 X DIFOV X FOV 
and 

DIRECT = 2. X SUNDCL 

DIFCL and SUNDCL are the diffuse and direct visible light fluxes 
through a horizontal surface at the top of the orchard. DIFOV is the 
diffuse light flux with overcast sky. All three parameters are found with 
tabulated functions from the inclination of the sun, (de Wit, 1965). 
SCAT is the scattering coefficient of the leaf and comprizes trans
mission and reflection. FOV is the fraction of the sky which is overcast. 
A more detailed explanation of the formula is given by Goudriaan, (in 
prep.). J 
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To include the position of the leaves with respect to the sun, the short
wave radiation from the sun (DIRECT) is multiplied by the sine of the 
angle of the sun and the leaf divided by the sine of the elevation of the 
sun relative to the horizontal. Ten inclination classes of leaves with 
respect to the sun are distinguished in this way. At night only one leaf 
temperature is calculated with the Penman formula, so that the 
following section only holds for daytime. 

7.3.1.2 Calculation of the fraction of leaves per class 

A diagram of the division of the leaf area index over the different 
classes is given in Fig. 54. 
The sunlit leaf area index, SLLAI and the other leaf area indexes 
DLLAI and DARKLI are measured relative to the area of the row and 
the area of the shadow cast by the row upon the path, i.e. WROW + 
WPATH, in Fig. 55. It is assumed that leaves at the bottom are 
practically in the dark, DARKLI. Since their stomata are closed it is 
assumed that their temperature equals the air temperature. 
The diffuse light is assumed to be evenly distributed over the higher 
leaves, a further distinction in radiation distribution of diffuse radia
tion not being necessary. The sunlit leaf area index SLLAI that 
determines the size of the other two fractions, DLLAI and DARKLI is 
calculated according to de Wit, (1965) and Goudriaan, (in prep.). They 
showed by application of simple geometrical and goniometrical formu
las that the sunlit leaf area index SLLAI may be calculated with 

Fig. 54 | Distribution of the leaf area index over different classes, SLLAI I-
Sunlit leaf area indexl, leaves receiving both diffuse and direct light, SSLAI2-
Sunlit leaf area index2, leaves receiving direct light only; DLLAI-Diffuse lit 
leaf area index, leaves receiving only diffuse light; DARKLI-Dark leaf area 
index, leaves completely in the shade. 
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Fig. 551 Diagram of the row structure and its effect on light interception. 

SLLAI = SIN(IS)/OPG X(I -exp (-OPG X LAIM/PROJ)) 

In this equation PROJ is the projection of the section radiated by the 
sun and is calculated with: 

PROJ = sin (IS) X (WROW + SH)/WROW. 

IS is the inclination of the sun and SH accounts for the shadow between 
the rows, Fig. 55, and is calculated with: 

SH = AMINI (HROW X cot (IS) X sin (RAZ), WPATH) 
RAZ being the difference in azimuth between the sun and the rows, 
HROW is the height of the rows, and WROW is the width of the rows, 
Fig. 55. 
L ^ , M r , D ? e m e a s u r e d leaf area index referring to the area of the rows 
only. OPG is the average projection of all leaves calculated from the 
measured leaf angle distribution with respect to the horizontal, Fig. 55. 
i he leal area index of the leaves receiving diffuse light only, but not 
completely in the dark, DLLAI, is now calculated with 

DLLAI = TLLAI - SLLAI 1, 

!H Wihn'? I L L AliS t h e l e a f a r e a i n d e x o f t h e l e a v e s diffusely illuminat-
SLLAI1 * a l S° rCCeive d i r e c t r a d i a t i o n* DLLAI + 

DVFA^eT!fJS.utheuratiu o f t h e t o t a l absorbed diffuse radiation, 
TLLA?- E ^ A ^ S S T *

 d l f fuSC r a d i a t i o n o f t h e l e aves, DIFL; so 
I LLAI-DIFABS/DIFL = DLLAI + SLLAI 1. 

DIFABS is calculated with: 
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DIFABS = DIFCL X 2. X AMIN1 (I., (WROW + HROW)/ 
(WROW + WPATH)) X (1. —exp (—0.7 X (LAIM X 
XWROW)/(WROW + HROW))) X ((WROW + WPATH)/ 
(WROW + SH)) 

in which 

(WROW + HROW)/(WROW + WPATH) 

gives the ratio between the diffuse radiation absorbed by the row area 
and the total incident diffuse radiation, it being assumed that the 
shaded area for diffuse radiation on both sides of the row is 0.5 X 
HROW. 

(WROW + WPATH)/(WROW + SH) 

converts the total soil area WROW + WPATH to the area WROW + 
SH used in the calculations. 
The multiplication factor 0.7 gives the extinction for diffuse radiation 
and is about constant. 
DIFL is calculated with 

DIFL = (I. - SCAT) X DIFCL X 2. 

so that 

DIFABS/DIFL = AMIN1 (1., (WROW + HROW)/ 
(WROW + WPATH)) X (1. —exp (—0.7 X (LAIM X WROW)/ 

(WROW + HROW))) X ((WROW + WPATH)/ 
(WROW + SH))/(1. —SCAT) 

SLLAI1, the leaf area index of the directly radiated leaves, that are also 
diffusely illuminated, is now calculated in the same manner as the 
SLLAI with 

SLLAI 1 = (SIN (IS)/OPG) X (1. —exp (OPG X (TLLAI/SIN(IS)))) 

Finally the leaf area index of the leaves completely in the shade is 
calculated by subtracting the leaf area indexes of" leaves receiving direct 
and diffuse light, SLLAI, and the leaves receiving diffuse light only 
(DLLAI), from the total leaf area index LAISH, in which the row 
structure is accounted for. LAISH is calculated from the measured leaf 
area index with 

LAISH = LAIM X (WROW/(WROW + SH) (Fig- 55) 
so that 

DARKL1 = AMAX1 (0., LAISH - SLLAI - DLLAI) 
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The fractions of leaves are now calculated as follows: 

fraction of leaves completely in the dark: 

FDL= DARKLI/LA1SH 

the fraction of leaves receiving only diffuse radiation: 

FDRL = DLLAI/LAISH X (1. -FOV) + FOV X 
X((LAISH - DARKLI)/LAISH) 

the fraction of leaves that receive direct and diffuse radiation: 

FSRL = (SLLAI/LAISH) (1. — FOV) 

The last fraction is subdivided into ten classes according to 

FSRL'l . 10' = Z'l, 10'X FSRL 

in which Z'l,10' is the size of each of the 10 classes of Fig. 56, that 
describes the leaf position distribution function. 
All the equations described are the result of a rather cumbersome 
geometrical analysis which will not be discussed here. Programs that 
describe the light distribution in the row-structured orchards and also 
some other types of orchards were also developed. These models will be 
described elsewhere by Goudriaan et al., (in prep.). 

TIME 

^ 8 92805 

Fig. 561 Fraction of leaves in different leaf position classes, measured with 
respect to the horizontal, 9 classes. 
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7.3.2 Experimental 

As with the population model two kinds of measurements and experi
ments are required for the micro-weather simulation. 
The first concerns the parameterization of leaf area index, of the 
architecture of the orchard and the quantification of the relations 
between light intensity and stomatal resistance, and wind above and 
within the orchard. The second type of experiment concerns the 
comparison of model output with field measurements and the verifica
tion of simplifying assumptions, like the absence of temperature and 
humidity profiles in the orchard. For this purpose it is also necessary to 
measure the forcing variables, temperature, humidity and wind, 
5 metre above the soil, and total global radiation. All field measure
ments were done in the hedgerow orchard at the Schuylenburg, 
described in Section 4.4. 

7.3.2.1. Parameterization 

The relation between light intensity and stomatal resistance was 
determined in a photosynthesis room for small Golden Delicious trees 
grown under optimum conditions. The C02-assimilation and transpi
ration were determined at various light intensities and with 8 replicates. 
The stomatal resistance was calculated from the transpiration data, 
according to Goudriaan, (1976). Moreover direct measurements with a 
diffusion porometer, Stigter, (1975), were done. There was reasonable 
correspondence between direct measured and calculated stomatal 

STOMATAL RESISTANCE I N S E C m - 1 

12-

& "25 i5> 
UGHT NTTiNSITY 

Fig. 571 Stomatal resistance of 
Golden Delicious leaves in 
sec m'1 against light intensity, 
values along the abcissa are found 
by multiplying the incoming radi
ation in J nr2 sec-1 with 0.7. 
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resistance, and the resulting relation between the stomatal resistance 
and light intensity (in J. m"* sec"1) is given in Fig. 57. A more detailed 
description of the experiments is given by Hopmans et al., (in prep). 
The relation between wind speed above and in the orchard at 2.5 metre 
height was determined by measurements at 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 
and 5 m. The wind profile was logarithmic and the wind in the orchard 
at 1.50 m was 30 percent of the macro wind. A more detailed descrip
tion of the experiments is given by Lablans, (in prep.). 
The leaf position with respect to the horizontal was determined with a 
leaf position marker (de Wit, 1968) at intervals of 10 degrees, from 0 to 
90 degrees. It is further assumed that the leaves are distributed at 
random throughout the tree and do not have a preferred azimuth 
direction. Fig. 56 presents the leaf distribution function throughout 
the season, 70 percent of the leaves having a position between 0 and 
40 degrees. The leaf area was determined by weighing fresh leaves and 
calculating the corresponding surface from a regression line, deter
mined by subsampling, (regression coefficient 0.79, correlation coeffi
cient 0.9). The leaf area per tree throughout the season stays the same 
trom June to September, Fig. 58. The plant system of the Schuylen-
: " • " ! , i;5~2-5 m ' the surface below the trees amounts to 1.5 X 1.5 = 
• " ? / £ ' T a v e r a 8 e l e a f a r e a P e r tree from June to August amounted 
to 8.06 m2 so that the leaf area index for rows (L AIM) equals 8.06/ 2.25 

Transmission and reflection coefficients from literature were used to 
estimate the scattering coefficient. Palmer, (1973) found a mean 
reflection in the visible light of 7-9 percent and a transmission of 1-4 
percent. Shulg.net al., (1960), found a transmission of 1 - 3 percentfor 
wavelengths of 400-500 nm, 12 percent for green light and 43 percent 

tEAFSURFACE 
PER TREE IN m' 

I' V I' 1 ' 1 ' 'l r,. 
2805 we 27061607 3107 2208 F lg- 58 | Leaf surface of the trees in m2 throu-

™E ghout the season. 
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0400-0500 12.00-13.00 20-00- 2100 
11°C 23°C 19°C 

^f 

Fig. 59 | Temperature and air humidity with respect to height in a hedgerowed 
apple orchard, Landsberg et al. (1973). 

for near infrared. Cowan (1968) gave a reflection for visible light of 
5-10 percent and Gates (1962) stated that ultraviolet light is transmit
ted less than visible light. All these different data lead to an estimate of 
0.4 for the scattering coefficient. 

7.3.2.2 Verification 

Temperature and humidity were measured continuously according to 
Stigter, (1976) at 20, 50, 150, 200 and 250 cm within and between the 
rows. The results of these measurements confirm Landsbergs' (1973) 
results that temperature and humidity scarcely vary with height in an 
open-structured orchard, Fig. 59. 
Leaf temperatures at three measuring days were determined with 
Heyman's infrared thermosensors and that of Barn. 
Three classes of leaves were distinguished: those completely in the 
shade, those in direct radiation perpendicular to the sun and the others 
randomly sampled. The size and composition of the classes changes 
continuously in the open structured canopy. 
The leaf temperatures for these three classes were also simulated on 
basis of the input data and relations discussed in Section 7.3.2.1 and the 
meso-weather measured. Table 32 shows good correspondence be
tween simulated and measured differences in leaf and air temperature 
for all three classes, further data on verification being given by 
Lablans, (in prep.). 
The light distribution throughout the orchard was measured with 
photochemical radiation integrators (Bokhorst, 1970). With the more 
detailed simulation program of light distribution the blackening of the 
integrators was also simulated for 3 measuring days. The simulated and 
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Table 32 Measured and simulated leaf temperatures, results of one measure 
day, 3 July 1973, Schuylenburg, Lienden. 

Time 

7.12 
9.36 

11.10 
12.00 
14.20 
16.50 

Classes 
Leaves i completely 
in the shade 

simu
lated 

13.8 
19.3 
21.5 
21.1 
26.6 
25.3 

meas
ured 

_ 

20.5 
-

-

Leaves perpendicular 
to the sun receiving 
direct radiation 

simu
lated 

21.4 
26.9 

_ 
30.8 
31.4 
29.7 

meas
ured 

_ 

_ 
29 
29.5 

-

Leaves ran 
sampled 

simu
lated 

13.8-20.6 

24.6-29.8 
26.4-28.8 
22.5-28.8 

domly 

meas
ured 

26 
27 
23 

measured results show good correspondence. A more detailed descrip
tion of these verifications will be given by Goudriaan et al., (in prep.). 

7.3.3 Coupling micro-weather simulator and population model 

With the micro-weather simulator the leaves are divided in 12 tempera
ture classes and the fraction of the leaves in each of the classes is 
calculated. The assumption is now made that the mites are distributed 
uniformly over the leaves and that the fraction of mites at a certain 
temperature corresponds with the fraction of leaves at that tempera
ture. Moreover it is assumed that the size and composition of the 
tractions continuously change so that mites with a constant relatively 
nigh or low temperature do not exist. In the first approximation this 
latter assumption is justified by the results of the verification measure
ments in the open-structured orchard. The first assumption is not valid 
but its effect is negligible, Section 11.1. The micro-weather simulator is 
coupled with a simple population model of the spider mite as follows: 
L H " AU T ° n e C l a s s t o a n o t h e r ' f o r eggs, juveniles or adults, 

e lat?ve r nrl th y, 2 * " 7 ^ i n t h e o u t 8 o i n g <*™ multiplied by a 
tl^T, • \ d C p

L
e n d S ° n t e mP e ra ture . For each of the twelve 

abula P H T t
aSSCS t h f c o r r e sP°nding relative rates are read from 

o thk 1 TCi'°nS a n ( l m u l t i P l i e d ^ the fraction of leaves belonging 
of t r anXr S * *T ° f t h e S C p r ° d u c t s i s t h e n u s e d as the relative rate 
oi transfer. Thus the population movement of the spider mites is 
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simulated, taking into account all the various temperatures that may 
occur in the orchard. 
The calculations with this population model may be compared with a 
model that uses only air temperature as a driving variable. The 
differences between these two population simulators are compared 
with results of the air-temperature model in which the oviposition rate 
against temperature is multiplied by a factor 1.1 or 0.9, within the 
confidence interval of this relation. The results of these calculations, 
Fig. 60 show that the differences between population fluctations of P. 
ulmi in the air-temperature model and the leaf-temperature model are 
smaller than the differences due to a small change in the oviposition 
rate. 
From these results it is concluded that detailed information about 
micro-weather is not necessary for simulating the population fluctua
tions of the fruit-tree red spider mite and that it suffices to work with 
the air temperature as the driving variable. 
With this model a sensitivity analysis was done for orchards with other 
characteristics: LAI, leaf position, row distance, scattering coefficient. 
The results of these calculations are discussed in Section 10.2. 
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8 Computer models 

In Chapter 4 the system was described qualitatively with relational 
diagrams. The relations and the effects of the driving variables were 
quantified in Chapters 5, 6 and 7. 
Here a description of the computer models and the processing of 
literature data is given. Three models are presented: a model that 
describes the population growth of prey and predator during the 
season, a model that describes the predation of one predator in 
replacement series of prey stages, and a micro-weather simulator. 
The population model is divided into three submodels that can be run 
separately. The first submodel concerns the hatching process of the 
winter eggs of fruit-tree red spider mite, the second describes the 
population growth of prey and predator during the season and the 
third the diapausing process in the autumn. 
Since there was not enough time for experiments on hibernation of 
prey and predator, the incomplete and inaccurate data of Cranham 
(1972) and Putman (1970) were used for the construction of a first 
simulation model on this process and the hatching of winter eggs in 
spring. 
The rudimentary character of this submodel makes its use in the 
population model doubtful. For this reason the population model is 
initialized when adult females of prey and predator appear. This 
appearance in time and number can be observed in the field. 

8.1 Population models 

The treatment of the physical factors influencing population growth is 
the same for each of the submodels. Section 1 of Fig. 61 presents the 
listing of this part of the computer program. The actual temperature, 
TEMP, is calculated from a sinusoid through the daily minimum and 
maximum temperatures. The average daily temperature, VALAV, the 
amplitude of the temperature, VALAMP, and the time of sunrise and 
sunset are considered. The time of sunrise is calculated from the 
latitude of the site, LAT, and the number of the day, DAY. The daily 
minimum and maximum temperatures are read from tabulated func
tions, MNTT and MXTT. The daylength is calculated from the 
calculated time of sunrise and sunset increased by one hour for the 
twilight. 
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Fig. 61 | Computer program for population model. 
TITLE RABRINGE 
TITLE PANONYCHUS ULMl AND AMBLYSEIttS POTENTILLAE 

• IN THIS SIMULATION MODEL THE HEjHOn Or SIMULATION DEPENDS ON 
• THE RELATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION Of THE DESCRIBED PROCESSES 
• (CONTINUOUS SIMULATION OR DISCONTINUOUS SIMULATION) 

» THE RELATIVE" DEATH RATE IS SIMULATED CONTINUOUSLY 
• WITH A FIXED FACT0R, A PoISSflN PR0CEDURE IS UNNECESSARY. 
• THE PFEDATION CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE ADULT MALE OF 
• P.ULHI ARE SET EQUAL TO THOSE OF THE DEUTONYMPHAE 
« CALCULATIONS ARE DONE FOP THE STANDARD SAMPLE OF 1O0 LEAVES 

•MACRO "CT.e,PEC,.RATErEQT«PRAEDACUL.TT,RDCV,SENC,irJC.EOTn 
• CTof./C 
» CsLlnIT(UL,7.,EaT/tNOT(TT)+TT) ) 
• DECSAEGEN(RDCV,TEMP)»IKSM(EQT-CHECK,O..EQT) «SENC 
« RATEsINSWfEOT+(iriC-DeC)»DELT,-EOT«DELX,INC»DEC) 
• EQT«lNTCRL(0,,EQTI*PUSH»DELX+RATE) 
•ENDHAC 

FIXED 11.12,T3;i4,r5,I6;i7,IS;i9,I10>IIl.112 
INCON I#l,12'»0 
STORAGE AY(8),XYlte),XY2C81,XY3m.XY4(8).XY5(8).XY6(8),XY7Ct). ... 

XY8<S),XY9(8).XY10<8>.XYll{8),XY12C8> 
TABLE AT(i-8)s.l42..r6S,.2..25,.333,.5,l.»!O0. 

INCON ZE=0., RTEeO., PUSHEsG., ER0*O.>ER'1,4*»0., ... 
ZJ«0,, RTJsO,, PUSHJrO., JR0=O.•JR'1,6'»0., ... 
ZJS=0.. PTJSiO., PUSHJS«0,. JSR0«0..«JSR'l,4*80.. ... 
ZPAFSeO., RTPAFSaO.. STPUxo,, RPFS'l,2'«0., ... 
ZAMSio., RTAMSlO,, PUAMSeO., RAMSo=0..RAMSM,3'lOi.- .V» 
TOMORsO,. RTAFSsO.. PUAFSaO., RAFS»1,10'«0., ... 
ZTE»o,, RTTE=o., • PUTFio., RTEOSO. >*«*!, 3*«0., ... "~ 
ZTJBO.. RTTJ»O., PUTJ»o,, RTJ0B0.IRTJ*1,4'«0., ... 
ZJTS*o.. RTTJSiO,,- PUTJS*0,. RTJSoSO..RTJS'I»2'*0.« ...""" 
ZTSF*o... RTTSFSQ,, PUTSF.O., RTPSFOsO.,PTPSF'l,2'nO., ... 
«SK»o., TtTTSMrO., PUTSMsO., RTSMosO. .RTSM'I , 3»»0. , ..i"~ 
TOMOF.O,, RTTSFFnO.f PUTSFFsO,, RTAS'l,10'«O. 

• ALL RATES ARE SET TO ZERO WHEN THE PROGRAM STARTS 

• INITIAL CALCULATIONS 
• FOR LOCATION AND TEMPERATURE 
INITIAL 

DLONG«AMOD( CLONG+360.)/15., 1, ) 

PARAM L O N G " ^ " DIFT';RE,'CC IN H0""S WITH THE STANDARD 50XAR T I W 

CSLT «COS(RADL»LAT) 
• "" ' CdSTNE LATITUDE -

_ SNLT «S1N(RADL»LAT) 
• STNE LATITUDE " "' 
PARAM LAT*52. 
• LATITUDE LOCATION " -

RADL»PI/18o. 
CONST PI«3.1415927" 

UTEKTs(ArGEHtMXTT,"STAR "T+»TCElftM1»TT."STA* ) T*0;S— 
INITIAL AVERAGE DAILY TEMPERATURE 

" CELX«l./rELT 
RECIPROCAL OF DELT TO AVOID DIVISIONS 

INITIAL NUMBERS OF PANONYCHUS ULMl AND 
OF AMBL75EIUS POTEHTTILAE" — "" " 

iNCotr TPE»<T. 
• EGGS PANONYCHUS ULMl 



INCON tPAFS»4. 
• ADULTS PANONYCHUS ULMI 
INCON TAF'xIcO, 
• ADULTS ANBLYSEIUS (TYpHLODROMUS) POTENTILLAE 

• SENSITIVITY FACTORS USED AS 
• MULTIPLICATION FACTORS FOR RATES 
PARAM SENB»l,l(!*«J. 
PARAM SENC'J,8'»J. 
PARAM SEN'l,33'sj, 
PARAM SEN9'i,4'=l..SE15'l>9'«l..SE34'l.i0'»t. 
PARAM SENA'j,lO'«l. 
PARAM S E K P ' J , I 2 » S 1 , 

PARAM CHECKsO.lO 

DYNAMIC 

TOTAL NUMBERS IN THE DIFFERENT MORPHOLOGICAL STACKS 
PAMONYCHUS ULMI 

TPE«El»E2+E3*E4tE0 
• EGGS 

TPlsJO+Jl+.5»J2 
» LARVAE " — 

TPPC«.5»J2+J3 
« PRnTOCHRYSALIS — " 

TPPr=J4+J5 
• PRRTONYVPHAE ' " 

TPDC*J6 
• DEIITOCKPYSALIS 

TPDKsJSo+JSJ*JS2 
• DEUTiWYMPHAE ""' 

TPTCsJS3*JS4 
» TFLEIOCHRYSALIS 

TPAFSO«SUMl(AFS'l,)0') 
• ADULT FEMALE OVIPOSrTIOn ATJOPOST-OVrpOSITIOTJ " 

PAFSTsPAFS)»PAF5J 
» ADuLT FEMALE PRE-OVIPOSITIOIT ~ 

TPAFSsTpAFSOtPAFST 
• TOTAL ADULT FEMALES 

TPAM5=AMSl*AMs2tAFS3*AKS0 
• TOTAL ADULT MALES 

• AMBLYSEIUS POTENTILLAE " — 

T T E « T E I * T E 2 + T E 3 + T E 0 

• EGGS 
TTL»TJ0+TJ!+TJ2 

• LARVAE 
TTPN«TJ3*TJ4 

• FRoTuMYMPHAE 
TTD»«TJS1*TJS2*TJS0 

• DEUTOMYMPHAE 
TTAFSsTASFtTPSF0*TPSFl+TPSF2 

» ADULT FEMALE SUM"ER 
TTAMS=TASMl+TASH2»T*SM3+TASH0 

• ADULT MALE SU'«yER 

• START Tl^E Af'B'YsEIUS POTENTILLAE AND PAMO*YCHUS ULMI 

PUSHsIMpULSCSTA.FI^TIti) 
PARAM STA = H , 
• START TIME OF THE PREDATORS AFTER THE START CF THE MODEL 
PARAM SP"«o. 
• START TIME P.tlLHI 
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SECTION 1 

• CALCULATIONS OF THE ABIOTIC FACTORS 

DAY*TlHE*STAR ' 
• CALCULATION START DATE 
PARAM STAR 1140, 
• START TIME OF THE MODEL 110 ?<EANS 20 HAY 

HOltRiAMOD tTlME, I , )»24 . 

• ELEVATION OF SUN 

DEC=-2J.45*CClS(PT«(C'Am0.)/182,621) 
• DECLINATION OF SUN 

COSCECCOS t RADI.«DEC ) 
• COSINE DECLINATION 

SINDEC«SIN'(RADL»DECJ 
« SINE DECLINATION 

HA«PI»(HOUP*12.-DLONG)/12, 
• HOUR ANGLE 

SNHSS=SHLT»SINPEr»CSLT»COSDEC*COS(HA) 
SNHSsAWAXl(0,,SHHSS) 

• SINE ELEVATION 

• CALCULATION OF SUNRISE AND SUNSET 

PARAM RISEI « 6.5 
RISE»RlSEI+ZH0LDCAND<S"HSS,-LSNHS)-0.5.HoUR-SNHSS/ ... 

(NOT(SMHSS-LSNHS)tSNHSS-LSNHS)-RISEI) 
« TIME OF SUNRISE TODAY AND TOMORROW ARE TAKEN TO BE EQUAL 

LSNHS»INTGPL(-0.5,(SNHSS-LSMHS)«DELX) 

SUN ELEVATION TODAY AT LAST TIME STEP 

DAYL»(I 2.tDLONG.RISE)»2,»1, 
CALCULATION OF DAYLSNGTH 

AIR TEMPERATUPE IS CALCULATED FROM MINIMUM AND 
MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE 

WAXT » AFCE>:O;XTT.DAYJ • " " ' 

MINT s AFGEr-tHNTT.DAY) 
VALAMP s 0.5»(MAXT-MINT) 

CALCULATION OF Ai-'PLITUDE TEMPERATURE 
VALAV * 0.5»(HAXT+MINT) — " " 

CALCULATION OF AVERAGE TEMPERATURE 
TIM • INSW(H0UR-i4,,HnUR*l0.,H0ap-l4.) 
VALSR « VALAV.C0S(Pl»(H0llR-RISE)/(l4.-RISE) )«VALAMP 
VALSS » VALAVtCOS(PI*TIM/(lo.+RISEr )*VALAMp 

CALCULATION OF VALUE AT SUNRISE AND SUNSET 
TEMP , INSW(AND(H0UF.-RISE,14.-HOUR)«0.S»VALSS,VALSRI +SEN PARAM SEN»o 

T E M S » I N T G R L ( 0 , , T E ! < P ) 

CALCULATION OF TEMPERATURE SUM 
DTEM0.INTGRL(DTEMI,(TEMP.PTEMD)*.5) 

CALCULATION FIRST ORDER AVERAGE OF TEMPERATURE WITH 
A TIME CONSTANT OF 2 DAYS 
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* TEMPERATURE DATS " - -

• MACRO-METEOROLOGICAL DATA. LIEWPCN 1974 
FUNCTION MNTTM36.. .3,137.. 5.5.138., 7,5,139,, 8,4,140., 12.4, ... 

H I . , U , 2,142. ,10.2, 143. ,11,4, 144, ,10.4, 145., 7.4, ... 
146., 5,3,147., ",8,148,,10.1,149,,10,5,150.,11,3, ,,, 
151.,11.5,1S2.,10,4,153,, 6,1,154,, 7.4,155., 6.0, ,., 
156,, 4.3,157., 5,2,158,, 7.4,159,, 9,3,160., 9,3, ,,, 
161.,12. ,162., 7.2,163,, 4.5,164,, 5,4,165., 1,6, ... 
166., 2.7,167., 6.5,168,,10. ,169.,11.4,170., 7.3, ... 
171.,14.1,l72.,14i»,173.,11.9,l74.,11.9,17S.il»i2> ii. 
176.,U.8,177.,13.3,178,,17.6,179,,15.4,180.,12.4, ... 
181,,10. ,182.,11.6,1B3,,16,5,184.,12,8,185.,11,2, ... 
186.,13,8,187.,15,5,188,,15.4,189,,10.9,190., 6,6, ... 
191,, 7,5,I92.il4.4,193.,14.1,194,,13.3,195.,12,1} ,.,-
196.,13.7,197.,13,7,198,,10.7,199,,10.7,200.,13,1, ,., 
201.,13.4,202.,12.5,203,,11.7,204,, 8,6,JOS., 7,4, ... 
20 6,,6,5,207.,12.4,208,,12.4,209,,14.3,210.,14,7, ... 
211.,11.9,212.,11.8,213..12.1,214.,13.4,215.,10,4, ... 
216.,14,2,217.,12.5,218,,14.2,219,,12,5,220.,11.4, ... 
221., 6,9,222., 8,2,223.,13.6,224.,12.5,225.,12.4, ... 
226., 13.6, 227., 14. 4, 228., 14. 4, 229,, 12, 3, 230., 16,5, ... 
23l..i4.4,232.,11.8,233., «.Bi734,, 2.9,235., 8,7, ... 
236., 8.2,237., 8, ,238,, 8.9,239,, 8.5,240.,13.4, ... 
241.; 9,S, 242.7X1.4,743,, 5 S6,244., 13.7,245.. 15;2,,,,-
246.,12.6,247,,10.3,248.,11.7,249.,13.7,250.,12.4, ... 
"25"i;i TV3,i5ivrn;T755Trniifr25*i, 5;s,255.r Jr"i~"r.~ 
256., 6.7,257., 3.8,258,.- 8.3,259.,12.3,260.,11. , ,., 
26i.,ij.5V2f2;a2;r,2sr,,"ii.sn64;ai.i,265V7ir,T,"v;— 
266,, 5.2,267., 3.8,268,, 6,8,269,, 4,4,270., 8,6, ... 

~27i.,11.2,272., 7,772?J.".'1i7 • 
• MINIMUM TEMPERATURE 
FUNCTION HXTT«136., 14,4,137., 17,8,138,, 19.3, 139,,20,2,140.,22.3, V . ." 

141.,23.2,142.,20.7,143.,19.8,144.,15.2,145.,19.2, ... 
~ 1«.«21.l,14Ti,27.5,I«»V,24i2,149,,18i7,150..16.2, i..' 

151,,20, ,152.,15,1,153,,13.5,154,,18,2,155.,17,6, ,., 
I56..IT.7,I57,,20,WT58,,19, ,139,,20.2,16O.,23,l, ... 
161.,18.6,162,,18.8,163.,23.7,164.,19,5,165.,17,9, ... 

"165.721.7rr6Tvr23yr,i6»,-,2«;7,i6«,,23-;3,no..26; -?-,;-,-
171.,26.4,172..23.6,173..23.7,174,,24.3,175.,26. , ... 

— _ lT6.,J7.?/nT.-,79',7;n8.",29iBJl7r.i23;5-,lS0.7 22.-4i-.-Ti' 
181,,25.4,182.,29,2,183.,30.0,184,,24.2,185.,27,8, ... 
186.,29.9,187.,26i6,l*ri;7ri -,lW,,20.5,190V,2ri3*- ,v, 
191..23,9,192.,19.8,193,,20.6,194,.21.8,195.,23,9, ... 
196., 19. 3,177., 22. S^HB., 19.8/199., 19.4, 200,, 20, 3, ,.r 
201.,19,6,202•>1".S,203.,1*.8,204.,17,8,205.,19,7, ,.. 
206.,i?.i,207.,16,3,208.,15.3,209,,23,7,210..19,5, ... 
211.,18. ,212..21.7,213.,26.8,214,,26,2,215.,20,1, ... 

~" 216.>7ff;7m7'.,r9;4,218.,2«.B,219,,l9,7,220..19,J, .iy 
221.,22.1,222.,26,6,223,,27.2,224,,25.6,225.,26,7, ,,, 
~2Z6.,2T.R.277,.27.9*228,,29*7,229,.28,8.230.,23;7. ... 
231,.23.9,232.,23.2,233.,20.6,234.,20.3,235.,24,2, ,,, 
236..22;i,2J7,,27.9,23".,23.8,239,,26.2,240.,22.2, i.V 
241.>21.7,242..18,1,243.,18.2,244,,20.3,245.,19,7, ,., 
246..21.1.247,,26.2,248,,28,7,247,,20.3,250..23.9, ,., 
251.,25.8,252.,20. ,253..18.2,254.,17.9,255.,18.4. ... 
756.,19tl,257.,2i;6,258,,24.1,259.,23.3,260.,25, , ... 
261..21,1,262.,17.6,263,,19.8,264,,19,9,265.,IS,7, ... 

._ -26S.7 15.4,267., 15,7,268., 16.2,269,, 17.1.270., 17,9, ... 
271.,17,4,272..12,5,273,,12.7 

* "HWIfcUB TEMPERATURE ~ ' ' 
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~r# < > m m i i m i n i • • t< m m » 

CALCULATIONS FOB PANONYCHUS ULMI 

CONST SRP«,66 

DIAPAUSE CONDITIONS 

PROCED G»DACLECDAYl.DTEMD) 
tr-TD«rTL,«E,14.)GOTt3 S 
IF (DTEMD.LT.14,) GO TO J 
tr-rDTTWiLT;i*;T-«0~TW-2-
IF (DTEHD.LT.21.) GO TO 3 
c o t a 4 •- • • 

8 IF (DAYL.GE.15.) GO TO 9 
IF (DTEMP.LT.S.OrSO TO I 
IF (DTEHD.LT.12.) GO TO 2 
TF""(CTEHD,LT.lr;j''GIJ~TO 3 
GO TO 4 

T T T 1PTTT,.-GE7I7-.) tU [0 t 
IF CDTEMD.LT.8.0) GO TO 3 
IF CI>TEHD,LT.1I.) GOTO 5 
GO TO 6 

I S . 1 , 0 0 
GO TO 7 

~ 2 G«o,85""-" 
GO TO 7 

3"G«0,50 
GO TO 7 

4 G«0.2o 
GO TO 7 

5 G»0,3S 
GO TO 7 

t G«0,00 
GO TO 7 

" 'TCOUTrHUE-
ENDPRO 

£ 5 5 I"E.JMCTION OF JUVENILES FOR THE SUMMER FORMS AND 

G is THE FRACTION FOR THE WINTER FORTO 

EGG STAGE_PANONYCHUS ULMI 

FOR THE SUMMER EGG OF PANONYCHUS ULMI 
'"'" TouB AGE CEASsES~A«E DISTINGUISHED",' T H T HETHDTf"OT" 

CONTROLLED DISPERSION IS APPLIED 

PROCED DEJu«EGGPu(TEMP) 

I Ri?E pro n5v A 2 ™ E i : A T I 0 N B " W E E N TEMPERATURE AND OVIPOSITION 
rPM ,».SS»?*T' F°? " ™ 0r ™ »-AGE CLASSES ~ 

FlBSUMXtAFS'l.lO'.FP'lflO'l 
OVIPOSITION RATE 

LOLE»AFGEN(t,OLET.TEMP) «SEN1 

-LONGEVITY EGGS " 
EK0.(AFGEN(SDET,TEMP)/L0LE)»»2 »SEN2 

SDUARE OF THE RELATIVE DISPERSION" — 
RTE«LQLE/4. 

RESIDENCE TIKE PER AGE CLASS 
ZE.AMAX1(DELT/FTE,1,-4.*EK0) 

TRACTION OF EGGS THAT IS SHIFTED 
PUSHE.INS*{GSE-l..O.»I.) 

TIME OF SHIFTING 
G S E B I ? I T G R L ( O . 5 , 1 . / ( Z « : » R T E ) - P U S H E « D E L X ) 

DEVELOPMENT STACK OF EGGS ' 
EM0R'1,4'*ArGEN(DMTBl«TEKP) »SEN3 
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RELATIVE RATE OF ABIOTIC MORTALITY 
FERU2.»Eo»(l.-EMORl«DELT)/(RTE*ZE) 
PER«2,5'»PUSHE»Zr«E,l,4,»tCIELX-F.«OR«l»«,>»mSK(E'l»4'»eHECK,0t>t<) 
ERO«Fl-(FEPl+EO«EMCIRl)»INSW{EO-CHECK,0.»lt) 
ER'1.4'«(FER»1.4*-FER»2,5,-EWOR»|,4*»E'1.4') 

RATES OF TRANSFER 
EO«INTGRL(0.»ERO) 
EM.4'«INTCRL(O..ER*l#4*) 

NUMBER PER AGE CLASS 
DEJU«FERS 

HATCHIKC RATE " " 
ENDPRO 

JUVENILE STAGE.LARVAE,PROTOCHRYSALIS,PROTOKYHpAE.CEUTOCHRTSAIiTS 

FOR THE JUVENILE" "PERIOD UP TO THE DEUTONWH STAGE— 
SIX AGE CLASSES ARE DISTINGUISHED 

PROCED DEJUs*JUVPutUEJu»PREDl.PRED2,PRED3»PRED4,PRED5,PRED9<F.TEMP) 
PRM01«PRED1+PRED2»PRED3*PRED4 
PRM02sPRMOl»,5 

PARAH PRMO3»0. " 
PR"0,4,5'»PRED5»PRF.D6tPRED7 

RELATIVE PREDATI0H~R*TE5> "Alt' PREDATORS INCLUDED 
PARAH PRH06.0. 

LOLJ.ArCENrLOLJTVTEHPJ- »SENV '" ""' 
LONGEVITY JUVENILES 

JKO»{AFGEN(SPJT,TENFJ7LOUJ«»2 «SEN5 
SQUARE OF THE RELATIVE DISPERSION _ 

RTJ«LoLJ/6. 
RESIDENCE TINE PER AGE CLASS 

ZJ«AM*Xt(DELT/RTJ,r,-6.*J!TOJ -

FRACTION THAT IS SHIFTED 

PUSHJ»INSWCGSJ-I.,0Y;T.7 
TIME OF SHIFTING _ 

GSJ»INTGRLC0T5»S'./CZJ*HTJJ-P0SHJ»DELXJ "~ 
DEVELOPMENT STAGE 

JHOR»J.6**(AFGEN[DHTB»7iT,TE!lP1*PR«0,IiB»I- »SEN6 
RELATIVE MORTALITY RATE _ 

FJRl«2,*J'0»tI.-J'«ORl»DELTT/rRTJ«rJ1 7 "" 
FJR'2,7'mPUSHJ»ZJ#JM»6'»CDELX»JMOR,l,6,)»INSW{J'1.6'-CHECI(»0,^l(^ 

-JR0»DE3U"CFJRl+JKORJ«J03*INSirtJ0*eHECK,Oi>-JV7 _ 

JR'l>6*»<FJR«J»6'-FJR,2»7'«JMOR'l»6'»J'li6'> 
• RATES OF TRANSFER "" '" " ~ 

J0«INTGRL(0.»JR0) 
•j'i.6'*rNTGRL(o,.jR»iim ~ 

• NUMBER Or ANIMALS PER AGE CLASS 
"tnwt;s»rjR7 •-• 

• PATE Or TRANSFER TO JUVENILES SUMMER 
ENDPRU " 

JUVENILE STAGE SUMMER,DEUTONYMPH,TELEIOCHRYSAlIS 

THE CALCULATION FOR THE JUVENILES SUMMER ARE SIMILAR TO 
THose-rojr THE-«es-m«e-WE JUVENILIS 

PROCED PEAHS>TrrADP»JT)SPUtPREl»9iPREU8.t>tJpa;TEMr) 
PARAM PRMo««0,,PRMOIO»0, 

PRMO»7,8»»ppED8*PRED9 
L0LJ5«AFGEN(L0LJST,TEMP) »SEN7 

~ «KOlt*FCEttTSDJ3T,TE«n/t-OLJS7»^-»Se)H 
RTJS»LOLJS/4. 

~ 2JS*AHAXltDELT/RTJS>I.»4.»JSItOT" 
PUSHJs«INSW(GSJ5-l,,0..1.) 
TreJS»INTGRLt0.5ii;/rZJS»RTJSJ-PUSHJS#UELXT 
JSMR»i,4»«(AFGEN(DMSTl,TEMP)»PRHO'7.10') *SEN9»J»*1. 
TJSR1.2, *JS0« [ I ,iJSKRIlfDTLT77rRTJS»tJSl 
rjSR»a,s««PUSHJS»ZJS«JS'lt4'»(DELX»JSMR*l,4')» . . . 
Txsvus*i,w<zcK-,Tr.ir;i 
J5R0«DEJUS»F-(FJSRl*JSMRI«JS0)»INSN(JSO-CHECK»OJilii 
^JSR»l,4'«(FJSR'I.4*TJSR'2.5»-JSM1t»lV«'«JS'm*r^ 
J50»INTCRL(0..JSR0) _ - • — 
JS»li4T»INTCRL(i)7;^5Rn,4*J " .JI 



DEADP«SRP»FJSR5»INSW(JS4«CHECK,0,,1,) 
UEAMS*T i i«sKPTrjin*watmat*efiKKTViTt^f 

ENDPRO 

ADULT FEHALE- STAflE '3WHERT~P*t»WPflaf TWN--

* _ tHE"ADDLTTW»ir PRE*OVtrtWITION-IS-STItDli1lTinr-WTTH-THt-
• MODEL or 'CONTINUOUS* SIMULATION BECAUSE 
• TJTTHF. CONSTAHCT OF THE HELATIVE DISPTRSTOtr AT"" 
• JARIOUS TEMPERATURES _ 

PROCED DEAFSISTPU»PAFPU(DEAOP,PRED12.TEMP) 
PRM0»11,12»«PRED12 "' "•••-
10PAFS»AFGEN(L0PAFT>TEMP) »SENJ0 
HTPAFs»L0P»F5/2, ~ ~ ~ 
FPrSUDEADP 
AFPM'l,2'*PAFS'J,2**tAFGEN(DMPTI,TEMP)+PRMO*n#I2"'T «5EB1I 
FPFS'2.3*»(P»FS'l,2'-AFPM'i,2'»DELT)/RTPAFS« ... 
INSW (PAFS* 1,2 '-CHECK, 0.,1.) 
RPFS'l,2'«FPFS'l,2'-FPFS'2,3'-AFPM'l,2' 
STPU«IMPULS(SPU,FItJTIH) " ~ 
PAFSlmINTGPL(0.,RPFSl+IPAFS»STPU»DELX) 
PAFS2.INTGRLC0..PPFS2) 
DEAFSzFPFS3 

ENDPRO 

ADULT FEMALE STAGE, WINTER 

WINTER FEMALES ARE ACCUMULATED,WINTER MALES ARE NOT CONSIDERED 
'WkTNTGRLf 0: .SDDJ,np."TlT5rjifr_t»KrvrT:pitrtpw» - — PAFW.INTGRl { 0^, SRP#DEJUS»G-FAFW/10F*FH7 

PARAM LOPAFUI30, 
-WtP«TTITt;RH0-.-,ArAriTDrrrTEM1'ST."S7».TBT7»P*F''T 

• NUMBER OF WINTER EGGS 

» ADULT MALE, SUHFETT •- -

PROCED AMS0*AMSPU(TEMP;DEA*S.PREP10,PRED11) 
L O A M S . A F G E N C I O A M S T . T E M P ) » S E N 1 2 
AMSK0x(AFGENtSCA»STVTEMpj/tOAMS)«»2«SEI*U 
RTAMS.LOAMS/3. 
ZAMS»AMAXl(DELT/RTAMS,l,.3»AWSK0) • 
PUAMS«INSW(GSAMS-l.,o.,t.) 
GSAMS»INTGPL(0.5,l./tZAMS«RTAMS)-PUAWS»DELXJ 

•i««iJ»=inSW(*MSil'3'-CHE:CK'('"1«> 
AMSMR.PREDto+PREnil -••• -•• -
FRMS152.«A*S0.(1..AM5MR.DELT)/(RTAMS»ZAMS> 
FRMS*2,4'*PUAMS»ZAMS«AMS'1»3»»(DELX-AMSMR)» 
INSW(»HS'1.3».CHECK»0.,1.) 
RAMS'1,3««(FRMS»i,3'-FRMS'2r4'-AMSMR.AMS'l,3') 
AMS0«INTGRL(O.-,RAHS0) ---•- .}'-t..L 

ENDPROAHS'1'3'"1,iT<;RLC0^-RAHi5'1?3'? 

• ADULT FEMALE SUMMER, OVIPOSITION AND POST OVIPOSITION 

I BO««Ei!,pS»Sn l1Lt™hT F E K » L " IS SIMULATED WITH THE 
• nr»?JSrS53 S2 W I ™ ° " T BISPERSION, ONLY THEN CAN THE AGE 

DEPENDENCY OF OVIPOSITION BE CORRECTLY ACCOUNTED FOR 

PROCED T0M0R«AGAFPUITEMP,PRED12,DEAFS,TASF) 

PUAFS.msWtGSAFS-1,,0.,1;) 
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rArs 
RAFS 
AFS 

ENDPRO 

PRMO'18 ,22 '^0 , 
T V S . i7 '»HISTrATS» ITW-XHTCK, I n T . ' — 
F M 0 R ' 1 , 9 » s ( A F G E N ( D M F F ' t , 9 ' , T E M P ) » P B H 0 » 1 3 , j 1 . ) » A r s ' i , 9 « . S E l 5 ' l / S 
TMORlb»7RKn22*XF5I0 — 
TOMOR.SUMKFMOR'I.IO') 
TnHDRT"*IKTGRt,r0r<TtmOR1 — 
FAFSliDEAFS 
— - s ^ 2 m » t p t ) A T s y t A r s * i - , T 0 ^ » P E t J t » f w e i > * t T - n r n » v v * « , i 7 ' 

S ' l > 1 0 * « ( F A F S ' 1 . 1 0 ' - F A F S ' 2 , U ' - F M O R ' l i l O ' > 
* 1 , 10 ' *INTGT<LT0 .'iTtTSriTi (fl 

SECTION 3 

ATOLYSEIUB TOTOmiTJt i r 
• SEX RATIO IS A FIXED FACTOR 
PARAM SRTS».13,5RT*- ,6T 

"THE CALCULATIONS W I>EVELOPWENT<~7iGEttt«-A1«r|!EPp.ODueTi°* 
ARE SlMlL*R TO THOSE FOR THE FRUIT-TREE RED SPIDER MITE 

~r twr t tER C O M W E W T S - O W - n t e s t CAL-COLArTO«*- -Ai^THEREroRE-mmw--

THE NUMERICAL RESPONSE OF THE PREDATOR DEPENDS ON 
THE COLOUR LEVEL' -OF TttE-VARtetJS-STfcGeS^ — 

"OURIlAFGENtNuMRlT.CAD »SEN16 " ~ -
AFGEN N U M R 1 T « 0 . , . 2 . 1 . , . 4 . 2 . , . 5 5 , 3 . . . 6 5 , 4 . ( . 7 , 5 . , . 8 5 , 6 . . 1 . , 1 . , 1 . 3 
* COLOUR LEVEL DEPENDENCY" "Or •OVIFCSITION "RATE — 
ArGEN NUMR2T»0.,2.6,lw2.1.2.,1.5,3.,1.2,4.,1..7.,l. 
«" DELAY Or DEVELOPMENT ",WVENILES"H< DEPENDENCE Of 
* THEIR COLOUR LEVEL 
ArGEN-m)MRjT»0.,2.6,l.,2.J.2.>-n^.3i.-I.2.4..I..7.,I. " 

* DELAY OF DEVELOPMENT JUVENILES SUMMER IN DEPENDENCE OF 

* "THEIR COLOUR LEVEL 

AFCEN NUMR4T«o..6.M.,2.6,2..1.3r3..1.2.4.,1..7.,l. 

* DELAY Or MATURING TN DEPENCE Or COLO US LEVEL 

* REPRODUCTION PREDATOR 

FT'lilO ,»AFCEN(FETT'l<10',TEMP)ONUMRl • S E N B ' 1 . 1 0 ' 
T T w s i i M x t r r ' i . r o ' . T A s r ' r n T r ' T 

THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF RELATIVE OVlpOSITION RATES AND THE 
THE UttMBER OF FEMALES PETT A « " CL*5S~T0"CALCtJLATE"TrtE 
OVIPOSITION PATE 
ECU STAKE 

"PROCEPUETE.EGCTP (TEMP ;FT)— -
LOTTE«AFGEN(LOTTET.TEMP) »SEN18 

~ RTTE4LOTTE/3 . 
TEKO»(AFCEN(SDTE,TE«P)/L0TTE)»«2 »SEN19 
ZTE«AMAXltCElT/RTTt>-r;»J.-»TEK07 
PUTE«INSW(GTE- l , , 0 . . 1 . ) 

-~GTEwTirTGRL-nr. 5 i TY/tSTE«RTTE?'PUTg«BBLX) 
V V T ' l , 3 ' » I N S N t T E ' l » 3 * - C H E C K # 0 . . l . ) 

-WRTE*l,r ,»ArqE*(MTEl,TEMP) »SEN20 
FRTE1«2.»TE0«(1.-HRTE1«DELT)/(2TE»RTTE) 

' -rRTE*?>4*«ptrrETCTE«TE*r;T*»rDEtX»METE*trV>»yVT»l>3* 
RTCnaPT.rrDTP* ̂ MBTTl mTrn \MTVcWf TPn.rurrK . i\ .• \ RTEo«FT-(FRTEi+MRTEl«TEO)*INSW(TEO»CHECK,0.,l,) 

"RTF' 1 ; 3 '»(FRTE^l ,T , jrRTE»;,-4^»MWT rr,"T*«TE• 1« 3 ' i 
TPA*TuT/!Dr. /rt B f en t TE0»INTGRL(0.,RTEO) 

- TTTin *iTNTGRLHi7 iRTET^T" T 
DETEaFRTE4 

ENDPFO 
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JUVENILE STAGE 

PROCED DElJaJuVTP(TEWP.DEIE) 
NBHR2»AFGEfj(NUMRJT,CPN) *SEN21 
LOTJ «AFGE>l(LOTJT,TEMP)*NUMR2 »SEN22 
TJKO»t*FGE»(SDIJT#TEHP)/LOTJ)#»2 »SE»2J 
PTTJ iLOTJ/4, 
ZTJ «A1AXl(DELT/RTTJ,l.-4,«IJKO) 
PUTJ «INSWrGTJ.i -n-.i ^ 

• JUVENILE STAGE, SUMMER _ 

PROCED DETJs"JUSTP«TEMP»OETJ.F) 

" »UMRl»AFGENt»IUMR3T.CDN)-»5ElJ25 " ~'~ 

LOTJS «AFGEN(LOTJST»TEMP).NUMRJ »SEN26 

RTTJS «LOTJS/2, 
TJSK0»(AFGEN(SDT,I5T»TEMp)/LOTJS )»«2 
ZTJS «A1AXl(PELT/RTTJS,l,-2.»TJ31tOJ " 
PUTJS «IN5W(GTJS.I,,0,,1.) 
CTJS •INTGRL{O.S;i;/C2TTJS»RTTJSJ..pUTJS»15ELXT 
VVT'8,9'«INSW(TJS'I»2'-CHECK,0.«1.) 
HRjS»1,j»i»fGE»r(Ml'JSnTEHP5"" FTJSl«2,»TJS0»(l.-MRJSl»DELT)/(ZTJS»RTTJS) 
FT JS '2 f 3 '«PUTJS«ZTJS«TJS • 1,2 '* (DELTT-MRJS' J ,T1*T»VVT*I, 9' 
RTJS0»DETJ»F-(FTJ51+MRJSl»TJS0)»INSW(TJS0-CHECK,0,il.) 

ENDPRD 

R T J S ' i < 2 ' « ( F T J S ' i . 2 ' - F T J S * 2 i 3 ' - B R J S * i . 2 ' » T j y T 1 7 m 
TJS0»lNTGRL(O.,RTJSO) 
TJS'l,2*»IMTt!RL(0-,,*TJS'I»»*> 
DETJS.FTJS3 

ADULT FEMALE WINTER 

TAwr«INTGRLt0,,DETJ»G»SRT-TAWF/5O ) 

I Z\ C 5 S ™ E S » W " M r , t t W n « I » ' " « « JUVENILES ARE ~ 

* MULT FEMALE STAGE SUMER, pRr-OVrpOSITIOR - • 

M«ssDiSifi:t:w,o'"Mrt"p»""»'™*i»™»j •• 
f";?fijfGP'C7UHR4T/CAF) «SE1»J8 — -

« ; f E " ^ " , 0 T S r i ' I E h p ' « N « " R 4 .SEN2, 

MTSF:L5TlF/lSDPSFT'"TE"P7/lOT«r'"J •"•"» 

PUTSF «IN5WCGTSF-i.;o-.vr;T . _ 

- S^^&^:^f^-1^- ~" 
- VVT«10.U'.INSW(TPSFM 2..CHE„ n . , 

WPSFJiATCERCHTSFl.TEHPJ •^?*C*'J»Jr .» _ 
MTPSF2»MTPSFl 

^sras-ss^KK"- — 

' ERDPRO 

«- , . . « . ; • [ ipsr3-KTPSF2«TPSF2) 
-TPSFO»INTGRL C 0 . , PTPSF0*PDSH»TA5FI»DELXJ ~ 
TPSF1«INTGRL(0..RTPSFJ) 
TPSr2*rBTGRLtO.VPTPSr2r — 
BEATSF«KTPSf3 



ADULT MALE SUMMER 

PROCED T A S M O » A G T A M S ( T K M P , S R T S » D E T J S > 
B J T S H rtPSEN«LDTSHT>TEnPJ-1iSEir« 
TSMKO«{AFGEN(SDTSMT,TEMP)/LOTSM)»»2 *SEN32 

"RTTSM «LOTSM/3, " -
ZTSM «AMAXl(DELT/RTTSM,l,-3,»TSMKO) 

""'POTS* *INSW(CTSjr.I,,0,,T,5 -
GTSH «INTGRL(0,5,1./{ZTSM»RTTSM)»PUT5M»DELX) 
FTSML2.*TASM0/(RTTSM«ZTSM) 
FTSM»2,4'»PUTSM»ZTSM»TASM'1,3'#DELX*INS«(TA5M'1,3 ,-CHECK,0, ,J.) 
RTSM0»SRTS»FTJS3-FTSMl»INSW(TASM0-CHECK,0,,l.J 
R I 8 M ' i , 3 « » ( F T S M ' j , 3 ' . F T S M , 2 » 4 ' ) 
TA5Ho»INTGRI,(o.,RTSM0J ~ 
IA5M»J,3«»INTORL(0.»RISM'1,3«) 

ENDPR6 ~ • • • -' — -

• ADULT FEMALE STAGE, 10 CLASSES SUFFICE TO DESCRIBE THE 

• AGEING AND OPPOSITION PROCESS CORRECTLY 

• THE AGEING OF FEMALES IS SIMULATED WITH THeBttXCAR METHOD" — 
• WITHOUT DISPERSION 
PROCED TOMORF,TA5F«AGTAFSCTEMP,DEATSF) - " — 

LOTSFF«AFGEN(LOTFFT»TEMP) «SEN33 
RTTSFFHLOTSFF/10. """" — 
GTSFF«IHTGRL(0.«l . /R"SFFiPUTSFF»DELX) 
p u T S F F « r n s w r G T S T F - r . . o . , i i J ~ 
VVT ' l 2 f 21 ' » INSW(TASF« l »>0 , -CHECK,o . . l , ) 

~ M A S F T I " ; io*"*TAsT^nT(r*»ATCE»rrMRrT»r lH)r»"TEMpj»srn- ' r r i r r* 
FTAS1.DEATSF 
rTAS»2»Jl '*PUTSrF«(TASF<I>IT)»»DElX«M»sr*l#1f l 'J»VVr»Tri7r* 
R T A S * l , 1 0 ' « ( F T A S M . I 0 ' » F T A S ' 2 , l l ' - M * S F » l . J 0 ' ) 
TOMOFrtu" icHAsr*wro , J" ~ •• ~ " 
TOMORF»INTGRL(0,,TOMOF) 
TASF'J , 10*«INTGPL(0 . .RTAS'1»10 ' ) " 
TASF«SUM1(TASF'1,10') 

ENDPRO 

SECTION 4 

• PREDATION PROCESS 

• THE COLOUR LEVELS OF THE PREDATOR ARE LOWER BOUNDED 
PAFAM ULM.4'*0. • • -

• CALCULATIONS FOR THE ADULT FEMALE PREDATOR 

IKCAF»(PV1» PRED1 *TPL •PV2»PRED5 *TPPN ... 
•PV3»(PRED8 »TPDNt PREDlOoTPAMS) ... 
•PV4» PRED12»IPAFS) »SENC1 

PV'1,4'«AFGEN(PVT'1.4'.CAF> 
• CTAF,CAP,DECAF,RATE1,E0T1« ... 
• PRAEDA(UL1,TTAFS,RDCV1,SENC2,INCAF,EQTI1) 

CTAF»1./CAF 
CAF«LIMIT(UH,7, ,EQT1/(N0T(TTAFS)+TTAFS) ) 
DECAF«ArGEN(RDCVl,TE>«P)»IJISWtEOTl.CHECIt,0t,E0TI) «SENC2 
RATElsINSW(EaTHClNCAF.DECAF)»DELT,-EOTl»DELX,INCAF-DECAF) 
EQTl«lNTGRL(0,,E0TIl»PU5H»DELXtRATEl) 

PARAM E Q T I # l , 4 ' » 5 , 

• CALCULATIONS FOR THE DEUTPNYMPHAE PREDATOR 

INCDNa(PV5«PRED2»TPl*PV6»rREP6»TPPN) »SENC3 
PV*5,6'«AFGE«(PVT*2,3' ,CDN) 

• CTDN,CDN,DECDN,RATE2,EQT2« . . . 
• PRAEDA(UL2,TTDN,RDCV2,SENC4,INCDN,EQTI2) 

CTDN«i./CDN 
CDN»LIMIT(UL2,7,,EOT2/(NOT(TTDN)»TTDN) ) 
DECD*.AFGEN(RDCV},TEMP).INSW(E0T2-CHECK.0.,EOT2) OSENC4 
RATE2»INSW(EOT2»(INCDN.DECDW)»DELT,-EOT2»DELX,INCDN.DECDN) 
E0T2«INTGRL(0.,EaTl2»PUSH»DELX+RATE2) 



CALCULATIONS FOR THE PROTOKWHAE PREDATOR 

INCPN»PV7»PREP3«TPL «SEMC5 
PV7«AFGENtPVT3,CPB7 

CTPN,CPN,DECPN,PATEJ,E0T3, ... 
- P P A E D , < U "' W * ' R B "3 .SENC6.INCPN,EOTl3) 
CTFN«j,/CPN 

^ T r ^ ? « ^ S D C V 3 ' T E M P ) # , f , S W ( E O T 3 - C H f : C K 0..EQT3) .SENC6 

EQT3«INTGRL(0.,EQTI3»P11SH»DELX+RATE3) 

CALCULATI1WS FOR THE ADULT HALE PREDATOR -

INCAM*CPV8 »PFED4«TT-L *PV9 »PRED7 «IPPK . . . 

PV!1«PV|0 
"A"l"",DrCAM,RATE4,EaT4. . . . 

ml M ,JL4'TI,MS' , ,DCV2.SENC8,INCAM,EQTI4) 

^^^^i?^^^^:-^---».;fi--"^c;s!^AH) 

CALCULATIOM OF THE RELATIVE PREDATIDN RATES 

PRW2 ^T^J A p!^} ! 'S ' JJ ' » i • S M S ' ! W ' » '•TTAFS.CFS.SENP1 
PRED3 .TWOVARtRM.MJ'JI? '?J22'I r M P ' l 2 " T T D M -CFS.SENPJ .RFJ 
PREDi .TWOVAR RR : I ' A V ' V V 2 'Crlf.Vjl™P'U J # I T P N *CFS.SE«P3 .RF2 
PRED? »TWOVAR(RRPJ S 'JJ'vJi ' S I !S ' * E M P ' , 4 )»«AMS.CFS.SENP4 «*r3 
PREDi .TWOVAR R?P ' M V ' J V ? '%il'le*P'lS )«TAFS.CFS.SE«P5 

PRED6 .TWOVAR RRD . i v ' Jv I ' £ J * M E , , P ' 1 7 >»"AHS.CFS.SENP7 .RF5 

PRED? .TWOVAR RRD ' f l ' J v ' ^ f ' « » r , W P , I 8 ,.ITAFS.CFS.SENP» " " 
PKEDJO.TWOVJS RRS S :« 'xY?n 'e?{5 '?E i2 'J 9 '•"AHS.CFS.SENP9 .RF6 
PREDl,«TWOVAR(RRAFl a k v ' y » f ? ' H A ! ' I E M P ' I , 0 ) , , I T A ' ' S , , e r s * S E ' ' P 1 0 , , , F r 

> »*' "»'",XT12(CTAr,TEl»p,Il2J»TTArs«CrS»SEI«Pr7-

P R E D J ? 5 R ' S I Z I S E 0 ? R ? ? R ! T A ? E
D J ? E J * L U S S 0 r Tf fE OUOTIENT OF ~ 

* ADULT r W A W - r o w " ^ .?1H ""* ;?» I°„I?2*E VALUES FOR THE 
• AND »RF « r . , . . S I , ; ; • T H E S I ; PACTHRS RANGE'FROH'ff:3T-TO-f:O0-

•• . BO?HA^EYEARNDRpERCEDA?ORUE ™ ™E » » ° " « " C CMWHW ' ^ .. 

2 • " ' B r 3 ' "« ' , ' "" .« ' 'n f 5« .66VRF6i i . 33 ,RFT*T. ,Hr8«I . "" 

• * • •¥* • SECTIOWT— *•»••#•• »••- — - -
S " J ; T I « T I V E RELATIONS 
DATA TREDATIOJI - -

FUHCTIOH RRLlun n •»•*». 
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FUNCTION OTLt4*0.,0,,7.5.<r;" ,1T),,,Z ,T)...F 7 IS,.2.8,20,.7.9 .... 
35,,12.1.30. .14, ,33.,12.1 

FUNCTION R R L I 5 » 0 , , 0 , , 7 . 5 . 0 . ,10.,.2 .13.,.9 .15,,3.2,20..9.6 .... 
25.,16,4.30. ,18, ,33. ,16.4 

FUNCTION H K L 1 6 = 0 . , 0 . , 7 . 5 . 0 . ,10.,Y2 .13..1.2, IT, ,3.4770.,10.8 ;,.; 
25.,18.4,30.,20. ,33.,18.4 

FUNCTION RRI,17»0.,0;,7.5,0.' ,10,,^4 .13.,r.6.Tr..3.6,20;.IT.~7~7Y..~ 
25.,2o.8,30.,23, ,33,,20.8 

'"rniiCTiTO'"BKti8«o,;/o.i7.5io^'"iTii"irt"«"Trrt
-iT^7isv>3;Bi-TO.'vni»'>."ri— 

25,,22. ,30.,24, ,33.,22. 
» -T3JSTA L»RV*r P.DLH* VERSUS" AtrtJlT FEWAXE A.POTENTItlAE 
FUNCTION RRPU»0.,0,,7.5,0. ,10.,.1 ,13,,,5 .15., .75,20,,1.4 >«••_ 

25.72. .30..2.5 ,T3.<2."" 
FUNCTION RRP12*0,,0,,7.5,0. ,10,,.25.13,,,9 ,15,,1.4,20.,2.6 ,,.. 

25.,3.8 ,30.,4.5 ,33.,3,8 
FUNCTION RRP13«0.,0,,7.5,0. ,10.,.4 ,13,,1.2,15,,2. ,20.,4.4 ,.,. 

25.,6,4 .30..7.5 ;33.76,4 
FUNCTION RRP14»0.,0,,7.5,0. ,10,,.6 ,13,,2.2,15,,3.3,20,,6. .... 

25.,8.7 ,30..10, ,33,,8,7 
FUNCTION RRP15»0.,0,,7.5.0, ,10,,1. ,13.,2.8,IS,,4.1,20.,7.2 .... 

25;,10.4,30.»ir.5-,33.;iU,4- " """ 
T U N C T I O N RRP16«0.,0.,7.5,0. ,10,,1.5,13,,3.5,15,,4.8,20,,8.2 ,.,, 

25.,11.5,30.,17.5.T3.<IIV5 ~" "" " 
T U N C T I O N RRP17«0.,0,,7.5,0. ,10,,1,7,13,,3.7.15.,5.2,20.,8.7.... 

2S.,17.1,30.,T3. ,-flri»il" " ; 

TUNCTION RRP18«0.,O.,7.5.0. .10.,1.9,13.,4, ,15,,5.4,20.,8,4 ,,., 
Wi,12.4,30.,14,5,33.,I2.4 

« DATA PROTONYNPHAE P.UlMl VERSUS ADUlT FEMALE A.POTENTlLLAE 
FUNCTION RRDH»0.iO.,7i-5,0i 710". 70;~, 13, ,0." ,15.707' «20,»U7" »7 • . """" 

2 5 . , 0 . , 3 0 , , 0 . ,33.,0, 
FUNCTION RRD17»0.,0,,7.5.U, > I0i,iTJ~ iYi, 7 7 V i IT; I.5',20'.", .9 i'i't i" 

25.,1,2 ,30,,1.4 ,33. ,1,0 
FUNCTION RRD13»0..0,;7.5,«", ,10;,.6 , 137 ,l.inS,7l74*2Tr. .271" »... 

25.,2.9 ,30.,3.5 ,33.,3, 
FUNCTION KRDI4»0.,O.,7.5,.6' 7 1 0 7 . 1.4,13.,2.4,IS,.1.1,70,74.'8 ™ i y . , 

25.,6,6 , 3 0 . , 7 . ,33.,6,5 
FUNCTION RRD!5*0.,O,,7.5,,8 , 1 0 , , 2 . ,13,,3.5,15.,4,5,20. ,7.1 .... 

25.,9,5 ,30.,10.5,33.,9,5 
FUNCTION RRD16«0.,0.,7.5..9 ,10..2.4,13,,4,2,15,,5.5,20, ,8.5 .... 

25.,11.5,30.,12.5,33.,11.5 
"FUNCTION RRD17«0.,0.,7.5,1. . 10. ,2.6, 13, ,4.5,15, »5'.7»20.,8.9 .... 

2 5 , , 1 2 , ,30,.13, ,33,,12, _ . 
FUNCTION RRO18«0.,0,,7.5,1.3",10.',2.B,13,,4,6,15;V6V,Z0,/9 

2 5 . , 1 2 . 2, 3 0 . ,13,2, 33, , 1 2 . •_»-••.-•-•.-».-., ••.» 
• DATA DEUTONYMPHAE P . U l H T VERSUS ADULT FEMAlE A.frOtENTlllAE 
FUNCTION RRAri«0.,0,,7.5,0..._»10,.p. ,13,,0. ,15,#0,_.,20,,0. ,..._. 

2 5 , , 0 . ,3o,,6. ,33,,6, 
FUNCTION RRAF2»0.,0.,7.5,.l ,10,,,2 ,13.,,4 ,15,, ,5 "SO.,. 7 ^ ^t._. 

2 5 . , 1 . -,3o..i,2 , 3 J . , r r "'"'_ ~ ,'" 
FUNCTION PRAF3»0,,0,,7.5,,15,10,,,35,13,,,55,15,,,7 .20..1.1' .,,. 

~Z5.,l.55»30.,l;75,33;717 " -....-.._.--
F U N C T I O N RRAF4»0.,0,,7.5,,2 ,10.,.4 » 13, , .75,15. , 1. ' 2 0 . . K J 5 > ,^, 

25.,2.15,30.,2.5 , 3 3 . , 2 . " '" 
FUNCTION PRAF5«0.,0.,7.5,.25,10,,.65,13.,l.l,15.^U5,20,,_2i_35 , , „ 

257,3.7 ,30..3.5 7 3 T 7 V 3 7 * 
FUNCTION RPAF6*0.,0.,7.5,.35,10,«,85»13,,1.5.15.,1.9,20.,2.95 ,.,, 

"" 2 5 . V 4 . .30..4.5 i33.74. —-•-- -----
FUNCTION RRAF7«0.,0.,7.5,,35,10.,,9 ,13.,1.6,15,,1.9,20.,3.05 ,..,_ 

25,,4.2 ,30..4.6 ,33..4i -~ — 
FUNCTION RRAF8«0.,0.,7.5,.4 ,10.,.9 ,13.,1.5,15.,2. ,20.,3.1 ,... 
• 'DATA ADULT F E M A L E ' P . U L M I VERSUS ADULT FEMALE A,POTENTILLAE 

DATA ON PREY UTILIZATION 

AFGEN PvTl*0.>1.7.1..1.272.7 .88,3.* ,«<4., .43,5,,;34,6.,.29,7.,.23 
AFGEw P V T 2 « 0 . , 3 . , 1 . , 2 , ,2.,1.35,3., .9,4., .65,5,,,5 ,6., .4 'J.,,35 
AFGEN PVT3«o.,4, , 1 . , 3 . .2..7.2 .3.71,3,4.,1. ,57.,7 .6.,,5S,7,,,43 
AFGEN PVT4«o.,4.5»l.,3. ,2.,2.4 »3.,1i«'4. , 1.2 ,5.,.9 ,6.,.7 ,7,,.6 
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• DATA OW RELATTVT RATE Or COLOUR DECREASE 

•PARAH PVF'1»9*«1. 

PARAM CFS«l,92E-3 

". wZVSr&S*™0* roP 'WACE, BASED OK THE LEAF 
• SURFACE DETERMINATIONS Or THE SAMpLES. 
• THE VARIANCE OF THESE SAMPLES IS VERT SHAH 

I DATA FC1R PANOKYCHUS ULMI, ,0 CLASSES. 
• MOST DATA ARE FRO* EXPERIMENTS 

AFCEN ™TB1.0^.005.,0,.002,.,5.,.0006,20.,.00,2.25.,.013,, 

ArGEN DMTB^O j l n ' " ' . • ' • 2 ! ' " - " 0 4 ' ? S - " 0 4 ' 3 0 " - 0 5 ' » - " > » 

AFGEN DMTB"O 28 M'" } ' ' • ' • " • " • • • " » « J * . 0 S ' « . - } . 0 « , J 3 - . , ; « — 
AFGEN DMSTuJ ^ J - , \ 1 : ' | V ^ " ' « ' _ ' . - 0 3 ' 2 5 . ' . 0 3 , 3 0 . , . 0 4 . 3 3 . , . 1 2 
AFGEN DMWT , 0 18 o ' ! [ ? " " " ' » • • • " • W . J03, 30. ,.05713:7 .1* 
ArGEN OMPFU? JS; ? J ' , , ; J i ; ' ; J 4 ' " - i - 03 . J 5 . , . 0 3 , 30 . , . 0S , 33 . , .M 

AFCEN LOLJT.O ,100.! 0 5o I 8 , ; J 5 > " 9 6 : 2 ° ' " « ' " . ' . J 4 . J 0 . . . i l . 3 S . , . 4 

" ArGEN LOLJsf:j:?JJJJ; J 9 ; ; J , : : I? 'J? : i , : 4 f ?Sr i i"2S - ' . « . 30 . , . 57 , 3S . , . 7 
AFGEN LOLJWT.O. ioo 10,i5,'1",'!-,".'""''«»n''J-.«vJTr;>-r.-t3,«w7i 

AFGEN SDJWT.O. 20." J . ; . ? ! ! " ^ , : 2 2 : ' 3 , 5 7 * 2 5 " I > ' 6 ' 3 0 " , ' B 2 ' 3 5 " 2 ' 

ArGEN SDPArsJJ " ?:;|- '•'4':»'-''«6«'2l'.»».«4,25...72.30.,.78 

wra-'™'™. ;» :.j :j»;j.,.....-M,...^^^ 

" M ^ 

^^5^: :H : - : s : - : :»= --""-.-Hr'S: rS^fc":^:S:"- """• 
AFGEN DMFF2 «o!,.0 S '""J ' }*•'.0048, 2o. . ,0 ,25.,.0 ,30.,.0 
AFGEN DMFF3 •) 001 ' " 5 ' " , , 1 "' 2 ( l "' 1 1 .25.1.0 ,30. .0 
JFGENDMFF4 4 SSI o^ lolJI' J" '°nlV,'l°' ' 'W'»" -Oil. JO . 01 
AFGEN DMFFS -0. . ̂ 002 10. ^69^ ̂  ''^J]'?/'' •°44'«'''<>71' 30. • .056 
AFGEN DMFFS -0...O0S S ^ 1 6 ' J " •°J!4'20'' • ><">'25. , . 178, 30. . 279 
AFGEN DMFF7 -0., 013 S J27 5 " " " 2 'I0' ' •»'*'"• ' .152.30. . .413 
AFCEN DMFF8 .0 l, ' I ' " ?! '20...313.25.,.396.30...71 
AFGEN DMrF9 »0.,.l29 to ,1 '}*"?»" '?0...472,25., .6 .30.,1.14 
AFGEN °MFF,0.o.M. J °; ; '|'*" '2O..J. , 25., .646,30.. 1.46 

.13..1. ,2o.,l. ,25.,1.09,30..1.5 
DAT* F0" TYPHLODROMUS POTENTILLAE " 

J"EN sS?I^25:! ,o•:^4^?^ , 5;;3•*4 '2o•. ' .3 .25. . . .64,3o. , l :4 ~ 
AFGEN MTJSl.J ,.00 ^0'«4«;»S;..»9,20.,.6,25.,.47 30 ,;i 
AFCEN LOTSFT«o.,?So ?! J? !;0'

,:;0??'2«-';005,25:..605;30...010,33...02 

--^i ̂  
J?GEN lllH'0"»• "•"?.'».'i£;I?]?0 '?-"™''™ir.-nnxu 
S™&SS°-f'»»jo!^;niff i 
"GEN L O T S M T ^ f i T ! - ^ ^ ^ 
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AFGEN SDISKT«o.» 9. ,10., 5. ,15., 4. .20.. 3,3.25., 2. ,30., 1.8 
AFGEN KTEl«0.,,0120,10;,.0701*l5.,.01«t,20.,.0044,25;,.0r2J,SO...1594 " 
AFCEN MTJl»o.,.05,10.,.034,15,,,013,20.,,01,25.,.015,30.,.03,33.,.08 
ArGEN »TJ2»0.,.05,10.,.034,15. ,i013,20i,.01i75i,VOl5>-3DV,.T)r.-»rritr» 
AFGEN MIJJ«0i,.05,10.,.034,15.,.013,20.,.01,25.,.015,30,,.03, 33.,.08 
AFGEN *TJ4*0.,.05.10.,.034,15,,,0i3,20,,.Oi,25.,;015>3(r,».03.3J,..0» " 
AFGEN IiOTFFT«0.,150.,10.,91.,15.,72.,20.,55.,25,.50.,30.,50, 
AFGEN MRFTl *0.>.0068,10.,.0068,15.,.0057,70...0009,23.,.002" >30,,,006 
AFGEN MRFT2 *0.»,0111,10.,.0111•15.,.0105,20.,.0009,25.,.007 ,30.,.015 
AFGEN MRFTl *0., .021 J> 10. * .0213* 15., .0219.2Di, ttHTTSyW.YT0r*«, 30. , .029 
AFGEN MRFT4 «0.».0327,10.,.0327,15,,.0375,20.,.022 ,25.,,043 ,30.,.052 
ArSEN HRFT5 "0.,.0533,10.,.0533,15.,.0662,70.,.055 ,25.,.067 ,30.,.081 
AFGEN MRFT6 *0.<.0632,10.#.0632,15.,.0816,20.,.079 ,25,,.109 ,30.,,119 
XFGEW KRFTT •0.1.089 ,10.,,089 ,15.,.127 i70.,.156 ,25.,.ISO ,30.,,1S» 
AFGEN HRFT8 «0...108 ,10.,.108 ,15.,.136 ,20.,.222 ,25.,.212 ,30.,.241 
AFGEN HRFT9 «0.,.145 ,10.t.145 ,15.,.186 ,20.,.293 ,25.,.301 ,30,,,22 
AFGEN HRFT10«0.,.223 ,10.,.223 ,15.,.223 ,20.,.30 ,25.,.301 ,30.,,22 
ArGEN FETTl *0.,6., 10.,."3, I5...8", 20;,li3, 25. ,1.8."30."i"1 .6 
AFGEN FETT2 »0.,0.» 10. ,.3, 15. ,.8, 20.,1.3, 25. ,1.8, 30.,1.6 
AFGEN FETT3 «0.i0.< 10.,.3, 15.,.7, 20.,1,1, 25.,1.3, 30.,1.0 

AFGEN FETT4 *0.<0.. 10.,.2, 15.,.7, 20,,0.7, 25,,0.7, 30.,0,5 
AFGEN FEII5 *0.,0.« 10.,.2, 15.,.4, 20.,0.6, 25,,0.5, 30.,0.2 
AFGEN FETT6 «0,,0., 10.,.2, 15.,,4, 20.,0.5, 25,,0.5, 30.,0.2 
AFGElt FETT7 »0.,0., 10. ,.1, 15. ,.3, 20, ,0,4, 25. ,0.3, 30. ,0,1 
AFGEN FETT8 »0.,0.> 10.,.1, 15.,,2, 20.,0.2, 25,,0.2. 30. ,0.0 
AFGEN TETT9 *0,,0.» 10.,.0, IS.", ,2, 20, ,0.2, 25,,0,2, 30,,0,0 
AFGEN FETTlo»0.,0,< 10.,.0, 15.,,0, 20.,0,0, 25,,0.0, 30.,0,0 
AFGEN WTSF1«0,;,005 ,10...005 ,15.,,0101,20.«.0101,25...0201,30,,,0408 

'" mJTFUT DATA ARE OUST CAtCTrt.ATED PERIODICALLY 

"NbSORl'"" - — - -
PRI«IMPUL5(PRDEL,PRDEL) 

~ IF tPRl."NE.l,j GOTO 10 " " 
LPE*ALOG10(TPE+1.) 
L P L S A L O G I O C T P L + I . ) '"""" '" 

lPPN»ALOGlo(TPPNtl.) 
LPDR«ALnGlotTPPK*l.) " 
LPAFS.ALOGlOCTPAFStl.) 
LPAHS.ALOGlodPAHStl.T 
LFlsALOG10(Fl+l,) 
LTE«AL0G10(TTE*1.) 
LTL«ALOG10(TTLtl.) 
LTPK«ALOG10tTTPN»1.3 
LTDN*AWGlotTTP««l.) 
LTAFSiALOGlOtTTAFStl,) 
LTAMS«ALOGl0(TT6"Stl.) 
tFTsALOG10(FT+),) 

10 CCNTInUE 

PRINT TPAFS,IPE,TPL,TPPC,TPPN,TPDC,TPDK.TPTC.PAFST.TPAMS, ... 
TTF,TTl,TTPM,TTOTI,TTAFS,TTAMS,TaMoRT,TriMoFf ,CAF,CA»<,CPN,CDN, . . . 
Tl'«P,l,PE,LPL,LPPN,LPD«,LPAFS,LPAMS,LFl, . . . 
lTE,lTL,lTPN,LTDN,liTAFS,LTA*S,LFT,pAF»,WEP,TA»«r 

PRTPLT TPAFs,TPE,TTAFS,TTE 
METHOD RECT 
TI"EB FINTlH»40.,01ITDEL»l.,PPDEl«l.,DEt,Ta,ol 
FINISH TPEl-l.E-IO 
END 
STOP 
EHDJOB 
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8.1.1. Hatching of winter eggs 

The number of winter eggs laid in autumn was simulated, Sec
tion 8.1.3, but simulation of the complex phenomena of winter mortal
ity has not been attempted as yet. However an analysis of literature 
showed that it may be feasible at this stage to simulate the time of 
emergence of the larvae of the prey, so that the population model may 
be initialized by counting the number of viable eggs at the beginning of 
April. A rudimentary submodel of the hatching process that is used at 
present is given in Fig. 62. In this model three development phases of 
winter eggs are considered. These are the blastoderm phase which 
starts shortly after the eggs are laid, a more advanced embryonic 
development phase in spring and the phase of emergence of the larvae. 
On the basis of Cranham's observations (1972), it is concluded that the 
threshold temperature for development is 5.6°C. It is assumed in the 
simulation program that development proceeds irreversibly as soon as 
the first order average of temperature with a time constant of two days 
after 1st march is 5.6°C. 
The development stage is conserved in an integral of the development 
rate, which in its turn is a function of temperature, according to 
Cranham's data. This part of the simulation is presented in lines 1150 to 
1270 of the submodel (Fig. 62). The internal development is completed 
when the development stage passes the value of 1. 
Data of van de Vrie et al. (in prep.) summarized in Fig. 63, showed that 
the subsequent emergence of larvae may be simulated by transferring 
the eggs at the moment that the development equals 1, to a develop
ment series of two age classes. This part of the program is given in lines 
1270 to 1410. 
It is well known that the eggs need a cold period to hatch in spring. 
Since the number of viable eggs are supposed to be counted in April, it 
is not necessary to simulate this mortality aspect. However the data of 
Putman (1970) and Cranham (1972) show another effect of cold: the 
longer and the colder the eggs are stored during the blastoderm stage 
the shorter the time necessary for development (Fig. 64). This decrease 
in the developmental period is at present accounted for by assuming 
that its initial value is not necessarily zero, but increases with the 
increase in the number of days that the average temperature in winter is 
below 5 C. The number of days is counted from autumn in the 
previous year until the 1st April. This part of the submodel is given in 
the lines 1090 to 1150. 
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Fig. 62 | Computer program for hatching process. 
TITLE RABBINSE 
TITLE HATCHING WINTER EGGS 
INITIAL 
PARAM Da200. 
• LENGTH OF COLD PERIOD 
PARAM EI«100. 
• INITIAL NUMBER OF WINTER EGGS COUNTED IN APRIL 
PARAM PI»3.141592 
PARAM LATx52, 
• LATITUDE SIDE 
PARAM RADLao,01745329 
PARAM LONG.-5. 

DL0NGaAM0D((L0NGO60.)/15.il.> 
• DLONG IS DIFFERENCE IN HOURS WITH THE STANDARD SOLAR TIME 

CSLT.COS(RADL.LAT) 
• COSINE LATITUDE 

SNLT>SIN(RADL»LAT) 
• SINE LATITUDE 
DYNAMIC 

••• CALCULATIONS Or THE ABIOTIC FACTORS 

« 
DAYaTIME+STAR 

• NUMBER OF THE DAY 
DELX»l,/DELT 

PARAM STAR>60, 
• THE MODEL IS STARTED AT DAY 60, 1 APRIL 

HOUR»AHOD(TIME,1.)»24. 
• CALCULATION HOUR OF THE DAY 

••* CALCULATION OF THE SINE ELEVATION OF SUN 
• 

DEC»23,4*COS(6,28 32/365.•(DA*»10,)> 
• DECLINATION OF THE SUN 

COSDECaCOS(RADL*DEC) 
• COSINE DECLINATION 

SINDEC«SIN(RADL*DEC) 
• SINE DECLINATION 

HAa2,*PI»(HOUR*12-DLONG)/24, 
• HOUR ANGLE IN DEGREES 

SNHSS»SNLT»SINDEC*CSLT*COSDEC*COS(HA) 
• SINE ELEVATION OF SUN 

SNHSaAMAXKO.fSNHSS) 
« 

*•• CALCULATION OF AIR TEMPERATURE FROM MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM 

PARAM RISEI • 6.5 
• INITIAL TIME OF SUNRISE 

RISE«RISEI«ZHOLD(AND(SNHSS,^LSNHS).0,S.HOUR-SNHSS/<SNHSS ... 
•LSNHS»NOT(SNHSS-LSNHS))-RISEI> 

• MOMENT OF SUNRISE TODAY (HOURS) 
LSNHS»INTGRL(-0.5.(SNHSS-LSNHS)«DELX) 

• SUN HEIGHT TODAY AT LAST TIMESTEP 
VALAMp < (AFGEN<MXTT,DAY»HOUR/24.>-AFGE*<MNTT,DAY»HOUR/24.))/2. 

• DAILY AMPLITUDE TEHPERATURE 
VALAV »(AFGEN(HXTT,DAYtHOUR/24.)*AFCEN(MNTT,DAY»HOUR/24.))/2. 

• DAILY AVERAGE TEMPERATURE 
TIM • INSW(HOUR-14,,HOUR-H0.,H0UR-14.) 
VALSR « -COsC2.»pI»CHOUR-RlSE)/t2.«(l4.-RlSE)))»VALAMp»VALAV 

• TEMPERATURE AT SUNRISE 
VALSS » COS(2.»PI«TIM/(2.»tlO,*RISE)))»VALAMP»VALAV 

• TEHPERATURE AT SUNSET 
TEMP a INSW(ANDCHOUR.RISE,14.-HOUR)-0,5#VALSS,VALSR)»SEN 

• ACTUAL TEMPERATURE 
PARAM SENaO, 
• SENSITIVITY FACTOR TO INCREASE OR DECREASE TEMPERATURE 
• SYSTEMATICALLY 
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••• TEMPERATURE DAT* MEASURED IN A STEVENSON SCREE" 
••• AT t.SO M AT THE SCHUTLENBURCH IN 1974. LIENDE* 

• 
ArCEH MXTT»60,..6,6l.,-.7,62.»-.7,63.»-2.2.64.»-3.5»6S.»-3.7.66,»-.l»... 

67.,.ti6).,S.7.69..5.5,70..5.6,71.,9.2,71,,8,9,73..11.3. ... 
74.,9,8,75.,10.,76..10.,77..13,.78., 11.7,79.,9.6,80.>10,7, ... 
81,,7.7,82.,8.1,83.«6.6»S4.»9,9,85.»I.»I6,.7,7,I7.»I.»I8.«11.» • •• 
•9.,9.4,90.,7.7,91.,9.3,92.,16.6,93..11.1,94,,14.1,95..U.S. ... 
96.,8,5,97.,10.9,98.,13..99..14.,100.,13.1,101.,9.9,102.,13.4, ... 
103..12.3,104,,19.3,10*..20.9,106.,16.3,107,,9,5,108.,13,9, ... 
109,, 14. 7,110., 14. 6,111., II, 4, 112., 22. 1,113,, 24, 4, 114., 21, «» ... 
1IS.,8.9,116,,9.2,117.,10..111.,10.,119.,11.3,120..11.»•... 
121.,13.6,122.,14.6,123.,17.3,124,,18.6,125,,20.1,126.,20,9,.,, 
127,,24.2,12>,,21.7,129,, 19.7,130.,22.1,131,,24,2, .., 
132,,27,,133.,22.,134,,II.7,135.,20.•,136.,21.2, ... 
137,,21.3,131,,19.3,139,,20.3,140.,19.7,141,,19.4, ... 
142.,19,,143.,22.4,144,,16.9,145.,I 3.1,146,,17.6,147.,20.9,... 
148.,16,,149,,17,.150.,20.5 

• MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE 
AFCEN MNTTa60..-2.6,61.,-3.7,62.,-6.,63.,-15.1.64.,-17.6, ... 

65.,-15.3,66,,-10.7,67,,-3.7,68...3,69.,-2.4,70.,.3,71.,-.3, ... 
72.,3.4,73,,2,1,74.,5.2,75.,-,2,76.,3.6,77.,5,4,71.,7.3, ... 
79.,5.1,80.,3,4,81.,2.7,82., 3.5,83.,3.5.84.,5.7,85.,2.2, ... 
86.,-2.6.87,,-1,3,88.,•2,4,89,,.6,90,,1,2,91.,2.5,92.,-,9,,., 
93., 4.2,94.,6.1,95., 1.6,96., 4.6,97.,5. 3, 98.,,6,99., 2.5, ... 
100.,3.7,101.,3.1,102.,-1.3,103., 4.9,104.,4.,105.,6.2, ... 
106.,4.6,107.,3,,108,,2,,109,,2.2,110.,4.7,111,,2.1, ... 
112,,9..113.,13.1,114.,8.4,US.,3.7,116..-4.,117.,1.7, ... 
119.,-2.4,119.,-.1,120.,-5,7,121.,.6,122.,1.7,123.,-2., ... 
124.,.4,125,,2.,126.,9,9,127,,11,2,126.,12.8,129.,10.4, ... 
130,,4.7,131.,7,7,132.,9.2,133,,10.2,134,, 11.9,135.,10., ... 
136,,12,S,137.,12.,139.,11.,139,,9,6,140.,6.5,141.,2.7, ... 
142,,9,2,143.,11.,144.,10.5,145.,7.S,146,,9,6,147.,10., ... 
148,,10.8,149.,7.2,ISO,,9.1,151.,9.1 

MINIMUM TEMPERATURE 
TCEN INPER»136.,0.,170.,.5,200.,.66,231.,.I4,255,,.92 

THE INITIAL DEVELOPMENT STAGE Or WINTER EGGS DEPENDS ON 
THE NUMBER Or DATS WITH AVERACE TEMPERATURE BELOW 
5 DEGREE CELSIUS, UNTIL 1 APRIL 

COLDPzD 
COLD PERIOD 

ININ«AFGEN(INPER,COLDP) 
CALCULATION Or INITIAL DEVELOPMENT STAGE 

TEMIHNTGRL(0,,(TEMP-TEMI)/2.) 
riRST ORDER TEMPERATURE AVERAGE WITH A TIME CONSTANT Or 2 DATS 

DEWE»AMAXH0.,.0044»CTEMI-5.6>> 
DEVELOPMENT RATE Or WINTER EGGS 

PUS«IMPULS(0.,riNTIM) 
START PROGRAM AT TIME ZERO 

GSH>INTGRL(0.,DEWE«PUS*(ININ/DELT)-PUWE/DELT) 
DEVELOPMENT STAGE OT WINTER EGGS 

PUNEsINSW(GSH-l,,o.,l.) 
END DIAPAUSE AND START EMERCENCE PROCESS 

LOLEW»ArCEN(LOLEWT,TEMP) 
TCEN LOIEWT«-10.,200.,0.,200..5.,100..10.,25.,15.,10.,20.,5.5,25.,4.8 

LENGTH Or HATCHING PERIOD 
RTEWsLOLEW/2, 

RESIDENCE TIME Or EGGS PER AGE CLASS 
EW1«INTGRL(0,,PUWE*EI/DELT-EW1/RTEW) 

riRST AGE CLASS 
DEEW«INSW(EW2-1.E-2,0.,EW2)/RTEW 

HATCHING RATE 
EW2«INTGRL(0.,EN1/RTEW-DEEW) 

SECOND AGE CLASS 
TPEW«EW1*EW2 

ACCUMULATED NUMBER Or WINTER EGGS 
PL»INTCRL(0.,DEEW) 

ACCUMULATED NUMBER OF LARVAE 
IHER riNTIM»10.,OUTDEL«l.,DELT«.l,PRDEL»l. 

METHOD RECT 
PINT TPEW,EW1,EW2.PL,TEMP 
RTPLT TPEW.PL 

END 
STOP 
ENDJOB 
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Fig. 63 | Emergence curves of winter eggs at different temperatures (data from 
van de Vrie - drawn lines; simulated curves - broken lines). 

As an illustration of the whole hatching process, the simulated internal 
development stage and the emergence of the eggs is presented in Fig. 65 
and Table 33 for a year with a warm winter and cold spring and a year 
with a cold winter and warm spring. Simulated emergence dates of 
larvae are in reasonable agreement with experimental records of 
acarOlogists. To improve the model a thorough analysis of the overwin
tering processes in winter and spring is required. 
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Fig. 641 Development rate of winter eggs against temperature in °C for 
various cold periods. 1=255 days; 11=231 days; 111=200 days; IV=170 days; 
V= 136 days. 
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Fig. 65 | Results of simulations with the preliminary program on hatching of 
winter eggs. 1. cold period = 200 days; 2. cold period = 160 days; 3. cold 
period = 200 days, springtemperatures systematically 2°C lowered. 4. cold 
period = 200 days, springtemperatures systematically 2°C highered; 5. cold 
period = 136 days, springtemperatures systematically 2°C highered; 6. cold 
period = 136 days, springtemperatures systematically 2° C lowered; Day 50 = 
20 April. 
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Table 33 Simulated start of emergence of winter eggs for various combina
tions of spring and winter. Spring 1971 was taken as normal. 

Date of start of 
emergence 

Cold winter (D=200) normal spring (SEN=0) 14 April 
Warm winter (D= 160) normal spring 1 May 
Coldwinter(D=200)coldspring(SEN=-2) 2May 
Cold winter (D=200) warm spring (SEN=+2) 1 April 
Warm winter (D= 136) warm spring (SEN=+2) 28 April 
Warm winter (D= 136) cold spring (SEN= -2) 29 May 

8.1.2 Population fluctuations during the season and under controlled 
conditions 

The main program for population growth comprises a section where 
the physical factors are calculated, sections on the development and 
ageing of the fruit-tree red spider mite and the predatory mites, and a 
section in which the predation process is described. 
Although the listing of the program in Fig. 61 is provided with 
comprehensive comments some additional remarks should be made. 

1. The INITIAL comprises all parameters and initial values and the 
DYNAMIC concerns the actual simulation. 
2. To reduce the computer time required for translation and to 
prevent a too large number of input variables for the CSMP compiler, 
the successive stages are given in PROCEDURES. 
3. The predation process is given in Section 4 of the program. The 
colour of the adult female predator, CAF, is found by dividing the total 
amount of colour units per unit of surface, EQTI, by the number of the 
adult female predators, TTAFS. An upper limit of 7 and a lower limit 
of 1 are introduced by the LIMIT function. The temperature, TEMP, 
and the inverse of the colour value, CTAF = 1 / CAF, are used as input 
variables for the functions that determine the relative predation rate. 
The rate of increase of the colour is found as the sum of the products of 
the total number of prey of each stage with their prey utilization and 
relative predation rates, both read from tabulated functions. 
The same calculations are done for the other predator stages. 
The effects of the colour value of the predator on its rates of develop
ment and oviposition are introduced with multiplication factors read 
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from tabulated functions. 
4. The sections that concern development, ageing and oviposition of 
predator and prey were treated in Chapters 3 and 4 and do not need 
further explanation here. 

8.1.3 Diapause 

The relational diagrams for the reversible transfer of juveniles and 
adults between summer and winter forms, Fig. 10, are discussed in 
Section 4.1. The program itself is presented in Fig. 66. The quantita
tive information is mainly derived from detailed experiments of Lees 
(1953). He showed that temperature, daylength and food condition are 
the important driving variables. 
The effect of food is only important when very high densities of the 
mites are reached, or when the quality of the leaves in terms of 
photosynthesis rate or nitrogen content is very poor. Field observa
tions in 1974, in orchards with different mite densities showed that 
there is a significant influence on diapause when the adult female 
density becomes higher than 10 per leaf (van de Vrie et al., in prep.) Sec
tion 9.4.2. In these situations the model does not anticipate because 
these densities are much higher than the accepted threshold level. 
The results of the experiments of Lees are given in Table 34, in the form 
of relative transfer rates of summer and winter forms dependent on 
temperature and daylength. Lees' experiments showed that the mini
mum light intensity for diapause induction is at 0.1 Jm~2 sec.-1. This 
light intensity is already reached during twilight so that daylength, 
DAYL, is calculated as the time between sunrise and sunset increased 
by one hour for the twilight. 
No data on diapause induction in predatory mites are available, so that 
it is impossible to construct a simulation program for this process. 
However field observations in 1973, 1974 and 1975 showed that some 
overwintering females are at their winter sites when the first winter eggs 
of the prey are laid. Therefore and for reasons of simplicity in the 
population models, the induction of diapause in the predator is 
assumed to be similar to that for the prey. This simplification may 
cause erroneous results but since the population models are used until 
the beginning of September, this assumption seems justified. 

8.2 Predation in replacement series of prey 

It was shown in Section 4.3 that the presence of more than one prey 
stage is easily accounted for by the colour of the predator that 
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Table 34 Sensitivity of different developmental stages of P. ulmi to combi
nations of temperature and photoperiod. Treatment A: mites transferred from 
a diapause-neutral temperature (15 °C) to a diapause-preventing temperature 
(25 °C) with a photoperiod of 8h throughout; Treatment B: mites transferred 
from 25 °Cto 15 °C with a photoperiod of8h throughout; Treatment C: mites 
transferred from an 8-h photoperiod at 15 °C to a 16-h photoperiod at 25 °C; 
Treatment D: mites transferred from a 16-h photoperiod at 25 °C to an 8-h 
photoperiod at 15 °C (data from Lees, 1953). 

Treatment 

A protonymph 
deutonymph 
teleiochrysalid 9 
egg laying 9 

B protonymph 
deutonymph 
teleiochrysalid 9 
egg laying 9 

C protonymph 
deutonymph 
teleiochrysalid 9 
egg laying 9 

D protonymph 
deutonymph 
teleiochrysalid 9 
egg laying 9 

Winter 
eggs 
only 

0 
0 
0 

0.2 

1.0 
1.0 
0.5 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

1. 
0.9 
0 
0 

Winter 
then 
summer 
eggs 

0 
0.4 
0.8 
0.8 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0.1 
0.9 
1.0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

Summer 
eggs 
only 

1.0 
0.6 
0.2 
0 

0 
0 

0.2 
0.5 

1.0 
0.9 
0.1 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0.8 

• Summei 
then 
winter 
eggs 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

0.3 
0.5 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0.1 
1.0 
0.2 

- Mean time 
interval 
to switch over 
(in days) 

< 6 
< 5 

4 
8 

< 12 
< 8 

12 
11 

< 6 
< 5 

3 
6 

< 12 
< 8 

11 
15 

determines the relative predation rate and the prey utilization of each 
prey. It is implicitly assumed that the presence of more than one prey 
stage does not affect the relations between colour value and relative 
rate of predation for each of the prey stages. 
This assumption is verified by measuring the predation rate of ditterent 
prey species in a replacement series in which the total number of prey is 
kept constant (at 10) and the relative frequency of each prey is changed 
from 0 - 1. The experimental results are compared with the results ot a 
simulation model for this replacement experiment. 
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The results and the comparison is discussed in Section 9.2. In essence 
the model is a submodel of the predation process in the population 
model. Fig. 67 presents a listing of the program. The predation rate per 
day is calculated by multiplying the relative rates of predation by the 
prey densities. The prey densities are given as parameters and are thus 
constant. The relative predation rates are read from the tabulated 
functions with colour value and temperature as independent variables. 
The temperature during the experiments is constant, Section 9.1, and 
the colour value is expressed in the state variable CAF. 
It was found in Section 6.2.3 that there was some effect of temperature 
on prey utilization, but this effect is not incorporated in the main 
population model. The possible effect of this simplification is analysed 
with the present program. For this purpose the rate of increase of the 
colour of the adult females, INCAF, is multiplied by a factor MUFAI 
that depends on temperature and colour and is estimated from the 
figures of Section 6.2.3. Comparison of simulated results at various 
prey densities and at two temperatures with the results of the model for 
MUFAI = 1.0 showed no important differences, Table 35, so that this 
temperature effect could be neglected. 

8.3 Microweather model 

The model for the evaluation of the influence of the microclimate on 
the population dynamics includes calculations for sun inclination, 
temperature and air humidity in the orchard and leaf temperature in 
each of the 12 classes distinguished in Section 7.3.1. It also includes 
calculations for the weighted average of the relative rate of develop
ment, oviposition and ageing. 
Fig. 68 presents a listing of the model. Here the microclimate simulator 
is coupled to a population model of the prey, in which the proper 
dispersion is achieved by the introduction of a large number of age 
classes. This procedure is less cumbersome than the averaging of the 
transfer in a model with a few age classes and controlled dispersion. 
The results of some runs for the prey have been given in Fig. 60. 
Fig. 69 presents the same runs but for the predatory mite under the 
assumption that abundant food is available. 
For both predator and prey the systematic effect of the small change in 
oviposition rate is larger than the systematic effect of a detailed account 
of the micro-weather. Hence it may be safely assumed that all leaves in 
the orchard are at air temperature. 
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Fig. 661 Computer program on diapause induction. 
TITLE PANONYCHUS ULMI SUBMODEL INDUCTION DIAPAUSE 

* 
* THE ABIOTIC FACTOR CALCULATIONS EQUAL THOSE TOR THE 

• OTHER PROGRAMS FURTHER COMMENT IS THEREFORE OMITTED 

» 
INITIAL 
PARAM PI«3,141592 
•pARAM LAT»52, 
PA«AM R A D L * 0 , 0 1 7 4 5 3 2 9 
PARAM LONG»-5, 

DL0NG«AMODULONGt360. ) / 1 5 . . 1 . ) 
CSLTxCOS(RADLoLAT) 
SNLT«SIN(RADL«LAT) 
DTEMI«(AFGEN(MXTT,START) •ArGEN(MNTT,START) )»0,5 
TELLERaO, 
DELX»l,/DELT 

PARAM SRPs,66 
PARAM PREDl»0.,PRED2aO. 
DYNAMIC 
« 
••• CALCULATIONS or THE ABIOTIC FACTORS 
• 

DAY'TIMEtSTART 
PARAM START«232, 
« START Or THE PROGRAM ON 20 AUGUST 

HOURaAMOD(TIME,l,)»24, 
• 
« 
••• CALCULATION SINE ELEVATION OF SUN 
• 

DEC«»23.4*COS(6,2832/365,•CDAT+10.)) 
CoSDEC'CoS(RADL»DEC) 
SINDEC'SIN(RADL*DEC) 
HA*2.*PI<>(HOURtl2>DLONG)/24. 
SNHSSaSNLT«5lNDEC+CSLT*C0SDEC»C0S(HA) 
gNHSaAMAXl(0.,SNHSS) 

« 
« 
••• CALCULATION OF Al« TEMPERATURE FROM MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM 
* 
PARAM RISEI « 4.5 

00000010 
00000020 
00000030 
00000040 
00000050 
00000060 
00000070 
00000080 
00000090 
00000100 
00000110 
00000120 
00000130 
00000140 
00000150 
00000160 
00000170 
00000180 
00000190 
00000200 
00000210 
00000220 
00000230 
00000240 
00000250 
00000260 
00000270 
00000280 
00000290 
00000300 
00000310 
00000320 
00000330 
00000340 
00000350 
00000360 
00000370 
00000380 
00000390 
00000400 
00000410 
00000420 
00000430 

RlSE.RlSEl*ZHOLD(AND(SNHSS,-LSNHS)-0.5.HOUR-SNHSS/(SNHSS-LSNHS*..t000004 
NOT(SNHSS-LSNHS))-RISEI) «„nnn!60 

LSNHSaINTGRL(-0,5,(SNHSS-LSNHS)>DELX) OOOOU". 
VALAMP « (AFCENCMXTT,DAY+HOUR/24,)-ArGEN(MNTT,DAY*HOUR/24.))/2, 
VALAV i(AFGEN(MXTT.DAY+HOUR/24.>»AFGEN(MNTTtDAY<tHOUR/24.»/2. 
TIM • INSW(HOUR-14.,HOUR*10,,HOURM4,) 
VALSR « •COS(2,«PI«(HOUR>RI5E)/(2.o(14.«RISE)))*VALAMP*VALAV 
VALSS » COS(2.*PI«TIM/(2.*C10.«RISE>))*VALAMP*VALAV 
TEMP a INSW(AND(H0UR-RISE,14,*H0UR)>0,S,VALSS,VALSR)'fSEN 

PARAM SEN.O. 
PARAM DL<1, 

00000470 
00000480 
00000490 
00000500 
00000510 
00000520 
00000530 
00000540 

THE DAYLENGTH IS INCREASED BY ONE HOUR TO INCLUDE THE TWILIGHT 00 0?0"!! 

DAYL«C12*DL0NG-RISE)»2«DL 00000570 

00000580 
00000590 

CALCULATION DAYLENGTH 
TEMS»INTGRL(Oa>TEMP) 

TEMPERATURE SUM •/1»«»nO 
DTEHDaINTGRL<0.,(TEMP-DTEMD)/2.) 2S22nfilO 

FIRST ORDER AVERAGE TEMPERATURE WITH A TIME CONSTANT Or 2 DAYS ""jjjjjjgjo 

00000630 
00000640 
00000650 
00000660 
00000670 
00000680 
00000690 
00000700 
00000710 
00000720 
00000730 

••• MACRO.METEOROLOGICAL DATA, 1974, LIENDEN 

FUNCTION MNTT«136,.,3,137.,5.5,138.,7.5.139.,8.4.t40.,12.4, ... 
141..11.2,142.,10,2. 143,,11.4,144,,10.4,145.,7.4, ... 
146.,5.3,147.,9,8,148,,10.1>149.,10.5,150.,11.3, ... 
151.,11,5,152.,10.4,153.,6.1,154.,7.4,155.,6.,... 
156.,4.3,157.,5,2,158,,7.4,159..9.3,160.,9.3,,.. 
161.,12,,162.,7.2,163,,4,5,164.,5,4,165.,1.6,... 
166.,2.7,167.,6.5,168,,10.,169,,11,4,170,,7.3,... 

, .„ t71.»»4.1,172.,14.8,173..11.9,174.,11.9,175..13.2.... 
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176.,11.8,177.,13.3,178.,17.6,179.,15,4,180,, 12.4,,., 
181.,10.,182..11.6,18 J.,16,5,184.,12.8,185.,11.2,... 
186.,13.8,187.,15,5,188.,15.4,189.,10.9,190.,6.6,... 
191.,7.5, 192.,14.4,193.,14.1,194.,13.J,195..12.1,... 
196.,13.7,197.,13.7,198.,10.7,199.,10.7,200.,13.1,... 
201.,13.4,202.,12.5,203..11.7,204.,8.6,205.,7.4,... 
206.,6.5,207.,12.4,208.,12.4,209.,14.3,210.,14.7,... 
211.,11.8,212.,11.8,213.,12.1,214.,13.4,215.,10.4,... 
216.,14.2,217.,12.5,218.,14.2,219.,12.5,220.,11.4,... 
221.,6.9,222.,8.2,223.,13.6,224.,12.5,225., 12.4,... 
226.,13.6,227.,14.4,228.,14.4,229.,12.3,230.,16.5,... 
231.,14.4,232.,11.8,233.,6.8,234.,2.9,235.,6.7,... 
236,,8.2,237,,8.,238.,8.9,239..8.5,240.,13.4,... 
241.,9.8,242,,11.4,243.,5.6,244., 13.7,245.,15.2,.,. 
246.,12.6,247,,10.3,248,,11.7,249.,13.7,250.,12.4,,., 
251.,9.5,252.,13.7,253.,11.4,254,,5.5,255.,3.,... 
256,,6.7,257.,3.8,258,,8.3,259.,12,3,260,,11.,... 
261.,13.5,262.,12.5,263.,11.5,264.,11.1,265.,11.},... 
266.,5.2,267.,3,8,268.,6,8,269.,4,4,270.,8,6,.,. 
271..11.2,272.,7. 7,273.,7.7 

* MINIMUM TEMPERATURE 
FUNCTION HXTT.l36.,14.4,137.,17.8,138.,19.3,139.,20.2,140.,22.3,... 

141.,23.2,142.,20.7,143.,19,8,144,,15.2,145.,19,2,,.. 
146.,21,1,147.,22.5,148.,24.2,149.,18.7,150.,16.2,... 
151.,20.,152.,15.1,153.,13.5,154,,18.2,155.,17,6,... 
156.,17.7,157.,20.1,158.,19,,159.,20.2,160.,23.1.... 
16l.,ie.6,162.,18.8,163.,23.7,164.,19.5,165.,17.9,... 
166.,21.7,167.,23.1,168.,24.7,169.,23.3,170.,26.,... 
17].,26.4,172.,23.6,173.,23.7,174.,24.3,175.,26.,... 
176.,27.2,177.,29.2,178.,29.6,179.,23.5,180,,22.4.... 
181,,25.4,182.,29.2,183.,30.0,184.,24,2,185.,27.8,... 
1B6.,29.9,187,,26.6,188.,21.,189,,20.5,190.,21.3,... 
191,,23.9,192..19.8,193.,20.6,194.,21.8,195.,23.9,... 
196.,19.3,197..22.2,198.,19.8,199.,19.4,200.,20.3,... 
201.,19,6,202.,18.5,203.,18.8,204.,17,8,205.,19.7,.,. 
206.,19,1,207.,16.3,208.,15,3,209.,23.7.210.,19.5,... 
211.,18.,212.,21.7,213.,26.8,214.,26.2,215.,20.1,... 
216.,20.7,217.,19.4,218.,28.8,219.,19.7,220.,19.3,... 
221.,22.1,222.,26.6,223.,27,2,224.,25.6,225.,26.7,... 
226,, 27.8, 227,, 27,9, 228., 29.7, 229., 28,9, 230., 23.7,,.. 
231.,23.9,232.,23.2,233.,20.6,234.,20.3,235.,24.2,... 
236.,22.3,237,,22.9,238,,23.8,239,,26,2,240.,22.2,... 
241.,21.7,242.,18.1,243.,18,2,244.,20.3,245.,19.7,... 
246.,23,1,247.,26.2,248,,28.7,249,,20.3,250.,23,9,... 
251,, 25.8, 252., 20., 253., 18.2, 254., 17.9,255., H . 4 , . . . 
256,,19.1,257.,21.6,258.,24,1,259.,23,3, 260.,25.,.,, 
261.,21.1,262.,17.6,263.,19.8,264.,19.9,265.,15.7,.., 
266.,15.4,267,,15.2,268,,16.2,269,,17,1,270.,17,9,... 
271.,17,4,272..12.3,273.,12.7 

MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE 

INDUCTION DIAPAUSE ACCORDING TO DATA Of LEES 1953 

ROCED G«DACLECDAYL, 
IFCDAYL.LT.14. 
lrCDAYL.LT,14. 
I F C D A Y L . L T . 1 4 , 
I F C D A Y L . L T . 1 4 . 
I P ( D A Y L . G E . 1 4 , 
I F C D A Y L . G E . 1 4 . 
. A N D . D T E M D . L T , 
I F C D A Y L . G E . 1 4 , 
. A N D . D T E H D . L T 

IF(DA»L,GE,14. 
I F C D A Y L . G E . 1 5 , 
I F C D A Y L . G E . I S . 
. A N D . D T E M D . L T . 
I F C D A Y L . G E . I S . 
I F C D A Y L . G B . 1 7 . 

1 G»l. 
GO TO 7 

DTEMD) 
. A N D . D T E M D . L T , 1 4 , 
.AND.DTEMD.CE.14. 
.AND.DTEMD.GE.18. 
.AND.DTEMD.GE.21. 
.AND.DAYL.LT.15.. 
.AND.DAYL.LT.IS,. 
12.) CO TO 2 

AND.DAYL.LT.IS. 
18.) GO TO 3 
.AND.DAYL.LT.IS.. 
.AND.DAYL.LT.17. 
.AND.DAYL.LT.IT.. 
11.) GO TO S 
.AND.DAYL.LT.IT.. 
) GO TO « 

) GO TO 1 
.AND.DTEMD.LT.18.) CO TO 2 
.AND.DTEMD.LT.il.) CO TO J 
) GO TO 4 
AND.DTEMD.LT.8.0) CO TO I 
AND.DTEMD.CE.8.00 ... 

AND.DTEMD.CE,12.0 ... 

AND.DTEMD.GE.18.) CO TO 4 
AND.DTEMD.LT.8.0) CO TO 1 
AND.DTEMD.CE,8.0 ... 

AND.DTEMD.CE.il.) CO TO 6 

00000740 
00000750 
00000760 
00000770 
00000780 
00000790 
00000800 
00000810 
00000820 
000008)0 
00000840 
00000850 
00000860 
00000870 
00000880 
00000890 
00000900 
00000910 
00000920 
00000930 
00000940 
000009SO 
00000960 
00000970 
00000980 
00000990 
00001000 
00001010 
00001020 
000010)0 
00001040 
OOOOIOSO 
00001060 
00001070 
00001080 
00001090 
00001100 
00001110 
00001120 
00001130 
00001140 
00001150 
00001160 
00001170 
oooouao 
00001190 
00001200 
00001210 
00001220 
00001230 
00001240 
00001250 
00001260 
00001270 
00001280 
00001290 
00001)00 
00001310 
00001320 
000013)0 
00001340 
00001350 
00001360 
00001370 
OOOOI380 
00001390 
00001400 
00001410 
00001420 
00001430 
00001440 
00001450 
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2 G«.85 
GO TO 7 

3 G».5 
CO 10 7 

4 C*,2 
00 TO 7 

5 G«,35 
CO 10 7 

6 C O . 
CO 10 7 

7 CONTINUE 
ENDPRO 

F»1,.G 
F IS THE FRACTION OF JUVENILES FOR THE SUMMER FORMS AND 
S IS THE FRACTION FOR THE WINTER FORMS 

CALCULATION OF PERCENTAGES OF WINTER AND SUMMER FORMS 

TPJU«TPJS*TPJN 
PERCjIOTPjW/TPjU 

PERCENTAGE WINTER JUVENILES 
TPAF«AFW+AFS 
PERCAF«AFW/TPAF 

PERCENTAGE WINTER FEMALES 

JUVENILES 

• THE MODEL IS STARTED KITH JUVENILES INSENSITIVE TO 
• DIAPAUSE CONDITIONS, THIS IS A PART OF THE POPULATION MODEL 

PUSHJ>INSH(GSJ-1.,0.i1.) 
GSJ«INTGRL<,5,1,/(ZJ»RTJ)-PUSHJ»DEIX) 
RTJ»L0LJ/5, 
ZJ*AMAX1(DELT/RTJ,1.-5.*JK0) 
LOLJ«AFCEN(LOLJT,TEMP> 
JKO«(AFCEN(SDJT > TEMP)/LOLJ)»«2 
J5«INTGRL(0.>IJ5«PUIJ/DELT*JR5) 

PARAM IJ5«100. 
PUIJ>IMPULS(0,,FINTIN) 

AT THE START OF THE PROGRAM 100 ANIMALS ARE INTRODUCED 
IN THE LAST BOXCAR OF THE JUVENILES 

JR5»PUSHJ*ZJ*INSU( J5-1 ,E-2, 0 , , JS >*DELX 
RATE OF DEVELOPMENT JUVENILES 

JUVENILES SENSITIVE TO DIAPAUSE CONDITIONS , SUMMER FORKS 

4 ACE CLASSES AND 1 PRECLASS ARE USED TO MIMICK THE 
DISPERSION, THE METHOD OF CONTROLLED DISPERSION IS USED 

THE SIMULATION OF THE DIFFERENT DEVELOPMENTAL STACES IS 
SIMILAR TO THE POPULATION MODEL I THEREFORE FURTHER COMMENTS 
ARE OMITTED 
THE REVERSIBILITY OF THE DIAPAUSING PROCESS IS SIMULATED 
IN A SIMILAR WAY TO THE FIRST BIFURCATION , THE SIZE OF THE 
FRACTIONS IS SMALLER AND DEPENDS ON THE AGE OF JUVENILES 
AND ADULTS) THE OLDER THE STAGE THE SMALLER THE REVERSING 
FRACTION 

PUSHJS>INSW (GSJS-1,10 . , 1. ) 
CSJS>INTGRL(.S,1./(ZJS«RTJS)-PUSHJS*DELX) 
RTJS*L0LJS/5. 
L0LJ5»AFGEN(L0LJST,TEMP) 
ZJSiAMAXl(DELT/RTJ5,1.-4*JSK0) 
JSK0*(AFGEN(SDJST,TEMP)/L0LJS>**2 
JRS0«PUSHJ*J5«ZJ*DELX*F-(2,/(RTJS*ZJS))*JS0 
JRS1S2,«JS0/CRTJS*ZJS)>(PUSHJS*ZJS*JS1*(DELX'AFGEN(DMST1,TEMP),,, 

)«JS1*AFGEN(DMST1,TEMP))»INSN(JS1-1.E-5,0.,1.) 
OJS»2,4»»J. •F»JN»l,38»PUSHJW»ZJM»(DELX-AFGEN(DMWT»l,38,TEMp)) 
RJS82,4M(PU5HJS*ZJS*JS»2.4**(DELX-AFGEN(DMST92,4»,TEMP))* ... 

JS»2>4««AFGEN(DMST«2,4>>TEMP))*YS*2,4* 
YS»2,4»»INSWCJS»2,4»-1.E-5,0.,1.) 
JS0«INTGRL(0.,JRS0) 
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00001460 
00001470 
000014B0 
00001490 
00001S00 
00001510 
00001S20 
00001530 
00001540 
00001550 
00001560 
00001570 
00001580 
00001590 
00001600 
00001610 
00001620 
00001630 
00001640 
00001650 
00001660 
00001670 
00001680 
00001690 
00001700 
00001710 
00001720 
00001730 
00001740 
00001750 
00001760 
00001770 
00001780 
00001790 
00001800 
00001810 
00001820 
00001830 
00001840 
00001850 
00001860 
00001870 
00001880 
00001890 
00001900 
00001910 
00001920 
00001930 
00001940 
00001950 
00001960 
00001970 
00001980 
00001990 
00002000 
00002010 
00002020 
00002030 
00002031 
00002040 
00002050 
00002060 
00002070 
00002080 
00002090 
00002100 
00002110 
00002120 
00002130 
00002140 
00002150 
00002160 
00002170 
00002180 



•>RS«2,4»«PUSHJS*Z.]SO.>S»l,38*F«(DELX>AFGEN(DMST»l,3»,TEMPm ,,, 
QJS»2,4t<-RJS82,4l 

JS*l,4»"INTGRLC0.,JRS*l«4»> 

ADULT FEMALES , SUMMER FORMS 

ONLK 5 AGE CLASSES ARE DISTINGUISHED SO THAT AGEING AND 
OVIPOSITION MAY BE SIMULATED WRONGLY. THE LIMITED 
PURPOSE OF THIS SIMULATION MODEL ALLOWS SUCH A SIMPLIFICATION 
THE REVERSIBILITY FOR DIAPAUSE IS LESS STRONG AND THIS IS 
ACCOUNTED FOR BY USING .8 OF THE FRACTIONS. 
OLD FEMALES ARE LESS SENSITIVE THAN YOUNGER FEMALES. 
THEREFORE THE MULTIPLICATION FACTOR .5 IS USED 

GSAFS>INTGRL(,5>1./(ZAFS«RTAFS)-PUAFS) 
PU»FS«INSW(GSAFS-1.,0.,DELX) 
RTAFSsLOAFS/S, 
LOAFSaAFGEN(LOAFST,TEMP) 
ZAFSxAMAXl(DELT/RTAFS,I,-5,»AFSKO) 
AFSKO*(AFGEN(SDAFST,TEMP)/LOAFS)**2 
RAFS0»SRP»PUSHJS»JS4«ZJS»DELX.AFS0»2,/(RTAFS»ZAFS> 
AFS0«INTGRL<0,,RAFS0) 
RAFSts2,«AFSO/(RTAFS*ZAFS)-PUAFS<ZAFS«AFSJ 
RAFS2*PUArS»ZAFS*AFSl«(l.-.8«G)+PUAFN*ZAFW*AFWl»l,*F>PUAFS« ... 

ZAFS«AFS2 
RArS»3,5*«PUAFS*ZAFS*AFS*2,4*o(l.>,5*G>+PUAFW*ZAFW*AFN*2,49»,,, 

.8«F«PUAFS»ZAFS»AFS»3,5» 
AFS»1,5»«INTGRL(0.,RAFS»1,5») 

JUVENILES SENSITIVE TO DIAPAUSE CONDITIONS, WINTER FORMS 

THESE ANIMALS A»E SIMULATED IN THE SAME WAY 
AS THE SUMMER JUVENILES 

GSJWaINTGRL(.5>l./(ZJNoRTJW)-PUSHJW*DELX) 
PUSHJW'INSW(CSJW.1,,0.>1.) 
RTJW«LOLJW/5. 
LOLJW.AFGEN(LOLJWT.TEMP) 
ZJWxAMAXl(DELT/RTJW,l,-4*JWKO) 
JWKO«(AFGEN(SDJNT,TEMP)/LOLJW)o*2 
JRW0«PUSHJ*J5*ZJ»DELX*G-(2,/(P.TJWHZJW))»JW0 
JW0>INTGRLCO,,JRW0) 
JRW1«2,»JW0/(RTJW»ZJW).(PU3HJW»ZJW«JW1»(DELX-AFGEN(DMWT1,TEHP) ,. 

)*JWl«AFGEN(DMWTl,TEMP))*INSWCJWfl.E»S#0.,l.) 
OJW»2,4MG»JS91,38»PUSHJS<>ZJS»(DElX-AFGEN(DHST»l,3»,TENP)) 
RdW»2,4»«CPUSHJWoZJW»JW»2,4»»(DELX.AFGEN(DMWT82,4»,TEMP)>* ... 

JW*2,4»»AFGEN(DMWT»2,4#.TEHP))»YW82,4» 
rW»2,4»«IN3W(JW?2.4»-l.E.5,0.,l.) 
JRW»2,4*>PUSH,)W*ZJW*JN*1,3»*<1.>1. •F)»(DELX- ... 

AFCEN(DNNT»l,3».TEMP))tOJW»2,4*-RJW*2,4* 
JW»1.4»»INTGRLC0.,JRW01,4») 

ADULT FEMALES , WINTER FORMS 

THESE ANIMALS ARE SIMULATED IN THE SAME 
WAY AS SUMMER FEMALES 

GSAFW»INTGRL(,5,J./tZAFW»RTAFW)-PUArW) 
PUAFW»INSW(GSAFW.1.>0.)DELX) 
ZAFW«AMAXl(DELT/RTArN,l,.S.*AFWKO) 
RTAFWaLOAFW/S, 
LOAFWsAFGEN(LOAFWT.TEMP) 
AFWKO«(AFGEN(SDAFWTrTEMP)/LOAFW)»»2 
RAFW0«SRP»PUSHJN.JW4»ZJW«DELX-(2./(RTAFW»ZAFW))«AFN0 
AFW0»INTGRL(O.,RAFW0) 
RAFWl,2.«AFW0/(RTAFW»ZAFW)-PUAFW»ZAFW»AFWl 
RAFW2.PUAFW»ZAFW.AFWl*{l,-l,»F)*PUArs»ZAF5*ArSl»,8»C- . . . 

PUAFW»ZAFW*AFW2 
RAFW»3,5»«PUAFW«ZAFW»AFW82,48»(l.-.«»F)*PUArs»ZAFS»AFS»2f4»» ... 

,5»G-PUAFW»ZAFW«AFW»3«5» 
Arw*I,5*>INTGRL(0..P-AFWtt,S»> 

00002190 
00002200 
00002210 
00002220 
00002230 
00002240 
00002250 
00002260 
00002270 
00002280 
00002290 
00002300 
00002310 
00002320 
00002330 
00002340 
00002350 
00002360 
00002370 
00002380 
00002390 
00002400 
00002410 
00002420 
00002430 
00002440 
00002450 
00002460 
00002470 
00002480 
00002490 
00002500 
00002510 
00002520 
00002530 
00002540 
00002550 
00002560 
00002570 
00002580 
00002590 
00002600 
00002610 
00002620 

,00002630 
00002640 
00002650 
00002660 
00002670 
00002680 
00002690 
00002700 
00002710 
00002720 
00002730 
00002740 
00002750 
00002760 
00002770 
00002780 
00002790 
00002800 
00002810 
00002820 
00002830 
00002940 
00002850 
00002860 
00002870 
00002880 
00002890 
00002900 
00002910 
00002920 
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00002930 
00002940 
00002950 
00002960 
00002970 
00002980 
00002990 
00003000 
00003010 
00003020 
00003030 
00003040 
00003050 
00003060 
00003070 
00003080 
00003090 
00003100 
00003110 
00003120 
00003130 

THE LIMITED PURPOSE ALLOWS SIMPLIFICATION OF THE RELATIONS, 00003140 
FOR THE ADULT FEMALE OVIPOSITION IS CONSIDERED AGE INDEPENDENT °000'|*° 
THE OTHER RELATIONS EOUAL THOSE OF THE POPULATION MODEL 

TOTALS OF THE DIFFERENT STAGES 

AFS«AFS1*AFS2*AFS3»AFS4+AFS5*AF50 
ADULT FEMALES SUMMER 

SE*INTGRL(0,,AFSoAFGEN(FE2T,TEMPJ) 
SUMMER EGGS, ACCUMULATED 

AFW»AFWl*AFW2*AFW3*AFW4tAFW5+AFW0 
ADULT FEMALES WINTER 

WE«INTGRL(0,,AFW»AFGEN(FE1T,TEMP)) 
WINTER EGGS, ACCUMULATED 

TPJW»JW1+JW2*JW3»JW4»JW0 
WINTER JUVENILES, ACCUMULATED 

TPJ5»JS1»JS2«JS3+JS4*JS0 
SUMMER JUVENILES 

DATA FOR PANONYCHUS ULMI 

00003160 
00003170 
00003180 
00003190 
00003200 
00003210 
00003220 
00003230 
00003240 
00003250 
00003260 
00003270 
OOO032B0 
00003290 
00003300 
00003310 
00003320 

FUNCTION LOLJT'O.,100.,10.(50.,11,,25.,15.,10.09,17,,6.83(25.(4.43,... 
30.>2,3> 

AFGEN SDJT«-1.,0.,0.,0.,10,,1.,15.,1.,20.,1.,25.,.9,30.,.6,31.,.6 
AFGEN DMST1.-1,,.0005,0.,.0005,10.,.0003,15...0001,20.,.0001,... 

25.,,0005,30.,.001,31.,,001 
AFGEN DMST2.-1.,.0005,0,,.0005,10,,.0003,15...0001,20.,.0001,... 

25.,.0005,30.,.001,31.,.001 
AFGEN 0MST3»-1.(.0004,0.,.0004.10.,,0002.15...0001.20...0001.... 

25,,.0005,30.,.002,31.,.002 
AFGEN DHST4.-1.,,0004.0...0004,10., ,0002,15...0001.20.,.0001.,,. 

25.,,0005,30.,.002,31.,.002 
FUNCTION LOLJSKO., 100., 10., 20., 15.,5.55, 17., 4.26, 25., 1.96, 30., 1.82 
AFGEN SDjST.-l.,0..0.,0.,10.,l.,15.,.5,20.,.5,25.,.5,30.,.5,31.,.5 
AFGEN LOAFST»5.,85.(10.,24,1.15..25.5,20.(12.0,25.,8.95,30,.7.52 
AFGEN LOAFWT»5.,85.,10.,24,1.15.,25.5,20.,12.0.25..8.95,30.,7.52 •• 
AFGEN SDAFST«5.,33.8,10..17.9,15.,10.6,20.,4.74,25.,2.9,30.,1.7,33.ft.8500003»o 
AFGEN SDAFWT»5.(33.8(10..17.9,15.,10.6(20..4.74,25.,2.9.30..1.7,33.(1.8500003340 
AFGEN DMWT1 •-!.. .0004,0.. .0004, 10.. .0002. 15.. .0001,20. » .0001. .. . 0000,,I„ 

25.,.0005.30...001,31...001 SJS2?i?0 
AFGEN DMNT2 «-l.,.0004,0.,.0004,10.,.0002,15.,.0001,20,..0001,... 0 0 0 0 ,'„ 

25.,.005 ,30.,.002.31.,,002 ?2S2JUo 
AFGEN DMWT3 «-l .. .0004,0. « .0004,10. , .0002. 15 .. .0001, 20. , .0001... . 0000,:„» 

25.,.005 ,30.,.002.31...002 00!!!J1?X 
AFGEN DMWT4 • -!...0004,0.(.0004,10,,.0002.15.».0001.20...0001... . 0000;;I» 

25.,.005 .30...002.31.,.002 00?2;I;n 
FUNCTION LOLJWT»0..100.,10,,20.,IS.,S,55,17.,4.26,25..1.96,30.,1.82 0000?:i„ 
AFGEN SDjWT..l.,0..0..0..J0..J..15.,.5.20.,.5.25.,.5,30.,.5,31.,.5 00003«o 
AFGEN FEtT«o.,0..10.,.53,15.,1.13,20.(1.86,25..2.93,30..3.99 00??;li„ 
AFGEN FE2T«0.,0..10,(.53»15..1.13,20.,1.86,2S..2,93,30.,3.99 0000J!S« 
AFGEN FEmo,,0..10...53, 15..1.13,20., 1.86,25..2.93, 30.,3.99 0000:;;„ 
« 00003480 
PRINT TPJS,TPJH,AFS,AFW,WE,C,AFS#1,4|,AFW#1,4»,JS»1,4»,... O O 0 0 'J^ 

JW81.4* (DTEMD,TEMP(DATL(SE,PERCJW,PERCAF 00003500 
PRTPLT WE,SE 00003510 
TIMER FINTIM. 10.,DELT«.0416,PRDEL«1 i.OUTDEL».5 00003520 
METHOD RECT 00003530 
END 00003540 
STOP 00003550 
ENDJOB 00003560 
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Fig. 67 | Computer program for predation in replacement series. 
TITLE RABBINGE 
TITLE REPLACEMENT SERIES Or LARVAE AND ADULT FEMALES 
• FUNCTIONAL RESPONSE Or AMBLYSEIUS POTENTILLAE 
riXED ITAG1, ITAG2, ITAG3, ITAG4 , ITAG5. ITAG6, ITAG7, ITAG8 > ITAG9 
FIXED ITAG10>ITAGU,ITAG12,ITAG13,ITAG14,ITAG15,ITAG16 
STORAGE AY(8),XYlC8),XY2(8),XY3<e),XY4(8),XY5(8),XY6{8),XY7(8) 
STORAGE XY8(8),XY9(e),XY10(8),XYll(e),XYl2(8)>XY13(4>>XY14(4),XYIS(4) 
STORAGE XY16C4)>BY(4) 
• RELATIVE RATES OF PREDATION DEPEND ON TEMPERATURE AND 
• COLOUR LEVEL , THESE VALUES ARE READ FROM THREE DIMENSIONAL 
» TABULATED FUNCTIONS, 
• TEMPERATURE IS GIVEN ALONG THE X-AXIS AND THE RELATIVE RATES 
• OF PREDATION ALONG THE Y»AXIS 
• THE POINTS ON THE Z-AXIS ARE GIVEN BY 
TABLE AYC1-8)•.142,.166,.2,.25,.333..5,I.,100. 
• THE INVERSES OF THE DISTINGUISHED COLOUR LEVELS ON THE Z-AXIS 
TABLE BY(l-4)*0.,3.,5.,7. 
• THE COLOUR LEVELS ON THE Z-AXIS TOR THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL 
• TABULATED FUNCTION FOR PREY UTILIZATION DEPENDENT ON 
• TEMPERATURE AND COLOUR LEVEL • 
INITIAL 
• 
••• INITIALIZING THE TNOVAR FUNCTIONS 
INCON ITAC1.0.,ITAG2«0.,ITAG3*0.«ITAG4»0..ITAG5«0.,ITAG6»0. 
INCON ITAG7=0.,ITAG8=0.,ITAG9»0.,ITAG10»0.,ITAG11«0.,ITAG12«0. 
INCON ITAG13»0.,ITAG1«»0.,ITAG15»0.,ITAG16»0. 

» 
»*• INITIAL COLOUR LEVELS 
INCON E0T1I»5, 
INCON EQT2I=S, 
INCON EQT3I.5, 
INCON EQT4I.5, 
DYNAMIC 

DELXM./DELT 
TPL>PPLI«(PREDl«PRED2tPRED3«PRED4) 

• NUMBER OF PREDATED LARVAE 
TPPN>PPNI0(PREDS»PRED6+PRED7> 

• NUMBER OF PREDATED PROTONYMPHAE 
TPDN»PDNI*(PRED8*PRED9) 

• NUMBER OF PREDATED DEUTONYMPHAE 
TPAFS>PArl>(PREDU«PRE012) 

• NUMBER OF PREDATED ADULT FEMALES 
TPAMS«PAMSI*(PRED10*PRED11) 

• NUMBER OF PREDATED ADULT MALES 

PREDATION PROCESS 

CALCULATIONS FOR ADULT FEMALE PREDATOR 
CTAF«1./CAF 

INVERSE COLOUR PER PREDATOR 
CAF*AMIN1C7.«EQT1/(TTAFS«N0TCTTAFS))) 

COLOUR PER PREDATOR,ADULT FEMALE 
INCAF*(AFGEN(PVlT,CAF)»PREDl»PPH«MUFltAFCEN(PY2T,CAF)»PRED5» ... 

PPNI»MUr2«AFGENCPV3T,CArj»PRED8»PDNI«MUF3»AFGEN(PV3T,CAF).. 
•PRED10«PAMSI»MUF3»AFGEN(PV4T,CAF)»PREDl2»PArl»MUr4) 

INCREASE COLOUR 
DECAr«AFGEN(RDCVl,TEMp)«INSW(EQTl-l.E-3,0,,EQTl) 

DECREASE COLOUR 
EOT1"INTGRL(EOT1I,INCAF'DECAF) 

NUMBER OF COLOUR UNITS FEMALES PER UNIT OF SURFACE 

CALCULATIONS TOR DEUTONYMPHAE PREDATOR 
CTPN»1,/CDN 

INVERSE COLOUR PER PREDATOR 
CDN«AMIN1(7.,EQT2/(TTDN*N0T(TTDNJ)) 

COLOUR PER PREDATOR 
INCDN»PV5»PRED2»PPLI«PV6»PRED5»PPNI 

INCREASE COLOUR 
DECDN.AFGEN(RDCV3.TEMP)»INSW(E0T2,0,,E0T2) 

00000010 
00000020 
00000030 
00000040 
00000030 
00000060 
00000070 
00000080 
00000090 
00000100 
00000110 
00000120 
00000130 
00000140 
000001S0 
00000160 
00000170 
00000180 
00000190 
00000200 
00000210 
00000220 
00000230 
00000240 
00000250 
00000260 
00000270 
00000280 
00000290 
00000300 
00000310 
00000320 
00000330 
00000340 
000003S0 
00000)60 
00000370 
00000380 
00000390 
00000400 
00000410 
00000420 
00000430 
00000440 
00000450 
00000460 
00000470 
00000480 
00000490 
OOOOOSOO 
O000OS1O 
00000520 
00000530 
00000540 
000005SO 
00000960 
00000570 

,00000380 
00000390 
00000600 
00000610 
00000620 
00000630 
00000640 
00000630 
00000660 
00000670 
00000680 
00000690 
00000700 
00000710 
00000720 
00000730 



DECREASE COLOUR 
EQT2«INTGRL(EQT2I,INCDN-DECDN) 

NUMBER OF COLOUR UNITS OEUTOHYMPHS PER UNIT OF SURFACE 

CALCULATIONS rOR PROTONYHPHAE PREDATOR 
CTPN>1,/CPN 

INVERSE COLOUR PER PREDATOR 
CPN.A«N1CT,,E0T1/<TTPN*N0T<TTPN))) 

COLOUR PER PREDATOR 
INCPN>PV7*PREP3«PPLI 

INCREASE COLOUR 
DECPN«AFGEN(RDCV3,TEMP)»INSW(EOT3,0.,EQT]) 

DECREASE COLOUR 
EQT3«IHTCRL<EQT3I,INCP".-DECPN) 

NUMBER Or COLOUR UNITS PROTONYMPHAE PER UNIT OF SURFACE 

CALCULATIONS rOR ADULT MALE PREDATOR 
CTAMM./CAM 

INVERSE COLOUR PER PREDATOR 
CAMaAMINl(7,<EOT4/(TTAMS<»NOT(TTAMS)>) 

COLOUR PER PREDATOR 
INCAM»PV8»PRED4»PPLI*PV»«PRED7»PPNI»PV10*PR£D9»PDNI*PV11* 

PRED1MPAMSI 
INCREASE COLOUR 

0ECAM«AFGEN(RDCV2,TEMP)*INSW(EaT4>l.E«5,0,,EQT4) 
DECREASE COLOUR 

E0T4«INTGRL(E0T4I,INCAM-DECAM) 
NUMBER Or COLOUR UNITS ADULT MALES PER UNIT Or SURFACE 

00000740 
00000790 
00000740 
00000770 
00000710 
00000790 
oooooeoo 
oooooeto 
00000020 
00000830 
00000840 
00000850 
00000860 
00000170 
00000880 
00000890 
00000900 
00000910 
00000920 
00000930 
00000940 
00000930 
00000960 
00000970 
00000980 
00000990 
00001000 

ooootoio 
00001020 
00001030 
00001040 
00001050 
00001060 
00001070 
00001080 
00001090 
ooooino 
00001120 
00001130 
00001140 
00001190 
00001160 
ooooino 
00001180 

••• CALCULATIONS FOR ADULT MALES RELATIVE PREDATION RATES 
PRED1«TN0VAR(RRL1!> 8,AY,XY1,CTAF,TEMP,lTAGl)»TTAFS»CFS*SENPl 

• LARVAE PREY VERSU5 ADULT FEMALE PREDATOR 
PRED2cTWOVARCRRL|l, 8,AY,XY2,CTDN,TEMP,ITAG2)»TTDN»CFS»5EHP2»Rr» 

• LARVAE PREY VERSUS DEUTONYMPH PREDATOR 
PRED3aTHOVAR(RRL|l> 8,AY,XY3,CTPN,TEMP,ITAGJ)»TTPN»CFS»SENP3«RF2 

• LARVAE PREY VERSUS PROTONYMPH PREDATOR 
PRED4aTHOVAR(RRLtl> 8,AY,XY4,CTAM,TEMP,ITAC4)»TTAHS» ... 

CFS*SENP4*RF3 
• LARVAE PREY VERSUS ADULT MALE PREDATOR 

PREDS«TWOVAR(RRP|l, 8,AY,XYSfCTAF,TEMP,ITAG5)«TTAFS»Crs»SENP3 
• PROTONYMPH PREY VERSUS ADULT FEMALE PREDATOR 

PRED6<TW0VAR(RRPH, 8,AY,XY6,CTDN,TEMP,ITAG6)«TTDN»CFS«SENP6«Rr4 
• PROTONYMPH PREY VERSUS DEUTONYMPH PREDATOR ...... 

PRED7«TNOVAR(RRP11, 8,AY,XY7,CTAM,TEMP,ITAG7)•TTAMS»CFS»SENPT»RfS 000011" 
• PROTONYMPH PREY VERSUS ADULT MALE PREDATOR 0022};?n 

PRED8aTtfOVAR(RRDU> 8,AY,XY8,CTAF,TEMP,ITAG8)oTTAF3*CFS*SENPt 0 0 ,,,« 
• DEUTONYMPH PREY VERSUS ADULT FEMALE PREDATOR "SSJJiio 

PRED9«TWOVARCRRDtl, 8,AY,XY9,CTAM,TEMP,ITAG9)»TTANS»CFS«SEMP9*RF6 OOOOWJ" 
• DEUTONYMPH PREY VERSUS ADULT MALE PREDATOR ° ,«« 

PRED10«TWOVAR(RRDlt» 8,AY,XY10,CTAF.TEHP,ITAC10>»TTAFS« ... 00??!«„ 
Crs»SENP10»RF7 0000},5n 

• ADULT MALE PREY VERSUS ADULT FEMALE PREDATOR 00°.?In 
PREDUiTWOVAR(RRAFl, 8, AY,XY11 ,CTAM,TEMP,ITAGU >»TTAMS» ... ""J0..,™ 

CFS«SENP11*RF8 00001290 
• ADULT HALE PREY VERSUS ADULT MALE PREDATOR 0<,00};.n 

PRED12"TWOVAR(RRAFl, 8,AY,XYl2.CTAr,TEMP,ITAG12)»TTAFS« ... 0000,:;» 
CFS*SENP12 00001320 

• ADULT FEMALE PREY VERSUS ADULT FEMALE PREDATOR O000!22X 
PARAM Rria,66,RF2«.33,RF3'.66,Rr4>,66,RFS*.66,RF6*.33>RF7>l.,RF8«l. 0000,;;X 
• MULTIPLICATION FACTORS FOR THE RELATIVE PREDATION RATES 00001;:» 
• THE JUVENILE PREDATION ACTIVITY IS RELATED TO THE 00001360 
• EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINED ADULT FEMALE PREDATION RATE 00001370 THE FACTORS ARE THE VALUES OF THE QUOTIENT PREDATOR STAGE SIZE 00001380 00001390 

00001400 
00001410 
00001420 
00001430 
00001440 
00001450 
00001460 

TO PREY STAGE SIZE, RELATED TO THESE VALUES FOR THE ADULT 
FEMALE PREDATOR THE FACTORS ARE .33 , .66 OR 1. 
THE REGULARITY BEING DUE TO THE ALLOMETRIC GRONTH 
OF BOTH, PREY AND PREDATOR. 
IN A SMALL SCALE EXPERIMENT THESE FACTORS HERE VERIFIED 
ADULT MALE PREDATION ACTIVITY PROVED TO EOUAL THE 
DEUTONYMPH PREDATION ACTIVITY 
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••• SENSITIVITY FACTORS FOR THE PREDATION RATES 
PARAM SENP1»1.,SENP2»1.»SENP3=1.,SFNP4»1.,SENP5«1.,SENP6«1,,SENP7»1. 
PARAM SENP8.1. ,SENP9«1, , SENP10-1. ,SENP11»1, ,SENP12«1. 
• 
• 
*»• DATA PREDATION 
ft 
••• RELATIONS BETWEEN TEMPERATURE AND RELATIVE RATE OF 
••• PREDATION AT A CERTAIN COLOUR LEVEL, SEE TABLE AY 

ft 
••• LARVAE 

ft 
FUNCTION RRLll'0.,0,,7,5,0.,10,,0.,13.,.1,15.,.7,20.,.9, ... 

25.,1.3.30.,1,7,33.il.7 
FUNCTION RRL12>0.,0,,7.5,0. #10.,.1 ,13.,.5 ,15.,1.6 ,20.,2.2, ... 

25.,3.0,30.,3.8,33. ,3.8 
FUNCTION RRL13»0.,0.,7.5,0, ,10.,.2 ,13.,.6 .15.,2.4,20.,6.0, ... 

25,,9.8,30.,13.5,33.,13.5 
FUNCTION RRL14»0.,0.»7.S»0. ,10.,.2 ,13.,.8 ,15.,2.9,20.,8.5, ... 

25.,14,,30.,16.,33,,16 
FUNCTION RRL15«0.,0.,7.5.0. ,10.,.2 ,13.,.9 ,15,,3.4,20.,10.5, ... 

25.,18.,30.,20.,33.,20. 
FUNCTION RRL16*0.,0.,7.5,0. ,10.,,2 ,13.,1.2,15,,3.6,20.,11.8, ... 

25.,20,,30.,27.,33.,27. 
FUNCTION RRL17»0,»0.,7.5,0. ,10.,.4 ,13.,1.6,15.,3.7,20,,14., ... 

25,,21,8,30.,30.,33.,30. 
FUNCTION RRL18>0.,0.,7.5,0, ,10.,,4 ,13.,1.6,15.,3.8,20,,14., ... 

25.,22.2,30.,34.,33.,34, 
ft 
••• PROTONYKPHAE 
ft 
FUNCTION RRPll*0,,0.,7.5,0,,iO.«.15,13,,,5,15.,.4.20.>1.3. ... 

25.,2.5,30.,3. ,33.,3. 
FUNCTION RRP12*0.,0.,7.5,0. ,10.,.5,13.,.8,15.,1. ,20.,3.0, ... 

25.,4,9,30.,6,8,33.,6.8 
FUNCTION RRP13*0.,0,,7.5,O. ,10., .6,13.,2.2,15.,3.0,20.,5.4, ... 

25.,7,8,30.,10.3,33.,10.3 
FUNCTION RRP14»0.,0,,7.5,0. ,10.,,75,13.,2.7,IS.,4. ,20.,7.4, ... 

25.,10.8,30.,14.2,33.,14.2 
FUNCTION RRP15>0.,0.,7,5,0. ,10.,1.4.13.,3.6,15.,5. ,20.,8.6, ... 

25,,12.1,30.,15.7,33.,15.7 
FUNCTION RRP16«0.,0.,7.S,0, ,10.,1,8,13.,4.4,15,,6. ,20.,10,2, ... 

25.,14.6,30.,18. ,33.,18. 
FUNCTION RRP17«0.,0.,7.5,0, ,10.,1,9,13.,4.7,15.,6.4,20.,11.2, ... 

25.,15,7,30.,19,,33..19. 
FUNCTION RRP18ftO.,0,,7.5,0, ,10.,2. ,13.,5.,15.,6.5,20.,11.5, ... 

25.,15,5,30.,19.2,33.,19,2 
« 
••• DEUTONYMPHAE 
ft 
FUNCTION RRDll'0.,0,,7.5,0.,13,,0.,15.,0.,20.,0.,23.,0,,30.,0.,33.,0, 
FUNCTION RRD12>0,,0.,7.5,0.,10,,0.,13.,.1.15.,.15,20.,.35,25.,.4, ... 

30.,,5,33.,.5 
FUNCTION RRpl3*0.,0,,7.5,0.,10.,,15.13...3,15.,,4,20.,,7,2S.,1,, ... 

30.,1.2,33.,1,2 . . . 
FUNCTION RRDl4«0.,0.,7.5,0,,lO,,,8,13.,1.8,15,,2,5,20.,4.2,25..5.9, ... 

30.,7.6,33.,7,6 
FUNCTION RRD15«0.,0.,7.5,0.,10.,1.2,13,,2.8.15.,3.9,20.,6.7,25,,9.4,,.. 

30.,12.1,33.,12.1 , . , 
FUNCTION RRDl6"0.,0..7,5»0.«10.,1.6,13.»3.S»lS.,4.e,20,,8.,25..ll.2»... 

30.,14.3,33.,14,3 . . . . . . . . ... 
FUNCTION RRDl7»0.,0.,7.5,0.»t0..2..13.,4,l,15.,5.5.20.,8.9,25.,12.3»... 

30.,15.8.33.,15.8 . „ .. . « -. ., , 
FUNCTION RRD18«0.,0.,7.5,0.,10.,2.1,13.,4.4,15.,6.,20.,9.6,25.,13.3,... 

30.,17,2,33..17.2 
« 
••• ADULT FEMALE 

ft 
FUNCTION RRAFl'0.,0.,7.5,0. ,10..0. ,13.,0.2,15.,.05,20.,.15, ... 

25.,,2,30.,.3 ,33.,.3 
FUNCTION RRAF2«0.,0.,7.S,0.,40.,0,,13,,.1 ,15.,,15,20...3 , ... 

25.,.5,30.,.7,33...' 

00001470 
00001480 
00001490 
00001500 
00001510 
00001520 
00001530 
00001540 
00001550 
00001560 
00001570 
00001580 
00001590 
00001600 
00001610 
00001620 
00001630 
00001640 
00001650 
00001660 
00001670 
00001680 
00001690 
00001700 
00001710 
00001720 
00001730 
00001740 
00001750 
00001760 
00001770 
00001780 
00001790 
00001800 
00001810 
00001820 
00001830 
00001840 
00001850 
00001860 
00001870 
00001880 
00001890 
00001900 
00001910 
00001920 
00001930 
00001940 
00001950 
00001960 
00001970 
00001990 
00001990 
00002000 
00002010 
00002020 
00002030 
00002040 
00002050 
00002060 
00002070 
00002080 
00002081 
00002090 
00002100 
00002110 
00002120 
00002130 
00002140 
00002150 
00002160 
00002170 
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FUNCTION R R A F 3 « 0 . , 0 . , 7 . 5 . 0 . , 1 0 . . 0 . . 1 3 . , . 1 5 , 1 5 . . . 2 ,20.,.6 » ... 0000 
35.,1. ,30.,J.3 ,33.,1.3 0000 

FUNCTION R R A F 4 » 0 . , 0 . , 7 . 5 » 0 . , 1 0 . . . 2 ,13,,.5 ,15.,.7 ,20.,1.1 . ... 0000 
25.,1.5,30.,2..33.,2. 0000 

fUHcUON R R A F 5 » 0 . , 0 . , 7 . 5 » 0 . , 1 0 . , , 3 ,13., .85,15., 1.25,20.,2.15, ... 0000 
25.,3.2 ,30.,4. ,33.,4. 0000 

FUHCUON R R A F 6 » 0 . , 0 , . 7 . 5 , . 3 ,10. , .75, 13. , 1. 3,15. , 1.7 ,20.,2.7 , ... 0000 
25.,3.75,30.,4.75,33.,4.75 0000 

FUNCTION R»AF7«0.,0.,7.5,.35,lO.,,9 , 13., 1 .6, 15. , 1.9,20. ,3.05 .... 0000 
25.,4.2 ,30.,4.6 ,33,,4, 0000 

FUNCTION W<AF8»0.,0..7.S,.4 ,10.,.9 ,13,,1.5,15.,2. ,20.,3.1 .... 0000 
25.,4.2 ,30.,4.6 ,33.,4. 0000 

• 0000 
• 0000 
*«• MULTIPLICATION FACTOR TOR TEMPERATURE 0000: 
•«» DEPENDENCY OF PREY UTILIZATION 0000' 
• 0000 

MOrl«TWOVAR(MUrll,4,BY,XY13,CAF,TEMP,ITAG13) 0000 
NUF2«TNOVAR(NUF21,4,BY,XY14,CAF,TEMP,ITAG14) 0000 
MUF3«TNOVAR(MUF31,4,BY,XY15,CAr,TEHP,ITA015) 0000 
MUF4*TWOVAR(HUF41,4,BY,XY16,CAF,TEHP,ITAG16) 0000 

• 0000 
• oooo: 
••• RELATION BETWEEN TEMPERATURE AND MULTIPLICATION FACTOR 0000 
••• AT A CERTAIN COLOUR LEVEL , SEE TABLE BY 0000 
• 0000 
FUNCTION MUF11«0.,1.,35,,1, 0000 
FUNCTION MUF12»0.,1,,35.,1. 0000 
FUNCTION MUF13«0.,1.,35.,1. 0000 
FUNCTION HUF14«0.,1.,35.,1. 0000 
FUNCTION MUF21«0..1..7.5.1..15 .1 .55 .1 0000 

JESJE H u r» '°"»" '^! ' " : "s :,2 Sooo 
FUNCTION MUF23«0.,1.,7.5,1.,15.,1.4,25.,!9 0000 

"S«™ WW ».S.i::» 11 25 i5 OOOO 
FUNCTION MUr32«0.,l,.7.5,1.,15.,1.2,25.,.9 0000 
FUNCTION MUF33.0.,l.,7.5,l 15 J 25 8 0000 
r.mrJ?™ MU,™«''0.,I.,7.5.1.,15.,1.8 25 7 0000 
FUNCTION MUF41«0.,1.,7.5,1..15.,1.,25.,1. 0000 
" I " "«F43.0.,1..7.5,1.,15.,1.S,25.,.85 0000 
FUNCTION MUr44.0.,l.,7.5,l.,15.,l.9,25.,.8 0000 
• OOOO 
••• RELATION BETWEEN COLOUR LEVEL AND PREY UTILIZATION 0000 
• 0000 
AFGEN PV>!'0..1.7,1., |.2.2 3...6,4.,.43,5.,.34,6.,.29,7., .23 OOOO 
»rer« PV,T E T L*R V A E OPPOSITE ADULT FEMALE PREDATOR 0000 
AFGEN •,V2T-0.,3.,1.,2.,2.,1.35,3.,.9.4.,.65.5.,.5,6.,.4,7.,.35 0000 
AFCEN PVi?™ RROTONYMPHAE OPPOSITE ADULT FEMALE PREDATOR 0000 
AFGEN PV"'0.,4..1.,3.,2.,2.2,3.,1.3,4.,1.,5.,.7,6...5S,7.,.45 0000 
AFCEN PVi?™* D,E"I0M™PH«: OPPOSITE ADULT FEMALE PREDATOR 0000 
. " PV4*!°.J»4;!s'l.»3..2..2.4,3.,1.6,4.,1.2,5.,.9,6.,.7.7.,.6 0000 
• PREY ADULT FEMALE OPPOSITE ADULT FEMALE PREDATOR 0000 
• 0000 
• 0000 

?n^T^IIiIZtTJ0S 2F I H E ° T H E R P R « SI*CE AND PREDATOR STAGE 0000 
nS2ri-?2iSNS *R E CAlC««'»TED WITH THE RELATIONS 0000 
DETERMINED FOR THE ADULT FEMALE PREDATOR 0000 IS T!!Ei5 ^"S, THE S"E or THE PR"SPECIES llll 

w 0000 
PV5.AFGEN(PV2T,CDN) 0000 

• tauli.1 2pn?S»vSS5L V S2 S U S ""TONYMPHAE OF THE PREDATOR 0000 

S «5 SllTrlTAE or THE PR" VER*US » « « " * * « ss»S 
PV6«AFGEN(PV3T,CDN) 0000 

• PR?M?n»PSJn,?^ n"E P R " V E R S U S "UTONYMPHAE OF THE 0000 
ADUM ? ? « ? ? * £ ""ON^PHAE OF THE PREY VERSUS 0000 

PV.. .r?ru rE i L E 0 F THE PREDATOR 0000 
PV7«AFGENtPV3T,cpN) 0000 

E S S I M D'EU?O ,5Y£SE .TPVE ,R .SUS P R 0 « " " R H A E OF THE PREDATOR 0000 
P V 8 « A F C E N \ M 2 T ? « M T A E PREr VERSUS ADUI,T FEMAI,E PREDAI0RS Hit 
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• THE PREY UTILIZATION OF THE ADULT MALE PREDATOR IS SET 
• EQUAL TO THAT OF THE DEUTONYMPHAE 

PV9.ArCEN(PV3T,C»M) 
PV10»AFGEN(PV4T,CAN) 
«>Vll«AFGEN(PV4T,eAM) 

• 
••• RELATIVE RATES or DECREASE COLOUR LEVEL 

« 
AFCEN RDCV1«0..0.,10...01»15.,.45,20...7I,2S..1.10.)0.,I.4) 
• ADULT TEMALE PREDATOR 
AFCEN RDCV2.0.,0.,10.,.01.15.,.22,20.,.4,2S.,.S,)0.,.T) 
• DEUTONYNpHAE PREDATOR 
AFCEN RDCV3«0.,0,,10.».01»15.,.22»20.».4,25...5,)0.,.7) 
• PROTONYNPHAE PREDATOR 
PARAM CFS«,76 
• MULTIPLICATION FACTOR SURFACE, THE REPLACEMENT EXPERIMENT 
• IS DONE ON A LARGER SURFACE THAN THE PROCESS EXPERIMENTS 
PARAM TEMP«1S, 
• TEMPERATURE 
• 
••• NUMBER OF PREYS AND PREDATORS IN THE EXPERIMENT 
PARAM TTAFS«1.,TTDN»0,,TTPN"0.,TTA«S«0, 
PARAM PPKI«0.,PDNIl0,,PArl.0.,PAHSI.0..PPLI«10. 

PRINT TPL,TPPN.TPDN,TPAFS,CAF,CTAr 
METHOD RECT 
TIMER FINTIMslO.,OUTDEL«.2<DELTa,0417«PRDELs,2 
END 
STOP 
ENDJOB 

00002910 
00002920 
000029J0 
00002940 
00002990 
000029(0 
00002970 
00002910 
00002990 
0000)000 
00001010 
00001020 
000010)0 
0000)040 
0000)030 
0000)060 
00001070 
00001010 
00001090 
0000)100 
0000)110 
0000)120 
0000)1)0 
0000)140 
0000)150 

oooo)ito 
0000)170 
0000)110 
0000)190 
0000)200 
0000)210 
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Fig. 68 | Computer program for micro-weather in a hedgerowed orchard 
coupled to a population model of Panonychusulmior Amblyseiuspotentillae. 
TITLE MICROCLIMATE 

• DAILY TOTAL Or RADIATION 
MACRO DTOT*DLYTOT(DTOTI,RATE) 

DTOT1>INTGRL(DTOTI,RATE> 
DTOT.DTOT1.ZHOLD(IMPUL3(DELT,J,)«KEEP,DTOT1) 

• THE ACCUMULATOR IS EMPTIED ArTER MIDNIGHT, 
• SO CONTENTS ARE AVAILABLE TOR PRINTING 
ENDMAC 

• LEAF TEMPERATURE 
MACRO TLFaPENMAN(RAD) 

RSiArcENIRSLTB,0.7»RAD) 
Tir.TEMP*{PSCH«(RA»RS)•(RAD-LWR)/RHOCP-VPD)/XXX 
XXXaPSCH*(RA*RS >/RA+SLOPE 

ENDMAC 
CONST PJCH«0,67,RHOCP«1250. 
• PSYCMROMETRIC CONSTANT AND VOLUMETRIC HEAT CAPACITY Or AIR 

• TOTAL RELATIVE RATE Or TRANSFER IN POPULATION MODEL 
MACRO RRaSUMTLr(LONGEV.N) 

R'l,12'»eFSR'l»l2'/AFGENCLONGEV,TLF'l»12') 
RR»N»{SUM1(R'1.12*) ) 

ENDMAC 

SECTION t 

• CALCULATION EXPOSITION or LEAVES TO SUN 

• CALCULATION PROJECTION or LEAF CLASSES 
INITIAL 
STORAGE F(9},OPGA(M> 
TABLE F(l-9)«0.222.0.193.0.164,0.125,0.097,0.095,0.057,0.034.0.023 
• LEAF ANGLE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 

RAD.PI/180. 
CONST PI»3,1415927 
NOSORT 
/ DIMENSION S(9,10),Z(9,10) 
riXED IS,IL,SN 

DO ( IS»1,9 
FS»(10»IS-5)»RAD 
SI.SIN(FS) 
COPCOS(FS) 
D«0. 

DO 5 IL-1,9 
FL»(10»IL-5)»RAD 
A»SI«COS(FL) 
B»CO«SIN(FL) 
C.» 
ir (IS.GE.IL) GO TO 1 
SO»SQRT(B«B-A»A) 
C«2,*(A*ATAN(A/SQ>»S0)/PI 

1 DaDtCOF(IL) 
DO 4 SN»J,9 
FNaSN/10. 
FAaFN-A 
C«l. 
ir (IS.LT.IL) CO TO 3 
ir (FN-B.GE.A) CO TO 4 
ir (FH*B.GT.A> GO TO 2 
c«o. 
GO TO 4 

2 SQ>SORT(B*B-FAoFA) 
C>ATANCFA/SO>/PI«0,S 
GO TO 4 

3 ir (FN-A.GE.B) GO TO 4 
IF (rN+A,GE,B> GO TO 2 
S0»S0RT(B«B-FA«FA) 
CaATANCFA/SO) 
FA»FN»A 



SO.SOFT(B«B-FA.FA) 
Ca(ATAN(FA/SQ)+C>/PI 

4 S(IL,SN).C 
5 5(IL,10)«1, 

EaO, 
DO 7 SNa|,10 
C O , 

DO 6 IL«1,9 
6 CaC*F(IL)«S(IL,SN) 

Z(IS,SN)«C-E 
T EaC 
• OPGAUS*l)«D 

OPGAC 1>«0PGA( 2) 
OPGA(1U"OPCA(10) 

SORT 
• LOCATION PARAMETERS 
PARAH LAT.52. 
• LATITUDE SITE 

COaCOS(RADoLAT) 
• COSINE LATITUDE 

SlaSIN(RAD.LAT) 
• SINE LATITUDE 
PARAM LONGa.S. 

DLONGaAMODC (L0NGO60.)/lS.i 1.) 
• DIFFERENCE IN HOURS NITH THE STANDARD SOLAR TIME 

DYNAMIC 

PROJECTION Or THE LEAVES IN THE DIRECTION OP THE SUN 

ISaFS/tO.tl. 
TEMPERATE ZONE 

PL'FS/lO.tl.S 
SNarL 
rN«FL«SN 
OPG*OPGA(SN)*(l,-rN)»rN«OPGA(SNtl) 

.... SECTION J ..................... 

CALCULATION HEATHER CONDITIONS 

THIS SECTION CONCERNS THE CALCULATION OF VARIABLES 
USED IN THE PENMAN FORMULA 

ARAM START,136, 
START OF THE MODEL IN DATS 

DAYaTIME.START 
INCON SOLSTalO.171 

DEC»2!.45*C0S(PI*(DAY*S0LST)/|(2,62O 
DECLINATION 

COSOEC«COS(RAD*DEC) 
COSINE DECLINATION 

SINDECaSIN(RAD.DEC) 
SINE DECLINATION 

H0UR«AM0D(TIME>1.)*24. 
HOUR OF THE DAT 

HAaPI.CHOUR*12.-OlONG)/l2. 
HOUR ANGLE 

SNHSSaSI»SINDEC+C0*CO3DEC*C0S(HA) 
SINE ELEVATION OF SUN 
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CALCULATION Or Aid TEMPERATURE FROM MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM 

TEMP • INSWCAND(HOUR-RISE,HEAT-HOUR)-0.5,VAISS,VALSR) 
AIR TEMPERATURE 

NCON RISEI a 5, 
RISE « RISEI*ZH0LDCAND(SNHS3,-L3NH3).0.5, ... 

HOUR-SNHSS/(HOT(SNHSS-LSNHS)*SNHSS-lSNHS>«RISEI) 
INTERPOLATION AFTER OCCURRENCE 

LSNHS » INTGRLC-0,5.(SNHSS-LSNHS)/DELT) 
ELEVATION OT SUN AT LAST TIME STEP 

VALSR • VALAV.COS(PI»(HOUR.RISE)/(HEAT.RISE) )»VALAMP 
VALSS • VALAV*COS(PI«TIM/(24.-HEAT*RISE) )«VALAMp 

COURSE or AIR TEMPERATURE BErORE AND ArTER HEAT OF THE DAT, 
PROFILED IN SINE NAVE 

TIM • INSW(HOUR.HEAT,HOUR»24.-HEAT,HOUR-HEAT) 
VALAV • 0.3*(HAXT«MINT) 

AVERACE AIR TEMPERATURE 
VALANP* O.Sa(MAXT-MINT) 

AMPLITUDE OF AIR TEMPERATURE 
MAXT * AFGEN(MXTT.DAY) 
MINT • ArG£N(MNTT>DAY> 

TA239aTEMP«239, 
EA*AFGEN(EATB,DAT) 

VAPOUR PRESSURE AIR 
ESa6.llaEXP{l7.4aTEMP/TA239> 

VAPOUR PRESSURE SATURATED 
VPDaES-EA 

VAPOUR PRESSURE DEFICIT 
SLOPEa413«(6aE3/(TA239«TA239) 

SLOPE OF THE SATURATION CURVE 
LNR»(0.S6-0.09»»S0RT(,75«EA) )•(!,-0.9«FOV)» ... 

S.6696E»**(TEMP«273IIS)*M 
LONG NAVE RADIATION. CALCULATED WITH BRUNT FORMULA 

RADIATION 

COSHSaSQRT(J.•SNHS*3NH3 > 
COSINE ELEVATION OF SUN 

SNHSaAMAX 1 ( 0 . , SNHSS ) 
FSaATAN(SNHS/COSHS)/RAD 

INCLINATION OF THE SUN IN DEGREES 
ARAN CCla2, 

SUNDCL«CCL*AFCEN(SUNDT.F3> 
INCIDENT DIRECT RADIATION WITH CLEAR SKY 

DIFCLaCCL»AFGEH{DIFCLT,F3) 
INCIDENT DIFFUSE RADIATION WITH CLEAR SET 

CRCaSUNDCL«DIFCL 
CURRENT RADIATION CLEAR 

ARAN COVst.7 
DIFOVaCOV«AFGEN(DIFOVT,FS) 

INCIDENT DIFFUSE RADIATION WITH OVERCAST SET 
CROaDIFOV 

CURRENT RADIATION OVERCAST 
DRCaDLYTOT(DRCI,CRC*«6400.) 

DAILY RADIATION CLEAR 
NCON DROIa6.6E6.DRCIa3.3E7 

OROaDLYTOTCDROI,CROa»6400.) 
DAILY RADIATION OVERCAST 

DRCPaZHOLD(IMPULS(0..1.),DRC1 
DAILY RADIATION CLEAR, YESTERDAY 

DROPaZHOLD(IMPULS(0..1.),DRO) 
DAILY RADIATION OVERCAST, YESTERDAY 

DTRaAFGEN(DTRT,DAY)«10000. 
DAILY TOTAL RADIATION 

Aa(DTR-DROP)/(NOT(DRCP-DROP)*DRCP-DROP) 
FCLaLIMIT(0,,l.,A) 

FRACTION CLEAR 
FOVal.-rCL 

FRACTION OVERCAST 

MHD.AFGEN(WIKDTB,DAY)aFRACT 
ARAM FRACTa.J 

http://DROIa6.6E6.DRCIa3.3E7


• HIND INSIDE ORCHARD IS 20 PER CENT, Or THAT ABOVE 
PARAM WIDTH.0.07 
• HIDTH Or THE LEAF 

RAi92,5oSQRT(COErr*HIDTH/HIND) 
• LAMINAR RESISTANCE TO TRANSPORT Or HEAT, HATER VAPOUR AND C02, 
• AFTER PARLANCE, 1971 

COEFTsCNOTCSNHS)*! •)•<>.T5 

•«••••• SECTION 3 ...... 

• CALCULATION RELATIVE RATES AT MIGHT 

NOSORT 
ir (SNHS.GT.O.) CO TO 9 
TLF.PENMAN(RADO) 

PARAM RAD0*0, 
RrEsArCEN(rEC,TLr> 
RREa30a/AFGEN(LOLET,TLF) 
RRJ>lS./AFCEN(LOLJT,TLr) 
RRJSal0,/AFCEN(LOLJST,TLr) 
RRFS«SO,/AFGEN(LOLFST,TLF) 
RRF*IO,/AFGEN(LOLAFT,TLF> 
CO TO 10 

9 CONTINUE 
SORT 

••••••• SECTION 4 •••••••»•••••••••••••••••••••• 

• CALCULATION LEAF TEMPERATURES 

PARAM SCATa0.4 
• SCATTERING COEFFICIENT 

RADl*(l,.8CAT)*(DIFCL*FCL«DIr0V*F0V> 
• DIFFUSE RADIATION 
PARAM 8NIN*2,n'«0.05,0.15,0.25,0.35,0.45.0.55,0,65,0.75.0.t5,0.95 
• SINE OF INCIDENCE 

RAD>2,tl'«RADl»SNIN'2,ll'*SVNPEH*Ct»SCAT) 
SUNPERaSUNDCL/(N0T(SNHS)«SNH3) 

• LIGHT INTENSITY OF THE SUN ON A l>LANE PERPENDICULAR 
• TO THE SUN BEANS 

TLFM,U'«PENMAN(RADM#1I'> 
• TEMPERATURE OF LEAVES RECEIVING ONLY DIFFUSE LICHT, AND 
• 10 TEMPERATURES OF LEAVES RECEIVINC ALSO DIRECT RADIATION, 
• IN DEPENDENCE OF THEIR POSITION WITH RESPECT TO THE SUN 

TLFlJaTEMP 
• TENPERATURE Or COMPLETELY SHADED LEAVES EQUALS AIR TEMPERATURE 

SECTION S 

• CALCULATION OF THE FRACTION Or LEAVES IN EACH 
• or THE TEMPERATURE CLA8SE* 

• CALCULATION OP THE DIFFERENCE IN AZIHUTH BETHEEN 
• THE SUN AND THE ROHS 

B«SIN(HA)«C08DEC/C0SH3 
AZ.ATANCB/SORTU.-BOB) ) 

• AZIHUTH 
PARAM RICHT.45. 
• RICHT IS THE AZIHUTH OF THE ROHS 

RAZaABS(AZ«RAD*RICHT) 
• DIFFERENCE BETHEEN DIRECTION OF THE ROHS AND THE (UN 

SHHaHR0H*C0SHS*SIN(RAZ)/(N0T(SNHS)4SNHS) 
SHaANINl(HPATH,SHH) 

• CALCULATION OF THE SHADOW CAST BY THE RON ONTO THE PATH 
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PARAM HROWa2.rWROW«2.,WPATHa2,,LAIMa4. 
• HEIGHT ROW, WIDTH ROM, WIDTH PATH, LEAr AREA INDEX ROWS 

LAISHaLAIM*WROW/(WROW*SH) 
• CALCULATION Or THE LAI RELATIVE TO THE AREA Or THE ROW AND SH 

PR0JaSNHS»(NR0N*3H)/WROW 
• PROJECTION Or THE SECTION RADIATED BT THE SUN 

• CALCULATION Or THE LAI Or THE DirrERENT CLASSES 

8LLAIaSNH3*(l,*EXP(-0PG»LAIM/PR0J) )/OPC 
• SUNLIT LEAr AREA INDEX, LEAVES RECEIVING DirruSE AND 
• DIRECT RADIATION 

rSRaSLLAI*rCL/LAl3H 
DirA83>DirCL*AMINl(WR0N*WPATH,WR0W+HR0W)* .,. 

Cl,.EXP(-,7»LAIM«WROW/(WROW«HROW) ) )/|WROW«SH> 
DirL«(l,-8CAT)*DirCL 
TLLAIaOirABS/DirL 
SLLAIJ«S*HS*(1.«EXP(-OPG«TLLAI/SNH3) ) /OPC 
DLLAIaTLLAI-SLLAIl 

• DirrUSELY LIT LEAr AREA INDEX 
DARKLI«AMAX1(0.,LAISH>3LLAI-DLLAI) 

• DARK LEAr AREA INDEX 
CrSRlS(DLLAI<»rCLt(LAISH-DARiai)*rOV>/LAISH 
crsR*2»u'arsR«cis,'i»io,> 
CrSR12*DARKLI/LAISH 

• CALCULATION Or THE WEIGHTED NEAN Or LEAr TEMPERATURES 

LTAVasUMX(CrSR'l,12*,TLr'l,12') 
Din.LTAV-TEMp 

• MEAN DirrERENCE BETWEEN LEAr AND AIR TEMPERATURES 

SECTION « 

• CALCULATION Or RELATIVE RATES DURING THE DAT 

RrEM.u'^ArGENcrECTir'i.^M^crsR'i.ia' 
RrE«SUMl(RrE'l*12') 
RREaSUMTLr(LOLET,30.) 
RRJaSUMTLr(LOLJT,|5.) 
RRJSasUHTLr(LOLJST,10.) 
RRrs«SUMTLr(LOLrST,10.) 
RRraSUMTLr(LOLArT,10.) 

ROSORT 
10 CONTINUE 

SORT 

SECTION T 

CALCULATION Or NUMBERS Of MITES 

EGGS 
EaSUHKE'lfJO'J 
E•l,J0'aINTGRL(0i,RE•l»30•) 
RElaRrE«Ar»RRE*El 
RE'2,30'aRRE*(E'l,29'*E*2,}0*> 

JUVENILES, LARVAE, PROTOCHRTSALIS, PROTONTMPHAE, DEUTOCHRYSALIS 
JaSUHKJ'1,15') 
J'l,l5'aINTGRL(0.,RJ'l,lS*> 
RJ1«RRE»E30-RRJ»JI 
RJ'2,l5'aRRJ«(J'i,14*-J'2,lS«) 
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• JUVENILES, DEUTONYHPHAE, TELEIOCHRYSALIS 
J S » S U M K J S » 1 , 1 0 ' ) 
J5 , l , 10 , »INTGRl l0 . ,Rja , l , 10* ) 
RJSl>RRJoJ15'RRJS»JSl 
RJS'2,10'«RRJS»(JS'l .9'«JS ,2,10M 

• ADULT FEMALE, PRE»OVIPOSITION 
AFS>SUMI(AFS'I,IO') 
AFS'1,10'*INTGRL(0.,RF3*1,10') 
RFS1«RRJS»JS10«RRF5*AFS1 
RF5,2,10'»RRF5»<AFS*1,9,-AFS«2,10,> 

• ADULT FEMALE, OVIPOSITION AMD POST OVIPOSITION 
AF»SUM1(AFM«10*> 
AF,1,10'«INTGRICIAF'1,10',RAF,1,10,> 

INCON XAF1>1,,IAF'2,12*>0. 
• INITIAL NUMBERS OF FEMALES 

RAFl*RRFS*AFS10>RRF*AFl 
RAF^.lO'aRRFtKAF'l^'-AF^.lO'j 

• ALL MITES, BOTH JUVENILE AND ADULT 
MaJ+Js+AFStAF 

SECTION ( 

DATA PANONyCHUS ULMI 

FUNCTION LOLAFT«5.,85., JO.,27.8, 15.,25,3, 20.,12.0, 25.,».95, 30.,7.38 
FUNCTION LOLFST«S.,12.5, 10.,3.0, 15.,3.43, 20.,2.3*, 25.,1.62, ... 

30.,1.51, 33.,,52 
FUNCTION LOLJST«0.,100., 10.,20., 15.,5.55, 20.,3.56, 25.,1.96, 30,,1.12 
FUNCTION LOLJT •0..100., 10.,50., 11.,25., 15.,10.04, 20.,6.66, ... 

25.,4.45, 30.,2.29 
FUNCTION LOLET DO.,100., 10.,30., 15.,17.04, 20.,8.31, 25.,5.53, ... 

30.,4.IS, 35.,40. 
FUNCTION FEC *0.,0., 10.,.53, 15,,1.13, 20.,1.(6, 25.,2,93, 30.,3.99 

••••••• SECTION 9 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

••• DATA FOR TEMPERATURE, NIND, HUMIDITY AND RADIATION 

• DAILY MINIMUM TEMPERATURE 
FUNCTION MNTT» ... 

136., 0.3, 137., 5.5, 138., 7.5, 139., 1,4, 140.,12.4, ... 
141.,11.2, 142.,10.2, 143.,11.4, 144.,10.4, 145., 7.4, ... 
146., 5.3, 147,, 9.9, 141.,10.1, 149.,10,5, ISO.,11.3, ... 
131.,11.3, 152.,10.4, 153., 6,1, 154., 7.4, 155., 6, , ... 
156., 4.3, 157,, 5.2, 131., 7.4, 159., 9.3, 160., 9,3, ... 
161.,12. , 162,, 7.2, 163., 4.5, 164., 5.4, 165., 1.6, ... 
166., 2.7, 167., 6.5, 166,,10. , 169,,11.4, 170., 7,3, ... 
171.,14.1, 172.,14.I, 173.,11.9, 174.,11.9, 175.,13,2, ... 
176.,11.I, 177.,13.3, 176.,17,6, 179,,15.4, ISO.,12,4, ... 
111.,10, , 152.,11,6, 1*3.,16.5, 1*4.,12.«, 115.,11,2, ... 
186.,11,1, 157.,15.5, lit.,15.4, 189.,10,9, 190., 6.6, ... 
191,, 7.5, 192.,14.4, 193.,14,1, 194,,13.3, 195,,12.1, ... 
196.,13.7, 197.,13.7, 196.,10.7, 199.,10.7, 200.,13.1, ... 
201.,13.4, 202.,12.5, 203.,11,7, 204., (.6, 205,, 7,4, ... 
206., 6.5, 207.,12.4, 201.,12.4, 209,,14,3, 210,,14,7, ... 
211.,11.«» 212.,11.(, 213..12.1, 214.,13.4, 215,,10.4, ... 
216.,14.2, 217.,12.5, 218,,14,2, 219.,12.5, 220,,11.4, ... 
221., 6.9, 222., 8.2, 223.,13.6, 224,,12,5, 225,,12.4, ... 
226.,13,6, 227.(|4.4, 228.,14.4, 229,,12.3, 230.,16,5, ... 
231,(14.4( 232.(11.8. 233.. 6,8, 234., 2.9, 235., 9.7, ... 
236., 8.2, 237., 6. , 238., 8.9, 239., 9.5, 240,,13,4, ... 
241,, 9.8, 243.,11.4, 243.. 5.6, 244.,13.7, 245.,15.2, ... 
246.,12.6, 247,,10.3, 248,,11.7, 249.,13.7, 250,,12.4, ... 
251., 9,5, 252.,13.7, 253.,11,4, 254., 5.5, 255,, 3. , ... 
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11,'A'l' ill'' J•8 ' " • " 8 , J ' "•••12.1. 260..11 
« i " l H ' 111"12'!' "J. .11.5, 264.,11.1, 165. ,11.J, . . . IV,"..'I' ill" i'l' 268" *'8' « » • ' *•*• 270" ••«• ••• 2 7 1 . , 1 1 . 2 , 2 7 2 . , 7 . 7 , 2 7 3 . , 7 ,7 

• D»ILT MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE 
ruHCTIOH MXTTB . . . 

! 2 ? " i J ' J ' J J I " , 7 , S ' » 3 8 . , 1 9 . 1 , 1 3 9 . , 2 0 . 2 , 1 4 0 . . 2 2 . 3 , . . . 
} « " ? . ? • ? ' , 4 2 " 2 0 « 7 » 1 *3 . . 1 9 . 8 , 1 4 4 . . I S . 2 . 1 4 5 . , 1 9 . 2 , . . . 
A,"li'X' } * 7 " 2 2 . 5 , 1 4 8 . , 2 4 . 2 , 1 4 9 . , 1 8 . 7 , 1 5 0 . , 1 6 . 2 , . . . 
i « , ' ? S V J f 2 . , 1 5 . 1 , 151. , 1 1 . 5 , 1 5 4 . , 1 8 . 2 , 1 5 5 . , 1 7 . 6 , . . . 
!« f"JM' 1 ! 7" 2 0 -> ' 158.,19. , 159.,20.2, 160.,21.1, . . . 
ifi"i?*5' J !^ ' , ! • , ' «»3.»21.7, 164.,19.5, 165.,17.9, . . . 
I?."?!*!' ' S 7 " 2 3 ' 1 ' »«8"2«.7> 169.,23.1, 170.,26. , . . . 
Ai"li'V J7,?"2!*6' l73..23.7, 174.,24.1, 175.,26. , . . . 
A,"2.!'2.' >77"29.2, 178.,29.6, 179.,21.5. 180.,22.4, . . . 
lll*'2l*2* IS?*'!!'?' »"•'«•»» 184.,24.2, 185.,27.8, . . . 
1J?"«"2' X.ll"26'6' »88"21. . 189.,20.5, 190.,21.1, . . . 
196 ?»•?' X.li"XVl' 1 9 3" 2 '««' 194.,21.8, 195.,21.9, . . . 
2M !2*«' ill"2l'l' >«•'»»••' 199.,19.4, 200.,20.1, . . . 
Ill \l'.' ?2^'18•?' 203..18.8. 204.,17.8, 205.,19.7, . . . 
111*! Jl* ' lV*"V.mi' 20«»»1S.3. 209.,23.7, 210.,19.5, . . . 
l ! i i?,V J}?" 2 ! ' ! ' 2>3"2«.«. 214.,26.2, 215.,20.1. . . . 
22 l"» ' I ' V,l"l,l'i' » • • '"• •» 219.,19.7, 220.,19.1, . . . 

' " I 2 2 " " ' * ' "3.,27.2, 224.,25.6, 225.,26.7, . . . 
2lf' I M ' \\l"ll'l' " ' • ' " • 7 ' 229.,28.8, 210..21.7, . . . 
216* Al'V IW'll'V 2 3 3» 2 0 ' 6 ' 214.,20.1. 215. .24.2, . . . 
241 l,'V ^ I " 2 2 / ' * 23»'»23.8, 219.,26,2. 240.,22.2, . . . 
246':»'I' IAV'H'1,' 2 4 3«'"'2» 244.,20.1, 245.,19.7, . . . 
251*Al'l' III"?*'2' 2 4 8» 2 8 ' 7» 249.,20.1, 250.,21.9, . . . 
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9 Verification 

9.1 Introduction 

Section 5.1 described how the models are used iteratively in the phase 
ot model development and experimentation to determine the required 
accuracy of measurement of the input relations. It was shown that the 
accuracy of the experiments on the population level determines the 
required accuracy of the lower order experiments on the different rates. 
At the end of model development and experimentation, the results of 
the population models are once more compared with independent 
experimental data. This comparison is done for ecosystems at two 
levels of complexity. The low level of complexity consist of small single 
apple trees in which the population growth of the fruit-tree red spider 
mite is accurately followed under controlled conditions with or without 
predatory mites. These experiments and the comparison with the 
model output is given in Section 9.3. 
The higher level of complexity concerns the field situation. Two models 
were developed for this situation and require verification: the diapaus-
mg proces and the population growth of prey and predator through-
thJMf w38?1-' T h f e x P e r i m e n t s , their results and the comparison with 
me results ot simulation are given in Section 9.4. However, not only the 
irnnnw . population model should be verified, but also the 
™ t

t a " t ass
u
umptions underlying the predation process. Thus the 

E i ? I su"?model on the predatory activity in a replacement series, 
Section 9 2 WCre c o m P a r e d w i t h experimental results in 

9.2 Replacement series 

^ t £ n ! ° o r more prey species systems was determined with the 
same technique as described in Section 6 1 

prelTorvmT^ 8 T * - 1*?™* OUt w i t h standardized adult female 
leaf S of ? n 2Wrth l a m e a n d a d u l t f e m a l e* <* the prey, kept on 
10-0 8-2 5-S om»'n . « e p l a c e m e n t s e r i e s w i t h t h e combinations: 

. •>, ^ 8,0-10 the predatory rate and the colour value of 
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the predatory mite were continuously observed at constant tempera
tures of 15° C and 25° C. Every prey eaten, otherwise killed or 
moulted was replaced within one hour. The predation rate per day and 
the colour value of the predator are given in terms of confidence 
intervals in Figs. 70 and 71. 
The same experiment was simulated (Section 8.2), the results being 
represented by the Idrawn lines in Figs. 70 and 71, which also show the 
measured and simulated colour value of the predator. All simulated 
results, except one, are well within the confidence intervals, and 
consequently it can be concluded that the predation rate of each stage 
of the prey is affected only by the other stages through the gut content 
of the predator. 
The deviating observation concerns the highest prey density of the 

COUDUR VALUE 

7 

Fig. 701 Simulated and experimental results of a replacement series of larvae 
and adult females of Panonychus ulmi with one adult female of Amblyseius 
potent Mae at 25° C, in terms of simulated values and confidence intervals. 
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Fig. 71 | Simulated and experimental results of a replacement series of larvae 
and adult females of Panonychus ulmi with one adult female of Amblyseius 
potentillae at 15°C, in terms of simulated values and conficence intervals. 

females and may be attributed to response waning, Section 4.3. In 
retrospect it would have been better to carry out the experiments with a 
lower density of prey. However this would have taken an excessive 
amount of experimenting time because more time is required for 
equilibration of the system. 
With the colour approach the predation process in 'mixed cultures' of 
prey stages can be explained by the results in 'monocultures' of prey 
stages. However there are many predator-prey systems where the 
satiation level is not visually determinable and for these another 
method was developed. 
In section 6.2.3 the rate of predation was calculated from the functional 
response curve with 

MORT E X P 
EX D + M 

h XD 

M M 

M 
X D + 1 
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in which E is the predation efficiency in time-1, D is the prey density in 
preys cm-2 and M is the maximum predation rate in prey cm"2 time"1. 
In analogy to de Wit's treatment of plant competition, the following 
equations may be given for the calculation of rate of predation in mixed 
cultures: 

^ X D 

MORT,=-p ^ M, 
^ X D 1 + | X D 2 + 1 

MORT2 = - ^ p M? 

^ X D , + § X D 2 + 1 
M, M2 

It was, however, shown by de Wit (1960) that these formulas only hold 
when plants are competing for the same space and develop in a similar 
way in course of time. Although it may be visualized that prey 
individuals 'compete' for the same space in the gut of the predator, it is 
necessary to evaluate whether these generalizations hold for mixed 
prey species. This is indeed so as is shown in Figs. 72 and 73 in which the 
measured confidence interval and the predation, calculated according 
to this approach is given. 
The relative gut content is now defined by 

F F 

R G C - M ^ - T l I M ° R T ' M , X P | + " l v l 2
X P 2 

M, M2 § X D, + § X D2 + 1 
M, M2 

and has a value between 0 and 1. 
This variable may now be related to the oviposition rate and the 
development rate in the same way as the colour value in the former 
approach. 
Figs 72 and 73 also give the corresponding colour values calculated 
with 

CAF = RGC X MCAF in which MCAF is the maximum colour 
value (7). 
As the colour value so calculated is within the confidence intervals of 
nearly all experiments, this approach is generally applicable in prey-
predator systems. 
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COLOUR VALUE 

Larva 

Fig. 721 Calculated and experimental results of a replacement series of larvae 
and adult females of Panonychus ulmi with one adult female of Amblyseius 
potent Mae at 25° C, in terms of calculated values and confidence intervals. 

9.3 Greenhouse experiments 

The population model is first verified in rather simple ecosystems 
according to methods described by Mc Murtry & van de Vrie (1973). 
Small Golden Delicious trees on rootstock M9, reared under con
trolled conditions, 16 h light, 18° C, 70% relative humidity, were placed 
in greenhouses with temperatures varying between 19 and 22° C, and a 
constant relative humidity of 70%. 
The trees were severely pruned so that only one shoot with sixteen 
leaves remained. They were optimally supplied with nitrogen and 
sprayed once with a fungicide before the experiment was started, 
further spraying against insects or fungi was unnecessary. In these 
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Fig. 73 | Calculated and experimental results of a replacement series of larvae 
and adult females of Panonychus ulmi with one adult female of Amblyseius 
potentillae at 15°C, in terms of calculated values and confidence intervals. 

small ecosystems, leaf area x = 903 cm2 (S (x) = 29.4) and twig length 
x = 91 cm and (S (x) — 3.6), the population growth of fruit-tree red 
spider mite was determined. Two experiments were done one with and 
the other without predatory mites, both in nine replicates and with an 
observation frequency of once per three days. 
Both experiments were started with four female teleiochrysalids and 
four males of the prey isolated from the mass cultures and transferred 
on small leaf disks to one of the leaves of the tree. In the second 
experiment one female predator that had just moulted and had been 
fertilized was transferred to the trees 14 days after the start of the 
experiment. To prevent the escape of preys and predator an elastic 
band covered with Tangle Foot was attached to the base of the shoot. 
Since in both experiments no animals were found on the 18 barriers, 
emigration and immigration of prey or predators was absent. 
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A higher number of replicates and more frequent observation would 
improve the accuracy of the experiments but requires an excessive 
amount of labour since one population assessment for one replicate 
requires at least 4 hours, 20 days after the start of the experiment. The 
assessments were made by direct countings on the trees. This method 
was chosen to limit the number of trees in the experiments and to 
prevent additional assumptions on the distribution of the mites. 
The population growth was followed up to a level at which density 
could possibly have an effect on the fruit-tree red spider mite. This 
level, corresponding with a density of 200 adult females on 100 July leaf 
equivalents, is reached in the experiments without predatory mites in 
30 days and with predators in 36-39 days. 
In Figs 74-76 the results of the experiments are given in terms of 
confidence intervals for the various stages at different moments: 

_ Sn 0.025 Sn 0.025 
X-y^X^ < X < - ? + — t n _ , 

a *= 0.005 

In the same figures the simulated results of the population models are 
given by solid (prey) and broken (predators) lines. These simulation 
results were reached with an unadapted population model except for 
the mean length of the adult female period of the prey and the 
numerical response of the predator. These were multiplied by factors 
within the 90% confidence interval. The assumption was made that the 
predatory mites are searching at random over the whole surface of the 
tree. At the start the simulated curves for egg and juvenile stages of the 
prey are systematically higher than the experimental values. Experi
mental and simulated results show that the prey population is not 
regulated by the predator within the observation period. The only 
effects of the predator are a delay of 6-10 days on the population 
growth and a change in the relative contribution of the different 
developmental stages. 
In similar experiments with I or 8 leaf systems, Mc Murtry & van de 
Vrie, (1973), showed that the prey in the mono leaf systems was 
regulated in all 8 replicates within 30 days even when initial prey-
predator ratios of 8:1 were used. In the 8 leaf systems the prey was 
regulated in seven of the 8 replicates when the initial prey-predator 
ratio was 1:1, in five of the 8 replicates with a ratio of 4:1 and in seven 
out of 8 replicates with a ratio of 8:1. From their experiments Mc 
Murtry & van de Vrie concluded that regulation is possible in both 
systems within the considered observation period of 50 days and that 
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the large scatter in the data makes lumping or averaging of data in
advisable as details of varying interactions among subunits will then be 
obscured. Therefore they presented all replicates separately. For the 
same reasons average values are omitted here but replaced by confi
dence intervals for the dates of measurement. 
This processing of the data is required because of the limited aim of the 
experiment: comparison with simulation. Because the systems stud
ied were more than twice as large as the 8 leaf systems of Mc Murtry & 
van de Vrie, regulation of the prey population within 40 days was 
impossible. This was mainly because of the delayed numerical response 
of the predator, induced by the low colour value of the predator when it 
is first present and does not find prey. Unfortunately temperature 
measurements and accurate determinations of the surface of the system 
were not done by Mc Murtry & van de Vrie so that comparison of 
simulation with experimental results can only be done by estimating 
surface and temperature fluctuations during the experiments. These 
simulations show the general tendency of fluctuations in prey and 
predator populations as described by Mc Murtry & van de Vrie. These 
are given in the sensitivity analysis of Chapter 10. 

Fig. 741 Simulated and experimental numbers of Panonychus ulmi in a 
population experiment in a greenhouse without predators. The experimental 
results are given in terms of confidence intervals for egg, larva, protochrysalis, 
protonymph, deutochrysalis, deutonymph, teleiochrysalis, adult male and 
adult female of Panonychus ulmi. The solid line represents the simulated 
numbers. 
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9.4. Field 

9.4.1 Population fluctuations during the season 

Population fluctuations of fruit-tree red spider mite and predatory 
mites were determined in 8 orchards smaller than 1 ha during 1974. 
Cultivation measures were according to the system of integrated pest 
control. The orchards were infested with predatory mites, some of 
these one or two years earlier, by the introduction of twigs from cherry 
orchards or neglected apple orchards with abundant numbers of 
predatory mites. Most predators were introduced in late summer or in 
autumn. Other methods of infestation with laboratory-reared predato
ry mites were less successful, (van de Vrie et al., in prep). 
The densities of all stages of prey and predator were determined by 
counting the numbers in 100 randomly chosen leaves, sample size and 
technique being discussed in detail by van de Vrie et al., (in prep). The 
leaf surface of each sample was determined planimetrically; the results 
are given in Table 36 in terms of mean, standard deviation and 
standard error throughout the season. The meso-weather is the same 
for all orchards and leaf area index is about the same because of the 
system of pruning. 
Only samples taken from Golden Delicious trees are accounted for so 
that the observations may be considered as replicate except for the 
initial numbers of prey and predator. The number of adult females and 

Table 36 Leaf surface in cm2 of 100 leaves of Golden Delicious trees, 
throughout the season. 

21 May 
06 June 
20 June 
01 July 
15 July 
30 July 
12 August 
20 August 
28 August 
05 September 
01 October 

X 

1786.5 
1912.9 
1952.1 
1954.6 
1977.9 
20.35.7 
2000.1 
2064.9 
2034.7 
2091.1 
2073.6 

six) 

43.9 
24.6 
19.8 
21.0 
12.2 
26.3 
7.9 

25.6 
22.8 
11.1 
25.7 
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Fig. 77 | Population densities of Amblyseius potentillae and Panonychus ulmi 
observed in different orchards. Only the extremes are given for eggs and adult 
females of prey and predator, at the end of the season both 'summer' and 
winter' females are present. 

eggs of the prey and predator in all orchards are presented in Figure 77. 
1 he observations for the orchards with the highest and lowest density 
are joined by lines. Population densities of prey and predator are less 
than 10 per 100 leaves in spring (mid May - mid June) and the ratio of 
prey-predator females may vary from 8 to 0.05. 
Prey and predator densities increase from then on until mid August 

, b^.^ecies reach their maximum. In none of the orchards 
£ r ° m i P rty, d e n s i t i e s surpass the damage level, 300 adult mites 
IZ. fVesThe l a r 8 e density differences are attributed to differ
ences in the initial density. The average initial densities in the orchards 
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are represented by squares, together with 90% confidence intervals. 
These confidence intervals appear so large that it is practically impossi
ble to determine the initial number of prey in each of the orchards at an 
accuracy which justifies the simulation of the densities observed later. 
To circumvent this problem the results for the 8 orchards are aver
aged, it being realized that predators of orchard A do not eat preys of 
orchard B. Initial values for the simulated 'average' results are found 
here by an iterative process. In addition the effect of initial numbers of 
prey and predator are studied in a sensitivity analyses, Section 10.2. It 
is realized that, the data obtained by this procedure of averaging and 
initialization may be only used for verification of the pattern of growth 
and development, but not for the absolute numbers nor for the details 
of interference between prey and predator. However these verifications 
were already done in Section 9.3. In the beginning of the season 
considerable numbers of very small mites, Aculus spp., which serve as 
alternative prey were found in all orchards. Counting was impossible 
so that estimates according to density classes were made. 0,1-10. 
11 - 50, 51 - 100 and > 100 mites per leaf correspond to density classes 0, 
1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. 
Fig. 78 presents the estimates throughout the season. The population 
density of the gall mites reaches its maximum in July, so that there are 
large quantities of these alternative prey when the density of the fruit-
tree red spider mite is often very low. Thus the predator can survive 
lean periods (Mc Murtry & van de Vrie, 1973); (Chant, 1966). 

Fig. 78 | Density levels of Aculus spp. at the experimental fruit orchard at 
Wilhelminadorp during the season 1975, frequency distribution of density 
classes, the averages of 16 plots are given. 
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To account for these alternative prey a lower limit of 0.5 for the colour 
value of the predator is introduced in the models Section 8.2. 
Fig. 79 gives the observed average densities and the simulated densities 
for adult females and eggs of the prey and predator, and also the 
observed and simulated colour values of the adult female predator. The 
simulated functions are based on an initial number of 4 prey females 
that have just matured, 1 predator female per 100 leaves on 1st June, 
the observed surface of the leaves and the weather data of 1974 in the 
orchards. There appears to be a good overall agreement between the 
simulated and measured results, especially for the position of the 
maximum numbers of prey and predator, the time lag between these 
maxima and the density level of prey and predator with respect to each 
other. 
Also the observed and simulated colour values of the adult predator are 
in good agreement. The details of the growth and development are now 
much better visualized than by the experimental results only. At first it 
is possible to recognize successive generations in the adult prey, a 
phenomenon which disappears in later stages. No generations are 
recognized for the predators, because of their long adult life and short 
juvenile period (Collyer, 1964). 
The number of generations can easily be deduced from the simulation. 
It is practically impossible to count the juvenile stages of the animals 
accurately but the simulation visualizes the course of their densities 
very clearly (Fig. 80). The disappearance of the prey and predator 
population in autumn is due to the induction of the diapause. The 
moment of diapause induction and the period of diapause induction 
were verified separately. 

9.4.2 The diapause induction 

The moment of diapause induction was determined in 1974 in various 
orchards in the south western part of the Netherlands. Orchards with 
different prey densities were chosen, an orchard with an adult female 
density of more than 20 per leaf, one with a density between 10 and 20 
and five orchards with densities below 10 per leaf. The moment of 
diapause induction was determined by inspecting first year shoots for 
winter eggs. Second or older year shoots are not suitable for this 
purpose because the dead winter eggs from earlier years cannot be 
distinguished from fresh winter eggs. The moment of diapause induc
tion ranged from 10-25 August and the fifty percent level of winter 

T M WAS
 u

r e a c h e d f r o m 1 September to 1 October. The details in 
laoie 51 show that this difference in the moment of diapause induction 
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Fig. 79 | Simulated and average experimental density curve during the season 
1974 for adult females and eggs of Panonychus ulmi and Amblyse.uspotennl-
lae; simulated and average experimental colour value for adult female preda
tors. The broken line represents the simulated numbers, only summer females 

are given. 
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Fig. 801 Simulated density curves of 
some juvenile stages of Panonychusulmi 
and Amblyseiuspotentillae during the 
season. 
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Table 37 Field observations of diapause induction in P. ulmi in 1974. Dates 
of first winter eggs and 50% of total winter eggs, determined by expressing the 
data on logarithmic paper (van de Vrie et al. in prep.) 

Number of adult female 
mites per 100 leaves 
on 10 August 

>250 
150-250 

< 150 

First winter eggs 

before 10 August 
between 10 August 
and 20 August 
after 20 August 

50% of total winter eggs 

before 10 September 
between 10 September 
and 20 September 
after 20 September 

is related to density and probably caused by food supply. The moment 
of diapause induction in orchards where population densities of the 
adult female range from 1 -10 per leaf is the same. Densities of 10 per 
leaf are seldom reached in practice, therefore these results are com
pared in Table 38 with those of the model in Section 8.2.3, in which 
food effects are neglected. There is good correspondence between 
experiment and simulated data. Calculations with the model further 
showed that the reversibility ofthediapausing process has no quantita
tive effect (less than 10% difference between models in which reversibil
ity is accounted for and models that do not include reversibility) and 
can be neglected in the population model. 

Table 38 Simulated and measured moments of diapause induction in 1974. 

Date of diapause induction 

simulated with duration of twilight measured 

lh Oh 0.5h 

First winter eggs 24 August 5 August 15 August after 20 August 

50% of total , „„„ 
winter eggs 1 October 1 October 1 October after 20 September 
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10 Sensitivity analysis 

Sensitivity analysis is done to evaluate the effect of structural changes 
in a model and to determine the relative importance of the rates and 
parameters, to improve insight in the system and to guide management 
and further experiments. Sensitivity analysis on structural changes 
consists of eliminating parts of the program by multiplying the rates in 
these parts by zero. This type of sensitivity analysis is done to determine 
the effect of strong interference on the system as for example selective 
spraying. Sensitivity analysis of rates, parameters and initial values 
consists of varying inputs and parameters over a certain range and 
comparing the effect on the end result. All rates, initial values and 
parameters acting at more than one place in the INITIAL or DYNAM
IC part of the model are considered. If the effect of the factor 
considered is relatively small, further experimentation in this direction 
is not urgent but when a large effect is found further study and analyses 
should be concentrated on that section of the model. 
Sensitivity analysis is only done with the verified population model for 
the field situation (reference model) and with the micro-weather 
simulator that is connected to a population model for the prey. 
After the sensitivity analysis an error in the definition of RTTAFF 
(residence time in age classes of adult female predators) was found. A 
run with a corrected version proved that deviations from the results on 
the reference model are of minor importance, Fig 81. 

10.1 Population model 

10.1.1 Predation 

To determine the effect of predation on the density curves three runs 
were made. In the first run no predators were introduced in the model, 
STA = 132, and thus the population density of prey was simulated 
without the effect of biotic mortality. Fig. 82 presents the results of 
these simulations for the adult female and the eggs of the prey: these 
graphs are typical for the other stages. In the same figure the results of 
the simulations together with the reference model are represented by 
broken lines. 
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Fig. 811 Simulation results for the numbers of adult fema es ^ 
Panonychus ubnl and Amblyseius potentillae " J j * ^ ^ ^ 
female predator with the corrected simulation model and the reference model. 
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Fig. 82 | Simulation results for the numbers of adult females and eggs of 
Panonychus ulmi and Amblyseius potentillae. 
1. reference model; 2. without any predation; 3. without predation by adult 
female predators; 4. without predation by juvenile and adult male predators. 

In both situations increase in the number of the eggs is about the same 
until the beginning of July. Then when predators are absent, the 
number of prey eggs rapidly increases and reaches a maximum at the 
end of August about ten times that of the reference curve. The course of 
the adult female population density curve shows the same pattern, the 
maximum again being about ten times the reference curve maximum, 
far above the damage level. 
There are no differences in the very beginning because the very low 
densities of both prey and predators result in negligible predation. A 
very small number of fruit-tree red spider mites without predators at 
the start of the season will certainly cause damage unless measures are 
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taken such as the introduction of a very low number of predatory mites 
at the start of the season to prevent the prey population from explod
ing. Thus it is concluded that the presence of predatory mites explains 
the low densities of the fruit-tree red spider mite in many orchards in 
practice, although their numbers are rather small. The second and third 
runs were to investigate the relative contribution of the different 
predatory stages: in the second run the predation by the adult female 
predator is neglected (SENP 1, SENP 5, SENP 8, SENP 10 and 
SENP 12 equal zero) and in the third run the predation by thejuvenile 
stages and the adult males is set to zero (SENP 2 = SENP 3 - SENP 4 
= SENP 6 = SENP 7 = SENP 9 = SENP 11 = 0). The colour of the 
different predatory stages deprived of predation are adjusted to the 
average colour value of the same stage in the reference model. 
This adjustment is made to prevent the introduction of numerical 
response effects in this analysis for predation rates of the different 
stages and is applied in both runs. Fig. 82 shows the results for the 
adult females, the eggs of prey and predator, the results of the reference 
model again being given by broken lines. If the predation activity ot 
juveniles and adult males is neglected, the population growth ot the 
prey reaches a level just below the damage level, the general pattern ot 
the curve being the same as for the reference curve, Fig. 82. The colour 
value of the predator not deprived of predation remains for the whole 
season between 2-4 as in the reference model. 
When the predatory activity of the adult female predator is' neglected, 
the effect is much larger as is shown in Fig. 82 where the adult female 
prey is presented. The course of the population is agam the same b * 
the maximum that is reached is more than 5 times that of the Terence 
curve. The relatively low contribution of the juvenile stages and of he 
adult males to the total predation activity may be exp a ^ d bV the 
short juvenile period and the low predation ra e of hese agebeause 
the absolute gut content and velocity are smaller, t » ™ ' £ ^ e a d ^ 
female predator that keeps the prey population below thedamage levd 
because of its high predation rate (24 larvae per day at 25 C Section 
6.2), its long life-span and the increase of oviposiUon « « « P » ' ^ 
of the colour scale. These characteristics ^ b t e ^ J ^ ™ 
predator to suppress high prey densities by an > ™ ^ ^ % £ £ 
as well as an increased opposition rate, as is ^ ™ * ^ £ £ S Z 
Moreover because the predator can survive lean V T ^ ? ^ ^ 
to alternative prey and can do without food for long periods, it 

T ^ S ^ r m i t simplification of the P * ^ ^ ^ 
and adult male predation may be neglected provided that g 
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content is set equal to that of the adult female predator. 
The latter assumption is reasonable as the presence of prey is demon
strated by the adult female predator's colour and thus preys are also 
available for the other predatory stages whose contribution to the 
predation is relatively low. 

10.1.2 Initialization 

One of the main problems in pest management is the development of 
criteria for taking measures to prevent damage, i.e. what ratio between 
prey and predator is acceptable at what time of the year and what are 
the consequences if no spraying or other control measures are applied. 
To determine such criteria for the spider mite system, several runs were 
made with the model in which various combinations of initial prey and 
predator numbers and different moments of introduction of prey or 
predators were tried out. These changes in the model are realized by 
varying the value of the parameters, IPAFS, initial number of prey 
females, ITAFS, initial number of predator females, STA, time of 
introduction of the female predator and STPU, time of introduction of 
the female prey. The results of these runs are presented in Fig. 83-85; 
only the numbers of the adult females of prey and predator, the 
numbers of prey eggs and larvae and the colour value of the adult 
female predator are given that deviate most from the reference curve. 
Fig. 83 shows that with an initial density of 4 adult females of the prey 
per 100 leaves, introduction of one adult female predator per 100 leaves 
before 15 June suffices to keep the prey density below the damage level 
(3 adult females per leaf). The colour value of the predator is about 0.5, 
its lower limit, until 10-20 July and then slowly increases until values 
of 3-4 are reached at the end of August. 
There is some phase difference between the different treatments but the 
density of female prey is about the same so that the predation activity 
evidently reaches the same level, as can be seen from the colour value at 
the end. In Fig. 84, the effect of different initial numbers of prey is 
shown. Up to an initial prey-predator ratio of 10:1, the damage level is 
not reached and the colour value of the predator still does not exceed 4. 
An initial prey density of 100 adult females (prey-predator ratio 100) 
causes prey densities far above the damage level but also induces a 
rapid increase of the predator population so that maximum densities of 
the adult female predator population are more than 4 per leaf. The prey 
population is then within the same season suppressed to very low levels 
and the predator-prey ratio at the end of the season, on 10 September, 
is about 10. Then the predator, is also very pale in colour so that the 
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rates of development and oviposition of the predator are considerably 
reduced. With insufficient alternative prey there is little chance for the 
predator to survive the lean autumn period. However at that time many 
diapausing animals are already present, so that the initial predator 
density in the next season will still be considerable. 
The results of the runs with different initial predator densities are given 
in Fig. 85. It is shown that an initial predator density of 20 females per 
100 hundred leaves versus 4 adult females of the prey keeps the prey 
population far below the damage level: maximally 6 adult females of 
the prey per 100 leaves are found. The predators are then very hungry 
and colour value never exceed 1.5. The maximum predator population 
density is about twice as small as that of the reference model but these 
numbers are high enough to prevent prey numbers from exploding. All 
these results confirm the field experience that a high initial predator-
prey ratio prevents the prey population from increasing and results in a 
relatively low final level of the predator density. Further it is concluded 
that the predator prey ratio at the start of the summer may range from 
0.1 to 20. 
It is therefore acceptable to introduce predatory mites at the end of 
June or the start of July. Then only minor amounts of predators are 
required. If introductions are done later, relatively large numbers of 
predators have to be used (roughly > 50 per tree, so > 100 000 per ha 
i.e. 90 000 cherry leaves or 1000 twigs with a predator density of 0.5 
females per leaf)- The rather wide range in initial densities and 
moments of initialization without reaching damage levels confirms 
experience with release programs, in the field. 

10.1.3 Driving variables 

During the stage of model development and experimentation, some 
runs with the preliminary model were made to evaluate the effect of 
small changes in the driving variables and to determine the required 
accuracy of these variables. It was shown in Section 7.2.1 that syste
matic errors in temperature of more than 0.5°C already caused 
considerable changes in the end result. With a systematic increase in 
temperature the prey population develops faster, and then the predator 
population rapidly increases and suppresses the prey population in an 
earlier stage of development. Thus the maximum of the prey popula
tion is reached at the beginning of August instead of mid or end 
August. Two runs with the final program with changed values of SEN 
showed the effects of systematic increases or decreases in temperature, 
Fig. 86. A very warm summer, a systematic increase of 2°C, produces 
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the described deviations; a very cold summer, a systematic decrease of 
2°C, retards population growth of the prey, which finally reaches its 
maximum at the end of August, at a value far below the reference 
curve. Hence a cold summer may cause prey population densities 
below the reference curve and a warm summer gives maxima of the 
same size as the reference curve but at an earlier stage of the season. 

The other important abiotic parameter that requires sensitivity analy
sis is the surface of the leaves. All simulations were done for the well 
determined surface of 100 July leaves of thecultivar Golden Delicious, 
by multiplying all relative predation rates by a standard factor that 
expresses the quotient of the standard surface of the process experi
ments of Section 6.2 to the surface of the 100 leaves samples. In this way 
it was implicitly assumed that the upper surface of the leaves and the 
surface of the twigs and branches could be neglected because of the 
relatively short time the animals spend there. The calculations were 
done for Golden Delicious and should be easily transferable to other 
apple cultivars. 
The sampling unit is 100 leaves for all cultivars, but thesurface of these 
units may differ, for example for Golden Delicious 2000 cm2 and for 
Schone v. Boskoop > 4000 cm2, (van de Vrie et al., in prep.). These 
differences in surface mean differences in density of prey and predator 
so that predation rate may be smaller and the colour value of the 
predators lower which may effect again numerical and functional 
responses. All these difficulties would have been prevented if sample 
units of 1000 cm2 had been used instead of 100 leaves. To evaluate the 
effect of difference in surface per sample unit, several runs were made 
with various multiplication factors. 
Fig. 87 presents the results of some runs with rather large changes in 
multiplication factor, it being shown that smaller deviations from the 
standard factor only caused minor deviations in the end result. Only 
deviations that are more than 1.5 or less than 0.75 times the standard 
factor considerably influence the course and maximum of the density 
curve for adult females and eggs of the predator. The 100 leaf surface of 
different cultivars does not show a wide range (2000-4500 cm2). 
The many combinations of the prey and predator population densities 
found in the field are therefore not induced by characteristics of the tree 
but are mainly attributable to the initial prey-predator ratios that may 
vary in a wide range due to the stochastical character of the winter 
mortality of both prey and predator. Some additional runs with very 
small systems, comparable with the systems used by McMurtry & van 
de Vrie (1973) and with different temperature combinations showed 
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that the prey population is controlled within 30 days, Fig. 88. These 
results presented for adult females and eggs of prey and predator 
confirm the experimental results of McMurtry & van de Vrie. 

10.1.4 Rates of mortality, development and oviposition 

To determine priorities for future research, to improve and simplify the 
models, the effect of the different factors is evaluated. So all rates are 
multiplied by sensitivity factors, SEN 1-33 for the rates of develop
ment and abiotic mortality; SEN A I - 10, for the rates of oviposition of 
the prey; SENB 1-10, for the rates of oviposition of the predator; 
SENC 1 - 8, for the rates of increase and decrease in colour value of the 
predator; SENP 1-12 for the relative rates of predation; SEN 16, 
SEN 21, SEN 25 and SEN 28 are multiplication factors affecting the 
numerical responses for development and oviposition. When all 
factors have the value 1, the density curves originally simulated for the 
prey and predator result. For each single factor to be analysed two runs 
were made, one with SEN.. .= 1.2 and one with SEN. . .= 0.8. For 
most relations these values cause deviations just outside their 90% 
confidence interval. All other sensitivity factors were kept at the 
value 1, so combinations of sensitivity factors and changes within the 
90% confidence interval were omitted for time reasons. Changes to 
both sides were applied to detect asymmetry in response. 
Figs 89-92 present the results of some runs for the adult females and 
eggs of prey and predator and the colour values of the adult female 
predators, only the most extreme results being given. 
Because of the many sensitivity factors and the differences in their 
effect on the population curve it is necessary for further discussion to 
subdivide them in two groups. 
1. Factors that have no effect on the pattern of the population curves 
of both prey and predator and affect the maxima of prey densities 
within the 10 percent range. Most factors belong to this group. 
2. Factors causing changes in the pattern of the population curves or 

Fig. 88 | Simulation results for the numbers of adult females and eggs of 
Panonychus ulmi and Amblyseiuspotentillae and colour value of the adult 
female predator: 1. without predator; max. temp. =22°C,min. temp. =19°C; 
2. with one initial predator and the multiplicationfactorfor surface transfor-
mation,CFS = 1.92E — 3; 3. CFS = 1. E — 2; 4. CFS =5. E — 2; 
5. CFS = 1. E — 1; 6. CFS = 1. E — 1, max. temp. = 20°C; min.temp. = 
10°C. 
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deviations in the maxima of the prey densities outside the 10 percent 
range. 
Minor changes are caused by the factors affecting the abiotic mortality 
rates of eggs of P. ulmi, SEN3'1,4'; of juveniles of P. ulmi, SEN 6'1,6'; 
of diapausing juveniles of P. ulmi SEN 9'1,4'; of pre-oviposition 
females of P. ulmi, SEN 11; of eggs of A. potentillae, SEN 13; of 
juveniles of A. potentillae, SEN 15; of diapausing juveniles of A. 
potentillae, SEN 20 and of preoviposition females of A. potentillae, 
SEN 24. The small effect of these factors is due to the already very low 
abiotic mortality as is shown in Fig. 25 and Table 17. The first group 
also includes the sensitivity factors for developmental periods of 
diapausing juveniles and eggs of P. ulmi, SEN 7 and SEN 1; of eggs, 
juveniles and diapausing juveniles of A. potentillae, SEN 18, SEN 22 
and SEN 26. The small effect of the developmental periods of these 
stages is explained by their low contribution to predation. Eggs of the 
prey are not eaten, deutonymphs of the prey are relative unattractively, 
eggs and larvae of the predator do not predate and protonymphal and 
deutonymphal predation activity is low. 
Changes in the lower limit of the colour value of the predator from 0.5 
to 1.0 cause relatively important changes in the population curve, 
Fig. 89. The prey population reaches higher densities than the refer
ence model and these may be caused by the high predation rate in the 
early summer that is apparently more important than the numerical 
response due to the higher lower limit of colour value. The absolute 
effect of these changes is nevertheless small. The effect on the increase 
or decrease in colour value, SENC 1-8, is also small and scarcely 
affects the course of colour in time. This once more confirms the 
assumption of negligible temperature effects on prey utilization, so that 
improving measurements on prey utilization does not seem very useful. 
Multiplication of the oviposition rate of the prey (0.8 and 1.2) also has 
little effect on the population numbers, an increase of prey numbers 
being easily buffered by the functional and numerical response of the 
predator. The colour value only shows a minor change. The multiplica
tion factors were chosen such that the relations deviated just outside 
their confidence intervals. 
However this is not so for all numerical response factors. Multiplica
tion of these relations by the multiplication factors that are used for all 
other relations (1.2 and 0.8) results in small deviations in the end result. 
But the limited confidence interval obtained for the relations colour 
value against development rate and maturation rate, (Section 7.3) 
necessitates a wider range of multiplication factors (0.5-2.0). When 
these are applied, strong deviations from the reference curve result 
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(Fig. 90). An increased effect of delaying development due to low 
colour values gives prey densities above the damage level at the end of 
the season and a decreased effect results in a regulation of the prey 
population far below the damage level. In the same figure the results of 
simulations with multiplication factors 2.0 and 0.5, for the relation 
colour value against oviposition rate are given. It is concluded that 
changes in numerical response have important effects and should be 
determined more accurately, than was possible in this study. 
The second group of factors causing relatively considerable deviations 
in pattern or maxima of the curves in comparison with the reference 
curve when multiplication factors range from 0.8 to 1.2, includes the 
length of the juvenile period of the prey, SEN 4, the oviposition rate of 
the predator SENB'1,10' and the relative predation rates SENP 1,2 
However with the multiplication factors considered ™ changes m he 
general pattern of the population curves occur, only the si*s and the 
position of the maximum of the population density of both prey and 
predator is affected, as is shown in Figs 91 to 92. 

All density curves are compared with the reference curve The relatively 
strong effect of lengthening or shortening the^juvenile £ " » * * ^ 
prey is explained by the relatively large c o n n b u t i o * * > « J ^ 
prolonymphs to the predation process. Lengthen ng UKjuvenile 
period causes a much lower maximum of the prey^ density and 
shortening the juvenile period, Fig. 91 ^ u f f ^ C

h a n S c d o u T o f 

the predator are only very small. The cnanges in " * " £ » ' . . f t h 
curve due to the sensitivity factor for rate of ovip.tion of the 
predators are principally found in ^jfi^ffJ^J&E. 
increased oviposition rate causing a much smaller£™ £ f £ / 
tion and a decreased oviposition rate causing a mwjtajner nai prey 

population. T h i s ^ J ° ^ ^ g j ^ ^ l l 
population when SENB - K2fna , " ~ . a t r i r densitv Thus the 
S X e d by the relatively | ^ ^ ^ X p S S W b y t h . 
overwintering prey population is » ^ a i " o f t h c p o p u l a t i o n in time 
oviposition rate of the predator the course o " * P * \ result 

being scarcely influenced. The changesnn * ^ J ^ X £ c e c u n * 

as is shown in Fig. 91. T h ^ c n a n . f f ! ^ n ^ o f t h e p r e y S . Multiphca-
influence than a change|in thejuyeniUperiod of ̂ P / r o n l y 

tion of the relative predation rates of theaduttie j ^ 
results in population density curves t h a t J ™ ™ ^ Mu, t ip l ication 
curves found when all predation rates were multiplied, M 
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The colour value is always hardly affected so that numerical effects on 
the predator population are not likely. 
Apparently the combined effect on prey utilization and relative 
predation rate buffers the effect on the colour value. 

10.2 Micro-weather model 

Like the population model, the micro-weather simulator was submit
ted to a sensitivity analysis to determine the relative importance of the 
parameters and rates involved. This sensitivity analysis was done in the 
same way with multiplication factors of the rates and parameters. The 
following factors were involved; width of the row, leaf area index, 
scattering coefficient, height of the row, direction of the rows, stomatal 
resistance, laminar resistance, and leaf distribution function. In 
Table 39 a scheme for the sensitivity analysis is presented, each factor 
being varied sometimes relative to the absolute value of the parameters 
and sometimes relative to the range of possible values, examples of the 
latter being temperature and width of the row. 
The criterion for this sensitivity analysis is the difference between air 
temperature and weighted mean of the leaf temperatures. This differ-

Table 39 Scheme for sensitivity analysis for the micro-weather simulator 
coupled to the population model. Each factor is varied separately, factors 1-3 
affecting the leaf temperatures, factors 4-7 affecting thefraction of leaves that 
belong to each of the classes. 

Factor Reference model Variations 

0.5 

1.1 

1.1 

1. Scattering coefficient 0.4 0.3 
2. Laminar resistance 

multiplied by 1.0 0 9 
3. Stomatal resistance 

multiplied by 1.0 0.9 
4. Leaf area index 4 3 5 
5. Leaf distribution 0.222,0.193,0.165 0.0,0.0,0.0 1.0,0.0,0.0 

function 0.125,0.097,0.085 0.0,0.0,0.0 0.0,0.0,0.0 
0.057,0.034,0.023 0.0,0.0,1.0 0.0,0.0,0.0 

6. Direction of row to 
the azimuth 450 QO 

7. Width of the path 2 1 
Width of the row 2 1 

90° 
0 
2 
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Table 40 Final numbers of eggs and mites (all stages) of Panonychus 
ulmi, expressing the cumulated weighted mean of air and leaf tempera
tures, for various combinations of parameters of the microclimate 
simulator. 

Numbers of 
eggs mites 

Air temperature 
Oviposition rate x 0.9 
Oviposition rate x 1.0 

Leaf temperature 
Reference model 
Laminar resistance x 1.1 
Laminar resistance x 0.9 
Stomatal resistance x 1.1 
Stomatal resistance x 0.9 
Scattering coefficient = 0.5 
Scattering coefficient = 0.3 
Direction of row = 0° 
Direction of row.= 90° 
Leaf area index = 5 
Leaf area index = 3 
Leaf position 

erectophile 
planophile 

Width of row = 1 
Width of path = 1 
Closed crop 

59249 
90367 

76466 
75346 
77646 
78869 
73649 
63180 
88308 
76206 
74502 
70204 
85848 

71471 
76681 

78829 

80848 

24607 
36861 

28167 
27868 
29045 
29532 
27212 
34102 
22989 
28353 
27539 
25804 
32854 

28611 
26512 

29493 

30382 

ence is c u m u l a t i v e l y e x p r e s s e d ^ ^ S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
prey population model connected i0™™*°J o f t h e effect of the 
therefore the final egg number is used as a measure 
different parameters and rates. different modifications. It 
In table 40 the results are grven forthe Al «em o n ^ 
appears that only SCAT and ^ " ™ " ' X f distribution and 
difference and that all the other f ^ ° " s "Xse tempe» tu«ef fcc t s . 
width of the row are ^ ^ " S S S S coefficient makes accurate 
This relative importance of the sea™" * s i t u a t i o n s where the micro-
determination of this variable necessary in situati 
weather simulator is used. 
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11 Final discussion 

11.1 Aspects of the present work 

To evaluate the present work and to give some suggestions for further 
research the following concluding remarks are made. Initial prey-
predator ratios may vary over a wide range without the danger of 
reaching prey densities above the damage level later in the seasons, so 
that a management system can be based on a survey of predators and 
prey, sometime in spring. The model of the hatching process, Sec
tion 8.2.1 is easily incorporated in the population model and then 
initialization of the population model may be based on a survey of 
winter eggs and overwintering female predators at their overwintering 
sites. Since it is impossible to distinguish visually between living and 
dead winter eggs, it is necessary to know enough about the overwinter
ing process to compute the fraction of viable eggs in spring. 
The most important factors in the system are rate of oviposition, 
predation rate of the adult female predator and the length of the 
juvenile period of the prey. Of minor importance are relative changes in 
abiotic mortality of prey and predator, predation rate of adult males 
and juveniles, and length of the pre-oviposition period of prey and 
predator. It seems acceptable to simplify the model by neglecting 
abiotic mortality of prey and predator and predation rate of juveniles 
and adult males, and by reducing the number of age classes. The effect 
of relative changes in numerical response for the values of 0.8 and 1.2 is 
not large. But at present there is so little information on delay in 
development of the predator due to insufficient food, that uncertainty 
of multiplication factors within the range 0.5-2.0 cannot be excluded 
especially at low colour values. The deviations between the population 
density curves are then considerable, although less important than 
those due to structural changes. The lack of quantitative knowledge on 
numerical response requires further experimentation to improve the 
model. This experimentation may be done iteratively in combination 
with simulation until the same accuracy of model output is obtained as 
was realized for the numerical response of adult females, 
rhe experimental results of the present work may be applied in other 
tields of research. For example, the linear relation between colour 
value ot the predator and oviposition rate of adult female predators, 
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(Section 6.3.2) may be used in testing secondary effects of pesticides. 
At present new pesticides are carefully screened, the harm they do to 
useful fauna elements being taken into account. However, satisfactory 
criteria and simple testing techniques are often not available, hor 
predatory mites the predation rate could be an acceptable criterion 
The direct measurement of this predation rate is a time-consuming and 
cumbersome procedure. It can be replaced by measuring.imposition 
rate of standardized females, for example young females that have just 
been mated, because there is a linear relation between colour value and 
rate of oviposition up to the end of the colour scale 
The colour scale as a measure of satiation is applicable in other 
predatory mite species, since it is shown (van de Vne pers. <ommun.) 
that colour changes are in several species direct related to changes in 

T t ' opu la t ion models may also be used to evaluate theprospects; for 
regulating prey with other predatory mites • m P ? r ^ ™ ^ 1 ^ ! 
possess resistance to organophosphorus pesticides, because the^uantt 
tative data or reliable estimates required are well d e ^ f . n ^ ' ™ ^ 
number. The experimenting techniques to obtain these data are well 

S e t o f e i . may also be an aid in explaining the• P ^ ^ S 
in the field that some predatory mite spec.es may r e p l a c e ^ J P ^ * 
For this purpose two different predators are e a s . 1 ' ^ f Z T c s L c 
models and their mutual interference through predation 
food source is thereby simulated. c,,ctpmc the relations 
To apply the models to other H ^ S S ^ a l t r i o u s 
between predation rate and prey dens t j n m ^ b j j j determinations 
temperatures. These tedious ^ . ^ X S the maxima of the 
should be limited by using models m which ojiy^ $ Q{ ^ 
functional response curves are i n t ™ d " ^ ° m n a r i n e simulated results 
relations can then be found iteratively ̂ ^ u l t i o n Experiments as 
with the results of independent » « « ^ P ^ S S S ^ S i ^ e x p e r i -
described in Section 9.3. In this way die£ort time co * 
ments in the low prey densities can * onntted 
experiments at high prey densities are required. 

J tnr 100 leaves the sample 
In the present work simulations were d o n e ^ QX A n 

size normally used for density d ^ ' ^ n i q u e has been given by van 
evaluation of sample size and sample tecnniqu 
de Vrie et al., (in prep.). f m p l e s represent the whole 
For the present studies ^ i V o t ^Zrdorc applicable to the 
orchard and the results of simulations arc 
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entire field. For this study the distribution of the mites in the orchard, 
whether normal or negative binomial, is of no importance as the 
calculations concern the mean of the whole orchard. Further detail in 
the models is only required when the differences within the orchard are 
so large that consideration of averages for the whole orchard is an 
unrealistic simplification. 

Often large differences in density of prey and predator are found 
between equally treated orchards. These may be caused by the varia
tion in initial numbers of prey and predator in spring, (Section 10.1.2), 
due to the stochastical character of winter mortality. Another cause for 
these differences between orchards may be pesticide application. The 
models may be used to evaluate the effect of an occasional spraying 
that kills a certain proportion of prey and predator population. 

11.2 Future prospects 

The present study shows all steps of model building and evaluation. 
The first step concerns the description of the system, its limits and its 
structure; the second step comprises quantification and mathematical 
description of the different relations. The third step, often closely 
connected and here clearly interwoven with the second step, concerns 
the interconnection of the different relations; it is, in fact, the construc
tion of the computer models according to well-defined techniques. The 
final step is the evaluation and the sensitivity analysis of the model. 
This systematic way of model building has many advantages and 
although these have already been mentioned implicitly, they are once 
more considered. 

Organization of information 
All available data are collected and as far as possible used. If there are 
not sufficient data or reliable estimates available, it is clear which 
additional experiments should be done. The required accuracy of these 
experiments is determined by the possible accuracy of the independent 
higher order experiments that are needed for verification of the models. 
In Chapter 5, this iterative way of modelling and experimenting is 
shown for the determination of the bionomical characteristics of prey 
and predator. This method of working saves considerable experimen
ting time that would have been spent if all experiments were done with 
the same level of accuracy (standard error/ mean). Moreover relatively 
unimportant relations, i.e. those contributing little to the end result, 
can be omitted. 
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Future research . , 
Simulation can be applied to determine directions of future research 
and to weigh research priorities. Even when final aims of research have 
been formulated, there are many ways to achieve the results. Often 
much attention is paid initially to aspects that contribute little to the 
end result whereas aspects of major importance are studied in much 
less detail. The chances of such errors of judgement are less, if the 
experimental research is from the onset complemented by model 
building'and simulation, not so much because preliminary models 
reflect the real systems, but because they honestly;reflecj™«°!»™n 

about the system in semi-quantitative terms. The approach.a weU 
illustrated by the use that is made of micro-meteorological modelling in 
this study. 

Rigidity in the technique of modelling. throughout 
In the present study the state variable ^ ^ f ^ Z t ^ S 
This approach, given form with the Simulaon ^ X ^ g g j 
enables the biologist or agronomist to h™dle f"*^™ ™„™^s 
while keeping fully in touch with ̂ ^ Z ^ Z ^ Z and mak 
communication errors between modeller andI e xP^^SSee r t e tech-
the models readible and usable for m a s ^ F

1 ^ ^ ^ L o 
nique applied for simulating ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ account the measured dispersion is generally appii 

simulating flow of water, transport of ' " ^ ^ c e s s e s . 
germination and development of plants, and biocnemic P 

Scope of this approach „rowth models, they can be 
Because of the present status; of crop growth mc> , $ ^ ^ 
combined with the population models on^ * J * f t h e r e l a t i o n 
cious arthropods of this study UP°" 2 " ^ s " combined models 
between host"plant and phytophagous anmal . theeco ^ ^ 
may be used for calculating the r e d u c o m y * g 
numbers of phytophagous a n i m a l s * \ f M ™ f o o d SOUrce, this 
models the host plant is a f um<* l ° * X e d mother situations the 
being justified by the prey ̂ " ^ E ^ ^ d d levels for the 
models may help in fo r« l f ting wdWe f̂ined ^ ^ ^ 
phytophagous animal. These t h ^ f j v s [ o l o g ica l factors. Changing 
economic factors in addition to P ^ ^ ^ m b i n e d models could 
prices may be taken into account so.that tne 
become a useful tool in pest management. 
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Application of the present models. 
The models may be used for calculating ratios of prey and predator 
females sometime in spring, which can be accepted without the danger 
of exceeding the 'damage level' (defined according to the OILB), later 
in the season for a given climate situation. 
Year to year weather differences in the Netherlands are large enough to 
influence population growth of prey and predator, so that it may be 
useful to monitor this development with models based on actual 
weather, measured at a local station. Weather differences within 
orchards at different places are, however, so small that it would not be 
worthwhile to monitor the development based on weather observa
tions in situ. 
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Summary 

During the last decade, integrated pest control systems have been 
developed for several crops. One of the main fields of research in 
integrated control has been the control of orchard pests. Experience 
with modified spraying programmes in apple orchards, the increasing 
resistance of spider mites to acaricides, and knowledge on the bio
nomics of many pest species have been major factors in promoting the 
development of integrated pest control systems. Attempts were made 
to introduce predatory mites or to improve their effectiveness in the 
control of the fruit-tree red spider mite, one of the major pests in 
commercial fruit orchards. These experiments clearly showed how 
these natural enemies can reduce and maintain spider mite populations 
below the economic threshold level. At present predacious mites are 
widely applied in the control of spider mites in apple orchards. 
However, the resulting changes in the system have still not been 
quantitatively assessed, and it is only speculation to explain the mode 
of operation of the system if there is no information about the 
underlying ecological processes. For a stable pest control system one 
must know how spider mite and predacious mite populations interact 
with each other and with the host plant, and how the system is 
influenced by abiotic factors (temperature, relative air humidity, wind 
and rain) and by cultivation methods (including the use of fertilizers as 
well as insecticides and fungicides). In several countries with a devel
oped agriculture, research has therefore been started to monitor the 
effect of predators on pest populations. 

This study presents basic models for the fruit-tree red spider mite 
(Panonychus ulmi) and the native predacious mite, Amblyseiuspoten-
tillae. The models are constructed according to the state variable 
approach, as is described in Chapter 3. The models developed with this 
technique bridge the gap between biological control with predacious 
mites in the field and the analytical methods of natural sciences, thus 
assisting in the introduction and management of biological control 
agents of the fruit-tree red spider mite. 
The simulation models are based on extensive knowledge of the effect 
of temperature, humidity, food and daylength on the prey as well as the 
predator. The relations between rates of development, mortality, 
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oviposition and diapause with temperature and other physical factors 
were determined from literature studies, estimation and many labora
tory experiments, Chapter 5. Many of the temperature responses of 
rates proved to be linear and reacted momentaneously to temperature 
fluctuations. 
The predator-prey interaction (between predacious mite and fruit-tree 
red spider mite) in these models, which closely approximates the field 
situation, is based on a detailed analysis of the predation process. This 
predator-prey interaction is very complex. Five developmental stages 
of the prey (larva, protonymph, deutonymph, adult male and female), 
and four developmental stages of the predator (protonymph, deuton
ymph, adult male and female) are involved. The attractiveness of the 
different stages of the prey varies and depends partly on the satiation 
level of the predator. For example, the adult female predator (the most 
voracious stage) shows a strong preference for the younger stages of the 
prey, but 'hungry' predators are much less selective. The rate of 
ingestion and the utilization of a killed prey also depends on the 
satiation level of the predator. Fransz's detailed analysis of the 
predation process in the system two-spotted spider mite and preda
cious mite and the explanatory models he developed for this process 
showed that a simple system (one standardized predator and a constant 
number of preys) reaches an equilibrium within a few hours. Hence the 
degree of filling of the gut of the predator oscillates with a small 
amplitude, at a level depending on predator and prey density and on 
the temperature of the system. This enables the complex predation 
process to be incorporated in a model for a population of higher order 
by simply expressing relative predation rate and prey utilization as 
functions of temperature and state of the predator. The satiation level 
of the predator can be quantified visually, because well-fed predators 
are dark, while hungry predators are whitish and transparent. A colour 
scale has been developed which relates the behaviour of the predator 
expressed in success ratio (number of successful encounters to the total 
number of encounters) to the quantity of leaf and animal pigments in 
the predator, which together constitutes its colour. 

Experiments were carried out to determine the rate of decrease in 
colour value, which is supposed to equal the digestion rate, the relation 
between predation rate and prey density, and the relation between 
predation rate and colour value at various temperatures. The required 
relations for relative predation rate and prey utilization are easily 
derived from these functions. Oviposition rate and the development 
rate from egg to adult of the predator (numerical response) also depend 
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on its satiation level and on temperature. These relations are also 
experimentally quantified, Section 6.3. 
The details of information required on the driving variables, tempera
ture and food condition were determined by experiment and simula
tion. The effect of nutritive condition of the tree on the prey was 
determined in water culture experiments and related to the nitrogen 
content of the leaves in commercial apple orchards. It is shown, 
Section 7.2, that the nutritive condition of the trees in practice do not 
affect the rates of development and oviposition of the fruit-tree red 
spider mite. To determine the required details about micro-weather an 
adapted and verified micro-weather simulator was coupled to the 
population model. The small differences between simulation results 
when leaf temperatures are the driving variables and simulations in 
which air temperature is the driving variable justified further calcula
tions in the field with air temperature, Section 7.3. 
The assumptions in the model underlying the treatment of the preda-
tion process were verified by comparing results of an independent 
experiment on predation in replacement series of 'prey stages', with 
simulation results. It is also shown that the procedure, for determining 
yields of a plant species growing in competition, from sowing density 
experiments in monoculture, may be applied for calculating predation 
rates of a species in 'mixed cultures' from its functional response curve 
in monoculture (see Section 9.2). 

The models for hatching winter eggs, for population growth through
out the season and for diapause are verified at different levels of 
integration by independent population experiments. The most simple 
verification is the measurement of population growth in small ecosys
tems under controlled conditions in situations with and without 
predators and then to compare results with those of simulation. 

Verification in the field is done by comparing simulation results with 
population measurements in several orchards. The correspondence in 
general pattern of population fluctuations of prey and predator and the 
good correspondence between simulated and measured colour values 
of the predators enables the model to be used for sensitivity analysis 
and management. 
Sensitivity analysis showed that particular key factors are absent and 
that a wide range of initial prey-predator ratio's may be tolerated. It is 
further shown that the predation activity of the younger stages and the 
adult males is relatively unimportant and that the female predator is 
the important regulator due to its high predation capacity, its long hfe-
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span and an increase in rate of oviposition until the predator is well fed. 
The system is rather sensitive to length of prey's juvenile period, 
predation rate, and oviposition rate of the adult female predator and 
the delay in development of the predator due to insufficient food. 
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Appendix I. List of the symbols used in the relational 
diagrams 

STATE VARIABLE OR VALUE OF AN 
INTEGRAL 

AUXILIARY VARIABLE 

(ABCD) DRIVING OR FORCING VARIABLE 

RATE OF FLOW OF MATERIAL 
INTO OR FROM AN INTEGRAL 

FLOW OF MATERIAL, INTO OR FROM 
AN INTEGRAL 

- - - > FLOW OF INFORMATION 

ABCD PARAMETER 

MORTALITY 
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Appendix II. List of abbreviations 
NAME DESCRITTIO.-

AFPM'1.2' 

AFS '1-10' 
AMS '0-3' 
AHSKCI 

AMSHR 

CAF 
CAP 
CDN 
CFS 

COSPEC 
CPN 
CSLT 
CTAF 
CTAM 
CTDM 
CIPN -
DAY 
DAYL 
DEADP 
CCAFS-
WAMS 
DEAISF 
DEC 
DECAF 
DECA* 
DECDN 
DECPN 
DEJU 
OEJUS -
OCTE -••• 
DETJ 
DEfJS 

RELATIVE PATE OF MORTALITY nF PRE"VIPOSTTION 
FEWALFS OF PANONTCHDS ULHI PAY-I 
ADULT FE.-iAL̂ d 'SUCKER• nF P.l'UI.AGE CLASS 1-10 M'VBEP 
ADULT MALK 'SUMMER' OF p,t'L""I, ACE CLASS 0-4 NUMBER 
SOUAfcE OF THE RELATIVE nisPEFSlDf OF LIFE SPA»I 
OF ADULT VAI.E 'SU.-'KER' OF P.l'LHI 
RELATIVE BATE OF MORTALITY OF AnllLT KALF 'SUMMER' 

DbONS — 
DTEMD 
6TEMI- -• 
EKG 

EMOR»i,4> 

E0T1 
-eQTJ 
EQT3 

-E13T4 
Fl 

FT'1,10' 

GSAFS 

GSAMS 

GSE 
~GSJ 

CSJS 

•-«ie— 
G U 
«TJS~ 

or P.ULMI 
COLOUR VALIT PER ADULT FK.'ALF. A.PnTE!.TILLAE 
CHLOIJO VAtl'f PER ADULT ''ALE A.POTENTILLAE 
COLOUR VALUE PLR PEl'TOr YMFH OF A .POTEMILLAE 
MULTIPLICATION FACTOR OF RELATIVE PRETJATIO* 
RATKS ACCOL'MIiJC FOR THE SUFFACF OF THE SYSTF" 
COSIUF DECLINATION 
COLOUR VALUE PER PROTOMY.1PH OF A .POTEMTILLAE 
COSINE LATITUDE -
INVERSE COLOUR VALUE PER ADULT FEMALE OF A.POT. COLOUP-I FEMALE 
INVERSE COLOUR VALUE PER ADULT MALE OF A.pOT. COLOUR-l MALE 
INVEKSE COLOUR VALUE PER DEUTONYNPH OF A.POT, 
INVERSE COLOUR VALUE PER PROTO*YFtPH OF A.POT. 
NUMBER OF THE BAY 
LMGTH OF TWE DAY " -•-••-
DEVELOPMENT TO PBEOVIPOKITION FFKALES P.ULHI 
DEVELOPMENT TO ADULT "FEMALES P.ULMI ' 

'SUMMER FORKS' 
OEVffLOpMENY TO- ADULT MALM P,Ul.MI'SHMMER FOR11S" 
DEVELOPMENT TO ADULT FEMALES A.POTENTILLAE 
DECLINATION OTTHE SUN • 
DECREASE OF COLOUR VALUE OF ADULT FEMALES 
DECREASE OF COLOUR -VAtUE VT ADULT KALES 
DECREASE OF COLOUR VALUE OF DEUTONYMPHS 
DECREASE OF enM}UR-VAf/HE—PF-p*UTWYMfHS ~ " 
DEVELOPMENT TO JUVENILES (P.ULMI) 
DEVELOPMENT-JO JUVENILIS -seNSTTlVtf- TO-
DIAPAUSE INDUCING CONDITIONS (P.ULMI) 

-DEVELOPMENT Of KtS—Of A-,peTtt*TltLAE- - -
DEVELOPMENT OF JUVENILES OF A . P O T E N T U L A E 

• DEVELOprt£MT-OF JUVEflHifî  SEN-SIT-IVB-TO 
DIAPAUSE li.'DUCING CONDITIONS (A.POTENTILLAE) 

—DIFFERENCE IN HOURS WITH STANBARB SOtAR-TIHR-• 
FIRST ORDER AVERAGE OF TEMPERATURE 
INITIAL AVERAGE--OF TEHPER*TU«e - -- - --
SQUARE OF THE RELATIVE DISPERSION OF DEVELOPMENT 

- PERIOTf-Or EGGS-nr-P.UL«t — 
RELATIVE RATE OF MORTALITY OF EGGS OF P.ULHI 

-in AGe CLASS-1-4- -- — 
COLOUR VALUE OF ADULT FEMALES OF A.POTENTILLAE 
COLOUR VALUr OF-DeUT«fYMpH3-»F A".f>eTE«TH.tiAt• — 
COLOUR VALUF OF PROT0NYMPHS OF A.POTENTILLAE 

- COLOUR- VAtrt)F-<5F ADULT-HAi«s-<JP-*.l»©TE«TTW.Ar -
OVIPOSITIOU RATE OF FEMALES P.ULMI 
oviposrrtor; -KATT or-TEKAtE»-r.Dwir-in - -
AGE CLASS 1-10 
OVIPUSmttK-ftA'IE OF TEMALES A.Pt>WfflrtiAE-~ - -
OVIPOSITIOU RATE OF FEMALES A.POTENTILLAE 

- IN AGE-CLASS- 1-40— B6«S OAY-4-FEMALE—1 
STAGE OF SENESCENCE OF ADULT FEMALES P.ULMI 

— 's-u+me* FORMS'- DEVELOPMENT- uturs -
STAGE OF SENESCENCE OF ADULT MALES P.ULMI 

— -- - 7 -'SUMMER FOKMS'BEVeLOPMENT-"UNITS 
STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT OF EGGS P.ULMI DEVELOPMENT UNITS 

— STACK or-irevEtiOPKtwT-or-jtrvtitiLES P^ULMI DEVELOPMENT-UNITS 
STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT OF JUVENILES P.ULMI 
SENSITIVE TO DIAPAUSE INDUCING CONDITIONS DEVELOPMENT UNITS 
STAGE or PEVEt-UPWENT ur EGGS A.POTENTItrLSg ~ BETELOPMEHT-UWITS 
STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT OF JUVENILES A.POTENTILLAE DEVELOPMENT UNITS 

— -STACE-OF DCVEt.OPMtNT-Or JUYEMK-tS-AvPOTENTILLAE 
SENSITIVE TO DIAPAUSE INDUCING CONDITIONS DEVELOPMENT UNITS 

DAY-1 
COLOUR FEMALE-1 
COLOUR MALE-1 
COLOUR DEUT.-l 

COLOUR PROTON.-1 

COLOUR-l DEUTONYhPH 
COLOUR-l PROTONYMPH 

HOURS ' •• 
NUMBER DAY-1 

NUMBER DAY-1 
lUfiRER DAT-I 
•/Û BER DAY-1 

COLOUR TIME-1 
CfltOUR TIME-1 
COLOUR TIME-1 
COLOUR TIMfi.l 
NUMBER PAY-1 

NUMBER DAY-1 
NUMBER BAY-1 
NUMBER DAY-1 

NUMBER DAY-1 
HOURS - - - " " 
DEGREE CELSIUS 
fiEGREE CEiSIUS 

D«-t -
COLOUR CM-2 
CWWR-CM-J- — 
COLOUR CM-2 

"COLOUR- e«-j — 
EGGS DAY-1 

EGGS DAY-1 FEMALE-1 
tS6S -DAK-l - - • • 



-flWF -STAGE-or se^esee-NCE-OF-ADULT FEMALES "F — - • 

A.POTENTILLAE 'SUMMER FORMS' DEVELOPMENT UNITS 

-«•«. A.POTEHTILLAE 'SUMMER FORMS' DEVELOPMENT UMTS 

-.•- _- .^.„ . ̂ _ 'SUMMER FORMS' DEVELOPMENT UNITS 
*** - 1nJl"*-"An<njK - - — IMf lTAf^ - -
HOUR HOUR OF THE DAY HOUR 
1He*F RATE-OF• mCREASE-OF-COUHW VALUE ADULr FEMALES - - - - - -

--TNPAM » » w B F i a r . c » « = . » « . » A.POTENTILLAE COLOUR UNITS DAY-t 
-TBCA« RATE-OF INCREASE OF-eotetw VAWF AOHLT MALES- • - - -
„ , „ , ___ _ A.POTENTILLAE COLOUR UNITS DAY-1 
WCDH RATE OF INCREASE OF-eeLOaRVAIrttp-BEttTPNYHPHS- — -
T « P » M ~ »««• ~ , ™ - A.POTENTILLAF COLOUR UMTS DAY-1 
IUCPN RATE OF INCREASE OF-COLflUK VALUr PROTONYMPKS - - - • 

- J » « - * « WHMftKi. nr luuri iTi^o . , , „ , A.POTENTILLAE COLOUR UNITS PAY-1 
,~l JMVEfllLEB OF-p-.ULMMN AGE CLASS 0 - * NUMBER -

JKO SOUARE OF THE RELATIVE DISFFRSION OF DURATION OF 
JUVENILE PERIOD OF P.ULMI - . _ . 

JM0R»J ,6 ' RELATIVE MORTALITY RATE OF JUVENILES OF P.ULMI 
' j S ' o - 4 ' ""NUMBER nF J„VE:ULES O F V / u L V f l N l ^ f j E ' - * ' ^ ^ " ' 

"~I«rT !?„?IJ f'J' , S f : **">«« WW-M A6E--CLASS -0-4 'SW*ER«- NUMBER-
JSKO SOUARE OF THE RELATIVE DISPERSION OF THE 

WRATIUW-OK-JUWMLM.. SE^SITIve T0-DIAPAU66 — 
INDUCING CONDITIONS OF P.ULMI 

~JS*fi R I * A T I V E - M G B T A I . I T Y - R A T E W-JUVENILES OF-P HlbHl•••— - • 
SENSITIVE TO DIAPAUSE INDUCING CONDITIONS* 

-. -"SUMMER-F6R«S* - nv/.t - -
IAI LATITUDE LOCATION DECREES 
LFT f'orJ^Tilr^ ̂ »"*f«WI>«C«6»-.**M-eF.^...lK.Mt NUMBER 
.!.:« LOGARITHM OF TOTAL REPRODUCTION RATE OF A t>nx NllMRrn 

__i2?2S ";nL,^JIY
c.A.t'ULT M*LE5 r-Ut'MI 'SUMMER FORMS' DAYS 

-*?**- DURATION-E6fi PERIOD P.ULMI £iv| 
LOLJ DURATION JUVENILE PERIOD P.ULMI T?YS 

"ow*~ ^ K H ^ D ^ ^ 
3£K" Ksrsfflr^^ 
-WWJ -DURATION JUVENILE PERIOD A.POTENTILLAE DAM 

DURATION DEVELOPMENT PERIOD JUVENILES SENSITIVE 
, ; - ; . - - -T°MAMUSE-P;OUWW(^-C^WTI*N*-+,pO«5;jLtAfr --BAYS-
-J5IIL PUR«I°N PRE-OVIPOSITION PERIOD FEMALES A^OT. DAYS 

- , ^ r L?!?EYm ADULT MALES
 A.POTT^UMMERT^SS. Mil 

IPAFS LOCARITHM NUMBER ADULT FEMALES P.ULMI SuMBER 

,L«" LOGARITHM NUMBER DEUTONYHPHS P.ULMI J Z B E R 

ffi,, L 2 S A R " H " NW 'BER L*RVAE P.ULMI NUMBER 
LSNHS SINEOFSUN ELEVATION TODAY AT LAST TIME STEP 

^ i T * f S tOCMttTBWWmW ADWT-tTMAtES A.POTENliLbAT- -

-nwr- «*««wm-wmB»-*mT i « B » - T t 7 S ^ ^ ' - ™ H B 5 ? 
. i ™ -L-OCARTTHB NtTMggR tARVAE A.POTE»rltt,*K tlWSE* 

J™L ™?™*L»™™ P«OWJ^H«J^OKIItlllLLAE_ S _ 

^ ^ ^ r m w M a _ 1 ^ ^ T ^ m L A E _ 

~ w e * m ^ « r 1 L 7 s l E f ^ - - — -
- " R T ^ r ^ ™ ™ * ™ * ^ ^ 
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DAY-1 

- * T M f " t r 2 * RELATIVE WORTALITY-RATE- « » E - W i P O * I T i < » l FEMALM 
„ _ _ A.POTENTILLAE IN ACE CLASSES J - 2 

- « W R t " -NUMERICAL f**SP«»S€ F A e T f t R - t r - e e t W R LEVEL-
DEPENDENCY OF OVIPOSIIlnN RATE A.POTENTILLAE 

- -IWMERICAti RBSPWSE--PACTOR-^>-eoiB«R LEVEL 
DEPENDENCY DEVELOPMENT PERIOD JUVENILES A.POT 

- --NUMERICAL" R K P e W t - T A C m R - J -^-e t lLWR LEVEL -
DEPENDENCY DEVELOPMENT PERIOD JUVENILES 
aENSHIVE-^fi-plAPAUSE IHDUCIMC CONDITIONS 
OP A.POTENTILLAE 

- -WJM6RICAI, -RESPO#SE •F*€-rOR-̂ --f-C-OWUR fcEvpti-- -
DEPENDENCY MATURATION PERIOD OF ADULT FFMALFS 

~ , W5 A.-KHBWtL-tAE 
PAFST TOTAL NUMBER PRE-OVIPOSITION FEMALES P.ULMI 
PAFW NUMBER 'HINTL-P.'FEMALES P.ULMI NUMBER 

-RELATIVE- RR»?pATie«t RATE—LARVAEP-.ULMI" BY- -
ADULT FEMALES OF A.POTENTILLAE 
RELATIVE PRFDAHQN- RATE- LARVAE P.ULMI BY 
DEUTONYMPHS OF A.POTENTILLAE 
RELATIVE RPFDATlOtf RATE-LARVAE—R.uLMI By 
PPOTOHYMPHS OF A.POTENTILLAE 
RELATIVE PREDATION RATE LARVAE- r.t>l«l BT" 
ADIJLT MALES OF A.POTENTILLAE 
RELATIVE PRSPATH3N RATE RROTONYWtS R.ULMI BY 
ADULT FEMALES OF A.POTENTILLAE 
RELATIVE RRED+TIO«M*ATE-pRO-TGNYUj>H6 P.ULMI Ry-
DEIITCMYMPHS OF A.POTENTILLAE 

-WTCB-T RELATIVK PRFPATU1*- RATEPROTONYHRWS-RiUL*! RY 
ADULT MALES OF A.POTENTILLAE 

"PREDR -RELATIVE PRFDATION RATE PEUTONYMPHS P.ULMI BY 
ADULT FECALFS OF A.POTENTILLAE 

-PRHW -- RELATIVE PPEDATION PATE-OBWOWHPHS P.UWI BY 
ADULT HALES OF A.POTENTILLAE 
RELATIVE PRPDATION PATE M>VLT-K*bES P-.Vt.MI-BY 
ADULT FEMALES OF A.POTENTILLAE 
RELATIVE PPFDAIIO* RATE ADULT HALE* P.UL4! BY 
ADULT MALES OF A.POTENTILLAE 
RELATIVE RREDATHJ* RATE-ADULT fFKALES P.ULMI B) 
ADULT FEMALES OF A.POTENTILLAE 

PRHOM-2JL RELATIVE MORTALITY RATE-BY -PRCDAWOW- Hi- -
DIFFERENT CLASSES AND STAGES 
UTILIZATION OF KILLFD LARVAE P,ULMI BY 
ADULT FEMALES A.POTENTILLAE 
UTILIZATION OF KttLED-PROTO*YWHSPfUl.HI BY -
ADULT FEMALES A.PPTEHTILLAE 

-UTILIZATIP*--,3F KILLED -&EWNYMPHS--P.ULMI «*• 
ADULT FEMALES A.POTENTILLAE 
UTILIZATION OF KILLFD ADULT-f»E«ALES P.ULMI BY 
ADULT FEMALrs A.POTENTILLAE 
UTILIZATION OF KILLED LARVAE- P.HLMI «Y 
DEUTONYMPHS A.POTENTILLAE 
UTILIZATION-3F KiLLEP PROTONYMPH6- P.ULMI BY 
DEUTONYMPHS A.POTENTILLAE 
UTlblZATICI. OF KILLFD LARVAE P,UL"I BY 
ppnTONYMpMS A.POTENTILLAE 
UTILIZATION OF KILLED LARVAE P.ULMI BY 
ADULT ̂ ALES A.POTENTILLAE 
UTILIZATION OF KILLED PBOTCMYUPHS-P.ULMI »Y 
ADULT f-ALFS A.POTENTILLAE 
UTILIZATIOK OF KILLED PEUTONYWPHS-P.ULMI BY 
ADULT MALES A.POTENTILLAE 
UTILIZATION OF KILLFD ADULT MALES P.ULMI BY 
ADULT CALES A.PnTFHTILLAE 

-WBMRJ--

-NyMR^ 

-RMD1 

—PRBDJ 

-PR»J 

—PREM 

— M E M -

-RRES4 

*REO+& 

-*REOIl 

PREB+fc 

PV1--

PV2— 

W 4 -

PV5 

• -PV« 

PV9-

PVJO 

PVU 

NUMBER 

DAY-1 

DAY-1 

DAY-1 

DAY-1 

DAY-1 

DAY-1 

PAY-1 

DAY-1 

DAY-1 

DAY-1 

DAY-1 

DAY-1 

DAY-1 

COLOUR PREY-1 

COLOUR PREY-1 

COLOUR PREY-1 

COLOUR PREY-1 

COLOUR PRFY-1 

COLOUR PREY-1 

COLOUR PREY-t 

COLOUR PREY-1 

COLOUR PRFY-1 

COLOUR PRFY-1 

COLOUR PREY-1 

RDCV1 RELATIVE RATE OF DECREASE IN COLOUR VALUE 
OF ADULT FEMALES A.pOTENTILLAF DAY-1 

RDCVS RELATIVE RATE OF DECREASE IN COLOUR VALUE 
OF DEl'TONYhpHS A.pOTENTILLAF PAY-1 

RDCVJ RELATIVE RATE OF DECREASE IN COLOUR VALUE 
OF PRQTUWpHS - A.PUTENTIW.AE DAY-1-

RF'1.8' MULTIPLICATION FACT"RS OF THE RELATIVE ̂ RELATION 
RATES TO USF THF EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINED 
RELATIUN FUR OTHER PREY-PREOATOR COMBINATIONS 

RISE TICK OF SU»R1SE HOUR 
RTAFS RESIDENCE TIME PER ACF CLASS ADULT rE"ALES P.ULMIDAYS 

http://P-.Vt.MI


-RTAM6-
RTE 
RTJ 
PUS 

RTPAFS 

RTTE 
RTTJ 

- RTTJS • 

RTTSF 

RTTSFF 

RTTSM 
• SEN 

SEN'1-JJ' 

SENA'l-»0' 

SENB'1-10' 

SENCM-8* 

SEHP'J-JJ* 

siNoec 
SL'1-10* 

SNHS' 
SNLT 
SPU 
SRP 
SRT 
STA 
STAR 
TASF 
TASF'1-IO' 

IASM --
TASM'0-3* 
TAWF 
TE'0-3' 
TEKO 
TEMP 
TEMS 

- TJ'O-*'-
TJKO 

TJS'0-2' 

TJSKO 

TOMOF 
TOMOR 
TOM0RF 
TOMORT 
TPAFS 
TPAFSO 
TPAMS 
TPF. 
TPDC 
TPDN 
TPb 
TPPC 
TPPN 
TPSF'O-2' 

DAYS-

SAYS-

PMfS-
DAYS 

• RESIDENCE -T-IHF, PtR AGE-CtAS* AlHJiT MALSS -P-.ULM 1- DAYS -
RESIBF.IICE TIME PER AGE CLASS EGGS P.ULMI 
RESIDENCE TIME PER AGE-^LASS-JU¥6HIL6S--PrUL*I- DAYS-
RESIDENCE TJÎ E PER AGE CLASS Jl'VEMLES 

-SENSITIVE TO-WAPAUSE-I-dOUC-JKC-COJUUliWlS 
OF P.ULMI DAYS 
RESIDENCE TIME PER ACE-GLASS-PRE-OVIPOSITtOW- • - -
FEMALES P.ULMI DAYS 
RESIDENCE T1 ME PER -AGE CLASS ECeS-A,POTENTILL*E—PAYS-
RESIDENCE TI.1F. PER AGE CLASS JUVENILES A.POT . PAYS 
RES*DEJ»CE~W*E_PER-AG£-£LASS- JUVENILES 
SENSITIVE TO PIAPAUSE INDUCING CONDITIONS 
OF A.POTENTTLLAg -
RESIDENCE TItfF. PER AGF. CLASS PRE-OVIPOSITION 
FEMALE& OF- A.POTENTILLAE - _ . . . - — . 
RESIDENCE TIKE PER AGE CLASS ADULT FEMALES 
OF V*POTE>WTfct*E 
RESIDENCE TIKF. PER AGE CLASS ADULT MALES A.POT. 
PARAMETER THAT I NCRFASES~ OR" "DECREASES THE " " 
ACTUAL TEMPERATURE SYSTEMATICALLY 
MULTIPLICATION FACTORS WR-THE • --
RELATIONS FOR AGEING RATES.DEVELOPMENT RATES AND 
MORTALITY PATBS.TO TEST THETR-KELATrVErTKPORTAKCE • 
MULTIPLICATION FACTORS FOR THE OVlPOSITlOM RATES 
OF P.ULMI - " • """ 
MULTIPLICATION FACTORS FOR THE OVIPOsITION RATES 
OF A.POTENTILLAE - - — ~ 
MULTIPLICATION FACTORS FOR THE RATES OF INCREASE 
A«D DECREASr-1* COLOBR~Or~THE t'TFTERENT — — 
PREDATORY STAGES 
MULTIPLICATION FACTOM-PO*-THEPfibATiVE- -
pREPATIOi: RATES 
SlWE DECLItiATIO* "" " 
SLOPES OF -THE LINEAR RELATION BETWEEN 0 » I . 
POSITION PATE ANtr TEttPERATtfftE-tN-AGE-CLASSES' 
OF P.ULMI 
SINE ELEVATION OF THE SUK • 
SINE LATITUDE 
START TIME W P.ULhr IN THE~HO»EL 
SEX RATIO OF P,"LM1 
SEX RATIO CE A.FOTEKTILtAE -
START TIME A.POTENTILLAE IN THE MODEL 
START TIME OF THE MODEL "" — - " 
NUMBER ADULT FEMALES A.POTENTILLAE'SUMMER FORMS'NUMBER 
NUMBER ADULT FE-iALES A.PDTENTTLLAE IN AGE CLAS5 

1-10 NUMBER 
NUMBER APULT MALES A.PQTENTTLI.AF UUMBER 
NUMBER ADULT MALES A.POTEMILLAF. IN AGE CLASS 0-3NUMBER 
NUMBER OVERWINTERING FEMALES AjPOTENflLLAE NUMBER 
NUMBER EGGS A.POT. IN AGE CLASS 0-3 NUMBER 
SOUARE OF THE RELATIVE flISPERSION OF DEVELOPMENT 
pERIOC OF EGGS A.PDTENTILLAE NUMBER 
ACTUAL TEMPFRAWRE ~ -~ - - -"PBCREE CELSIUS 
TEMPERATURE SUM pEGREE CELSIUS 
NUMBER JUVKMfbes A.-POT. IN AGE CLASS 0-« -- -NUMBER 
SOUAKF. OF TWE RELATIVE P1SPERSIOS OF DEVELOPMENT 
PERIOD JUVENILES Of A.POTF*iTILL»E - " 
NUMBER JUVEIJILES SENSITIVE TO DIAPAUSE INDUCING 
CONDITIONS IN AGE CLASS- 0-2 NUMBER 
SQUARE OF THE RELATIVE DISPFRSlnN OF PEVELOPhENT 
PERIOD OF-juvENi-Lea SENSITIVE Tn DIAPAUSE 
INDUCING CONDITIONS OF A.POTENTILLAE 
SUMMARIZED MORTALITY ̂ ATE ADULT FEMALES A.PPT. 
SUMMARIZEP MORTALITY RATE ADULT FEMJLFS P.ULMI 
ACCUMULATED PFAD ADUtT FEMALES AiPOTENTILLAF 
ACCUMULATED DEAD ADULT FEMALES P.ULMI 
NUMBER FEMALES P.ULMI 
WUaBER PpF.-OVIPOSITIOH FEMALES P.ULMI 
t'UnBER MALES P.ULMI I 

1*10 
NUMBER EGGS DAY-1 C- l 

DAYS 

DAYS 
PAYS 

NUMBER EGGS P.ULMI 
tsVlMBER DE»IPCMf(YS»LIS P.ULMI / 
NUMBER DtliltlNYMPHS P. ' IL"! 
NUMBER LARVAE P.ULMI 
NUMBER PFCOTOCHPYSALIS P.ULMI 
•ilWBEp PROTONYKPHS P.ULMI -
DUMBER PRF-nUPOSITIUN FEMALES t.POTENTILLAE 

NUMBER DAY-1 
NUMBER DAY-1 
NUMBER 
NUKBER 
NUMBER 
NUMBER 
NUMBER 
NUMBER 
NUHPER 
yUf.BER 
NtwBER 
NUMBER 
NUMBER 



IN -MW CLAM -O-2 
TPTC NUMBER TEI.EIoCHRYSALIS P.ULMI 

-TSFK© — 30»ARE-t*F~fHE--RF-bAT-IVE-frreP«>S-ION OF MATURATION 
PERIOD FEMALES OF A.POTENTILLAE 

TSMKff- " S01JAF6 OF-THE ft€fcAJriVE--OISfERSiflN OF SPAIf-Or 
MALES A.POTEIJTILLAE 

-TTAFS «UH»ER AWJLTf EMALES A ,-MtTEHTIttAf 
TTAHS NUMBER ADULT KALES A.P0TENT1LLAE 

- TTf -HPMBER «<>GS- A y P O f E W t * * E 
TTDN NUMBER DE'JTONYHPHS A.POTENTILLAF 

-Tttr 1WMBER LARVAE ArReTENTIliLAE- -
TTPN NUMBER PRPTOfrYhPHS A.PUTENTILLAE 
UL*I .+* I,eweR~l.HtIT-FFft -WiE• Cf l tOU»--VAttW-OF-»»tT -

FEMALES.DEUTONYMpHS.PPOTONYMpHS AMP ADULT MALES 
0 i f - » . - w yn t t fTTM;**7Pes«eTtve f cYr -Tme-To - iMe 
PRESENCE Of ALTERNATE PREYS 

- VAfcftMp- pAiLY-A4***iTt)BE-0E-JrHE-TEMpFR*TDRE 
VALAV DAILY AVERAGE OF TEMPERATURE 

-VALSR TEWEXATDRR AT SUWISF 
VALSS TEMPERATURE AT SUNSET 

- W » *€-€«*HfLAr6e-l*ll*»S«--*H»TER—6«*-f-,BUM 

KttMBER 
NUMBER 

NWBER 
NUMBER 

~Nl̂ HP£ft ——— 
NUMBER 
WUMBER 
NUMBER 

COLOUR UNITS 
-BE^REE C E L S W S -
PEGREE CELSIUS 
DEGREE--cetsrus-
DECREE CELSIUS 
•HWBEft-

ATOlT-WW^LW-SF-ABflKE-VJATKlUS- - F O R - W E - MODEL- ON *IApAUSifl6 -OF-p-DhHt--

-tfWKS--

- trt)M*Eft-+li+iTER-EG<3S-P-,Hi/M - -NUMBER-— 
NUMBER SUMMER F.GGS P.ULMI NUMBER 

—-(.UMBER—^flTtR^reMALeS-P-iWH NUMBER -
NUMBER 'WINTER'FEMALES IN AGE CLASS 0 - 5 NUMBER 

• -RELATIVE-D£8PERSI0N-Of--LJFg SPAN AWLg-FEMAbEfi 
LONGIVITY ADULT FEMALES P . U L M I DAYS 

—-RBSlBENCe HME-ABULT FWAWS-P-rttLHI-KRr-ASE « i*5S»AYS-
SENESCENCE STAGE ADULT FEMALES P.ULMI DEVELOPMENT UNIT* 
NUMBER -JH»E'»jHSS-SB»S4T-IA(&~T*-»I-*(>A<lSE-IWHWJ»IS . . 
CONDITIONS P.ULMI 'WINTER FORMS' DAYS 
RELAT-I V£—M-»P«*SiW -BEVEL0PME«tf-pEMaB-JOVE«iH:s 
SENSITIVE TO DIAPAUSE INDUCING CONDITIONS DAYS 

ADDITIONAL LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS FOR THE MODEL ON 
HAWWIHC OF WH>TC»-B6€&-Br— PcW»**~ 

EI 
—MLBP-

ININ 
TEHI 

—oewe— 

INITIAL NUMBER WINTER EGGS 
—LF.NGTH--SF—THE--Cf>LO-PKM«B . _ 

INITIAL STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT OF THE WINTER tGGS DEVELOPMENT UNIT* 
—Fluit-OMSH-A-VESAGE -Og-TEMPERATtfRE WITH A * * 

NUMBER 
PAYS 

GSH 

RTEVi 
-EW't»2 

TPEW 
-PL 

TlUE CONSTANT OF TWO DAYS 
-Q*YELOpMeJJT—R*M-WINWIA- «GGs_ 

PEGREE CELSIUS 
^V4S10p»,y*tTB„ ̂ w „ . 
DEVELOPMENT UNITS DEVELOPMENT STAGE WINTER EGGS 

-AVERAGE 4*N<Wt--or-4t»««WeH>BM«»-OF--V«»*EH--E€65BA-y8 M* 
RESIDENCE TIME OF EGGS PER AGE CLASS DAYS 
NUMBBR--OF- E6GS--K*-A«eetA*S-+-i NW4&K*. 
TOTAL NUMBER OF WINTER EGGS NUMBER 
ACCUMULATED- KM4BERflf-_tAR.yAE- NUH*£R-
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*OPITIO»r»I- t M T Of--At>frRCVMTlnn8-roy THE MpPEL"OF 
PFEDATION IN A RFPLACEMENTSEPIES 

—m.~ 
TPPN 
-TPON-- • 
TPAFS 

-TPAHS 
PPLI 
PFNI 
PDNI 
PATI 
PAMSI 

*vrx 
-tmrj -

--HOT3 -

- W T 4 ' • 

nPKBt l r -Or PRtOATEtrtARYAK F V P O T NUMBER- — 
HUKRER OF PREDATED PROTONYMPHS P.ULMI NUMBER 

• tlUMBER OF- PKEPATEO- -frEHTflMVMPHS -p^HtWl lttJMftCT 
NUMBER OF FREDATED ADULT FEMALES P.ULMI NUMBER 
NUMBER OF P U E P A T E O - H D O L r ' M t E S T . - l f W I — - NUMBER 
DEJ-SITY OF LARVAL P.ULHI NUMBER CM-2 
DENSITY OT PROTOHYMPHS-PiUL^t NUMBER" CM«2 " 
DENSITY OF PEUTONYMpHS P.ULMI NUMBER CM.2 
DEwsiTr or A D U L T fEKAtts r,tnr»rr- I W W 8 E R - C W = 2 - ' 
DENSITY OF ADULT MALES P.ULMI NUMBER CM.2 
MULTIPLICATION FACTOR FOR TrWERATW>E-DtPEWI5tNCY— 
OF PREY UTILIZATION l)F LARVAE P.ULMI 

• MUlTIpLICATIOf- FACTfUfOR TEMPERATURE-PEPEWDE*CT 
OF PREY UTILIZATION OF PROTONYMpHS P.'JLMI 
HULTIPL1CATTOS TACTPR TOR- Tr«PETATOR£-DEPE*t>rWY 
OF PREY UTILIZATION OF DEUTONYMpHS P.ULMI 
HULTIPLICATrO* "FaCTOR-TOR TEKPEFATUR* DEPEPDEHCY 
OF PREY UTILIZATION OF ADULT FEMALES P.ULMI 

ADDITIONAL LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS FOR THE MICRO-WEATHER SIMULATOR 

-RA " RESISTANCE T.S>»I**R T.AITER 5EC_M»1 
WIDTH WIDTH OF THF LEAVES PROJECTED IN A DIRECTION 

. ... -pERPeNDICUtAf-Tfl THE KIMD -W — 
FRACTION OF LEAVES RECEIVING DIFFUSE LIGHT ONLY 
FRACfIO*-OF tEAVBS fH=CEIVIM«-fifTH WFFOSE A*D 
DIRECT LIGHT WITH DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS WITH 
RESPECT TO-THf'Smi-
FRACTION OF LEAVES COMPLETELY I* THE SHADE 

THE DETAILED COMMENTS "In ̂ «E bTST*NG-«F-THE "PROCWW M*rE-rVRTttf» — 
EXPLANATION OF ABBREVIATIONS SUPERFLUOUS. 

CFSR1 
CFSR*J-n 

CFSR12 
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